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PREFACE
T H E term "rare elements" is conveniently applied to those
members of the Periodic Table* whose chemistry in lit fie known.
Home of these* elements are so scarce that their study has of
necessity been difficult; others are abundant in nature*, but
their development has been retarded by lack of sufficient interest;
still others have only recently been discovered, and sufficient
time has not yet elapsed for them to lose the interest inherent
in newness. The "rare elements1* then should be understood
to include? those elements which are little known either because
of scarcity, neglect, or ignorance. The chemistry of norm* of
these elements is developing rapidly, since* we are junt beginning
to appreciate something; of their interest and usefulness. Rapid
advancement, has followed such an awakening,, and the names
of Home Htich substances have become household word*. In
other cases interest has been less keen and advancement has
been slow.
The purpose of this work is to call attention both to the advances which have recently been made in our knowledge* of the
so-called " r a r e " elements and also to the need of further research in the development of many of the lens familiar elements.
This book is the* outgrowth of it lecture course given for many
years at the University of Illinois, first by I>r, Clarence W,
Balke, and biter by the author. This course* has been enmitially a stuely e>f the Periodic Table with special referemw to
the dements which are treated very briefly or entirely ignored
in most textbooks on Inorganic Chemistry. f*or the present
course a working knowledge of the roittfrion element** IM understood, and they are mentioned briefly for the pur|K>Hi* of showing the relationship between the rare elements ami their more*
familiar neighbors.
The ehemiistry of many of the nire* element** in still in a
decidedly chaotic! ntate. The literature contain* conflicting
Btatenient«r misleaeling di#eu.NMio!}H, ami downright errors In
such caaea the author hau attempted U) mUn*t those
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which seem to bear the greater weight of authority. Where
differences of opinion exist for the settling of which more information is needed, an attempt has been made to present an
impartial summary. Care has been exercised to eliminate as
far as possible inaccurate, misleading, and untrue statements.
It is too much, however, to expect that a book of this sort can
be made free from errors either direct or implied. The author
will be glad to have his attention called to any undetected
errors, for which he alone must be held responsible. Suggestions will also be gladly received.
In a course which has been developed by. a process of this sort
many of the original sources of information have been lost.
The writer would be glad t o acknowledge his indebtedness to
every author from whom information has been received, but
this is manifestly impossible, since the material has been collected from a very wide range of sources and over a period of
several years. Much material has been gleaned from such
standard works a s : Abegg, Handbuch der anorganischen Chemie;
Browning, Introduction to the Rarer Elements; Friend, Textbook of Inorganic Chemistry;
Gmelin-Kraut, Handbuch der
anorganischen Chemie; Johnstone, Rare Earth Industry; Levy,
Rare Earths; Mellor, Modern Inorganic Chemistry; Roscoe and
Schlorlemmer, Treatise on Chemistry; Schoeller and Powell,
Analysis of Minerals and Ores of the Rarer Elements; Spencer,
Metals of the Rare Earths; Stewart, Recent Advances in Inorganic
and Physical Chemistry; Venable, Zirconium; and many others.
Constant use has also been made of the current scientific journals. An attempt has been made to give sufficient references
to the literature to permit the student who is interested in any
particular phase of the discussion to pursue his investigation
farther. These references also serve the double purpose of
giving the authority upon which certain statements are made
and of acknowledging the author's indebtedness for the information given.
The author is especially indebted to the following persons
who have read portions of the manuscript and offered many
helpful suggestions for its improvement, or have contributed in
various ways in the compilation of the material: C. W. Balke,
H. G. Deming, Saul Dushman, E . A. Engle, W. D . Engle, W. D.
Harkins, Maude C- Hopkins, H . C. Kremers, Victor Lenher,
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R B. Moore, W. A. Noyos, Rosalie M. Parr, (}. W. Bears,
Frederick Boddy, Marion 10. Sparks, Kdward Wichera, L. F.
Ynterna. The* students who have been enrolled in the eourHe,
enfMHtially during the* two yearn that the manu.seript, han been
iwcul in mimeograph form, have* contributed materially through
their interest in the subject matter and the inspiration whieh
they have furnished. To all of these, as well an to the* writern
whose works has been consulted, the? author wishes to express
his profound gratitude.
If this book serves to create grantor interest in those elements
whieh ares usually slighted in the study of Inorganic ChonuHtry,
the author will feel amply repaid for the* work whieh lias been
necessary in the assembling and editing of the material herewith
presented.
B. H. IIOPKIN8
URBAN A, IM,IN*(H8,

AugUHt I, iU2:f.
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CHAPTER I
T H E PERIODIC SYSTEM
Historical. — Between 1S02 and 1808 occurred the
controversy between Proust, and Bcrthollet 1 concerning th<»
Law of Fixed Ration. This discussion ended wfifh Proust convincing chemists that chemical eomjHMindn jwssrHS a definite
comjKwition. In 1808 John Dal ton published- a connected
account of his Atomic Theory, u[>on which mo<lern chemistry
is ba.sed. In tins way the1 theory of elements came to he* accepted among scientific! men, and very quickly effortH were
made to find n fundamental relationship IK1! ween varioun eli»~
mental forms of matter.
In 1815 Prout called attention 3 to the* fact that when the
atomic weights of the elements were* expressed ujxtn the* hydrogen basis, the values of the other elements were very e!«we to
whole numbers, arid expressed the* opinion that hydrogen wtw
the primary element from condensations of which resulted nil
of the* other so-called elements. Pront/s HyfRifheniH wim rtv
ceived cntliUHiaHfically by some and ridiculed by others. The
discUHHion concerning thin theory htm occupied the minds of
scientific men of all nations for it large part of the nineteenth
century and in a modified form lum continued down to the
present time.
ThcmuiH Thomson, in Knglaml, wits an witlumifiMtic follower
of Prout who tried to «how c*xpcrinif*tttnlly4 that the*
was true. Hh results were qucKtioruHl espi^cifiHy by
in Swcrlcm» whose* revinctd table of atomic; weights, publkhed in
1
Bw»! Mim FrtMind. Th*< Stwly »f ChtmirtUtfampmitum*ftamtflhklgotlitiv#r»ity Fritsw, HK>4, <'h»f»t*+r vf find HnriMg, Nalur^ 80 Htt CSHil4>.
*4 Nm» Hti*iem t»f ChrmmU f'hitwnphy. 2 vnU,< \H)7 |l>.
* Ann, PhU. 11 32! CiHjf,), mttl It III MSHlj,
*An Attempt UP Mt&atdvth lh* FkM I'rineipU* uf Cfmmktry by
b\
182ft.
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1825, contained values which differed widely from Tl omson's.
Gmelin, in Germany, was inclined to accept the Hypothesis,
and Dumas, in France, was outspoken in its support, especially
after his work x upon the atomic weight of carbon showed that
the ratio between carbon and hydrogen was almost exactly
12 to 1. The accurate determination of the atomic weight of
chlorine 2 by Marignac, in France, showed its value to be almost
exactly 35.5. This led Marignac in 1844 to propose that the
Prout unit be half the atomic weight of hydrogen. Dumas
welcomed this suggestion, but his own work 3 later led him to
suggest the adoption of -J- the hydrogen atom as the ultimate
unit. In 1860 the classic atomic weight work of Marignac
and Stas gave values showing variations altogether too large to
be accounted for by experimental error and made further subdivisions of the " u n i t " necessary. So the Hypothesis lost
standing owing to the necessity of frequent revision of the ultimate unit.
In ,1880 interest in the idea was revived by Mallet 4 whose
work upon the atomic weight of aluminium showed that it
belonged to the long list of elements whose equivalents are
approximately whole numbers. Mallet called attention to
the fact that 10 of the 18 elements whose atomic weights were
best known had atomic weights differing from whole numbers
by less than -fa of a unit. He suggested that possibly certain
constant errors might have influenced the accepted values of
certain elements. A more recent revival of interest in Prout's
Hypothesis was produced by Strutt, who called attention 6 to
the fact that of the elements whose atomic weights are most
accurately known, 12 have values which are almost exactly
whole numbers. This is a far larger number than can be
accounted for by the law of probability, so that " we have
stronger reasons for believing in the truth of Prout's Law than
in that of many historical events which are universally accepted
as unquestionable." Along the same line Harkins has pointed
out 6 that the atomic weights of 17 of the first 21 elements show
an average deviation from whole numbers of 0.05 and argues
that such a situation cannot be explained on the basis of chance.
1
Dumas and Stas, Ann. chim. phys.
2
Compt. rend. 14 570 (1842).
8

3 (III)4 5 (1841).
Am. Chem. Jour. 3 95 (1880).
Ann. chim. phys. 3 55, 129 (1859).
« Phil. Mag. 6 (i) 311 (1901).
6
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 37 1370 (1915).
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The thifory that f he elements are in reality a Herien of condensation products of some primal element which must, resemble the protyle of the ancient philosophers has heen n
fascinating theory from the beginning. It has been repeatedly
denounced as an illusion, but nevertheless it lias confirmed to
claim periodic attention among scientists. In the light of
modern theories of atomic structure, it is not strange that the
Hypothesis of Prout should reappear in modified form. IIurkiriH
and Wilson have shown l that at least the lighter elements may
be considered as composed of a certain number of atoms of
hydrogen and helium. This theory finds striking confirmation
in the study of the radioactive* elements and from the experiments of Rutherford, who has found evidence 2 for the conclusion that nitrogen atoms may be disrupted by bombardment
with alpha particles, with the liberation of hydrogen.
That the elements possessed relationships of a different sort
was shown soon after the establishment of Dalton's Atomic
Theory. AH early as 1817, Doebereiner called attention to the
fact that strontium had an atomic weight which was very clone
to the mean of the values for calcium and barium, while these*
three elements showed close similarity in both physical and
chemical properties. Later he also showed that there areother triads in which the name general relationship oxists, such
fl.8 *
WKICJKTH

Calcium
Strontium
Barium , . . . , .

40.07
HIM
UJ7.37

HS.72

Chlorine
Bromine*
Iodine

35.40
70.92
120.02

HI.10

Sulfur
Bdcmium
Tellurium

32.00
70.2
127,5

79.78

The Triads of Doefoereiner apparently mwfwl very lit!It*
interest, for it wa« not until 1850 that PHU»nkof(»r took Urn
next step when he expressed the belief that t\u* dillvvvtm*H
1
Jour. Am. Chan. Hoc, 87 VMM, V4KA (HHfi).
*E. K. Ruthirftml, Phil, Man, %1 UH\ (IUW),
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between the atomic weights of the members of a " natural
group " were multiples of a constant number, thus :
ATOMIC
WEIOHTS

Lithium . .

DIFFBRBNCBB

7

ATOMIC
WKIOHTH

Oxygen . .

U>

Sulfur

32

16
Sodium

. .

23

.

39

DIFPKKKNCKH

ir>
. .

1G
Potassium

Selenium

.

Tellurium .

80
127.5

In 1853 Gladstone arranged l the clements in the* order of
increasing atomic weights, but so many of the values accepted
at that time were faulty that no broad generalization wan
possible.
In the following year J. P. Cooke discussed 2 u the numerical
relations between the atomic; weights with some thoughts on
the classification of the chemical elements." He pointed out
that Doeberciner's Triads actually broke up natural groups of
elements, as, for example, the* halogen group which contains
four closely related elements. He proponed a cluHHification
by which the elements were divided into series, similar to the
homologues of Organic Chemistry. He took into consideration
the general chemical analogies of the elements, the tyjw*B and
relations of their compound**, and the* eryHtallographie relations
as well as the physical and chemieal properties. Cooked
classification is generally regarded an the first effort to arrange
the elements in groups by means of a comparative* study of all
the available chemical facts.
In 1857 Oclling arranged * the elements in accordance? with the
" totality of their characters " and found 13 triads mnnv of
which were double and some* incomplete. In each etxm the
intermediate term " is possessed of intermediate, properties
and has an exactly intermediate atomic; weight/'
Two years later Dumaa wrote 4 $m follows: " W h e n one
arranges in the same series the equivalent* (atomic weighte) of
the radicals of the same family whether in mineral or organic
1
PhU. Mag. 5 (iv) 313 (1853).
*8illiman'8 Am. Jmtr. HH, IT (it) M7 (IHM).
' » PhU. Mag. IS (ii) 423, and 4M) (IH57).
* Ann. Mm. phy*- W (ill) 20U (l&W).
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chemistry, the first term determines the* chemical character of
all the bodies which belong to the nerieH. The type of fluorine
reappears in chlorine, bromine, and iodine; that of oxygen in
sulfur, .selenium and tellurium ; that of nitrogen in phonphorun,
arsenic and antimony; that of titanium in tin ; that of molybdenum in tungsten, etc."
These early attempts to classify the elements are interesting,
but no attempt was made to include all the then known element8
because of the lack of a consistent system of atomic weights.
This essential was supplied in 185K by the splendid work of
Oannizzaro who was the first to utilize Avogadro'n Hypothesis
as the basis for atomic weight determinations. AH a result of
these revised atomic weights, order began to displace chaos
and in 1862-63 appeared the first real attempt, to include, all
the elements in a single classification. This work wan done by
A. E. B. de ('hnncourtoin l who is generally given credit for
first suggesting the relationships which may fairly be considered
the forerunner of the periodic system. He arranged the
elements spirally in the order of increasing atomic weights and
divided the cylindrical helix into Iff vertical sections. Elements
falling in the same vertical section had similar physical and
chemical properties. Thin arrangement became known an the
Telluric Screw and is recognized as embodying the fundamental
idea of the periodic system, although the conception in htwy,
the expression obscure,, and the accompanying speculations
misleading.
The next step was taken when John A. R* Newlands published
a scries of articles 2 in which attention wan directed to the* fact
that when the elements arc? arranged in the order of atomic
weight, the eighth element resembles the first, On account of
the resemblance to the musical scale* thin generalisation
known an the Law of Octaves. An examination of
table shows some meonsiHtcmcieH, due at least in part to hin failure
to leave spaces for undiscovered elements. There is much to
admire in Ncwlancin* contribution, in spite of hin inability to
provide satisfactorily for the elements of higher atomic weight*
1
C<mpt. rend, 54 757, 840, 007 (1802) ; W <HK» (iHfJil); 66 203, •*?«» (iHIWj;
63 24 (IHm).M fkxt u\m V. J. Hnrtag'K itriMf? cm M A *V»r***fttult.»wirtft'*»f tin*
Periodic Lttw, Nature, 41 IHfJ (IHm*).
Ulhmn. Afa0f,7 7O(i8fl3); 10 11, 60, IK (IHM) j It 83, 94 (1H06); t$ IVh
130(1806).
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Thus, it is seen that the* idea of a fundamental relationship
between the elements had been growing gradually for a half
century from the isolated Triads of Doebercinor to the Octaves
of Newlands and the Table of de ChuncourtoLs. It in no wonder
that, with these preliminary stops, two men should announce
a periodic arrangement almost Himultancounly and doubtless
quite independently.
TABLB I

Newlandx7 Law of Oclavvx
H
Li
Gl
1*
C
N
0

F
Na
Mg
Ai
Si
P
S

Cl
K
Ca
Or
Ti
Mn
Fc

Co, Ni
Cu
Zn
Y
In
As
So

Br
Kb
Sr
CV, hi
Zv
I)i, Mo
Ho, K«

I'd

I

AK

CH
Ha, V
Ta
\Vr
Nb
An

Ctl
t;

Sit
Kb
'IV

Pt, Ir
TI
Pb
Th
»K
Hi
OH

Lothar Meyer published Die Modern*' ThvorieM rftr Chcmie
in 1864, in which appeared a table* c o n t a i n i n g num\ of thi» t h e n
known elements and leaving Hpa(HkH for tandiHrrivereil rk^inenlH.
Those elements which a p p e a r in t h e mtnv column h a v e Himilar
properties, b u t t h e system was not complete, a n d wan little mow
t h a n t h a t of Newlands.
In 1869 71 Mendeltfcff published l a n arrangemeiif of the*
elements in the order of increasing a t o m i c weight in which it
was shown clearly t h a t thorn in n f>eriodie recurrence of properties. I n 1870 Meyer published a pajH»r * giving a table a l m o s t
identical with Mendeleeffn a n d s t a t i n g thnt " t h e properties
of t h e elements are, for t h e m o s t jrnrf, jM*riodic functions of
their atomic w e i g h t s / ' L a t e r he modified bin t a b l e slightly
and suggested a spiral a r r a n g e m e n t , which him t h e a d v a n t a g e
of showing both t h e continuous n a t u r e of t h e scheme f a n d t h e
periodic recurrence of certain properties.
While both Meyer a n d MendeMcff deserve great c r e d i t for
t h e p a r t each played in t h e clearing tip of t h e periodic relationship, it is quite clear t h a t neither one deserve** all t h e c r e d i t for
this useful generalization. T h e verdict of the* chemical world
i J. HUSH. Chem. Sac. 1 60 (1S09); 2 14 (1B70) ; 4 25, UH (IS71).
* AnncUm SuppL 7 354 (1870),
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TABLE

III

Comparison of Eka-silicon with Germanium
EKA-SILICON (PREDICTED, 1871) GERMANIUM (DISCOVERED, 1886)

Atomic weight
72
Specific gravity
5.5
Atomic volume
13.
Color
Dirty gray
Calcination pro- EHO2, white powder
Effect ofIL/)
Effect of acids
Effect of alkalies
Production of the
clement
Properties of the
oxide
Properties of the
chloride

72.3
5.47
13.2
Grayish-white
Ge(>2, white powder

Will decompose Hteam with Does not decompose water
difficulty
Slight effect
Not attacked by HC1 but
soluble in aqua regia,
oxidized by HNO3
No pronounced action
Solution of KOH has no
effect; oxidized by fused
KOH
EflOa and EsK2F6 reduced GeO2 reduced by C and
GeK2Ffl by Na
by sodium
Refractory; specific grav- Refractory; specific gravity 4.7; less basic than ity 4.703; feebly basic
TiOj or SnOa; more
basic than BiO2
EBCU will be a liquid with GeCU boils at 86° and hag
specific gravity 1.887 at
boiling point under 100°
and specific gravity 1.9
18°
atO°
E8F4 will not be gaseous GeF4 is a solid

Properties of the
fluoride
c
Org&no-metallie
ER(C»HS)4 boils at 160° Ge(C*H5)4 boils at 160
compound
and has specific gravity
and has specific gravity
a little less than 1
0.06

gives greatest credit to Mendel^eff in spite of the fact that
Meyer has some very ardent supporters. Oswald in his Klassiker der exakten Wimemchaften, No. 68, sets forth strong claims
for the priority of Meyer's %ork, but one of the main reasons
why Mendel6eff is given greater credit is because he ventured
to predict the properties of certain unknown elements. H e
foretold the properties of the elements eka-boron (scandium),
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e k a - s i l i c o n (germanium), and eka-aluminium (gallium). That
. l i e had a wonderfully clear conception of the meaning of his
p e r i o d i c table is shown by a comparison of the properties
p r e d i c t e d for eka-silicon in 1871 with the properties of the
e l e m e n t germanium discovered in 1886. (See Table III.) The
p r e d i c t i o n s of the properties of eka-aluminium and eka-boron
etre equally striking. This remarkable achievement centered
a t t e n t i o n * upon the Mendeteeff table and by some is considered
SLXX absolute proof of the truth of the theory. C. Winkler said :
c
* I t would be impossible to imagine a more striking proof of
• t l i e doctrine of periodicity of the elements than t h a t afforded by
• t h i s embodiment of the hitherto hypothetical eka-silicon."
O n the other hand, G. Wyruboff as late as 1896 considered
t h e periodic system as " a very interesting and highly ingenious
t a / b l e of the analogies and dissimilarities of the . . . elements "
a / n d proposed to reject the whole generalization because of its
d e f e c t s , reasoning that " since the laws of nature admit of no
e x c e p t i o n , the periodic law must be considered as a law of nature
d e f i n i t e l y established which must be accepted or rejected as a
w h o l e . " In spite of the bitter attacks made upon the system
b y those who claim that it has done more harm than good, the
fsbct
remains that it is a convenient basis for the classification
o f a n endless array of facts. In addition it has been a vast
J b e n e f i t to the science of chemistry by reason of its-stimulation
b o research.
Usefulness. — Mendelfeff pointed out four definite methods
of u s i n g the periodic law :
1. As a means of classification it serves to systematize the detail** of
ilxministry and permits the student to group together a large number of
' a c t s , which would otherwise be in a disconnected and chaotic state. Not
>n.ly are the chemical properties of the elements periodic functions of thci
t/fcomic weight but there is also a periodic relationship in valence, specific
prstvity, atomic volume, melting point, boiling point, hardness, malleability,
Ltxctility, compressibility, coefficient of expansion, thermal conductivity,
a/fcent heat of fusion, heat of chemical combination, refractive index, color,
Lls"tribution in nature, electrical conductivity, and magnetic susceptibility.
?lxe analogous compounds of the elements frequently show periodicity in
LLOII properties as molecular volumes, melting points, boiling point*.
fccubility, and color. The specific heats of the elements furnish an exception
3 -fch.e rule since they are not periodic.
S . I t offers a method of determining atomic weights of element** whom)
qixrvalents or combining weights are known. In this way beryllium,

10
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indium, uranium, and certain nf the rare earth* wen* located in the po-itioftH which they now occupy.
3. Tim prediction of the properties of un»li*erivered elementH wa I
poHnilih' front a nfudy of the properties of the adjacent known eleiu*-nt-r*.
In addition to predicting the discovery of w.'indium, ^allnini, and germanium, MendchVfT predicted the discovery of ckn-caoiufu, dwi«r;M MUIII,
<*ku-niohium, ekn-tantahnn, ilwi-frllurium, eku-niaimaneHe, and dwiiimtt}j;ancHc. The prediction of 11n* Zero (Iroup wan ubviuii lv uiipo* i!»le
before the discovery of any member «»f thin family. Hu* after the discovery und placing of helium and argon, the rxiMrncr nf other inert K,H,H**H
wan to he expeeted, and undoubtedly the discovery of neon, krypton, und
xenon vva^ materiallv ha..••fen«*d by the fact fhnt fh«* pi*riodi*' «v.^fi*m inc!tnitr*d that nurh ^aneH 4i*»uld *'\v-A,
4. The eorrecti'in of fatilt^ atMinir* weight H \n **nuw«t*'i\ wh«rjiv* r nu
element falln out of p}a«T ar produci'H a " unfit " m i}w *v*icoi. *riiu.:-*, m
1H7CI, thi* ln*t triad tu 'Jroup VIII brought pfnfinnm under irnn und ruthenium and placed oHmiuut un«I«T ni«'kel mi*\ pii))n<}ium. Th«'-*e r*\:itton^hipn
nre oi»vi<»u iy ^framed, nud «orre*'t]«*!i uf t)i*' !tf<«»nif<* weights ni phitmuio,
jriciiuni, and oHttuuiu ha* rrtunwtl thtu difcrepiuiry, The ntoiuir weij»hfn
In 1H70
In I'J22

l!tfi.7
i«.»5.2

i<«'»,7
ItWJ

Wsfi
1VMU*

Defactl. "*•• The1 tafili*s *»f M«*iitIrl^r»fF ami M«§yrr i'<m\nitmi
tMhvmitl wt»uk xjHitH, nmnv <*f wbirh buvi* tint y«*f l«*f*ri w*f i**fiuft«»rily Htrnti^tlif*iH**I, T!I«»H*» ili^forfH may 1M* briefly wuirurTjitciI
iw folltiwn:
1. The* position of hyrlrogcti in n \m??,h\ It. in tinivi»l*knt- nntl ••Iwtn*
|}OKit-ivt\ KO it in gs*ft**r7*Uy »| ljM***«t in Ctmnp t with th** idk^ili r»i«49<ilH. Htii
it in rfrininly nut H mrtni, f«inr«« i«vrn in the w»li»l Umn if i« tyjur?illy nuniw>fiiiltt*; it in **i$i«ily tliitplnn^l frutti orgHiii'* r<r»!tt|Kitin<i>< by th#* hu.lot(**n(i
nntl Umnn inHulltr hydrides which i*n* in no wny wirnibtr to tb«* n?H HJIM:
rt*««r»n for fitni'ing i* in (*nmp VII tiejir th** giMM<«»iJi rtMtt'ttK'ltt^*. Hut H
Hfudy t»f th<* chi'mimd }w*bu%fiof of !iytlrog«*ti nhow* thul, hk»* tfj** nn-fid?*,
it foritw itn mont «f »bli» romiMiitntlH witli tb#* noti"im*tHllir «4**iii**i#t«, CVm»
m*fjui*ntly tlw* n*lfition?*hip of hydron«*n to thi1* f»tb»*r ••l^m^fil** m Mffit vi^ry
much of nti wiiftftm.
2. T'h^ ritfv imrth group fiirfiwlii^n mififhcr cliflftulty, Hin^tt h**n* w*» hi*v«*
i fiumtn*r of tdf^uritt.* vliuWtttg from out* iinoth«*r in nUmtfc
. hut $Ht$im*mitt% vt*ty fiimilitf jirofH*rf-tw» Hftvi*r»I tw%thwb% of di»»
of thf* rari* **iifthi« hiiv«.' lnw»ti proprwi<»if but lbt*y urif not wholly
^. CH»*** t»hn.pf**r tin Itftf»* lyirthn.)
3. If thu onir*r of nrrnn^-tn^ntM follow* tbn Akimb wt*ighf4
•mcntii fall out, of j»liti!i?, l*htm the fto«iitftmj) «f irgon nnci;
1
Di C*. Uiurdjwttll,, Jitttf, 4 m. Chcm* Mm, 4ft !
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t, of cobalt and nickel, and of tellurium and iodine would be reversed,
their properties require the positions usually given them. This
cLif5ie\ilty has disappeared since the iatrodaction of atomic numbers as the
of classification in place of the atomic weights used by MendeleefL
The symmetry of the system is destroyed by Group "VIII, which contriads in alternate series. These triads show a disturbing variation
ixx "Valence. They show a certain transition of properties between the last
rjaeualDers of the odd series and the first members of the following even
s e r i e s . Yet their presence is more puzzling than helpful.
-5- The most serious defect in the system, especially in its usefulness in
laboratory, is that similar elements are sometimes in remote positions,
il dissimilar elements are brought close together. These difficulties
a r e most pronounced in qualitative analysis, in which the solubilities of
s^tl^s are of prime importance. As illustrations of this defect it may be
o b s e r v e d that copper and mercury, silver and thallium, barium and lead,
h.£ive many similar properties which are not suggested by their positions
i r i trxe table. On the other hand we might expect gold and caesium,
rtat>idLium and silver, and manganese and chlorine to resemble each other
nOLixcli more closely than they do. It is obvious, however, that no table
eoizlcL possibly show all the resemblances and contrasts of each element, and
EL detailed study of each of these elements justifies in a measure its usual
p o s i t i o n in the table.
Arrangements of the Periodic Table. — The recogr x i z e d advantages and weaknesses in Mendelfeffs table have
p r o d u c e d a vast amount of discussion. The system has been
b i t t e r l y attacked and earnestly defended, with apologies for
L-fcs imperfections and suggestions for its improvement. As
a, r e s u l t of this discussion, progress has been made, but the probl o m i s a complex one and much remains yet to be accomplished.
Zt, i s evident that we cannot understand clearly the relationship
exists between the elements until we have a pretty clear
of what an element is and know something of the
s t r u c t u r e of atoms. Recently great advances have been made
n "fch.ese directions, and any modern arrangement of the periodic
}afole must be in strict harmony with our best information conc e r n i n g atomic structure, must conform with the revelations of
? C - r a , y analysis, and must agree with the conclusions of studies
rx xa,dioactivity. Accordingly in the recently suggested plans
Jb.e elements are arranged in the order of atomic numbers, which
the misfits found at the positions of argon and potascobalt and nickel, and tellurium and iodine. Most of
m o d e r n arrangements also provide for the suitable placing
) f t h t e isotopes, especially of the radioactive elements. The
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greatest difficulties still remaining in preparing a. thoroughly
satisfactory table are two in number: first, in showing the
relationship of hydrogen to the other elements of the* table*; and,
second, in making adequate provision for the ran* earth group.
Modern arrangements of the table may be considered in two
classes, those using a flat surface and those* using three dimensions. Only the more important suggestions in eaeh class can
be considered here.
In order to provide apace for the rare earth group, Werner
has proposed 1 an arrangement shown in Table IV. This
plan makes provision for all the elements, but it is cumbersome and lacks the simplicity and regularity of the MendeleefT
table, since as the sequence moves to the right across the page
a uniform change of properties does not follow. The arrangement of Doming, Table V, brings out nicely the peculiar relationship which hydrogen bears to the rest of the element** and
provides space for all the elements, the rare* earth group taking
a place in which we should expect to find only one or two single
elements. This plan brings out Home interesting relationnhipH,
but is complicated and does not show the isotopes of the* radioactive elements. The table suggested by Dushnmn, 3 Table VI,
has the advantage of simplicity and completeness. It shown
the body of the ran* earth group as an enlargement of the
position which wo. would expect to be occupied by a single*
clement in Group III and provides space for the inotofWH of
the radioactive elements.
Of the helical arrangements those by Hoclcly and HarkiriN
are notable. In the former 3 the dements ar<; arranged in the*
order of increasing atomic? nurnhcrH around two helical
one of which has a Hharjx>ned end to nignify the abrupt
which take place when we* pans through the* Zero Group, while
the other has a flattened end upon which in arranged the triutin
of Group VIII. The rare earth group in arranged in order
along the surface of the helix in lite position occupied by Oroup
III. A flat surface drawing of Noddy f« arrangement m shown
in Fig. 1, but a small model in three* dimennioriH brings out the
relationships much more clearly. Harking 4 xxntm two cylindttn*,
* W«rner, Ber. 38 914 (1005).
* Saul Diuhman, Om. Khzd, Hev. 18 614 (1015). and 20 IUH (1017). tim in»
ttido front cover.
* Soddy, Chemutry of Hadvmtiim KtamrjtU,
*Bjurldiw and HaU, J W . Am. Chenu 8m. $8 1011 (ltfltt).

TABLE V

4
3
Li
Gl
$.94 9.1
12
11
Ka lig
23.00 24.32

2
He
100
10
Ne
20.2

6
B
10.9

Arrows indicate directions of increasing: basic properties.
Sloping tines indicate t h e degree of relationship between
E x t r e m e Groups (A) and Intermediate Groups (B): greatest
for Group IV, decreasing: in both directions, and nearly
disappearing- with Groups I and VII.

13
Al
27.0

6
C
12.005
14
Si
28.1

7
N
14.008

8
o
16.000

ft
F
19.0

15
P
31.04

16
S
32.06

17
Cl
35.46

34
Se
79.2

35
Br
79.92

52
Te
127.5

53
I
126.92

84
Po
210

?
219±

in

INERT
GASES
18
A
39.9
86
Kr
64
Xe
130.2
Nt
222.4

19
K
39.10
37
Rb
85.45
65
Cs
132.81

Ca
40.07
Sr
87.63
66
Ba
137.37

87
Ra
226.0

21
Sc
45.1

22
Ti
48.1

39
Yt

40
Zr
90.6

90
Th
232.15

V
51.0

24
Cr
52.0

41
Cb
93.1
73
Ta
181.6

42
Mo
96.0
74
W
184.0

91
Pa
234.2

25
Mn
54.93
?
99±
75
?
188 £

26
Pe
55.84

27
Co
58.97

28
Ni
58.68

29
Cu
63.57

44
Ru
10L7

45
Rh
102.9

46
Pd
106.7

47
Ag
107.88

78
Pt
195.2

79
Au
197.2

76
Os
190.9

77
Ir
193.1

The r a r e earth elements a r e : I
67
58 69
60 61 62
63
L a Ce P r Nd
?
Sa Eu

30
Zn
65.37
48
Cd
112.40
HfiT
200.6
64
Gd

31
Ga
70.1

32
Ge
72.5

49
In
114.8

50
Sn
118.7

81
Pb
Tl
204.0 207.20
—»* <
65 66 67
68
T b Dy Ho E r

As
74.96
51
Sb
120.2
Bi

69
Tm

70
Yb

71
Lu

72
Ct

Valence Details:
• 5-

I I I I 1 I I I I 1I I I 1I II I I I [ I I I

i ii ij I I i l l I I I I I I I I I I I
Arrangement of H. G. Deming
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one within the other, and the sequence of elements changes from
the larger cylinder to the smaller as we pass from a long series
to a short one. In this way the elements in the B division of a
group fall behind the ones in the A division. The rare earth
elements and the isotopes of the radioactive elements are
arranged vertically along the surface of the helix parallel with
its axis. A flat surface representation of this arrangement is
shown in K g . 2, but a model is needed to show the completeness
of the system.
How Many Elements Are There ? — In ancient times all forms
of matter were supposed to be derived from the four " elements/ 7
— earth, air, fire, and water. Since this theory was overthrown
there has never been a time when man could agree on the probable number of elements. At no time has the answer to this
question been more nearly within reach than at the present.
A study of the atomic numbers of the elements has led to the
conclusion that from helium to uranium inclusive there are 91
elements, making with hydrogen a total of 92 possible elements
within the limits of our present knowledge. Nearly all of the
recent periodic arrangements also indicate the existence of 92
elements within these limits. It is a startling fact that in
Mendel6efFs table, he placed the 63 elements known in 1871
and left enough blanks to make almost exactly a total of 92
elements. At first thought this appears to be a wonderfully
accurate prediction, but upon close inspection it is found to be
merely a strange coincidence. Only three of Mendel6efFs
blanks have actually been filled. Some others may be filled by
elements yet undiscovered, but most of his blank spaces never
will be filled. He knew nothing of the Zero Group and the rare
earth group was quite incomplete. So it is more probable that
the number of elements for which his table provided was determined more by convenience than by any deep-seated conviction.
If the region between helium and uranium contains 91
elements then five are as yet undiscovered. These have been
predicted and named: (1) eka-manganese with an atomic
number 43 and an atomic weight approximately 100; (2) dwimanganese, atomic number 75 falling between tungsten and
osmium; (3) eka-iodine, atomic number 85; (4) eka-neodymium, a rare earth element of atomic number 6 1 ; and (5) ekacaesium of atomic number 87. Of these, greatest interest has

16
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attached to the last named on account of the unsuccessful effort
to locate the element. (See Caesium.) Some interest is also
being shown in eka-manganese on account of the fact that its
discovery was announced x by Ogawa, a Japanese chemist, who
claimed that the element which he called nipponium, named
from Nippon, a name for Japan, confirmed all the prophecies
of Mendel6eff regarding this element. He has been accused of
" faking " the whole report, since separate investigations by Sir
William Ramsey and R. B. Moore have failed to verify his results.
In addition to the 92 elements already provided for, there are
three regions.of doubt: (1) before hydrogen, (2) following uranium and (3) between hydrogen and helium. Studies in
radioactivity have suggested the possibility of atoms heavier
than uranium, but the existence of such elements has never been
demonstrated, and if they have ever existed on the earth they
are doubtless unstable under conditions now extant. Hence,
these are usually referred to as " extinct " elements (Bayley).
Spectrum analysis has given evidence of the existence of
several unrecognized elements, some heavier than hydrogen and
some lighter. The existence of a gas asterium, 2 unknown upon
earth, is suspected in the hottest stars. Nicholson likewise
suggests the existence of a series of simple elements, including
arconium with an atomic weight 2.9 as calculated from the
width of the spectral lines and by the differences between the
calculated and observed wave lengths. Protofluorine with an
atomic weight 2.1 is probably identical with coronium 3 first
observed in the corona of the sun and later reported from the
volcanic gases of Mt. Vesuvius. Nebulium 4 with a calculated
atomic weight of 1.31 was reported present in the spectrum of
certain nebulae, and is probably identical with aurorium reported in 1874 by Huggins 6 from a study of the spectrum of the
aurora borealis. Protohydrogen has also been reported with an
atomic weight of 0.082. Etherion was reported 6 by Brush at
the Boston meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1898. It was described as a gas which
may be expelled from powdered glass and other substances
under high temperatures and pressures less than loofrooo' of an
12 Jour. Chem. Soc. (Lond.) 94 952.
* Chem. News, 78 43 (1898).
See Chem. News, 79 145 (1899).
* Chem. News, 59 161.
8
See Proceedings Roy. Soc. 1899.
• Trans. Am. Assoc. Sci. Bostoti meeting; also, Chem. News, 78 197.
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atmosphere. Its atomic weight was calculated as about
that of hydrogen, and it was described as possessing enormous
heat-conducting power, but lacking in chemical affinity. From
the manner of obtaining this gas and its general behavior
Crookes suggests that the peculiar properties noted are due to
the presence of water vapor, which would quite certainly be
present under the conditions described and behave as the new
" gas " did.
Efforts to prove the existence of such elements as these have
made little progress because of the well-known variations in
spectral lines produced by different conditions. Keeler 1
points out that entirely different spectra may be produced from
an element by varying conditions. Thus, if the spectrum of an
element is produced from various mixtures, new lines may be
produced and others may disappear because of overlapping.
Pressure influences the spectrum, usually producing a broadening of the lines.2 Temperature produces so marked an effect3
that it has been said that " a rise of 5° in temperature is sufficient
to transfer Di to the position of D2." Variations in the magnetic conditions produce enormous changes in the spectrum
of an element.4 On account of these facts chemists have been
conservative in accepting the discovery of an element when our
knowledge of its existence is based on spectroscopic evidence alone.
Discoveries of a very large number of new elements have been
claimed in recent times. Charles Baskerville, in the presidential address delivered before the chemists of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, St. Louis, 1903,
gives a list 5 of more than 180 such announcements since 1777.
Of these only about 36 may be considered as actual discoveries
of new elements, while over 130 have failed of confirmation or
have been definitely rejected because the observations were made
upon impure materials or upon elements already known. Of
the remainder some may still be considered as having an undetermined status and others are what we now call isotopes.
1 Sci. Am. Suppl. 88 977 (1894).
Schuster, Brit. Assoc. Report, 275 (1880).
»4 See Lieb. Ann. 238 57; Chem. News, 56 51.
Foote and Mohler, Origin of Spectra, American. Chemical Society Monograph,
chapter v, especially figures 23, 24.
6
" The Elements, Verified and Unverified," Chem. News, 89 109 et aeq. (1904).
See also Harkins, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 42 1985 (1920).
2

CHAPTER II
THE ZERO GROUP

IN many respects Group Zero is unique among the families of
the periodic table. It is the only group whose elements are all
gaseous at ordinary temperatures; all of these elements appear
to be totally inactive chemically ; this group and the Eighth are
the only ones in which there are not represented rather definite
odd and even sub-groups. This group is transitional between
the extremely electro-negative halogens and the strongly electropositive alkali metals. These elements are known as the " inert
gases" on account of their chemical indifference; " noble
gases " on account of their analogy to platinum and gold ; or
" rare gases " because, with the exception of argon, they are
found in the atmosphere in extremely minute amounts. None
of these gases so far as we know have color, odor, or taste7 and
their other physical properties furnish striking resemblances
with a gradation similar to that found in other families. (See
Table VII.) It is to be noted that the ratio between the specific
heats at constant pressure and constant volume is quite uniform and the value 1.6 is generally interpreted as indicating
that these gases are monatomic. The reasoning is, however,
not conclusive
and Mellor objects to the unqualified acceptance
of this view.1
HELIUM 2

Historical. — On August 18,1868, a solar eclipse occurred, during which
the sun's photosphere was for
the first time studied with the aid of a spectroscope, P. J. C, Janssen8 called attention to the fact that a certain
line in the yellow supposed to be caused by sodium did not coincide with 4
either Dx or T>% and proposed to call it D84 Frankland and Lockyer
concluded that this line was due to an element unknown upon the earth,
and suggested the name helium, the sun element. Later the same yellow
line was detected in the spectrum of certain stars and it was reported in
1
Mellor, Modern Inorganic Chemistry, pp. 564 and 836»
* See " Helium, Its History, Properties, and Commercial Development,*'
by R. B. Moore, Jour. Frank. Inst. 191 145 (1921); for a bibliography of
Helium, see Circular 81, Bureau of Standards (1919).
4*Compt. rmd. 67 838 (1868).
Proc. Boy. Soc. 17 91 (1868).
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TABLE VII

Physical Properties of the Xohle Gases

Parts per thousand in Atmosphere—by volume
Cp

0.0014

Wt. of a liter X. T. P. in gram*
Mol. wt. (at. wt.: D - Q* - 32)
Critical Tenip.f Abs
Critical Pm^. ie Atmo<. . . .
Boiling Point, Ahs.
Mehinis: Point, Ab?.
D«i5ity oi* a Liquid at B. P,
.
y in wetters
i CW/, i t 0 3 . . .
Ab£>rpu*>n Ctvf- a! A^ . .
TberadCooductiritv A'XIO* .

0.1786
4.00
5M9
2.26

Ratio of Specific Heate:--

€4

lit

0.015

1.652

0.154

NT

KB

HE

0.9002
20.20
44^.74
26. $6

9.37

0.00005

0.000006

1.65

1.6S9

1.666

3.70S
S2.92
210°.5
54.3
122*

5.S51
130.2
2sO\6
5^.2

1.7SIS
39.90

47.000

20 s <?i
j
—

0.0114
0.0257

2.155

3.06

0.1105
0.03*3

0.242
0.073

I

9.97
222.4
3773.5
62.5
211°
202
About o
0.510
0.100

:•;
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1881 by Palmieri1 in the spectrum of the gases fromMt. Vesuvius, although
some question has been raised about the possibility of the latter observation.2
In 1889, Hillebrand published Bulletin, U. S. Geological Survey, No. 78,
in which he described some experiments upon a gas which had been expelled
from the mineral cleveite. This gas he supposed to be nitrogen, since it
yielded nitrogen compounds. He noticed, however, that its behavior
differed somewhat from nitrogen, but he failed to detect the presence of
the new element helium.
In 1894, Sir William Ramsay was studying the gas obtained by heating
powdered cleveite and found about 12 per cent of nitrogen, some hydrogen,
and some argon; there was also a brilliant yellow line of the same wave
length as D8 of the solar spectrum. Kayser announced 3 the detection of
helium in the atmosphere in 1895. The confirmation of the discovery of
terrestrial helium was quickly made, but at first there was some doubt
concerning its homogeneity and position in the periodic table. The color
of the glow from a Pliicker tube containing pure helium is yellow under a
pressure of 7 millimeters and green at a pressure of 1-2 millimeters. This
led to the belief 4 that helium was a mixture of two elements, but efforts
to separate them went to prove 5 that the gas is homogeneous. So helium
took its place in the periodic table as an element without chemical affinity.
In 1903, Ramsay and Soddy 6 announced the discovery of the fact that
helium was a product of the atomic disintegration of radium, one gram of
which produces about 0.45 cubic millimeter of helium per day. Later
it was found that other radioactive substances also yield helium and that
the charged helium atom is the alpha particle.
Occurrence.7 — Helium is widely distributed in nature,
though usually in small amounts. I t makes up a considerable
portion of the sun's atmosphere and is probably the principal
constituent of the hottest stars. It is present in the earth's
atmosphere in a proportion estimated as about 1 part in 185,000
by volume.8 I t has been detected in the gases evolved from
certain mineral springs. King's Well at Bath, England, is
estimated to yield 1000 liters of helium annually. It has been
detected in at least one meteorite, which fell in Augusta County,
Virginia. I t has also been obtained from a large number
x
Rendiconti
2

R. Accad. di Napoli, 20 233 (1881).
Nasini and Anderlini, Atti R. Accad. Lincei, 13 (v) i. 368 (1904).
«Kayser,
Chem. News, 72 89 (1895).
4
Runge and Paschen, Phil. Mag. 40 (v) 297 (1895) ; Brauner, Chem. News,
74 223 (1896) ; also Nature, 52 520 (1895).
« Proc. Roy. Soc. 60 206, 449 (1897); 62 316 (1898); also Nature, 56 380
(1897).
6
Proc. Roy. Soc. 72 204; 73 346 (1903).
7
See " Helium Bearing Natural Gas," by G. S. Rogers, U. S. Geol. Survey,
Professional
Paper, No. 121 (1921).
8
Watson, Trans. Chem. Soc. 97 310 (1910),
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minerals, principally those containing radioactive and rare
t h elements such as pitchblende, thorianite, monazite,
usonite, samarskite, and euxenite; also, in carnallite, ruberyl, columbite, and native bismuth.
T h e most important source of helium from a commercial
J p O i n t of view resulted from the investigation of Cady and
i N C w h o found that the natural gas of Kansas nearly
contained helium, in some samples the amount present
from 1.5 to 1.84 per cent. It is from such sources that
helium is being developed.
* S p e c u l a t i o n s 2 concerning the quantity of helium in the upper
l i y e r s of the earth's atmosphere have led to the conclusion that
fet 5 O miles above the surface there is twice as much helium as
%&yg;en; at 100 miles the atmosphere is mainly helium and
tydx-ogen, and at 500 miles these two gases are the only ones to
jNI f o u n d . On the basis of this theory, it is estimated that the
mass of helium surrounding the earth would equal 11,000,tons. On the other hand, mathematical calculations 8
indicated that a gas as light as helium would not remain
i t r m a n e n t l y a part of the earth's atmosphere, but would be
kfrw-ly radiated into space. If this conclusion is correct then
i t I u r n must be present in interstellar space, and the constant
jfjaount in our own atmosphere must be the result of a balance
i f c w e e n the loss of helium into space and the emission from
i T o s t r i a l sources.
f J e p a r a t i o n . — Up to quite recently the cheapest method of
t^a,iziing helium was by heating a mineral, especially cleveite
r
j r n o n a z i t e , either alone or with dilute sulfuric acid, or with
pja,ssium acid sulfate. When heated alone the finely ground
is placed in an iron or porcelain tube which is connected
system for absorbing moisture and carbon dioxide. The
oxxx is evacuated and the tube heated to 1000°-1200° C. When
with dilute acid the mineral is placed in a strong flask
l tightly with a condenser and funnel tube. Through the
1 : 8 sulfuric acid is added and the former is connected
pump by which the evolved gas is removed. Usually
t t > e r yield of helium is obtained by heating the mineral with
Am. Chem. Soc. 29 1523 (1907).
f \*u.<r.
3ET- Jeans, Dynamic Theory of Gases, chapter XV.

Chem. News, 71 67 (1895); see also Chapman and Milne, Jour.
f iton^y*
JMT&teorolog. Soc. 46 357 (1920).
t
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sulfuric acid. Approximately a liter of gas may be obtained
from 200 grams of cleveite at an estimated cost of about $5.
After long and patient effort, Onnes obtained about 2 cubic
meters of helium by heating monazite sand. The cost has 1
been estimated at approximately $1600 per cubic foot.
When the method of liquefying air was developed sufficiently
to permit the use of liquid air in considerable quantities, helium
mixed with neon was obtained from the first fractions in the
commercial distillation of liquid air. Obviously no very large
amount of helium can be obtained in this manner unless the production of liquid air becomes a considerable industry. This is by
no means an impossible source of helium, since it is now seriously
proposed to use liquid air in the operation of the blast furnace.
During the recent war a sudden and insistent demand for
helium arose because of the desire to equip observation balloons
with a light non-inflammable gas. This suggestion was what
would normally be called a purely " academic " dream, since
the largest amount of helium ever collected was probably that
obtained by Onnes. The cost would be prohibitive. But the
U. S. Bureau of Mines recalled the presence of helium in the
so-called " wind gas " of Kansas as reported by Cady and
McFarland. The need was urgent, and without time for suitable
preliminary experiments the government erected plants for the
recovery of helium from the natural gas of Texas and vicinity.
The effort was successful, and at the signing of the armistice
150,000 cubic feet of helium, enough for three or four observation balloons, were ready to be shipped abroad.
The work continued for a time, since the importance of
helium in aeronautics is fully recognized. Dr. Manning, formerly director of the Bureau of Mines, estimates 1 that it is
possible to obtain 6,000,000 cubic feet of helium per week
from American natural gas, provided the process of separation
is perfected to the degree that gas containing 0.35 per cent
helium can be utilized. It is also pointed out that the supply
of helium is evidently decreasing rapidly and in 20 years the
present available supply of helium may be exhausted. It haa
been suggested 2 that the best helium-producing gas fields
should be sealed to conserve the supply.
iJcur. tnd. and Bug. Chem. 12 821 (1020).
2
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman of the National Advisory Committee on
Aeronautics.
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Three methods * of removing helium from natural gas have been used,
all dependent on freezing out all the other gases. A plant using the Linde
process was built at a cost of $300,000 and began operations March 6, 1918.
By September of the same year it was producing 5000 cubic feet of 70 per
cent helium per day. For carrying out the Claude process a plant costing
about $150,000 began operations some weeks later than the Linde plant
and gradually improved both the yield and purity of helium. The largest
plant was built at Petrolia, Texas, at a cost of $150,000, and with an original
capacity of 30,000 cubic feet of helium per day. Here the Jeffries-Norton
process2 is used under the direction of the Bureau of Mines. In December,
1922, the Fort Worth plant was producing 15,000 cubic feet per day, with
a prospect of doubling that output shortly. The question of storage for
such a quantity of gas becomes a serious problem. The cost is said to be
less than 10 cents per cubic foot, with the prospect of a decrease to 5 or
even 2 cents per cubic foot. Recent tests at the cryogenic laboratory in
Washington indicate that it is possible to produce reasonably pure helium
from natural gas by a single operation, thus materially reducing the cost.
Canadian supplies 3 were tested by experimental plants at Hamilton,
Ontario, and Calgary, Alberta. The Ontario natural gas contains 0.34
per cent helium, while the Alberta supply contains about 0.33 per cent. A
plant with a capacity of 56,000 cubic feet of natural gas per hour has
been designed. A modification "of the Claude oxygen-producing column
is used. The helium produced has a purity of 85-90 per cent or better.
The cost in the Alberta field is estimated at £10 per 1000 cubic feet,
exclusive of containers.
Purification. — Helium is separated from the other inert
gases by taking advantage of the fact that its boiling point is
the lowest of all the gases of this family. Nitrogen and hydrogen may be removed with hot lime and magnesium or calcium;
argon (and nitrogen) may be liquefied by liquid air; and neon
and all other gases may be condensed with liquid hydrogen.
Purification may be made in other ways. (1) If helium which
contains not more than 20 per cent of air, oxygen, or nitrogen
is passed over cocoanut charcoal at the temperature of liquid
air, practically all the other gases are absorbed and helium
remains. 4 (2) Helium may also be purified 5 by taking advantage of the fact that it is absorbed by finely divided platinum,
while nitrogen and neon are not. (3) Fused quartz at a tem1
See address of. Dr. F*flt. Cottrell as Perkin medalist, Jour. Ind. and Eng.
Chem.
11 148 (1919) ; also R. B. Moore, Jour. Frank. Inst. 191 145 (1921).
2
For the principles involved in the three processes for liquefaction of gases
see Washburn, Principles of Physical Chemistry, 2d edition, pp. 309-313.
s Jour. Chem. Soc. 39 252 R (1920). Inst. 191 145 (1921).
* Dewar, Proc. Roy. Soc. 74 122, 127 (1904); Claude, Compt. rend. 158 861
(1914) ; Jour. Chem. Soc. 39 252 R (1920).
* Compt. rend. 121 394; Proc. Roy. Soc. 60 449 (1897).
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perature of 1100° is permeable to helium and hydrogen but not
to other gases. This method is slow but gives a very pure
product.
Properties. — The constants for the principal physical properties of helium are given in the table on page 21. The properties which make helium most interesting are its lightness,
its close approach to a perfect gas, its close relationship to the
radioactivity and the composition of atoms, and its absolute
chemical inactivity.
The density of gaseous helium has been determined by many
investigators, the two best results being those of Watson l
and Heuse. 2 The weight of a liter under normal conditions
is given as 0.1782 g. and 0.17856 g. respectively. Thus,
helium should have about 93 per cent as much lifting power as
hydrogen. Experiment has shown 3 that 1000 cubic feet of helium
will lift 69.58 pounds, while the same amount of hydrogen will
lift 75.14 pounds.
As would be expected with so light a gas, helium diffuses
rapidly, but not so rapidly as would be expected from Graham's
Law of Diffusion. Hydrogen and helium are the only gases
which diffuse more slowly than would be expected from the
kinetic theory. The penetrability of these two gases through
balloon fabrics-has been determined 4 as between 5 and 10
liters of gas per hour per square meter of fabric. Helium diffuses 0.71 as fast as hydrogen. 5 Hydrogen and helium diffuse
readily through heated quartz at high temperatures and through
silica glass at temperatures above 300°. Jena glass is not permeable to hydrogen but is to helium. 6
The coefficient of compressibility is zero 7 between pressures
of 147 mm. and 838 mm. of mercury at 0°; that is, the product
of pressure times volume is a constant within this range. Onnes 8
has determined the isothermals for pv over a wide range of
temperature and pressure.
The boiling point of helium is the lowest of all known sub1
Tram. Chem. Soc. 97 810 (1910).
* Ber. deutsch. phyrikal. Ges. 15 518 (1913).
* Min. and Sci. Press. 119 306 (1919).
< Phil. Mag. 40 672.
«Jour.
Ind. and Eng. Chem. 12 821 (1920).
6
Williams and Ferguson, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 44 2160 (1922).
7
Burt, Trans. Faraday Soc. 6 19 (1910).
8
Proc. K. Akad. Wetmsch. Amsterdam 10 445, 741 (1907).
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stances. It was the last of the so-called permanent gases to
yield to the efforts to produce a liquid. The classical work
of Kammerlingh Onnes l used 300 liters of helium gas, which
was cooled first by liquid air, then by liquid hydrogen boiling
under diminished pressure, and finally by passing through a
special Hampson liquefier. Helium must be cooled to 15° A.
before the Joule-Thomson effect will produce liquefaction. But
at the temperature of solid hydrogen the expansion of helium
from high pressure produces a sufficient lowering of the temperature to cause liquefaction. In this way Onnes produced
60 cc. of liquid helium.
Liquid helium is, next to hydrogen, the lightest liquid known.
Its density 2 at4°.33A. is 0.1208 and at 2°.4A. it is 0.1459.
The temperature of maximum density is 2°.2 A-, the critical temperature is 5°.25 A.j and the critical pressure 2.26 atmospheres.
Liquid helium is colorless, very mobile with very small surface
tension.- When evaporated under diminished pressure a temperature as low as 2°.5 A. was obtained,3 but no solid helium
resulted. Onnes failed to obtain solid helium at a temperature
of 0.82° A.
Positive ray analysis 4 indicates that helium is a simple
element without isotopic modifications. On the other hand a
study of the atomic structure has led to the conclusion 5 that
helium contains two types of atoms, which are designated as
helium and parhelium. A sftudy6 of the probable constitution
of the atoms of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon suggests the value
3.0011 as the atomic weight of the isotope called isohelium
(Rutherford's X 3 ). Helium atoms when subjected to certain
voltages are ionized and remain in this metastable condition
for about 0.0024 second.7
The dielectric cohesion 8 of Jielium at 17° is represented by
18.3 as compared with argon = 38, air = 419, hydrogen = 205.
1

Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 11 168 (1908) ; also Compt. rend.
1472 421 (1908).
Onnes, Comm. Phya. Lab. Leyden, No. 119.
3
Onnes, Proc. K. Akad. Wetensch. Amsterdam, 12 175 (1909).
4
F. W. Aston, Phil. Mag. 39 611 (1920).
5
J. Franck and F. fteiche, Z. Physik, 1 154 (1920).
6
M. C. Neuburger, Physik Z. 23 145 (1922).
7
Kannenstine, Astrophysical J. 55 345 (1922).
8
The dielectric cohesion may be explained as a constant which expresses the
relative electrostatic field of force which is needed to render the gas a conductor
of electricity.
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An uniiBually long spark gap is therefore* popsilih* in helium,
in which n spark of 2.r>(}-!J(K) mm. has l«*rn obtained l under
the same* conditions as produced a spark of 2'J mm. in oxygon,
IM mm. in air, «il) mm. in hydrogen, and l.r>..r» mm. in argon.
Helium serins to have the ability to form nolid solutions with
finely divided platinum, with magnesium, and probably also
with a considerable number of minerals, but there is no evidence
of any chemical reaction involving helium, lit a most thorough
investigation," Ramsay circulated helium at reel heat over a
long lint of materials and was able to detect no change* in either
count it went. KiTorts to make hrlium enter into rumbiiuttion
under the influence of the silent electric discharge have been
unsuccessful. It is therefore* evident that helium is unable to
enter into chemical reactions of the usual type.
Uses. -The most sj>eetaeular UNO of helium is for filling
balloons in time of war. The cost in still considerably but the
advantages an* numerous. Its total non-combustibility makes
it poHHihlc* to build a dirigible balloon more compactly hee^use
fear of sparks from the motor is remove*I. It has \**vn NUggeHted
that it would lm possible to mount a machine gun on the top
of the ga# bug. In order to decrease the vtmlf it has been proponed to put helium into the compartment* which an4 <*xponed
and hydrogen into other compnrtmentH. Another plan in to
mix hydrogen with helium, ninre it lt»>» \nrni demojiMrated that
m much m 20 {H»r cent hydrogen in needed In produce an explosive mixture.' In n tml flight early in Deci*iiil«*r, 15)21, thi»
U. 8. nnviil airnhip O 7 demormtratiHl the pnicticability fif
helium-filled dirigible«. In the flight from Iliimpton lUimh to
Wiinhington and return it was unn«*n*«Hury to low any heiitmi
by valving, and the men in charge report that greater «pr*f*d waif
developctd and the ship rmtncuveml \u*iU>r than when filled
with hydrogen. The fact that helium is* n. jKHr^rer conductor
of haat than hydrogim dimina<i>cl much of the difficulty ari?citig
from variatiorm in the lifting priwer of dtflferant partioiw of thft
gas Img, so tha air«hip responded mort* deftnitely to if n t*fmtrpl*,*
Thera are certain pniblnimi to \H* ovorcomft befow* helium
can b© callefl an ideal gtm for um in bnllmmn. I.t» neareity
« Collto ami RsnuMiy, /Vwr. Hon. Sec. U 28t
* Rmmiay IUKI CoHfo, Prm, Hoy. $m, §0 m
'Jmtr. Chmm, Sm, 39 nt It iWm)*
*Bm uout Owm. ami Mm. Mm- 25 il II (trill,
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makes the cost extremely high and prevents the* valving of the
gas when it is desired to descend or to deflate the gnn hup;.
The relatively inexpensive hydrogen is allowed to escape info
the air, but helium must be compressed into cylinder*, repurificjcl, and used over again. Since the* lifting power of helium in
less than hydrogen, a balloon which is to use the former gun uiuwt
have a gas bag approximately one-tenth larger than would be
required in a hydrogen balloon. If an altitude of 10,000 feet i«
to be reached, as is necessary in crossing the* Rocky Mountains
a helium gas bag ran only bo filled to 70 j>er rent, of its rapacity
to provide for the expansion of the gas at these altitudes. Devices are being planned for compressing the gas, but thene mean
increased weight, decreased fuel capacity, and a corresponding
limitation in cruising range*.
The most important scientific use of helium in probably in
connection with studies in radioactivity ami extremely low
temperature work. A study of helium will undoubtedly throw
light on the nature of radiation, atomic structure, nnd other
related problems. At the temperature of liquid helium, tin,
lead, and mercury lose their electrical resistance; for mamplo,
a thread of mercury, which lias a resistance of neve nil hundred
ohms at room temperature, when cooled to 2*VI5 A. ha* leHH than
two ten-bill ion ths of its zero resistance. Other interest ing nnd
valuable results may l>e expected from the use of liquid helium
in the cryogenic laboratory at Washington.
As an inert gas helium in useful for filling tungsten Inmpn
which are to be used for signaling, hewiti.se of the rapid dimming
which results. Helium are lights give? un interne rtnl umi yellow
light which has certain advantages over the mercury vitpor
lamp. In Geissler tulxw helium furrikheH a good nUttubmt
light in Bpectrophotoniotry.
A number of other application** have \mm miggenled, mvh HH
its use in mixture with oxygen for <{eep-Hea d i v e r t the purjwiw*
of which in to pfftfong the* jK»riod of submergence by m%mn% the
more rapid exhalation of carbon dioxide; to replnee oil for
surrounding switches and circuit breaker* for liiu;h-tefiHioft
electric transmission lines; for filling thermUmii! »iti|iiifyiitK
valves of the ionization tyjm.
Detection. — ffolium m dmtMuUtd by ltn *i*mtrum, Un* tnmi p
Unm Iwjiiig the D* Hm which ittd to thtj dmmvuty ut th« vktinrtit
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prominent green lineX TAWW. Th*«re :>re umi»y njin-r lin«H in the- npwtrmn,
whose intensify varies with f !»«• j»n: nr«-,
If the sample under examination contain-* other gu^M fhun helium, these
nuiy IM» effectively rernovrtl l»y rorojuiuf «'h;iPf»»;i,l rooli*i| with htjiini air.
Estimation, The purity «>f n Mr*';»in of hfiimn may )•»* n>ntinu*itr*-ly
recorded by nil nutomniir di'vuv dcvelopr-il ;it thf I*, S Hure;ui of Sf:tn<|urdtf. Its operation drpptifN upon ?!*•- thi-ruci! «*»ti«lu« fail v of tht* #?I.M.
When only two K.MM-* ar«« pr<vn) *h«- r»jtp;ir;ifir» «»vi-- ;*r*Mjr.:i?i. result.^;
consrcpiently it i^ Hfrvirf'a!*!** in *\rnhn% \\\\U h*l?4ii» «•( :\ puntv al»i»ve 70
per cent, wn«#i* nitrogen i^ fh«'*m!v uttpuntv HI si*h in:i!«'n:»l.
A rn\nt\ methoti of tU>ivrmniinu 0i«* ^futoiiif of h^hnn* i?i n iiiixture in
haned upon the r;ipi<iitv with >vhi»-h t}»»* |ii I!»AVI f!*rMii^h :» tuitmf<* hull- in
a pieec «>f platinum foil. '!'!»«• urtrnifnfi! r» «-idihr :*!»*il i^nn ? pun* nitrogen ami u ileteriuifKitioH r«quirr * J ."$ iiuniit*^. An ao-nnM-v ««f I 'J prr
cent in pnsMJhlr in a win couf aunii^ «H jn-r e**n! »'»r niori* nf lirhuui »»*«! only
ont? other ga.s.
Historical. •• AH nmin a,'i if Irt'ruHii- rvi*i»*nf thrtf hcliuui rm*l Mrgon were
rnembern of u aero Mfoup of rinjji-nt-^ ;*»';»rrh W;M IUU«I«'1 for «n eJf»t**nt.
eight wmiM plnvv it UHwr«-n !i»'hi»ii :»n*l jtryton JMI*I juxt
Fur thi« j*urj»««**** !H lii**r•• **!* urgon n=^ urri- j*rrpnrrti fruni
liquid air and i*'»ntli'(iw*i to a !j«|«ji»i, Ilv »a-v»'r;»l ^ii^tiJ!-**I**H-J *»
.f thin li*|uifI
the element won ^froirj tti*8 f'lrnrU w^rd iu«';ttnim " n«'^>J<» *v;i.'-« iHol;jf#'*I
from tin* niori* volatile j*orlio», Th»* &%* w,m UMI n«;nfi ohtntfirtl m pure
form until HMO; nirwijtieufly, it>< *!*-%**-!***| tn«*f11 hi^ !«**•« v*-ry >4r»w,
Occurreiace,
Xi*o» i«'rur^ in Ut«* at!iir»Hiilirn* in prtiporticm
of c»ni* vohiitit* to about 5.VKX) vnliun«*»< of ;»»r. It him nhu \n*vti
dtitvvAtnl in Himu* HiunplvH of mttunil giw nwl in thv WWH vvtAvwl
by c&rtttin hot HjiringH,
Separation. ••-•• Xi*oti in thf* itirwi difficult of ihv mrv %umm to
obtain in jnm» fonn, not only I^T.HIIW* it in prr#*i$f. in lit** uir in
very «mall imtoutttit, but nlm* turwuiw if rr»lb*c!t« in tlm midcllt*
fm^tions which an* tht* inont tiiilirult t.«i purify.
Several modifkiitioriH of litttnmy*n iiif*fhoo! «»f fmctionatiott
have been dctvimul nnd u**w»tl to Ki*piiruti* nwn, TIK* inont
Kuccasffful methfKi for working with i* lurfti* amount of material
mm a mmlififittion of C.iiiijf}t*fn »ppuniltm t in whir*h fmctiona*
tion is accomplti»ht«d by a fnustionntiiig vnUmm. By ih'm ttwtmn
all the hydmgisn, hrlium, and nmm of tht* air art^ H*»|*aratwlf
with mtm mtrogan, mi tin? light gaw, From ttik, nitrogen m
removed by hot mttgnrnium or fold chnrciiaL
A simple mathod of nfpumting tmm from thfc oth«r (QUM*I» i»
* Bammy atid Trnvtm, #Voc. toy. *^BC. i t »I«I (IttlM);
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to use the selective absorption of charcoal cooled in liquid air,
devised by Dewar. Charcoal cooled to - 100° < \ absorbs ur^on,
krypton, and xenon completely, but scarcely absorbs helium and
neon at all. At a temperature of - 1X0° to - 100" < *., won in
absorbed and helium left in gaseous state*. From the charcoal
the occluded gases are easily obtained by raising the* temperature.
If nitrogen is present it also may be removed by cooled clmmml,
since it is more? readily absorbed than either neon or helium.
Properties. — Noon resembles helium closely, but shows n
greater variation from the expected values than any other
member of the family. (See Table VII, page 21.)
Watson * has determined that a liter of neon weighs 0.0002
grams under normal conditions. This corresponds closely to
the accepted molecular weight, 20.2.
The dielectric cohesion of pure neon at 17° is f>.0, much below
that of helium and the lowest for any gas. Thin value in
materially raised by the presence of impurities; consequently,
the purity of any sample of neon may be judged by tlit* determination of this constant.
Neon diffuses through quartz at RKKf'C, but lens readily than
helium.
When neon is shaken with mercury or heuteci unequally a
marked red glow appears. The explanation ottered for thin
curious behavior is that there is developed a difference of
potential which is sufficient to produce* n glow in the neon on
account of its high conductivity.
Neon may be liquefied at atmospheric, pressure by Nurmumling it with boiling liquid hydrogen; it may afno be Hotitiifn*tl
by allowing the hydrogen to boil under diminished \m*miw\
Using his positive my analysis, J. J. Thomson fmn shown
that atmospheric neon contains two Lsoto|H#H, one with an ntotrtic
weight 20 and the other 22. This wwrliiHion UUH IH*V.U confirmed
by Aston, 3 who obtained evidence of two i*<oto|**tf of atomic
weights 20 and 22 in proportion 9 to I. Thiw urwotiritH for th<*
accepted value of 20.2. Then* in aim some evidence of n third
isotope of value 21, comprising about 1 jwr cent of tin* whole.
If this conclusion is confirmed this would furnish mi in
triad somewhat similar to those* found in Group VIII.
1
8

Tmnn. Chmn. Hnr. 07 HW\ (JttiOj.
Nature 92 308 (1013); Phil. Mag. $# III)
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Uses.— Several types of neon lamps have been designed, 1
the advantage being that the penetrating red rays are v a l u a b l e
for signaling. The light is produced by the glow discharge :* f
the cathode and the intensity is dependent upon the area of 111*1
cathode surface and the pressure of the gas. With a voltu^*?
of 220 the glow begins instantly, and when used for stroboscopl * *
work the working flash has a maximum duration of one tw< *millionth of a second. Such a lamp has great value in measurin j *
the velocity of revolution and in many other engineering pro! »~
lems. The economy of the neon lamp is shown by the stat < *~

'ubr friled h//tb Mean
FIG. 3. — SPARK PLUG TESTER

ment that a Moore tube filled with neon containing a littl**
helium consumed 0.26 watts per Hefner candle, while a simila r
tube filled with argon consumed 45 watts. Lamps containing
as much as 25 per cent helium are as efficient as those contaiii«~
ing pure neon. Various electrodes are used, iron and aluminiui 11
being the most common; an alloy made up of 82 per c e n t
thallium and 18 per cent cadmium is especially successful an
the cathode. The lamps burn for 2000-3000 hours. It hat**
been found 2 that a neon lamp produces one hundred times a «
much luminosity for the same current consumption as can Yms
obtained with argon.
A neon lamp 8 has recently appeared on the market which £ n.
recommended for use in halls, hospitals, and other places wher#*
subdued light is desired. I t is rated at about 5 watts and i#*
supplied for both direct and alternating currents. The e c o n omy in its use conqtes both from its long life and the saving o f
electrical energy when compared with the present m e t h o d s
of producing reduced electrical illumination.
The ease with which an electric spark will pass t h r o u g l i
neon has been utilized in devising a spark plug tester for usct

1 Elektrochem. 24 131, 132 (1918); Elektrochem. Z. 40 186 (1919); F. W
Aston,
Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 19 300 (1919).
2
D. McF. Moore, Jour. Am. Inst. Elect. Eng. 39 732 (1920).
8
Phillips lamp; see Electrician, 87 25 (1921); another type is the Pint*?!*
lamp, described in Elektrochem. Z. 42 121 (1921).
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with internal combustion engines. These little inslrurrmnfn *
are serviceable not only for locating ignition troubles in tin
automobile, but also are suggested for use in a factory where
the development of frietional electricity by the moving mn~
chinery might cause a dust explosion.
The neon spectrum lines are sharp and furnish a good standard light source, especially between H'MM A. and .'Jf*2O A.
Detection. — Neon is identified by its brilliant Hpeetrum linen, especially
prominent in the orange and red regions.
AltOONT
Historical. ~ In 17»S5, Cavendish published3 an article describing an
experiment in which lie passed an electric spark through a volume of air
mixed with an excess of oxygen and absorbed the* products in aft alkaline
medium. After removing all the nitrogen the residual oxygen wan absorbed,
when there remained a gas which wan neither oxygen nor nitrogen C 'avert *
dish estimated the amount of thin gas to be not more than r | a of the tutu!
nitrogen. Thin experiment was forgotten for over a century,
In the years I8(KM)f>, Lord Uayleigh wax studying f he weights of variotiH
gases from different Hourcrs. A liter of nitrogen from the air weighed
1.2572 g. while nitrogen prepared chemically weighed I.2.W g, pvr liter.
The difference was much larger than the experimental error, aitti ati examination of the " chemical M nitrogen failed to show the presence of any light
impurity. Bo the conelunion was necessary that tit** " nfmonpherif* "
nitrogen muni contain some constituent heavier than nitrrwri it wit, With
the coftjwration of Hir William KamHay, and the suggestion furnished by
Cavendish'** experience, it was discovered that when alt tht> known «»»»n«
stituentK of the air wer«; removed there idways remained a residue which
was proportional to the, volume of air umu\, Thw rentdue wnn ?thowa *
to differ from nitrogen both H[H«ctroHcopically ami chemjeiiflv nn well n« m
dennity. Then nt*w gim wa« named argon, meHmrtg •• inert/* \wnitm* t$i if»
chemical inactivity. Thin discovery him been spoken of tm tht* M *f*rittfti|»h
of the Fourth I^cimal," Imcatmfof the experiences leitding to tfw nitftMimt1***
ment*
The year 1804 »aw the tlimwv&ty of both argon nntl h**liufn, but the former
wan ddinitely isolated mum* months l»*fore the lutter, Unnwfonlvly thm*
txram a question an to the position of argon in the iwrimlir tt%UU\ TUin
problem became all the inori! pulling biseaiiHi* of tfie fact thiit wrgun Um n.
higher atomic; weight than \wUvtminm which it pn»r'e«feH. lln* i*|Hftioit Inni
argon should \m ploc*ittl in Group Zero before poiamitmt rvwmnl mnimtw*
tion fn>m the dkeavery of helium, but the Ntattt* of \mth t*\vttwtttH wm not
fully GMtablifthed until aftur tint diwovery of the other eleii***iif#of Hit?* git tup.
i
Chem. and Mat. tiny. %& 70U (tl)22K Jwir, hvL nud Htm, t.*hrm H iful
(1922).
*1 PhU. Tram. 75 372 (1785).
K&ykigh utttci llmnmy, Phil, Trnm, 186 IS7
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Occurrence. — Argon is a very constant constituent of the
air)<fof which it comprises 0.94 per cent by volume, which is
equivalent to 1.18 per cent by volume of atmospheric nitrogen.
The per cent of argon varies only slightly in samples taken from
various localities on land, but over the sea the per cent of argon
is slightly more, 1 up to 0.949 per cent. Altitudes as great as
3£ miles have failed to show 2 any material change in the quantity of argon present. The fact that argon is more soluble in
water than is nitrogen accounts for the fact that the proportion
of argon in dissolved gas is greater than in air; it also probably
accounts for the fact that argon is found in plants and in the
blood of animals.
Argon is likewise a constituent of volcanic gases and gases
from mineral springs, where it sometimes runs as high as 4.5
per cent. I t is found in certain samples of natural gas, and a
few minerals, mainly zirconium ores, yield argon when heated.
The atmosphere is supposed to be the original source of argon
in nearly all cases.
Separation. — Argon is always prepared from the atmosphere,
the methods used being more or less simple modifications of
the methods used by Rayleigh and Ramsay. 8 From atmospheric " nitrogen " the nitrogen may be removed by hot
magnesium, lithium, calcium, a mixture of 5 parts lime and 3
parts magnesium powder (Maquenne's mixture), or a mixture
of 90 parts calcium carbide and 10 parts calcium chloride.
Argon for electric lamps is purified 4 by passing the gas under
increased pressure through electrically heated furnaces containing copper and copper oxide. Commercial oxygen generally
contains 5 about 3 per cent argon, and this may be recovered by
distillation and removing the last of the oxygen with hot iron
or copper, and the nitrogen by calcium turnings.
Prepared in this way the argon always contains about 0.25
per cent of the other inert gases, chiefly neon. These are best
removed either by fractional distillation of the liquid or by the
fractional absorption in cold charcoal.
Properties. — The constants for the chief physical properties
of argon are given in Table VII, page 21.
1
Moissan, Compt. rend. 137 600 (1903). 8 frana. Chem. Soc. 71 184 (1897).
* Sohloesing, Compt.
rend. 123 696 (1896). * Chem. and Met. Eng. 25 74 (1921).
6
Bodenstein and Wachenkeim, Ber. 51 265 (1918).
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A liter of argon weighs 1.782 grams, corresponding to the
molecular weight of 39.9.
Argon is about 2£ times as soluble in water as is nitrogen.
At ordinary temperatures 100 volumes of water will dissolve
about 4 volumes of argon.
Argon diffuses through a fine opening about 3^ times as fast
as would be expected by comparison with oxygen.
Argon has the highest viscosity of all the principal gases —
about 1.2 times that of air.
The dielectric cohesion of argon is 38, ranking next to helium
and neon. The sparking distance in argon is about 40 per
cent greater than in air. A phosphorescence similar to that
obtained in neon has been observed.
When a continuous current at 2000 volts is passed through
argon under diminished pressure, a red glow results; but an
oscillating current produces a blue color. Two spectra are
therefore recognized, the red and the blue. Both contain a
large number of lines.
Argon is easily liquefied by the use of liquid air. Liquid
argon is colorless, with a density 1.4. Solid argon, obtained by
cooling the liquid, is a white crystalline substance whose melting point is less than 3° below the boiling point.
The chemical inertness of argon has been demonstrated by
even more tests than were used in the case of helium. The
results are all clearly negative with the possible exception of
the effect of the silent electric discharge upon a mixture of argon
with volatile aromatic compounds. 1 Argon was absorbed under
these conditions, but there is no evidence of the formation of
any compounds.
Under pressures of 150 atmospheres pure argon is said to
condense with ice water, forming a solid crystalline hydrate.
Argon has been shown 2 to have two isotopic forms, one with
an atomic weight of 40 making up 97 per cent, and the other
with an atomic weight of 36.
Uses. — Argon is the most efficient of the available gases for
filling incandescent light bulbs, because of its low thermal conductivity, its inertness, and its density which holds in check
iBerthelot, Compt. rend. 120 5S1, 1316, 1386 (1895); 124 113 (1897) ; 129
71,2 133, 378 (1899).
Aston, Phil. Mag. 39 620 (1920).
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the vaporization of I ho tungsten filament and prolongs its life*.
(Vmnnquonlly, they are especially serviceable in lamps which
arc to !>o used with an electric current of high density. (Janfilled lamps am rapidly replacing the vacuum lamps on account
of the appreciable economy in their use. Roughly, half the* lamps
sold in 1019 were gas filled, and of these* argon lamps were most
efficient for currents of high density. In December, 1922, it was
estimated that.-75,000 cubic feet of argon were consumed in the
United States each month in the manufacture of incandescent lamps. The " tungar " rectifier, a charging device* using
a tungsten filament in an argon bulb, in also rapidly Incoming
popular.
Detection. —~ Argon in drtrHetl Hprdrmcopic'iily, hut the complpto
removal of nitrogen i* <wu*ntMil, mw its priwrin* olwuri'M tin* chimiftcrlHtic argon Iiru'H. AM much IIH '17 prr cent argon in nitrwn ran with
difficulty \w tlvtwivtl \>y t\w spcrtrosropr*. Tht* purity <if urp;on may \u*
itu\imU><\ by the <if*tr»murmttn!! of it,s diflfcfrir colH^ion, mnv.v. 1 per v.t*tit
of any diatomic ga» innrtniMim thin ri»tislant 250 jn*r vtmt.
Historical. — When Itmnwiy ntui Trnvcrn wr«r<» working upon thi« wparnt-ton of urgon, th<»y frm»fi«mnl«*d f .'10 liti*r?» of liquid air, and from thi* IC*MK
volntili? portiann th«*y wjmrnti*d it im-M uhi«"h r«*Hf*itil»t<4fl ItHtuiu, nnni, imd
aritoit in R<*norul clmmrteriHtirH, Tim u,^H- hnd n dfitwitv 22 5 on th«» l»»j*iM
of II » 1, and &nvp nn entirely n«'W Hp(*ctritifi. Thin g;i* vviw r)aifH*fl
kr>fpton, thfi hidden rlrrnent. JifKh'fibi^rg HH«1 Krilgi*!3 **vjtjM:*nit4tl H50
tttiiin of liquid air nmi obtuitKni Hit* wimi* ri»«t»lt,4.
Occurrence. - Krypton in found in the atmosphere in tho
proporticm of about 1 part in 2C)f<KKMH'H>. It in present in
iilightly larger amountH in the %mvn evolved from certain mineral springs*.
Separation. — Krypton hm never \mm ohtamccl f*xci»i>i from
the atmoaphere. A eonvc*nierit methoci of Httpnniticiit emmnln
in pausing a t^low utromn of dry oxygon, which hm \mm imtterially enrk*hetl l>y fnictioniitiori in n liqtticl air pliuit, through a
tube cooled with ltc|itid itir. In thin way krypton urn! xenon
together with a little argon tiomlerutc a» n liquid or nolid.
Pun* krypton may be prepared l>y slowly warming the* Holicl
mixture? and pumping away the* ga« fimt liberated; charcoal
cooled to —120° dissolve** all the krypton and xenon with only
* JW. K»y, Hntn. #S 4011 (S80*).
K, i*rmm«. Akmt. {]1>UO;, mw< 727.
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a little argon. The latter w removed by exposure to fresh
charcoal cooled in liquid air, and krypton is then expelled by
allowing its bulb to warm up to -SO0 (). Repeated fnu-tioimtion is essential for obtaining pure krypton.
Properties. — For the principal physical constants see Table
VII, page 21. The density of krypton wan determined ! from
the purest material obtained by the fraetionation of 120 Ions
of liquid air. From the data obtained a liter of krypton weighs
3.708 grams. The molecular weight is therefore calculated to
have the value 82.92.
The spectrum of krypton shows marked peculiarities. When
the direct discharge is used the lines arc* few in number and
chiefly in the yellow, blue, and green. By tin* use of it l<eydf»n
jar and spark gap a large* number of blue lines are visible*. The
most persistent line is k 5570 which may be seen at pressures as low as allhs* atmospheres. It was formerly suppose*I
that the weird beauty of the aurora borealis wan in purt. due to
krypton, since the lines of this element were thought to have
been identified in the spectrum of the aurora. Recent investigation Bcemn to cast doubt upon this conclusion.
Since krypton has a boiling point of ~l/»r\7(\ it is easily
liquefied at the temperature of liquid niv.
Krypton probably has six isotojies, whose atomic weights uto
given 2 as 78, 80, 82, S3, 84, and H«.
Identification. -- Krypton in icicttttficf! by it* ehnriiflU*ri«hV »p*<rtrMfn
linen. Tin? quantity of krypton in any K*W may In* d<<t<*rffiifu»d * I»y ?**| t-*Rtrr»«
photometry.
XENON

Historical. • The diarrovrry of x<*nr>i w*w mwU* nt tfi«* nntw f mm anil
in th« Hnrni* ir»v<»Hf'\%nthmthut revvnUM fh«» pnmvtm* of krvptoft. X**fi**ti«
which in houvicr than any of the prmetliug nohlr gwM, WUH tAttniuwi
from t\m hmnt volatile! portioriH of !ic|titt! nir. Thi* tmnu* ntnum M^tnlhm it
stranger.
Occurrence. -— Xenon m tho nirmt of tin* inert gtt£tf»«t \mn%
found in thn ntmoHphorc! to the* (*xU*nt of approximately 1 vtAtmw
in I70,(XK),0G0 volumitH of nir. It« notability in wnU*r in %rmlvr
than any of the other mt*in\M*rn of thi» grou|> <»x(.;i!pt niton, which
1
Moons TmriM, ('htm, Sue, 93 21M (ifKIN),
*1 Anton. Phil, Mnp. S$ l\*Jli (Urji)h
Mounni mud bmmpv, t'vmtd. rend. t74 f3H)H
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explains itn presence in the #ascs of many mineral springs.1
It is isolated only from the atmosphere.
Separation.
In npitc of its scarcity, xenon is quite easily
prepared in a pun* state because it is concentrated in the least
volatile* fractions. The separation may be* accomplished by
the fractional distillation of considerable quantities of liquid
air as suggested under krypton. The most convenient way of
getting xenon is by passing liquid air residues through a tube*
filled with glass wool and cooled by liquid air. By carefully
regulating the temperature and pressure it is possible to obtain
solid xenon with only small percentages of other gases occluded.
The vapor pressure* of solid xenon is only 0.17 mm. at the fi»mperature of liquid air, so it is fairly easy to pump off all more
volatile gases. The small fraction of krypton which is entrapped may 1M* almost entirely removed by melting the solid,
then r e l a t i n g the process.
Properties.
(*See Table VII, page21.) The density of xenon
wan determined by Ramsay and Travers i? working with only
3 cc. of the gas. But the value obtained by Moore, using the
purest product from his 120 tons of liquid air, is far more
accurate*. Hin work gives the weight of a liter at standard
conditions an 5.851 g. This correspondH to a molecular weight
of 130.22.
Like* helium and krypton, xenon han two spectra, depending on
the method of production. An urirmidennr'd dmeharge through
xenon given a light blue color, while a condensed discharge produces a green. The linen in the latter are es{>eeial!y mmierouH.
The critical temj>emttm* of xenon in ltt*\($ above the* melting
point of ice. Consequently in a eool room the* gun may lw»
condensed without artificial cooling, n prelim* of 58.2 atmoBphere** being necetwary.
Liquid xenon is eolorkw with a density of .1.00 at it« boiling
point, — 109M C'. The density varies widely with tem$M*raturc%
being 2.604 at -S9*.3, 1.987 at If, and 1.408 at 10°.
Solid xenon i« easily prewired by eoolifig the liquid.
Work with a t^niitll amount of impure xenon han led * to this
conclusion that the element in known in five faotopie form*.
* Mmtntu and Leimpi*. C.ompt. rtmd, 140 H7i
•PhU. frntm, 107 47 < 1001).
* Antmi, Phil Mug, %% 623 {tWM))t
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Identification. — The detection of xenon ia accomplinh^d by iin vhnracteristic spectrum lines. The quantitative (totoxmiiiafion may hi^ donn
by spectrophotometry.1
NITON3

Historical. — In study ins tho phenomena of radioartiviiy the Curii'M
observed that nearly any mikstanco when brought near to radium acquired
an induced radioactivity. The intensity of thin induced radioactivity wm
found to be proportional to the time of expo.sure, up to a rrrtum limit,
and decreased rapidly after the radium was removed. Hut hcrford ntttdicd
this behavior and found that the phenomenon wan due to the continuotH
evolution of a colorlenn Hub.stanee which wan itself highly radioactive,
This substance behaved like a KJIH, hut Rutherford proponed to cull it an
"emanation" since at first it wan not certain that it WHH to be properly
designated as a gas. Careful Htudy has, however, revealed couviurm^
evidence that it Ls a radioactive. gun, nwmblintf the inert wwt'H find properly
placed in the Zero Group. Tho name niton htxs now pretty generally
replaced the former name radium emanation. Inotopie with niton are the
gases actinium emanation and thorium emanation.
Occurrence. — Niton in probably present in nil nulioaetive
minerals, but always in infinitesimal amounts. Sinn* it dinintegrates rather rapidly, it is always a transition produet,
in equilibrium with the radium present. Since thin element in
itself present in very small amounts, the quantity of niton in
any mineral must be exceedingly small.
The presence of a radioactive gas in tho atmonptu're* linn b<»c»n
demonstrated 3 by the* simple exposure of a nc^utively e l m w d
wire. There was collected upon the wire a deposit HnHf
radioactive, soluble in amrmmin, or removable* by rubbing*
Study of this deposit has shown that it is a mixture of notici*
including radium A, radium B, radium (', etc., and thorium A,
thorium B, thorium C, etc. Th<»se sulwtaru-eH are obtained
from the emanations of radium and thorium, The pmfwirtionn
of the two vary considerably in various localities, but in general
the proportion of niton is greater at higher alfiturieN ami the
amount of thorium emanation increases at lower levels. Tin*
amount of niton present in a cubic meter of [air is eMiimaterf to
be that which would lw in equilibrium with I.0X 10 IO Krmrttt of
radium.
1
Mourcu ami Lepape, CmnpL raui. 174 iH\H (1022).
8
Tho newly or^nnimd UiUmittihnml (UnnmitUm mt Clmttlml tCtfttt^nM rwv
ommonds the mime radon, with nytnUd Hn, (or tht* vhmmtt fnruu*t\\- ritIM
niton.
Chem,. N&u>a, 126 145 (1923) mid Jmtr^n, Ch*m. Stte. 46 W>7 r IMXM
'
9
Rutherford aud AlUj^f Fkil. M<tti> 4 f vi) l^fW^t) ; A\Un\, titvL t
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Separation. — Niton is normally given off slowly but continuously from radium and its salts. If the radium material
is heated to about 800° C. the gas is expelled almost wholly
Since the maximum amount of niton which can be in equilibrium,
with a gram of radium is 0.585 cubic millimeters, the amount of
niton obtainable at any time is exceedingly small. It is customary to wash the niton out of the tube with some other gas
such as oxygen.
When an aqueous solution of radium salt is kept in a closed
flask, there is a continuous evolution of niton, hydrogen, and
oxygen. The last two are produced by the decomposition of
water by the radium. The proportion of hydrogen is from 5-10
per cent more than would be expected from the amount of
oxygen present. This is explained by the action of the penetrating radium rays in converting water into hydrogen peroxide
and hydrogen. Niton obtained from solution is purified by
first exploding the hydrogen and oxygen, then cooling the
residual gas. In this way niton is condensed, forming microscopic globules of a liquid. It is possible then to pump off the
remaining hydrogen together with the helium which forms
from the disintegration of niton.
A small amount of niton has been prepared l from the atmosphere by a similar method.
Properties. — Niton is pretty certainly a gas, for it has a
characteristic spectrum which is somewhat like that of xenon;
it obeys Boyle's Law; it can be liquefied and solidified and has
definite melting and boiling points. It is colorless by transmitted light. I t is chemically inert and so is placed in the
Zero Group.
The density of niton has been determined 2 by direct weighing
on the microbalance, using about xAir milligram of the gas.
The effusion method has also been used 3 and the value 222.4
selected for its atomic weight. This agrees with the theory of
niton formation, for if an atom of radium with atomic weight
226 is transformed into an atom of niton by the loss of an alpha
particle, which is a charged helium atom, then the atomic
weight of niton should be four units less than that of radium.
1
Ashman, Am. Jour. Sri. 26 (iv) 119 (1908).
2
Gray and Ramsay, Proc. Roy. Soc. 84 A, 536 (1911).
8
T)ebiernef CompL r&nd. 150 1740 (1910) and Perkins, Amer. Jour. SU. 25
(iv) 461 (1908).
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Niton is more readily soluble in water than any other of the
noble gases. I t is also soluble in organic solvents, such as
ethyl alcohol, toluene, and amyl alcohol.
The spectrum of niton is the same, whether the discharge is
condensed or uncondensed. It resembles the spectra of the
other inert gases, each of which contains certain lines whose
positions seem to be related to the atomic weight.1
Niton is absorbed by cocoanut charcoal at ordinary temperatures, a behavior which is useful both in separation and purification of the element.
Niton emits a characteristic phosphorescence which is so
intense in the solid that it is impossible to determine the color
in this state. The luminosity is less in the liquid and least in
the gas. This phenomenon is supposed to be due to the continuous emission of energy, which is indicated by the evolution
of heat as well as the decomposition of water, carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, ammonia, and hydrochloric acid. Ramsay
reports 2 that when niton acts upon solutions of salts of silicon,
titanium, zirconium, thorium, and lead, in every case carbon
dioxide results. This indicates a breaking down of the larger
atoms giving rise to carbon, the simplest atom of the family.
The reported change of copper to lithium and water to neon 3
is not regarded as having been definitely demonstrated. 4
When first separated, niton gas slowly contracts for a day or
so, until it occupies about -| its volume. Then it expands
slowly to nearly 3 | times its original volume. At the end of
three or four days the spectrum of niton can no longer be
detected, but the lines of helium are present. This and other
facts of a similar nature have led to the conclusion that niton
disintegrates yielding helium.6 In 3.75 days half the niton has
disappeared.
Uses. — Niton is now being used for medical treatments in
place of radium. Its use permits a material saving of radium
and it is especially useful in small hospitals which are not able
to keep on hand a sufficient supply of radium for medicinal use.
1
Paul W. Merrill, Bur. of Standards, 15 251 (1919); Science Paper, No. 345.
2
Ramsay
and Usher, B&r. 42 2930 (1909).
8
Ramsay and Cameron, Trans. Chem. Soc. 91 1604 (1907); 93 992 (1908).
* Rutherford and Royds, Phil. Mag. 16 (vi) 812 (1908); also Curie and
Gleditsch,
Compt. rend. 147 345 (1908).
6
Ramsay and Soddy, Proc. Roy. Soc. 72 204 (1903); Himstedt and Meyer,
Ann. Physik, 15 (iv) 184 (1914); Martin, Chem. News, 85 205 (1902).
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Is Zero Group Complete?
Although the* periodic table
seems to justify the conclusion that all the noble gases have*
been discovered, yet it seems possible that certain strange lines,
particularly OIK* at 557, in the* spectrum of the aurora may be
duo to an unknown atmospheric gas. Attempts to separate
such a constituent by diffusion through heated quartz and by
fractionation of a liquid air residue failed to reveal the presence
of any new gas.1
1

Borel ami Jaqucrod, Arch. nci. phyn. nal. % 2G5 (lUliO).
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GROUP I —LITHIUM, RUBIDIUM, CAESIUM
LIKE nearly all the other groups in the periodic fahl<% (Sroup
I contains two distinct sub-groupn culled for convenience the A
and B divisions. If the. relationship between the metals of
this group was typical, wo would have* one sojj
called typical element, in this cane lithium, folLi
lowed by potassium, rubidium, and caesium in
I
the A division and sodium, copper, silver, and
gold in the B division. Obviously sodium belongs with the alkali metals both chemically arid
\
physically. On account, of the fact that lithium
('a
and sodium do not resemble potassium, rubidium, and caesium so closely an these elements
H
resemble each other, it is sometimes considered
best to put both lithium and sodium us " typical "
elements, introductory to both division**. It in
r
a very common procedure also to put hydrogen
in Group I although it does not harmonize with
Au
the other (dements. Thus there may be three,
" typical " elements of thin group, although not
1
one of the three is really typical of both divisions.
Fig. 4 shows the relationship of the members of t his group,
The typical A division metals, potassium, rubidium, uitd
caesium, resemble each other remarkably. In Division H,
copper, silver, and gold are alike in many reMpeet« although
there are marked differences also. When members of the A
division are compared with the metals of the B division, vt*ry
few resemblances can \H% found, but the contrasts nre HO striking
that some have preferred to omit copper, silver, and gold front
Group I. Mendeleefi" wan evidently in doubt upon thin point,
for he put these three elements in both Groups I and VII!.
It is doubtful whether the placing of eopfn*r, silver, and gold
in the same family an the alkali metals in any Ivm logical than
putting manganese in the halogen family. A coiutmrtHon of
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the A and B divisions of the various groups reveals the fact
that very close resemblances an* to be observed in groups near
the center of the Periodic Table, but as we leave the center in
either direction the resemblances grow less marked and contrasts become more noticeable*.
The differences between the two divisions of Group I may be
summarized as follows: (1) The important, possibly the only,
valence in the A division is I, while the most common valence
of copper is 2 and in the most, stable compounds of gold the metal
has a valence of 3. (2) The alkali metals are the most active
metals that we* have, standing at the head of the ICleetromotive
Series and displacing all other metals from their combinations.
They are easily and quickly oxidized in the air. On the other
hand the members of Division B are among the least active of
our metals, silver and gold remaining untarnished in the air,
while copper oxidizes slowly; these metals are at the foot of
tho Electromotive* Series, being displaced from solutions by
nearly all other metals. (3) The alkali metals are never found
in anions and they yield no complex cat ions, while* tho Division
B metals are frequently found in unions such as the* important
compounds KAu(CN), ( K f + A u ( O N ) 3 ) , KAg(ON) 2 ( K + +
AK(CN)I-), K A U O * ( K + + A I I O T ) ,

KAu(CN)a(K*+Au(CN)r).

They also apjn»ar in complex cations such us Ag(NHj»)s(.l
(Ag(NH»),+ + Cl ), OuCNHMNO,), (Cu(NII») 4 + * + N<>r).
(4) The alkali metals are the strongest base forming elements, as
is shown by the facts that their hydroxides are strongly ionized
and their haliden are not hydrolyzed. The oxide*** and hydroxides of copper and gold are feebly basic, the latter even a t
times weakly acidic. The hnlides erf these? metals are hydrolyzed, so basic salts are* numerous. Silver forms a rather strong
oxide, AgsOf and tin haiides are not hydrolyzed extensively.
(5) The oxides, sulfides, and chloride** of the alkali metals are
soluble* in water, while tho corrcflponding Halts of copper, silver,
and gold are insoluble, with the exception of AuOU and CuCl*
(6) The alkali metal* occur in nature in combination, the compounds being exceedingly stable. Copper, silver, and gold are
found abundantly in the free state. (7) The alkali metals have
been discovered within recent times and their uses are k r g d y
for scientific purposes. Copper, silver, and gold wara among
the first metals to be used by primitive man and thay hava
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been used since time immemorial as ornaments. They nre
almost universal and exclusive? coin metals.
There are some similarities between Divisions A and B, but
they are less striking and not so numerous as the eontmsfs.
The crystal forms of some salts of the? two divisions are im~
morphous, showing a deep-seated relationship. For example
Ag2SO4 and Na 2 SO 4 display isomorphism, while NHC1, C U C I ,
and AgCl are also isomorphous. Another relationship bet wren
the two divisions is suggested by the fact that the most stable
compounds of gold are trivalent and that potassium, rubidium,
and caesium probably all form trivalent salts, especially iodides.
Considering the members of Division A, it is easily seen that
lithium and sodium differ in many respeets from potassium,
rubidium, and caesium. Lithium in not a particularly ntrortg
alkaline element, while the metallic properties of sodium,
potassium, rubidium, and caesium increase gradually an the
atomic weight increases. Potassium, rubidium, un<l caesium
form difficultly soluble tartrates and chlorplutimtf.es, and by
means of these salts these three elements may be separated from
sodium and lithium. The alums of potassium, rubidium, ntul
caesium are also difficultly soluble, while the fluorides of these
metals are more readily soluble than those" of lithium ami sodium. The carbonates of potassium, rubidium, and csiesium
are deliquescent, while those of lithium and sodium are not.
The valence of, lithium and sodium is apparently always one,
while potassium, rubidium, and caesium form rnmtxHtmls in
which the valences may be, three or more. The bent known of
these substances are the iodides, such as the one formed by the
solution of iodine in KL Whether I 2 CHHMOIWH in KI forming
KI 3 or K I • la is a question which cannot bo answered finally nt
present. But the corresponding compound formed by witling
iodine to caesium iodine in a stable compound, und cuiwitmt
di-chloriodide is one of the most stable and monf irnportuiit
salts of this metal. The great variety of double twits of mwium
would seem to indicate that thin element at least sometimes him $%
higher valence than one.
In comparing the members of the* B division with each other,
we find them showing resemblances in hardtuwt, occurrence in
nature, general activity, and chemical Iwhavior. The mlor
of copper and gold is quite unique among the motei*. The in-
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soluble chlorides OuCl, and A # ( ! are white, and AuOl is nearly
so. These metals form similar double salts, such as the cyanides.
I t is pointed out forcibly that copper, silver, and gold form
transition elements between nickel, palladium, and platinum on
the one hand and zinc, cadmium, and mercury on the other
hand. It is to be observed from Table* VIII that copper, silver, and gold take an intermediate position with respect to fusibility, volatility, coefficient of expansion, and atomic volumes.
TAULB VIII

MKXiTtNd

BOX M NO
POINT

POINT

KXIA
' NMIIIN

Nickel . .
Copper . .
Zinc
. .

1452.
10S3.
410.4

2340 (30 mm.)
2310
020

!()ll 74
.0318

7A
0.1

Palladium .
Silver . .
Cadmium .

1542.
9B0.5
320.0

2300
2100
778

.0,12S0
.041054
.0*247

0.1

Platinum .
Gold . .
Mercury

1755.
1003.
-38.9

2530
357.3

.0400221
.041451
f.0;}lK2 Cubical
\.0i(K) Approx.

!()!5
13.0
10.2
14.7

LITHIUM

Historical — While working in BeraeliuH1 hitmratnry in 1817, Aug.
Arfvedson dmeovered in the* mineral* petnlite iiiwl Hpodttmenn n ww nlknli
dement. It differed from the known alkalis in the insolubility of itn
carbonate, the hygroneopie natun* of itn ehfaritlv un<! thi» low malting iwinta
of the chloride and milfaUt. lifcaUHi* of the fart that thin nlknli wm found
in mineraln it wa« given the minm lithium, nienning Mt.ony, in *'ontrjint to
sodium and f>ota«Hiuin,which are MO widely diMtribuU'ii in the plitnt artd
animal kingdoms, The work of Hunw*n arid Ktrehoff witli the HfM»etr<wo^
showed' that lithium wrm al«o very generally dintributed among Iwith
plants and animain, although UHimllv in nmall
Occurrence. — Lithium in found in a connictarable number of
mineralB which are widely distributed over the earth'** surfaca.
The thrc>e moHt important HourcoH of lithium in the United States
are: (1) Lapidolite, called lithia mica from itn tipi^aranee, a
basic silicate of the theoretical formula KLt(Al(OH)P)s • AI
* FhU. Mag. 20 Civ) 97
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TABLE IX

Properties of the Alkali Metals
LITHIUM

SODIUM

POTASSIUM

RUBIDIUM

CAESIUM

132.81
6.94
85.45
Atomic Weight
23.0
39.1
Specific Gravity
0.534
0.9712
0.8621
1.532
1.87
Atomic Volume
13.1
23.7
45.4
55.8
71.0
Melting Point
186°
97°
62.°5
38.°5
26.°5
Boiling Point
1400°
877.°5
700.°
696.°
670.°
Specific Heat
0.941
0.293
0.166
0.0792 0.0482
Color of Flame Crimson Yellow Violet
Red
Blue
(SiO3)3, containing up to 6 per cent Li2O, is mined in San
Diego County, California. (2) Amblygonite, A1PO4 • LiF,
containing 8-10 per cent Li2O, found in Maine, Connecticut, and
especially South Dakota. (3) Spodumene, LiAl(SiO3)2, containing 4-6 per cent Li2O, is mined principally in the Black
Hills of South Dakota, where it frequently occurs in crystals
30 feet long. In addition lithium is found in varying amounts
in a large number of other minerals, in meteorites, spring
waters, soils, certain plants such as sugar beet, tobacco, cereals,
coffee, and seaweed. It can be detected in milk, blood, muscular
tissue, and lungs. Its function in the body is not known.
Mining of lithium minerals in the United States has recently
developed rapidly. In 1919 a total of 6287 short tons were
produced valued at $115,000. This was more than 10 times
as much as was produced in any year preceding 1916. In 1920
the production totaled 11,696 short tons, valued at $173,000.
Lepidolite from Pala, California, and spodumene from Keystone,
South Dakota, were the chief ores.
Extraction. — From a silicate mineral, lithium compounds
may be extracted by long treatment with concentrated HC1.
After filtering, Na2CO3 is added to precipitate other metals,
and the nitrate evaporated to small bulk. Addition of more
Na2CO3 precipitates Li2CO3.
From a phosphate mineral, lithium may be extracted by HC1,
with the addition of some HN0 3 ; the phosphoric acid should
be removed by the addition of FeCl3. Evaporate the filtrate
to dryness, extract with hot water, add barium sulfide to remove
iron, then H2SO4 to remove barium. To the filtrate add oxalic
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acid, evaporate and ignite; the alkali carbonates are formed,
of which LioC()3 is the least soluble.1
A third method of extraction -is described as follows: Finely
pulverize the mineral, mix with NH4OI and CaCOa, and
ignite; extract with water, add HOI and evaporate to dryness, then extract LiCl from the4, residue with amyl alcohol or
pyridine.
Separation.—Lithium may be separated from the other
members of the alkali family by the solubility of the chloride
in amyl alcohol, pyridine, primary isobutyl alcohol or absolute ethyl alcohol; by the* insolubility of the carbonate or of
the phosphate in the presence of ammonia and ethylulcohol; by
the* solubility of the* fluosilioate. Lithium may be separated 2
from sodium by precipitation of N a d from a solution of the
perchlorates in anhydrous n-butyl alcohol by addition of an
alcoholic solution of HCL
Metallurgy. ~ Arfvedson, Gmelin, and Davy each tried to
obtain metallic lithium by electrolysis, and probably each ol>tained a small amount of the element. But the amounts wore
so small that little wan learned about its prof>ertieK. So the
credit for first studying the metal should go to Bunmm and
Matthiessen, who in 1855 used a more fmwerful current and
obtained considerable quantities of the element. They used a
bath of fiiHed chloride, hut more recently it htm been found advisable to add KC1 to lower the fusion point of the electrolyte.
Kahlenbcrg hats shown 3 that if a current is parsed through a
solution of LiCl in pyridine the metal is deposited. If LiCI
and calcium chips are mixed together arid heated in an atmosphere of hydrogen, metallic lithium is obtained.
Properties.—Lithium m a silvery white metal, which tarnishes in the air, though more slowly than any of the other
alkali metals. It is a little harder than sodium but softer than
lead and is noticeably friable. It can \m pressed into wire or
welded at room temperature. It m the lightest of all metals,
floating upon both water and kerosene.
It reacts with water at ordinary temperature, but the heat
of reaction does not melt the metal and b not enough to ignite
* Hiw> M&lkr, Anmlm, 85 251 (1H53).
*9 Wiikrd <fc Smith, JW. Am, Chtm. 8m. U 2S10 (1022).
JW. Am. Ch$m. Hoc. 34 401; Jtmr. l*%#k. Chmn, » 60S (1B09).
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the hydrogen even if the water is boiling. When heutcd in fh<*
air, lithium burns quietly with a bright whifr litfht, yielding
Li2O, and at red heat it unites readily with hydrogen, forming
LiH, which is quite stable. It unites also with nitn^cn, fanning LigN, and burns when heated in chlorine, bromine, imlim%
sulfur vapor, or dry carbon dioxide. Dilute nulfuric and hydrochloric acids dissolve the metal readily, but r o n m i f m i r d
sulfuric acts more slowly. Nitric acid attacks lithium HO violently that the metal usually melts and often ignites.
The metal is rather rare and is usually quoted in one* #nim loin
at a price around $1.50 per gram. It has no commercial \m*.
In its compounds lithium resembles sodium in that ifschlomplatinate is relatively soluble, but the* difficult, solubility of
LiOp, Li2CO3, and Li,,P()4 • 2 H2O w in wlmrp contrast with f h«*
behavior of the corresponding salts of the other alkali MIHJIIH
and suggests a close resemblance to magnesium. Li/'O.* in
decomposed at high temperature, in this respect resembling
MgCOa more closely than the carbonates of the alkali mehdn,
The lithium atom has been shown l to contain two inotupeN
of atomic weights 6 and 7.
Uses. — Lithium compounds are uned in increasing utnounfs
in the manufacture of glass. The; chief uses of lithium sal fa
for some years has been in medicine and pyrotechnics.
Compounds. -—The compound** of lithium I war a grrtcml rvM<m\t\nt%t'v
to the corresponding compounds of Nodiimi. Nearly *tli Hm roMtjmumh
of lithium are readily soluble in watar, tin? most ifttftortniit «*xc««|)ti(iim tn^itiM
the carlx>nate, phosphates, and fluoride*. Tin? following nre im|mri)trtt
compounds:
Lithium chloride, LiCl, formn fwlorlfvw rryNf.nI.si nitrl in (ttw #>f tin* numt
deliquescent HHUH known. It hm a nUttrp mditu*. UIHU* ; in nt>ln\pU* m wnirr,
ethyl alcohol, arnyl alcohol, ether, chloroform, stnd pyridinf*. (.%*< TnUh*
X.) When an aqucoun woluiion of LiCl in ttvafximted tn drv««'>«» mntill
amounts of HCl and Li/) am forniml in a mnniwr ntronnly mt%wMivt* #if
the behavior of MgCl*. It m UMCK! in the rnariufiiettint of lahm wt%U*t* JIIHI
in pyrotechnics.
Lithium hydride, LiH, in formed by diriwt mmlrinutfan «>f tfa* e\vun*ntH>
Its properties indicate that it in a nnlt. On HUwtrttlymH in a vm'ttturi,
hydrogen is lilxsratcd from tho anmio arid ltthiitm at. HIM vtillmin. Tim
is the only instances yet mprtrtccl in wliitth hycln»K«n iif»[M«?ir« i#» him* IHIII
properties and to yield a nogutivoly <?)iar^.td ion.*
1

Aston, ^^wr«, 106 H27 ( m i ) ; I)t>rnp*ter, /M#«. ife». 18 416
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TABLE X

Solubilities of Alkali Chloride in 100 g. xolvcnl at 2n° C.

LiCl
NaCl
KC1
RbCl

.
.
.
.

Lithium phosphate in u white crystalline powder which in .soluble in
acids hut difficultly soluble in water.
Lithium carbonate i.s a white powder, crystalline*, whose solubility in
water decreases with rise of temperature: at 0", KM) g. of water dissolve
i.539g. Li2O()3; at 20", 1.329 g.; at HXr, 0.72K «. It in uned in medicine
for rheumatism, gout, etc., its value depending on the theory thitt lithium
urate, beingmore soluble than the sodium Halt, should make the elimination
of uric acid more complete. Doubt ha# been rained tin to its efficiency for
this purpose.
Lithium citrate has a faint alkaline tnntv and because of it-» mild tunta
and non-irritating effect in the most popular lithium mh in medicine.
The tKinsoate, bromide, Kalieylate, and other naif H are n\m uwed in medidm*
for gout, rheumatmm, concretions, epilepsy, nephritis, etc.
Lithium hydroxide (or carlwmate) is added to the Edison storage
battery to increase its capacity. The electrolyte in 21 pvr cent KOH, and if
50 g. LiOII |>er liter of electrolyte is added there in produced 12 per eent
higher capacity and 21 per cent inrreH.se in the electrolyte rertmtnnee.
Lithium Halts or minerals are ^oinetmien adrift! to the melt in tlie irmnufacture of giant* on account of the increased fluidity which th« lithium
produces.
Detection. -— Lithium compounds are bent detected by the Hj>eetro~
scope. Two lines are prominent, a faint yellow line X (HOI and a bright red
line at X07OH. An little as a million tit of a milligram nrny IMJ detected
Rvmmvu
Historical. — In 1801 r Bunm^n am! Kirehhoff nttidied1 tin* alkaline constituents extracted from «omo wimple* of Jepidolite which hml Imwt «>lv
tainetl from »Maxony. They fourtci tfiut the preripititted potiuwium vhUpro
platiniiti* contftiriiscl a mlt sornewhitt Irm mUihh* than itwlf, whose »p*»ctmm
contained new lines in the violet, blue, green, yeilowt and n»d. Etirw*cmlly
prominent wore two red lintm lying twyottd Fniunhnfer's linrf in the outermost |K>rtion of the red solar «peeimm. Hunmt the nnrnc* nihidtum,
dark md, wau miggcdtiKi for the new dbmerit. It wtm \mmmt in mt*h tmnll
1
PhU. Mag, Ht (41 38
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amount in the mineral with which Hntwvn and KirchofF wi«n» working thnl
they used 150 kilograms of the ore in order to get enough of the new element
to study itn properties.
Occurrence. — Rubidium occurs widely distributed In nature,
always associated with the other alkali elements and usually
in very small amounts. Among the minerals, lepidulitc eontains the largest amount. The mineral from which Bunneu
and Kirchoff discovered the element eont;[lined 0.2-1 per cent
Rb2O, though .some samples of lepidolite contain an much an 'A
per cent of ruhidia. Leueite, earnallite, and rnont lithium oren
contain small amounts of rubidium, as do most iron ores, Home
aluminium ores, and meteorites. Traces are also found in noils,
mineral springs, seawatcr, and seaweed; in Inlets, tobacco
(especially from Havana and Kentucky), coffee, tea, oak, arid
beech trees. The presence of rubidium in plants seems to be
accidental, since neither this element nor lithium can in general
replace potassium an a plant food.
Extraction. — Rubidium may be extracted from lepidolite
by decomposing the finely ground mineral with calcium fluoride
and sulfuric acid; heat, then extract with water, evaporate,
and allow the caesiurn-rubidium alums to crystalline.
Another method may be UHIHI to recover rubidium ntul caesium from any silicate ore. Tfeat the finely ground mineral
with CaCl2 and N i l / 1 ! , cool, and extract with water. Kvnp~
orate, add H2KO4, filter off CaHO4, and add ( N H 4 ) 3 C ( ^ Miter and precipitate caesium-rubidium ehloroplat mates.
Metallurgy. — Metallic* rubidium may he prepared in a variety
of ways: (I) electrolysis of the fused chloride, (2) healing
RbOH with aluminium or magnesium, Ci) heating KI>iC'O,
with carbon or magnesium, (4) heating HUC\ with calcium,
(5) heating the tart rate to white* Imit.
Properties. — Rubidium is a silvery white ntctat; soft ami
waxlike even as low as — Kf.O; meltn at >WJ>nt and botlnat OflfP
giving a bluish vapor. It has greater affinity for oxygen tttitn
does potassium, since it takes fire spontaneously in the nirf
giving an oxide, probably a mixture of lif^O and HbO». I t
reacts vigorously with water, yielding UbOII. The atom Inw
two isotopes of atomic weight 85 and 87 which are found irt
proportion 3 : L
Compounds of rubidium resemble thonn of fmtumimn, with
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which they are isomorphous. As a rule rubidium salts arc
more soluble than the corresponding potassium salts. Rubidium shows a characteristic tendency to form complex salts
with the halogens, such as RhIBr :t , and RblC'I*.
The radioactivity of rubidium salts has been studied/ hutno difference in the intensity of the radioactivity is observable
in its salts of various ages. The penetration of the rays from
rubidium is found to be intermediate between the Beta rays
from XJXi and radium, the* intensity of the rubidium rays being
15 times greater than those from VX\. The half life period of
rubidium is calculated to be 10n years, which is between onethird and one-seventh that of potassium.
Then 1 are no commercial uses for rubidium. Its compounds
find important use as reagents in mierochemistry, where their
ready ability to form crystalline compounds makes them of
great value in this important and rapidly developing field. It
is difficult to buy rubidium material on account of its Hcarcity.
The older catalogues (HM1 \'A) quoted rubidium metal at
$1.50 $1.75 per quarter gram and RbCl at 15 cents per gram.
Separation and Detection. Rubidium uml eaeHium nre bent xcpurntpcl
from the other meminw of the jilkuli Rroup by the ^renter insolubility of
their ulumH,eh1oroMt.unn!iieH (NfjSrif I*),<»rehtoropi;tfinfit<»M. (HITTable XL)
TAMM* XI

: of Rtmir Alkali Sulla in ff)O g, of WnUr at /7°
i-12 lT3()
KAl(HO4)i
RbAl(BO4)s • 12
•a- 12 fl,0

0.ISR.

Rubidium nnd esu^iuni m»y I**' wpnntinl frnm i»;irli «*th**r by tht*
in iho Hoiuliilit-i(*M nf tiwir nhmm or vhhmiphiitnnU*n; by tlirt forination of
tho mom niahl» and k*m mAubU* rul>t«iiutn nrki tifcrtmt*?; by thi* Molubility
«f C%CDi in aliHoiuto altfoliol; by tint forttmtion of fhit dtlfirultly soluble
0»CM • C%Pb(\, or C»aHW"It.
The quantitative miimafmn of rubirlitim nrmy lie wwrnpliihud by
weighing tt« Hulfat**, ac*id imlftitf*, f!iloroplitiimil^t **hlr»ritli% or fmrehlomtii.1
(hminmmm of th« inUtmily of t hi? niH*vlmm Umm with thmm Innn Htiindurd
solutions gives a rupki &ntl miti»fac*tory dnUtrurimtim of rubidium.1
* Phytik. ZdL 20 UH (1010).
•Ooonh and Hlnkt*. .4w. */«Mf. ^ri Nov. !«I7t p. 3H1.
»Ooorh niid I*htHmy, 44 (III) 3**2 (lHt>2); ulna Jmn I ml, and Em* Chrnn.
50(1018)
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Historical. — In 1840 C. F. Plattrmr analyzed1 th« mineral \m\\nx or
pollucite from the Isle of Klha and was my.sfitivxl by thu faK that I he tutnl
constituents showed 92.75 per cent. Careful warch failed to rcvi-nl any
error in analysis or any constituents vvhinh had l«*en overlooked, and
the matter remained a mystery until after the discovery «»f wu'sium. In
1864, Pisani repented2 the nnaly.siH of the same, mineral and found that the
alkali which Plattner had called potassium was in reality eaenium. When
corrections are made for the differences in atomic? weights Plait n«*r*« renultn
are found to be quite accurate. This Ls a remarkable tribute to Vhitltwfn
skill and reliability.
In 186*0, Bunsen used the newly devised spectroscope in the examination
of the mineral constituents of certain spring waters and dincovered two blue
lines of unknown origin. lie became convinced that they were ehnrneteristic of a new alkali metal and he proposed the name minium, sky blue.
This was the first metal discovered by means of the HpeHroHcope, which
later revealed the presence of rubidium, thallium, indium, gallium, wveml
of the rare earth group, and all of tin? noble gases. The <! two very of both
caesium and rubidium was impossible without Mm aid of the* HpectroHeopi*
because they are found in such small quantities and their retfemblanre
to potassium is so striking that the* ordinary method* of nnuly«iH *ire not
effective. The sensitiveness of Hunsen's spectroscope in riltowti by the
fact that the water from which the caesium lines were ftrHt, obtnmed did
not contain more than 2 or 3 grams per ton, and he WJIK compelled to evaporate 40 tons of the water in order to obtain enough eaenium for .study.
Occurrence. — Caesium in widely diHtribufed in nature utmoxt
always with the other alkalies and UHimlly in wry small niwmntH.
The mineral pollux or pollucite, essentially IIa<) • 2 (Vt3O • 2 Ala<V
9 SiO2, occurs sparingly on the I«Ie of Kllm and in Maim*. If
contains about H4 per cent CH-/). (*aesiurn in nlno found in
small amounts in other minerals nueh an lepidolife and l.x*ryl;
in mineral waters, where it in almost always uHKor.iat.eci with
large amounts of the other alkalien. It is also found in ITHMH
in many soils, but only a few plants, «ueh an UAHWW*, ithHorb it.
In the absence of potassium, 'uiej-mmi in t% ptmtm for tmmt,
forms of plant life.
Extraction; Separation; Detection. — See Rubidium.
Metallurgy. — Metallic caesium was first prepared in 18H1
by Setterberg, who used the electrolysis of a mixture of (!HC.!N
and Ba(CN)2- The metal may also \m prr^mred l>y reducing
C80H with aluminium or magnesium; by henting C*m/*C)S
with magnesium or CsCl with calcium.
1

Fogg. Ann, 69 443 U8M).

* ttomjrf, rm*L 60 714
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Properties. — Caesium is a silvery white metal when pure,
but it is frequently golden yellow due to the presence of a small
amount of oxide or nitride. It is one of the softest of the
metals, its melting point being about 26.°5. It is the most
electro-positive of all the metals. On exposure to air it gradually melts owing to the lowering of its melting point by the impurities formed in contact with the air. I t finally bursts into
flame, producing the oxide. When thrown upon water it floats
in spite of its high specific gravity (1.87) and burns with reddish-violet flame.
Caesium and its compounds are more rare than rubidium.
Salts of caesium are used as reagents in microchemistry. The
metal was quoted (1911-13) at $1.75 to $2.25 per quarter gram
and the chloride at 30 cents per gram, but the material is difficult to obtain at almost any price.
Does Eka-caesium exist? — Several considerations point to
the possibility of the existence of an undiscovered alkali element,
with atomic number 87 and an atomic weight of approximately
224. Diligent search in caesium materials has been made 1
for this missing element by fractionation of the nitrate, dichloriodide, chloride, perchlorate, sulfate, and alums. In every
case careful examination of the extreme portions of the material failed to reveal any indication of a new element. If such
an element exists, it must belong very definitely to the radioactive series and it may have such a short life period that its
detection becomes very difficult.
Harkins 2 points out that of the known elements bismuth has
the highest odd atomic number (83) except the radioactive descendants of uranium or thorium, whose half life periods, so
far as they are known, are very short. The even atomic numbers from 82 to 92 are represented fully and many of these elements are very stable. I t seems reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the electron systems required for the atomic numbers
85 and 87 are unstable and may not be able to exist at all.
Compounds of Group I. — There is a general resemblance between the
compounds of the elements of the alkali group. The chief distinctive
features of the compounds of lithium, rubidium, and caesium have already
1
See Richards and Archibald, Proc. Am. Acad. 38 449 (1903); Gregory P.
Baxter, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 37 286 (1915) and Dennis and Wyckoff. ibid. 42
9852 (1920).
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 42 1985 (1920).
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been pointed out. The principal compounds of the group may be briefly
summarized as follows: —
All members of the group form several oxides and a surprising amount
of uncertainty exists concerning thorn. They probably all form the nimple
oxide M2O by direct union of the elements, but them w .some doubt in
the case of rubidium. These oxides react with water forming the charurteristic bases MOfF, whoso strength increases with increase in atomic
weight.
Peroxides of the formula M/) 3 aro important in the cane of each clement
of the family except potassium, and K2(>2 may not even exist.
Oxides of the formula MaOj arc reported in the cane of all the elements
of the family except lithium and potassium.
M2O4 or MOs are important oxides of potassium, rubidium, and eaeniuin,
but an oxide of this composition has not boon recognized in the eane of
lithium and sodium.
In addition to the oxides already enumerated the following irregular
oxides are mentioned: Na3O, K4O, KgO6, K«O4, K4O3. Their existence ia
quite uncertain.
All form carbonates MaOO3 and bicarbonateH MHC'()3.
All form the hydride l MI I by direct union of the element at mmm*
what elevated temperatures; tho hydrides with witter give IVfOff } H3;
the rubidium and caesium hydrides are unstable at ordinary tempera*unm,
The alkali metals are capable of forming nitrides of the formula M4M
as well as azoimidea of the formula MNn. The latter are bent ermnidered
as salts of hydrflzoie (triazoie) aeid, Nail. All rnefalM of thin group form
ammo compounds such as MNIIaj metal ammoniums like MNIU am
also characteristic.
Each member of the family forms the simple salt with eneh of t)w halogens. Potassium, rubidium, caesium, also form polyhalidcm like KU,
KICI4, in which the valence of the metals appears to be •'{ or ft. Abegg
mentions Csl9, and Wells and Wheeler3 describe a lithium wnnpniuul
of the formula L1IOI4 • 4 IV). Caesium Umm complex chlorides with
gold, silver, zinc, copper and mercury nueh m <*HAti(*l4> <V4Ag3Aug<*l»if
Cs4ZnAu2Cl12, etc.
Chlorates, perchlorates, }>romatcjs, and iodaten are important ^omfKiitntU.
Carbides, M2C2, have been prepared for the Br«t three member** of Ihit
family. The carbides react with water, giving C^Il-j m\d Moil,
Sulfur, phosphorus, and silicon form many emn|)ound« of i\m familimr
types.
1
MoiMMfin, dmijd. rmd. 136 f»K7 (l
2
Zvit. anorg. Cham. % 255 (IHMt).
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IV

GROUP n —RADIUM, RADIOACTIVITY,
MESOTHORIUM
T H E elements which are found in Group I I of the periodic
table are easily divided into the A division including calcium,
strontium, barium, and radium and the B division including
zinc, cadmium, and mercury. This leaves
both beryllium and magnesium as introductory or " typical " elements. The relationship is shown in Fig. 5. All the members
of this group are characteristically bivalent;
jn fact two is almost the only valence shown.
The most important exception to this statement is in the case of the mercurous compounds, but it has been suggested that this
exception is more apparent than real, since
in the mercurous compounds we have reason
to believe that the mercury atoms are in
groups of two whose valence is two. Hence,
Hg Hg 2 Cl 2 not HgCL The alkaline earth
metals form monovalent compounds with
the halogens, but these are obscure and
FIG. 5
somewhat doubtful.
All the members of this group form oxides of the type MO and
basic compounds M(OH) 2 . The latter are soluble in the case
of A division metals and difficultly soluble in B division metals.
The only elements of this group which may fairly be considered rare are beryllium, radium, and mesothorium.
The
first named belongs distinctively to the B division and is discussed in Chapter V. The present chapter is devoted to radium."
and mesotHorium, with a brief discussion of the phenomena of
radioactivity.
The metals of Division A are designated as alkaline earths
because they are intermediate between the alkali metals of
Group I and the " earths " of Group I I I . These metals oxi56

RADIUM AND RADIOACTIVITY
dize readily in the air and decompose water at ordinary temperatures, liberating hydrogen. The oxides are ma rkrdly
basic, with very high fusion points and su<»h great stability that
they were regarded as elements until 1807, when Davy shown I
them to be compounds of a metal and oxygen. They pos.sean
striking affinity for water, with which they combine to form
hydroxides, the solubilities of which increase with increasing
atomic weight of the metal. They also form peroxides, MOM,
hydrides, and nitrides. The carbonates, chromates, phosphates,
sulfates, and salts of many organic acids are difficultly soluble
in water.
Radium is classed with the* alkaline earth metals with which
it properly belongs, although it shown some decided peculiarities. It is to be observed that in nearly vvi^vy ease that, member of a family which falls in the last series of the periodic table
has certain marked peculiarities. The? physical properties of
the members of this family are shown in Table X I I .
TAIIMC

XII

ProperttCH of the Alhilirw Earth Mtfnln
C-AUi'WSt
SritovriifM
Atomic Weight .
40.07
Specific; Gravity .
1.52
Atomic; Volume . . . . 2i\A
Specific Heat
0.152
Melting Point
780°
Heat of Formation of MO
inCal
131.3
Absolute Electric Potential
2.4

HAIIHM

HIM
2.r>r>
3H.7

137.37
3.7/i

SCKf

turns
mr

I30.1W
2M

About
About

130.38
2A\
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Historical. — The phenomenon of radioactivity wan. <lincovered by Henri Bncc|uc*rcl in 189CJr who oiiMfrviul lliut tht*
salts of uranium emit nuliationn which an* eujnthle of ntt!ut*itj$c
the silver salts of a photographic plate w e n whtm it i& mvimAy
wrapped in black par>er. Thin pn.>pc*rty wm found to \m clmr1
Soe R. A, MHIikftri, C?uri<* mhlrtmn on ° T\w .SiietiiHritrirM **f !(tt«litim*M »Mri
July 1, 1921, paw 10,tfi«*nthiffm tMWrml nt tht* \*twulniitm ul itw Wtlfort!
GihlMi Medal U> Mine. Curw; Ch-m. and MtL /vV/. f4 XMU IWM); Unm*4i,
The Ch&mUtry of the HatlumcluH-tiuhxUthrxn,Mm'tmUmt t IWJ2),
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acteristic of uranium whether it was in the form of the element
or of any of its compounds. Becquerel also found that uranium
had the power to discharge an electroscope and that the r a t e
of discharge is an accurate measure of the amount of radioactive substance present.
In studying the radioactivity of certain uranium minerals,
P. and S. Curie found that the pitchblende residues from S t .
Joachimsthal, Bohemia, were more than three times as radioactive as uranium itself. This fact suggested the presence of
a powerfully radioactive substance, and led to a thorough examination of the residues.
Pitchblende is one of the most fertile sources of radioactive material.
Its composition varies widely, but it always contains an oxide of uranium,
associated with oxides of other metals, especially copper, silver, and bismuth; the Austrian mineral contains cobalt and nickel; the American
samples contain no cobalt or nickel but are largely associated with iron
pyrites and arsenic; zinc, manganese, and the rare earths are frequently
present, while occasionally calcium, barium, aluminium, zirconium, thorium, columbium, and tantalum are reported. Dissolved gases, especially
nitrogen and helium, are present in small proportions.
From this mineral it was formerly customary to extract the uranium
and discard the residue. The chemical study of such a complex mixture
is an exceedingly difficult task, but by patient effort M. and Mme. Curie
succeededx in 1898 in separating two new radioactive substances to which,
the names radium and polonium were applied. The latter is now commonly called radium F. Later Debieme discovered 2 a third radioactive
constituent of pitchblende residues and named the new substance actinium.
The method of treatment consisted in effecting a concentration of some
of the constituents of the residues and observing the radioactivity of the
various portions into which the material was divided. It was observed
that if barium was concentrated the radioactivity of that portion increased rapidly. From a ton of residues there may be prepared 10-2O
kilogra'ms of crude sulfate whose activity is about 60 times that of uranium.
The Curies then converted the sulfates to chlorides and subjected the
material to the process of fractional crystallization. After a number of
crystallizations there was obtained in the most insoluble portion a fraction
of a gram of radium chloride which was a million times as active as uranium.
One ton of pitchblende is said to contain 0.37 gram of radium, 0.00004
gram of polonium,8 and a small amount of actinium.
In 1902, Geoffrey Martin suggested4 that radioactive elements were
gradually undergoing decomposition. This theory was greeted with ridi1
See Chem. News, 1903, for translation of thesis.
2 Compt. rend. 129 593 (1899) ; 130 906 (1900) ; 136 446, 767 (1903).
* Marchwald obtained 3 milligrams of polonium from 15 tons of pitchblende.
* Chem. News, 85 205 (1902).
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cule at first, hut within a year Rutherford and Soddy adopted thin view
and soon established it firmly through their epodwnakin& investigations
Radium emanation was first recognized asagan in 1002 by Rutherford nnd
Soddy. The revolutionril fact that helium results from the dittintc-grut son
of radium atoms was first demonstrated by Ramsay and Hoddy in lUOtt,
The position of the radioactive elements in the periodic table WHH established by the combined work of Kajuns, Runnel!, Fleek, and StwWy in t\w
years 1913-15, through the development, of the eoneeption of isotofwH.
Occurrence. — Radium is widely distributed in natur<\ nt*wr
in veiy concentrated form and usually in exceedingly minute
quantities. The princ:ij>nl source of radium until recently wtm
the Bohemian pitchblendes from which radium wan first extracted. This in still the most important source of radium in
Europe, but the carnotite ores of Colorado now produce a considerable proportion of the world's radium supply.
All uranium ores contain radium and consequently may nerve
as a source of radium. Torbernite, a hydnited coppw uranium
phosphate, and autunite, a hydrated calcium uranium phosphate, are found in Portugal and Australia, from which considerable radium has been extracted. Then* are apparently
extensive deposits of low grade torbernite and autunite in
New Mexico.
In addition to its distribution in minute* amounts in many
rocks and minerals, radium is found in many mineral springs l
and in seawater.
Mining and Concentration of Carnotite.3 Since eurnot ite m
the world's most important source of radium, much intercut
attaches to its production. The main deposits now known
are in the southwestern part of (Colorado and extending over
into Utah. The deposits are scattering, varying grently in
thickness, extent, and purity of the ore. The mrnnf ite in usually deposited in sandstone, upon which it form* amorphous
incrustations replacing the original cement. The color of the
high-grade carnotite is a rich canary yellow, the lower gmde«
having various shades of yellow, orange, hrown, green, or blnek.
The ore frequently crops out along the cliiTs or tmnymt walk,
and even if the outcrop is low-grade ore it may lend to it pocket
of rich ore.
1
Skinner and Halo, M Radioactivity of Water," Jmr. Ind. amittnti,Chtm*
14 949 (1922).
51
Bee Bureau of Mitm Bultdin, W4 (HH7).
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In some localities open mining is used; in the gulleys small
tunnels are commonly used and occasionally shallow shafts
are sunk. The ore is loosened by blasting, and sorted into
waste, low grade or milling ore, and high grade shipping ore.
The sorting is a difficult matter and requires long experience
and keen judgment. Doubtful specimens are tested with an
electroscope for their uranium content. The high grade ore
is placed in small canvas sacks, in order to save the fine portions, which are frequently very rich material.
The low grade ore, which contains about 0.8 per cent U3O8,
is sent to the concentrating mills, where it is concentrated to
about 3 per cent U3O8. The concentration of the carnotite
involves the separation of the binder from the grains of sand.
This is done by coarse grinding (80-100 mesh) and separation
of the fine particles by either the dry or wet process. In the
dry method the ground ore is run through a special attrition
apparatus whose function is to rub off the carnotite adhering
to the grains of sand. Then the fine particles are removed
by suction. In the wet method of concentration, the ground
ore is elutriated to remove as much adhering carnotite as possible. Then the material is thoroughly agitated with water and
allowed to settle. Finally the slimes are drawn off and the process repeated as long as necessary.
Extraction. 1 — Many methods have been proposed for treating carnotite ores; they are of three general types — those using
(1) an acid leach, (2) an alkaline leach, or (3) fusion methods.
Of the acid methods the following are used: (a) Hot strong
sulfuric acid dissolves from the ore uranium, vanadium, copper,
barium, and radium; when the extract is diluted to 10 per cent
free acid the impure radium-barium sulfate precipitates. The
precipitate may be boiled with Na2CO3 and the radium-barium
leached out with HC1. This method requires much labor and
the cost is high. (6) Hydrochloric acid leaches out the radium
and barium, which are precipitated by partially neutralizing
the acid and adding a sulfate.2 The acid used should be prac1
See "Extraction and Recovery of Radium, Uranium, and Vanadium from
Carnotite," Bulletin 104, Bureau of Mines; also H. D. d'Aguiar, " Radium Production in America," Chem. and Met. Eng. 25 825, 877 (1921) and the comments
on 2the latter by S. C. Lind, ibid. 26 1012 (1922).
See F. E. E. Germann, " Adsorption of Radium by BaSO*," Jour. Am.
Chem. 80c. 43 615 (1921).
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tieally free from sulfurie mud. This mot-hod will give an KCMK)
per cent extraction if the ore is five from Hulfates ; hut nince
gypsum is frequently found in earnotitc ores tin* extruction in
some ores is as low as 40 50 per cent, (r.) The Bureau of
Mines recommends the use of nitric acid, which dissolves practically all valuable constituents of the ore. The excels acid is
neutralized by NaOII and then R:in« arid II-tSO4 uiv added.
The sulfates are redueted with carbon, dissolved in IK'l, mid
the radium-barium chlorides subjected to fractional ervsfnlli/.fition. This method extracts 90 per cent of the radium, nearly
all the uranium, but leaves considerable* varmdium in the residue. The cost of the acid would be prohibitive, except for the
fact that N a N 0 3 is crystallized from the final liquors. la this
way the actual consumption of nitric acid is snmll. The grent
advantage claimed for the nitric acid method is the efficiency
in the recovery of radium.
In the methods using an alkaline leach the ore is boiled either
with sodium carbonate which extracts a considerable portion
of both vanadium and uranium, or with sodium hydroxide
which removes vanadium only. Radium may then be extracted with HOI, after which the remaining; ummum ami
vanadium may be reclaimed. This method extracts the valuable constituents of the ore*, but much difficulty is c»x|wMrirnri*rl
in filtering the IIC1 solution because the liberated nilicic acid
clogs the filtering medium.
Two general fusion methods are used : (a) Fusion with Hcwlium
sulfate, used by the Austrian Government in treating pitchblende ores, but cannot r>e used with American rurnntiie.
(b) Fusion with Na 2 CO 3 brings the umnium, vnrtutiitiin, nml
silica into, solubles form.
From the insoluble ivnuhw I N I
extracts the radium and barium in the* form of chloride.
AH the richer ores become* more and more* difficult to obtain
greater attention is naturally directed to extraction method*
which am efficient in dealing with low grncfo own, A me!hinl l
which is said to give 83 per cent extraction from rarnotiti! or
autunito containing no more than 5.0 X 10 7 \n*r etmt of ntflitittt,
consists in sintering the ore with NaCI or d i d * with ihi* uildition of CaCOj. After cooling, the mixture is grotirtii imiim*ly
and leached with HC1; then USO* and IJaCl* are mhhtl
Tlw
Vm Uhyu, Z> urtyew. Chun, 34 477 (W2t),
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radium-barium sulfate is obtained as a milky suspension free,
from quartz, thereby reducing the bulk of the material to 7 per
cent of the original on*.
The recovery of radium from luminous paints is possible 1
by dissolving the radium salts and precipitating radium-barium
sulfate in the* usual way. The loss (luring recovery is about
1 per cent.
Purification. - The* extraction methods yield a mixture of
radium and barium chlorides or sulfates. If sulfatcs are OIK
taincd, they are reduced to the suliides by mixing with charcoal
and heating to about- 800°; or changed to carbonates by boiling with Na2( 1( );$.
The sulfides or carbonates are ground dissolved in HOI and
the chlorides subjected to fractional crystallization. Radium
chloride* is less soluble than barium chloride and consequently
the former collects in the less soluble portion of fIK* series.
Other impurities, such as iron, aluminium, and vanadium, also
collect at the soluble end and consequently give no trouble in
radium concentration. I^ead if present is particularly troublesome. Some lead in removed as chloride, and some as sulfide,
but the* solubility of the.se* salts and of the Milfoehlorieie,
(PbS)* • PbCla, iti field prevents its complete removal from
strongly acid solution. It is completely removed by making
the fractioiiH alkaline* with ammonia :mrl saturating with H3H.
The Io88 erf radium during thin oj*f»ration ha« be»en shown to be,
not ove»r 0.2 pe»r cent.
After fractionating for a time* an chloride*, it is found advantageous to continue the process tm bromide*, which produce**
a more rapid concentration e>f radium. 2 The eoNvernion to
brornidcH iHaccompliHhcd by precipitating the radium and barium
with ammonium carbonate and dissolving the precipitate in
hydrobromic acid. CryHtaHi&it-ioii of the* bromides in beat
carried out in silica ware. After 10-12 crystallization** nn bre>mide tho lcaHt sohible fraction, which Hlmtild contain 1 4 {M»r
cent radium bromide, w thoroughly drit^l and Healed in a glum*
tube. The radium content may Im eleterminiHl hy the* gamma.
ray rncammtment.
After obtaining a number of tuk»« in thin manner, their
1
A. O,
31

Fninri*, J. .%r. Chtm. huL 411*4 (WM),
('. E. Hcrholl, Juur, Am. ('hem. Hut,, it hhti
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contents are put together and the* higher fmrt ionat ion carried
out in the wane manner. By a n*pe*titiem of this prortw, radium material of a high ele»gre»e*. of purity may be* obtained.
Various modifications of these methods have \HH*U made,
such as the fractionation of the hydroxides l und of the iodides, 8
Supply of Radium. — It is estimated (hut the total amount
of extracted radium in the world is about, 5 ounces. To this
supply there is being added, during normal times, roughly nbout
an ounce each year. But since* the production of this amount
of radium requires the mining of about 0(XH) tons of ore, serious concern has boon foil for the* future supply of this element.
The deposits of Europe* are already showing signs of exhaustion, and the Bureau of Mines estimate's that, the (?olorudo on*
now in sight will not produce* more than ISO grams of radium.
Others are more optimistic and place the total yield of the
Colorado deposits as high as 900 grams of the element.. It in
worthy of note also that now deposits are being discovered and
it is quite possible that new supplies of ore and more efficient
methods of extraction will cause* the output to increase rather
than decrease. Careful economy in the use* of radium in necessary in spite of the most optimistic reports, however.
During the war the inem*ase»d demand for radium stimulated
production enormewsly. With the* signing of the armistice
there came a greatly docreuHoei demand, consequently radium
production sloweel up exmsidorably, until the* stock on hand wan
used up. Toward the* close*, of 1910 the radium industry revived appreciably unel during 1920 the* total production of radium amounted to approximately #5 grains of the element. 9
This is the largest output e>f uny year and in only slightly h*m
than the total pre>ducod up to elate* from Kurojw*an oivs.
New ekposits of uranium-radium ores are reported from
Lusk, Wyoming, in Grant (bounty, Nc*w Mexico, and mmr
Georgian Bay, Ont. 4 The* former is lx*ing tleveioped, yielding
an ore containing up to 1.5 per m i t H-jO*. A new deposit of
rich radium-uranium ore is re*porte*d at Jachymor, Bohemia,
which is said to contain suffieuent en*e* for 20 yearn. A large
i McCoy, U. H. Pat. lv103,r»(X), July H, VMi.
'HopkiriN and Kuhfc, ttch. Sci. and Math. 22 7/W (\W22) ; [*rm- tit St*tt*
AcatL of Sci. 1921.
3
R. B. Moor<f, Kng. and Mm. Jtmr. Ill If»l (Wi\),
4
Ann. He-port Ont. Bar. Mirnm, 28 !M.
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and particularly rich deposit of pitchblende has recently been
discovered at Katanga, Belgian Congo. 1
The price of carnotite ore is considerably higher than two or
three years ago, not only on account of increased demand for
radium, but also because of the steadily growing demand for
vanadium in the steel trade. The steel industry is also showing
increasing interest in uranium.
The price of radium has shown considerable fluctuation within
the past few years. During the war radium salts of high grade,
with a purity of 50 per cent or better, sold as high as $125 per
milligram of the element. During the early spring of 1920
one sale of over 2 grams was made at $89,000 per gram of element. Later in the year the price rose to $110-$120 per milligram, with a slowly rising market. In December, 1922, the
price had fallen to $70.00 per milligram owing to the rich deposits in the Belgian Congo.
Metallurgy. — Metallic radium was prepared by Mme. Curie
and Debierne 2 by the electrolysis of radium chloride, using a
platinum-iridium anode and a mercury cathode. The radium
was collected as an amalgam which was heated in an atmosphere
of hydrogen until the mercury was distilled off. Its properties
have not all been determined. It is to be expected that the
metallurgy of radium would present particular difficulties, not
only on account of the scarcity of the material and difficulties
in preparing its pure salts, but also on account of the fact that
the difficulties in reduction of the alkaline earth metals increase
with atomic weight. Metallic calcium is expensive, metallic
strontium is rare, and pure metallic barium has never been prepared. Consequently, the production of any metallic radium
is a distinct triumph.
Properties. — Radium is a white metal, with a melting point
of about 700°. I t blackens rapidly in the air due to the formation of the nitride. I t chars paper, and reacts readily with
water, forming the hydroxide. It dissolves easily in HCL The
element displays all the phenomena of radioactivity which are
characteristic of its salts. On this account it is customary to
speak of the amount of radium element present in a compound
1
One ton of ore is said to contain 120 mg. of radium; Bull. soc. chim. bdg.
30 219 (1921).
2
Compt. rend. 151 523 (1910).
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and disregard the presence of the elements with which if. in in
combination.
In addition to the properties which relate radium to (he
alkaline earth metals, it is distinguished from them strikingly
by possessing the properties of a radioactive substance. Thin
means that both the element and its compounds continuously
emit the penetrating rays which Becquerel observed first in
substances containing uranium. The omission of these myn
is a permanent and abiding property of radioactive atoms and
the radiation is independent of light, temperature*, pressure, and
all other physical conditions. No indication of change in flic*
rate of radiation has been detected, although the4 phenomena
have been observed between temperatures of 2(K)0ri and U.W < \
Since all purely chemical phenomena are influenced by phy.sir;il
conditions, it in necessary to conclude that radioactivity itf not
an ordinary chemical phenomenon, but is due* to c h a n g e within
the atom itself. These intra-atomic changes are possible because of the very complex nature* of the radioactive atoniH anil
are caused by the fact that within a given interval of time u
definite proportion of the atoms breaks up or disintegrate,
with the expulsion of radioactive* influences. It in now iwo#nized that the seat of the explosion which result H in tliHinif^ration of the atom is in the nucleus, hut the eatine is unknown.
In a given interval of time a definite proportion of f ho nit nun of
a radioactive element explodes, expelling part, of the* original
atom and leaving behind an atom with new properties.
In addition to the influence on the photographic: plate* nwl
the discharge of the electroscope, radioactive nubst/mee* hav*»
certain vary striking effects. They render diamonds, rtibitw,
fluorspar, and zinc sulfido brilliantly phosphorescent, They produce severe burns on the flesh and kill lowernnitrm!,H ; they tumnu»
late proteid; transform oxygon into ozone; form hytlriig<*u
peroxide, and decompose water nlowly but eontimiounty ; they
change yellow phosphorus into rod; reduce mercuric; Hull* to
mercurouH, and ferric to ferrous; they decompose tmlrtffwn,
potassium bromide, hydrogen nulftde, carbon dioxide, uriil ofhrr
compounds.
Three distinct type* of mdiatinnn ant mxwmwt].
Tlu*
Alpha particles are poHitively chnrg(»d, am projf*c*ti*ti nt
velocities from different atoms, !>ut of thi* order of
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velocity of light. They have" low penetrating power, HO never
travel far from their source, I>uf. they arc the main cause of phonphoresccnee. They have a mass of four and are known to he
helium atoms each carrying two positive? charges of Heefrieity.
They comprise about 90 per cent of the radiation from radium.
They are distinguished by the following characteristics: They
are absorbed by 10 cm. of air or O.I mm. of metallic aluminium ;
they show a positive deflection in a magnetic field; they produce ionization of a gas, and affect a bare photographic, plate
quite strongly, though their low penefrating power dues not
enable them to affect a plate which is wrapjx'd in p;tper\ The
livia particles are negatively charged and are shot off at velocities varying from 20 to 99 per cent of the velocity of light.
Thoy correspond to the cathode rays which are prudtirod by a
vacuum tube discharge, and an* considered streams <<f li'^atively
charged electrons. Their smaller size and higher velocity give
them greater penelrating power than the alpha particles. They
are able to penetrate as much as three millimeters of aluminium.
They comprise about rune |>er cent of the radium radiations.
They are distinguished from the other forms of ratlin!inn by the
fact that they are absorbed in a thick sheet of aluminium,
that thoy show a jnarked negative? deflection in the magnetic:
field, that they arc highly effective in producing ionixalion, fluorescence, and photographic? effects. T\\v($nmma radiationsiliffVr
from the alpha ami beta in that they are not influenced by a
powerful magnetic field. Thoy have* fremendmw
power, as thoy have* boon known to pawn through 20
of load* Sinew a solid has the power of absorbing gniimm mys
in direct proportion to its density, a sheet of aluminium miwt IKJ
five, times as thick nn loud in order to product11he* mine !ibse>r]>~
tion. The gamma rays ?tre not material Muhntjinco at all, but
pulsations Himilar to ftdntgon ray**, Thoy are vil»nitiotw of
very short wave length.
Thus it is seen that a radioactive Mttlmtnncw in v-ontinntn&\y
emitting a tremendous amount of energy, Qnn gram i*f radium
evolves energy oejuivjtlont to WH ralorie« per hour — morti
than enough to mim* its own weight of wafer front if* to HXf.
During thes half life jmriod fhiK ropn^*nt^ 2/if)9OfX) timm m
much energy as is obtainable by burning an aqua! wttight of
coal
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At the present time there are recognized about 35 distinctly
different elements which emit radiations. At first it was difficult to locate so many elements in the periodic system, but the
difficulty was solved when it was recognized that atomic numbers, not atomic weights, are the fundamental characteristics of
the elements. So the theory of isotopes explains how several
elements may occupy the same position in the periodic table.
These radioactive elements differ among themselves both in
the rate at which they emit radiations and in the type of radiation. Some elements emit alpha rays only, others emit beta
rays, while a few elements appear to emit both. Since both
the alpha and beta rays are made up of electrons, it is evident
that when an atom loses either an alpha or a beta particle the
residue is different from the mother atom. If an alpha particle
is lost, the atomic weight is decreased by 4 and the residue must
take a position in the periodic table two spaces to the left. If
a beta particle is lost the atomic weight is not appreciably
changed, but the loss of an electron changes the chemical nature of the residue, which moves one space to the right but retains its former atomic weight. Thus the disintegration of
the parent element produces a radioactive element which
becomes in turn the parent of another product. So a whole
series of elements arises from a single primary radioactive
body. Three such series are recognized, usually called the
uranium, thorium, and actinium series. There is reason for
believing that the actinium series is in some way related to
uranium, probably through a branch chain from uranium I I .
(See Table X I I I B.)
Both uranium and thorium are considered primary radio elements, since neither is the product of
the disintegration of any known element.
The relationship between the members of these series may be
better understood by studying a few members of one of the
series. Uranium, the parent substance of its series, has an
atomic weight 238, but its atoms are not permanently stable.
In any second of time one atom out of each 1018 explodes and
emits an alpha particle which is a charged helium atom.
The residue accordingly has an atomic weight 234, and its
properties show that it is a different element. This substance
is called uranium Xi, and its chemical properties are identical
with those of thorium, from which it differs in mass alone.

TABLE XIII 1

A — Tht Uranium Scries

4.67x10? years
Primary body
•ft**

1690 years

24,6 days
Thorium

1.15 minuter
Protoactiniuin

2X10® year?
Uranium
g;

RB(222>

i

3.85 days

minuter
i

RaCf{214)
Id** ^eoud
Pofenrum

6.9X10* years
Thorium
V>

RaC(214*
19.5 m i n u t e
Bbmmh

5 ,by>

104 day*
Tfaorimn

12,000

0.002 second
Pok^nium

20

19.5 days
Thorium

11.4 day
Radium

2.15 minuter

4.71
Thalli-.un

By

C — The Thorium Series

L31X10* years
Ionium

6.7 years
Radium

MsTh2(22S)
6-2 hours
Actinium

Ta(220)
54 seconds
Radon

ThA{216)
0.14 s?eeond
Polonium

ThB(212)
10,6 hours
Lead

_J

. *y

RdTIi(22S)
2.02 years
Thorium

ThX(224)
o.tU days
Radium

ThC(212)
60 minutes
Bismuth

10~n <
Polonium
>

TbO'(208)
Stable
Lead
D— The Branch

>
ThC'(212)

U r a n i u m Series

<

ThC
r^Q ' 2101
1.4 m i n u t e s
Thallium

T h C (20S) 3.1 minute:
Thallium

•ThQ'V20S)
Stable
Lead
-^r. Am.
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The atoms of uranium Xi arc likewise unstable, and during
each second one atom in every 107 disintegrates, expelling a
beta particle. This forms other new atoms which have the
same mass as those of uranium X 1; but differ from them in
chemical behavior. These new atoms comprise the element
uranium X 2 . But the atoms of this element represent a very
unstable form and one atom per hundred explodes each second,
liberating another beta particle and forming atoms of the element uranium II, an isobar of uranium Xi, and uranium X 2 ,
and an isotope of the parent, uranium. Uranium II loses an
alpha particle, producing ionium, of atomic weight 230, isotope
of uranium Xi. This process continues until a stable atomic
structure is reached, when the series ends.
If the atoms of the radioactive elements continue to " shoot
themselves to pieces " by throwing out radiations and forming
new elements, it is evident that in time any given sample of
an element will disappear. Since the rate of radiation differs
in different elements it is evident also that some elements will
disappear more quickly than others. The rate of disintegration
for the various elements has been studied and is usually expressed
in the time required for any sample of an element to disintegrate to half value. This is called the half life period. Table
X I I I shows the three disintegration series, the atomic weight of
each element,1 the radiation which it emits, the half life period
and the most common substance which is isotopic with the
product. The atomic weights shown in heavy type have been
determined experimentally.
Table XIV shows the position in the periodic table of the principal members of the three series. By starting with the parent
element of each series and following the dotted arrows it is
possible to trace the series through to the end. Atomic weights
are shown under each symbol and the atomic number of each
group of isotopes is given in parenthesis.
In several places in these series an unstable arrangement
seems to give two disintegration products, due to the fact that
some atoms expel an alpha particle while at the same time other
atoms give off a beta particle. This gives rise to the branch
series, the more important of which are shown in Table XIIIZ).
1
In the actinium series atomic numbers are given because the atomic
weights are uncertain.
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It is to be noted I hat ihe branch series usually represents only
a very small proportion of tin* atoms and (hat these quickly
revert to stable atoms. In the cast* of V it is possible that
the branch scries may give rise to the* actinium series, but
this is not yet definitely established.
The final product of each scries is art isotope of lead. But
according to the theory lead from radioactive .sources should be
exactly like ordinary lead except that it should differ from it in
mass. A remarkable confirmation of the theory comes from
the fact that load from radioactive minerals has been found l
to have a different ajomie weight from that shown by ordinary
lead. The values check remarkably well with those required
by the theories.
Another confirmation of the* theories of radioactivity comes
from the discovery •'* of the element protoactinium. Actinium
wan fora time considered the primary nidiiwlemenf of its series,
but it wan recognized that it mijj;ht 1M* the decomposition product of an unknown parent. If such a parent substance rxintM
it must produce actinium by the Ions of either a I»etn particle*
or an alpha particle. If the former takes place, then the parent would have an atomic unrulier 8K, atomic weight 220, and
mtiBt full in Group II and l*e an inofojw of radium. Such a
substance would lm irtdiHtin^umhnblr from radium itself. If,
on the* other hand, actinium if* formed from its pnrent by the
loan of an alpha particle, then flu* mother Hubxhtnre should
have an atomic num!**r 01 and should benr the name relationship to tantalum that radium I win* to barium, 1 fence tantalum B&lt» might he nmnl to c^oncentrafe the element. When
soluble tantalum Halts %vere ftmt milled to pit chblendi* re>iidtii^f
then extrncted and purified, it \vm found thai they hud become
radioactive and thai the radioactive element pxirmHetl in thin
way yielded actinium cm disintegration. The new element him
beirn named protoactinium (ar profitctiriium), Pa, atomic? weight
230 and atomic number 9 i . It, in turn, may be* the disintegration product of uranium. (Bm Tables XIII imd XIV.)
As soon m ih^ fact was eni&blinhed that radium
1
Bmidy ami tlymtm, Pm. Ck*m> &W. SO 134 CIIIH); T\ W» M**h®nh mml
WM <*f>-work<*ni, Jmtr. Am, Ckm, to*. S# l.13tt (MII4) j U Ml, 10AM, SKI!3 C HI 10);
89 mi (W17); 40 1403 (MH); 41 lAfiO (1920); HtimfiMfy, Hmtih#mi** Mepmt,
l9lUt p. 205.
* Eahn and Mtitmt, Phyrik Z«U. 19 'JOS (1918) ftttil 20 127 <!!*HI).
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yielding niton and helium, the question arose: " Shall radium
be considered as an element or as a compound of niton and
helium?" The general belief now is that radium is to be considered an element and that its disintegration is a phenomenon
entirely different from chemical decomposition. The reasons
for this belief are as follows: —
(1) Radium has a spectrum which resembles t h a t of an element rather than that of a compound.
(2) While the radium atoms are intact they obey the same
laws as other atoms, such as the laws of definite and multiple
proportion.
(3) The rate of disintegration is independent of all physical
conditions. (See pages 65-67.)
(4) The disintegration of radium is accompanied by the
emission of particles, a fact which is not duplicated in a single
purely chemical reaction.
(5) The evolution of heat during the disintegration of radium
is vastly greater than during any known chemical change.
(6) The disintegration of the radium atom is independent of
the chemical combination in which it is placed, and proceeds
at the same rate whether the atom is in the metallic state or in
combination as a halide, carbonate, sulfate, etc.
Consequently, the decay of radioactive atoms is considered a
phenomenon which is produced by forces within the atom itself,
and is quite a different type of behavior from the? disruption of
a molecule of a compound.
If the theory of the degradation of radioactive elements is
correct, then radium is a product of the disintegration of uranium, and the former should always be present in oren of the
latter. This is found.to be the case. Moreover since uranium
yields radium and radium in turn disintegrates giving other
radioactive elements, a balance l must be established and there
should be a definite ratio between the amounts of uranium and
radium in their ores. The ratio between the two elements in
various samples of pitchblende has been shown to be constant, 2
but for a considerable time it was supposed that the ratio in
1
It must be observed that this is not an equilibrium in the usual sense, ninco
the2reactions involved are not reversible.
See Boltwood, Am. Jour. Sci. 18 (iv) 97 (1904) ; Glediteeh, Le Radium,
8 256 (1911); Pirret and Soddy, Phil. Mag. 21 (vi) 652 (1911); Marckwald aad
Russell, Ber. 44 777 (1911).
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carnotite was not the same as that in pitchblende. But a
careful study l of the radium-uranium ratio in carnotite ores
has shown that the ratio is 3.33 X 10~7, which is identical
with that found in pitchblende. This is a splendid confirmation of the truth of the theory.
A study of Tables X I I I and XIV makes clear the significance of the terms isotope (meaning the same place) and isobar (meaning the same weight). Isotopes are elements occupying the same position in the periodic table with the same
chemical and physical properties except mass as, for example,
Thorium -(232) and Ionium (230), both with atomic number
90. Isobars are elements occupying different positions in the
periodic table, having different valences and different chemical
properties, but the same atomic weights, e.g. Thorium B (212)
in Group IV, resembling lead, and Thorium C (212) in Group
V, isotope of bismuth. It is evident that the change of an element into its isotope involves a change in atomic weight, whereas
the transmutation of an element into its isobar involves a change
in properties. The latter is produced by the loss of a beta
particle, a negative electron, from each atom. Is this transformation unique among radioactive elements or do we have
analogies among the common elements?
To answer this question consider 2 the relationship between
ferrous and ferric iron. These two forms of iron have the
same atomic weight and they differ in valence, chemical properties (one resembling magnesium and the other aluminium),
and in absorption spectra. We may change a ferrous salt to a
ferric by the removal of a negative charge or electron. So
ferrous and ferric iron appear to be isobars. But there is one
very essential difference to be kept in mind. The change of
ferrous to ferric is easily reversible and wholly within laboratory
control, while the change of a radioactive element into its isobar is spontaneous and so far as we know now quite irreversible. I t seems quite reasonable to assume that in one case
the radiated electron comes from the outer ring of the atomic
structure, and in the other case it comes from the nucleus of
the atom.
1
2

Lind and Whittemore, Bur. of Mines Technic. Paper 88 (1915).
See Stewart, Recent Advances in Inorganic Chemistry,
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Uses. — Radium compounds find a limited use in such instruments as the spinthariscope, Fig. 6, and Strutt's radium
clock. The latter is an electroscope so arranged that the leaves
are alternately charged by radium and discharged
by grounding. I t is a curious contrivance which
transforms the radiating energy of radium into
motion which approaches perpetual. (See Fig. 7.)
The two most important commercial uses for
radium compounds at present are in medicine
and in the manufacture of luminous paint.
The use of radium in medicine depends upon
its ability to check the growth of animal cells.
FIG. 6. — SPINIt has been found to be efficient in the cure of
THARISCOPE
surface cancer, warts, lupus, and ulcers. The
penetrating gamma rays check the progress of such undesirable
growths. Radium has recently been used for
the bloodless " removal" of tonsils. It is
also claimed that the emanation of radium
(niton) relieves gout, rheumatism, and diabetes, because it increases the excretion of
uric acid. It is administered either by inhalation or by drinking its solution.
Many conflicting statements are made by
medical men concerning the efficiency and
safety of radium treatment for cancer. It is
probable that many of the failures have resulted from the use of too little radium or
from lack of skill in its use. It seems certain
that radium treatment has been wonderfully
successful in curing certain types of cancer.
Its use for this purpose is increasing rapidly.
On account of the high cost of the material
other sources of gamma radiation have been
used, such as mesothorium, radiothorium, and
FIG. 7.—
radium emanation. Since the latter is the
CLOCK
most concentrated, it is the most effective.
Although the emanation deteriorates rapidly, on account of the
intensity of its action and relative low cost it is being used
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with increasing frequency. So important do medical men
consider this use of radium material that they have demanded legislation forbidding (he use of radium for luminous
paints.
The use of radium in self-luminous paints defends on flic*
fact that when the alpha particles with their appreciable momentum strike* some* specially prepared zinc sulfidc crystals a
glow is produced. The material is prepared by mixing a radium salt-, usually the neutral chloride or bromide solution, with
the phosphorescent, zinc sulfide and drying in the dark. Then
n paste* is made with varnish and some solvent like amyl alcohol,
care being taken not to destroy the crystalline structure of Ihe
zinc sulfide. The mixture is applied with a brush, after which
it. is dried and a protective coating of while shellac added, The
latter lengthens the life of tlie* paint but lower* its luminosity,
probably by interfering with the alpha radiation. The amount
of radium used in exceedingly small. The British Admiralty
specified for it« war-time use (). t milligram of KaJir^ jier gram of
ZnS. In the United States a smaller proportion of radium U
used, generally from 0,1 to 0.2a milligram of the element per
gram of ZnS. Where low luminosity urn! long life are desired,
as little an 0.01 milligram of radium k used for a gram of ZnS.
The statement in made that a luminouM watch dial eontuitiH
from 10 to 20 eenf«f worth of radium.
The degree of bright Men,-* of .such lumiriouH mirfare* him been
determined m of the order of 10 mieroramik^ f#»r square crntirneter. This may In* compared roughly to the brilliancy of a
piece of white paper illuminated by the light of the full moon.
When the {mint in first prepared, ita bri^htm*** increa^m rather
rapidly for 10 20 day*, then it dimitUHht** gradually for a much
longer period, after which the hmiimmity nmutim nhntmi txmKtant for several years. Tin* final exhaustion of the paint may
lx» caused either by the failure* of the radioactive prineiplo
or of the zinc sulfide. The radium mmm to \H* nblis to prt>duco luminosity for a long f^rim] of year*, #* f lir* mw nnlihh
(;ry»tate are cxhatmti*c] firnt arid Ijecorne irtritpnlik* of rt^fMiridirig to the alpha bombardment. Thin exhtimtitm oceurn mom
rapidly when the* per cc*nt of mdiiirii w large1?, Thti» the* luminous paint prepared under the specification* of the British
Admiralty loneu iialf ita brilliancy in a yemr, while the American
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paints, which are less luminous at first, do not deterioriate to
half value in less than 4 or 5 years.
The luminous paint industry received a tremendous stimulation during the war. Not only was the luminous watch dial a
great convenience, but instruments which could be quickly and
accurately read at night became an absolute necessity in the
navy, in the air service, and wherever an ordinary light could
not be used. I t is said that a single airplane, equipped for
night flying, required nine different instruments with luminous
dials. One American firm claims to have sensitized over a half
million dials for the United States Government. The consumption of radium for this purpose was at one time as much as 500
milligrams per month.
After the war-time demand had ceased, other applications of
the paiint were made and quickly became popular. Now, in
addition to watch and clock dials, luminous paint is used to
mark street signs, door plates, push buttons, or almost anything
that may need to be located in the dark. The amount of
radium used in this manner has been enough to cause serious
concern in regard to the future supply, but the largest use of
radium at present is in treating cancer.
Attempts are being made to improve the color of precious
stones by radium treatment; in some cases the treatment has
been successful, but in other cases injury has resulted.
Compounds. — Not many of the compounds of radium have been
studied carefully, owing to the scarcity of the material. They resemble
quite closely the analogous barium compounds. Their peculiar nature is
shown by the fact that they are always somewhat warmer than their surroundings, due to the considerable heat which they are continually radiating.
Radium salts produce a carmine color in the flame. The principal salts
are as follows: —
Radium chloride, RaCl2 or RaCl2 • 2H2O, forms colorless crystals when
pure; but when barium is present the color is yellow or pink. It is somewhat less soluble in water and hydrochloric acid than is BaCl2, with which
it is isomorphous.
Radium bromide, RaBr2 or RaBr2 • 2H2O, is the salt most commonly
used in purifying radium material. It gives off bromine in the air, forming
the hydroxide.
Radium hydroxide, Ra(OH)2, is also used in purifying radium. It is
strongly basic, absorbing carbon dioxide from the air.
Radium carbonate, RaCO8, is insoluble like the alkaline earth carbonates
and is precipitated by adding (NH4)2CO3 to the solution of a radium salt.
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Radium sulfate, RaSO4, is less soluble than BaSC>4, the two being commonly precipitated together.
Radium nitrate, Ra(NOa)2, is soluble and is formed by dissolving the
carbonate in HNO3.
Detection and Estimation. — The detection of radium may
be made by its effect upon the photographic plate. In testing
ores the length of exposure necessary to obtain
f8^
a given result may be used in a roughly quantiJ ^ J I tative fashion. The discharge of the spectroA
\ scope is a sensitive test for radium and may be
used quantitatively by observing the time and distance at which discharge is produced.' The radioscope, Fig. 8, is an instrument arranged to detect
radium emanation by its effect upon phosphorescent zinc sulfide. The emanation is released by
FIG. 8.—
previously shaking the finely ground ore with
RADIOSCOPE

water.

The quantitative determination of radium may be made in a number of
ways,1 the method selected being determined by the nature of the material
to be analyzed and the degree of accuracy required.
The alpha-ray method consists in comparing the surface radiation of
the sample with that of an equal surface of a standard. The method is
simple, rapid, and suitable to low-grade material, but is not capable of
great accuracy.
The gamma-ray method compares the rate of discharge of the electroscope as shown by the sample and a standard salt. This method is simple
and capable of an accuracy of 0.3 per cent. It is best adapted to the
analysis of solids comparatively rich in radium, but may be used for material
which contains 10"10 grams of radium per gram of material.
The emanation method involves the separation of the emanation from
the parent radium and measuring the quantity in a special standardized
electroscope. The emanation may be removed from solution by boiling
or aspiration; the most accurate method of testing a solid is to inclose it
in a container for a month or more and test the emanation which is in
equilibrium with the radium present.
Radium may also be determined by precipitation as the sulfate.
In speaking of the strength of any radioactive body it is customary to
speak of the grams or milligrams of radium which are equivalent. Thus
1 See S. C. Lind, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 7 406, 1024 (1915); 13 409
(1920); V. F. Hess, Proc. Am. Elecbrochem. Soc. Baltimore meeting (1922);
Hess and Damon, Phys. Rev. 20 59 (1922); Owen and Page, Proc. Roy.
Soc. 34 27 (1921); B. Szilard, CompL rend. 174 1695 (1922); N. E. Doisey,
Jour. Opt. Soc, Am. 6 633 (1922).
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Iho expression "one milligram of mesothorium " cloon not rnisun a inilligram of weight of the clement rnoHothorium but such a quantity nf IIIIM
element as would give a garnrna ray activity equal to thai of a milligram
of radium in sonic compound nuch JUS radium rhloridis
A unit sometimes used is the curie. It is the amount of radium emanation in equilibrium with a gram of radium metal. So a curie exprln the
same number of alpha particle* per .second as a gram of radium.
Likewise the, intensity of every product of the uranitmi-mdium WITH**
should be expressed in terms of the radium equivalent. Thus " ten
milligrams of polonium " signifies an amount of polonium which would !«•
in equilibrium with ten milligrams of radium element or ten inillieurieN
of emanation.
MKKOTHOUHTM l

The heavy demand for radium and its .scarcity have great\y
stimulated search for a suitable substitute, fonium would
bo ideal if it could be obtained {jure, but (lie most successful
substitute for radium is mesothorium.
This element wan first identified and described by Of ic> Halm
in 1905. It in the first deeom[x>sition product of thorium
(sec Tables X I I I and XIV) arid in reality in camfKiaed of m<wn
thorium 1, an isotope* of radium, and mesothorium 2 t nn isotope
of actinium and analogous to lanthanum in properties. Halm
regarded the former an rayless, with a half-life period of 5.5
years, and the latter an emitting both beta and gummn radiations with a half period of 6.2 hours. The decay of menothorium 2 produces rudiothorium, an isotof>e of thorium, with n
half period of two years, yielding alpha radiation*. (Urnm*quently, after mesothorium has stood for a time it consistM of
an equilibrium mixture of rnosothorium i, meMothorium 2, and
radiothoriurn, from which alpha, hc»ta, and gamma nuimfirmN
are expelled. It in to lw noted that rudiofhorituu, which is
always present in thorium minerals, cannot IH> Hf»fmruf<*<t from
thorium by any known method. T\w. only *tnum* of mdiiH
thorium is mosothorium.
Mesothorium is mom active, than radium. From n study of
the half-life ratio between im»sofhorium and mftiimt (tt: 1H(K)I,
Hahn concluded that a milligram of rncHothorium by weight
should be m active as :*(K) millignuns of radium, Th«» U. H,
1
Sf^ Otto Hahn, Zeit. anttrg, Ctwm. 24 1110; Cham. Xty, %$ M5
Bur. of Mines Technical Paper No, ii(), tutd i^iHwiiUly Bur. nf Mim
meal Pajwr No. 205 (1922).
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Bureau of Mines says that mesothorium is three times as active
as radium, weight for weight.
Mesothorium is found in all thorium minerals. The ratio between the two elements as determined by McCoy l is 0.52X 10~7.
The reciprocal of this ratio 19.X10 6 is the weight in grams of
thorium in equilibrium with a quantity of mesothorium which
has a gamma ray activity equivalent to one gram of radium.
Hence, a metric ton of monazite sand containing 5 per cent
ThO 2 , which is subjected to 90 per cent extraction, would yield
2.5 milligrams of mesothorium. The importation of monazite
into the United States in 1914 was 385 metric tons, from which a
little less than a gram of mesothorium could be extracted. The
world's consumption of monazite at present is estimated as
about 3000 tons annually. On the same basis this would yield
between 6.5 and 7.0 grams of mesothorium. This would be
almost a forlorn hope as a source of material to be used as radium substitute, were it not for the fact that the mesothorium
is a by-product and that very large quantities of monazite residues have been stored up. Previous to the entry of the United
States into the war there had been no mesothorium extracted
in this country. But because of the enormous war demand for
luminous paints, methods were devised for extracting this material. The principle involved in the separation is based upon
the fact that mesothorium is like radium chemically. Consequently, the separation of mesothorium-barium precipitates
is similar to the separation of radium-barium which has already
been outlined. Mesothorium is said to be extracted from
monazite now used in the United States.
Since monazite contains an appreciable amount of uranium,
radium is always present and the methods of extracting mesothorium concentrate the radium also. Consequently, commercial mesothorium contains considerable radium, which is
responsible for 20-25 per cent of the radioactivity produced.
Since, however, the mesothorium is much more active than
radium, it is estimated that commercial mesothorium is composed, weight for weight, of 99 per cent radium chloride and 1
per cent mesothorium chloride.
When first extracted, mesothorium is useless for the manufacture of luminous paint, but as the amount of radiothorium
1
McCoy and Henderson, Jour. Am, Chem. Soc. 40 1316 (1918).
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increases the alpha radiation increases, making it more efficient in luminous paints. The maximum alpha radiation is
reached after four or five years. Consequently, it is customary
to allow freshly prepared mesothorium to " r i p e n " for a year or
more in order to develop its alpha radiations. After reaching
its maximum, mesothorium decays at a much faster rate than
radium, losing one-half its luminosity every five or six years.
During the ripening process mesothorium is emitting beta
and gamma radiations and is serviceable in medicine for the
same purposes as radium. I t has not become popular with
the medical profession, probably because its relatively short
life makes its final cost high.
Mesothorium is not a common article of commerce, so can
scarcely be said to have established a market price. In 1913,
it sold in England for £5 per milligram equivalent. In the
United States it has sold as high as $75 per milligram equivalent, but the usual price runs from 40 to 60 per cent of that of
radium for an equivalent gamma radiation. In 1921 the price
ranged around $60 for an amount equivalent in activity to one
gram of radium element.
The development of mesothorium in medicine does not look
encouraging as long as the supply of radium is sufficient to
meet the demand. But its use in luminous paint seems to have
been well developed in Europe. It is particularly well adapted
for this purpose, especially for objects which arc themselves
rather short-lived, and it is to be hoped that its use will increase
in order to conserve the radium supplies for medical purposes.
The separation and estimation of mesothorium are accomplished by the same methods that are used for radium. 1
1
See Bur. of Mines Technical Paper No. 110, pp. 25-27.
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GROUP H —BERYLLIUM
T H E first four members of Division B show a striking family
resemblance, with gradual changes in properties. Mercury
in many respects resembles copper, as for example in the numerous ammoniacal compounds formed. Zinc, cadmium, and mercury form a typical triad; beryllium and magnesium resemble
each other closely and form a connecting link between the
alkaline earths and the zinc sub-group. The vapors of all
five metals of this division are composed of monatomic molecules. The physical properties are shown in Table XV.
TABLE XV

Constants of the Magnesium Family
BERYLLIUM

Atomic Weight
Specific Gravity
Melting Point
Boiling Point
Atomic Volume

9.1 l
1.64
1280°
5.5

MAGNESIUM

ZINC

24.32
1.75
633°
1120°
13.8

65.37
7.1
419°.4
918°
913

CADMIUM MERCURY

112.4
8.6
321°
778°
13

200.6
13.6
-38°.7
357°
15.4

The members of Division B differ from the alkaline earth
metals by being more easily reduced to the metallic state; all
the elements are stable in the air at ordinary temperatures,
except beryllium, which is slowly oxidized in moist air; the
ease of reaction with steam decreases with increased atomic
weight.
The compounds of these elements are all bivalent, except in
the mercurous series, and resemble the corresponding compounds of the alkaline earths except that they show a greater
tendency to form basic compounds. Division B sulfates are
1
Honigschmid and Birckenbach, Ber. 55B 4 (1922) obtained the value 9.018
from a study of the ratios beryllium chloride to silver chloride and to silver,
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soluble and crystalline, readily forming double sulfates, with
the exception of HgSO 4 . The hydroxides are nearly insoluble
and are more easily decomposed by heat than the hydroxides
of Division A.
Historical. — In 1797, Haiiy, a mineralogist, found that the minerals
beryl and emerald had the same physical structure, hardness, and specific
gravity. He asked Vauquelin to make a chemical analysis to see if they
were not of the same composition. In the course of the analysis Vauquelin
found that while these two minerals were of the same composition they
both contained an oxide very similar to alumina but differing from it in the
fact that it was precipitated from its KOH solution by boiling. Further
study showed other peculiarities; its salts had a sweet taste; its hydroxide
was soluble in dilute ammonium carbonate; and its sulfate formed irregular
crystals but no alum with K2SO4.
In his published account Vauquelin unfortunately failed to give the new
element a name, but referred to it as " the earth of beryl." The editors of
the Annales de Chimie suggested the name glucina, meaning sweet, because of the peculiar taste of its salts. This name, however, was not universally accepted, especially when it was recalled that a sweet taste is not
peculiar to the compounds of this element. The German chemists used
the name " beryl earth," from which the name beryllium was applied to
the element. Whether the element shall be called glucinum or beryllium
seems to depend rather upon personal preference than upon any other
consideration.
The preparation of metallic beryllium has been attended with some
difficulties. Sir Humphry Davy attempted to reduce BeO with potassium
vapor but failed. Later he fused ironfilingsand BeO, obtaining1 a metallic
mass, somewhat malleable, which was probably an alloy of iron and beryllium. Wohler, in 1827, prepared metallic beryllium for the first time, reducing BeCl2 with potassium and removing the KC1 from the impure
beryllium by the greater solubility of the former.2
Occurrence. — Beryllium occurs in a large number of minerals, some of which are quite common and contain a considerable amount of the element. Beryl, Be3Al2(Si03)6, contains
roughly 14 per cent BeO; chrysoberyl, BeO • AI2O3, contains
19.8 per cent BeO; phenacite, 2 BeO • SiO2, contains 45 per cent
BeO; and gadolinite, 3 Be2Fe(YO)2(SiO4)2, contains about 10
per cent BeO. In addition beryllium is found in many less
familiar minerals, in some of which BeO makes up more than
half the weight of the material.
The best known and most important mineral is beryl, which
12 Phil. Mag. 32 152 (1808).
Pogg. Ann. der Physik und Chemie, 13 577 (1828).
8
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 38 875 (1916).
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is known in a variety of forms. In the common opaque form,
beryl is found in large hexagonal prisms sometimes weighing as
much as a ton each. In the transparent forms, which are much
more rare, the color may be green, blue-green (aquamarine),
yellow (golden beryl), blue, or red (rose beryl). Emerald is a
variety of beryl which owes its bright green color to chromium.
The common beryl is widely distributed over the United States,
deposits being reported in nearly all the New England states,
in Virginia, Pennsylvania, Alabama, Colorado, and other states.
Numerous deposits are reported from France, especially in the
Vosges, where an exaggerated saying states that the streets
of Limoges are paved with emeralds. Particularly rich and
extensive deposits are found in Madagascar.
It has been estimated that beryllium comprises between
0.01 and 0.001 per cent 1 of the earth's crust, and there is
reason for the common belief that when the commercial uses
for beryllium become considerable enough beryl will be found
to supply any possible demand. 2
No reliable information is obtainable in regard to the recent
production of beryl in the United States. It is estimated
that during 1919 the total production did not exceed 25 tons
of ore. The usual product contains 10-12 per cent BeO and
sells at 3-4 cents per pound wholesale at the mines.
Extraction. — A very large number of methods have been
proposed for the decomposition of beryl, 3 which is considered
the only commercial source of beryllium.
Gibson's method 4 is based on the principle that ammonium
hydrogen fluoride effects the complete decomposition of beryl
at a low temperature, even if the mineral is only coarsely ground.
Much of the silica is volatilized as ammonium fluosilicate and
the beryllium and aluminium converted first to fluorides, then
sulfates. The former is separated by solution in (NH^COa.
Lebeau's method 5 fuses the ground mineral with CaF2,
1
2

J. H. L. Vogt, Trans. Am. Inst. M. E. 31 128 (1902).
H. Copaux, Chimie et Industrie, 2 Aug. (1919) and J. S. Negru, Chem. and
Met.
Eng. 21 353 (1919).
3
See Parsons, Chemistry and Literature of Beryllium, 1908, Chem. Pub.
Co., Easton, Pa.; Copaux, Compt. rend. 168 610 (1919); Negru, Chem. and Met.
Eng. 21 353 (1919); also, James and Perley, Jour. Amer. Chem. 8oc. 38 875
(1916).
* Jour. Chem. Soc. 63 909 (1893).
« Vompt. rend. 121 601 (1895).

and adds H 2 SO 4 to the m e l t . Silica in cupelled w 8jF 4 , while
the aluminium and beryllium a p p e a r UH Hulfiitcw. i he e x a m
acid is neutralized by K 2 C O , a n d on eviifxtmtion incut, of the
alumina separates as KAl(SO<hI2H,O.
Ammonium curbonate is used to separate t h e beryllium.
The method proposed b y P o l l o k > fuses the beryl with emwtie
soda, dissolves the mass in U<*1 precipitates the hydroxides
with NH4OH, and redissolvoH in 11(1 Then by witimitin«
this solution with HC1 g a s , t h e uluminu is precipitated an
A1C1 3 -4H 2 O. Finally (NII^M'<>;, is used to Hi^parale the
beryllia.
In Parsons' m e t h o d 2 t h e m i n e r a l is fused with KOII, dissolved in H2SO4, and e v a p o r a t e d t o dehydrate the silica. The
soluble salts are taken u p w i t h w a t e r and most- of the alumina
removed as alum by c o n c e n t r a t i n g t h e .solution. The remainder
of the alumina and the iron a r e r e m o v e d by a eoneerttmteel notation of NafiCOs, while t h e b e r y l l i u is precipitated by diluting
and heating the bicarbonate s o l u t i o n .
A method proposed by O o p a u x rf diwinleKmteH the ore by
heating with sodium fluosilieate a t HNf. Hiliwi remnirm (inattacked while beryllium s o d i u m fluoride in formed. Thin
is readily soluble, while t h e corre«pondin>c aluminium mil
is nearly insoluble. T h e s m a l l a m o u n t of impuritieN prenent
are removed by converting t o th<* Hulfaten and eryfttitlli^itig
BeSO 4 -4 H 2 0 . This m e t h o d han been in eorutneretu! tine in
France since 1915.
A study of the efficiency of those* ittethodH hnn been made1 by
I. E. Cooper 4 with the d e s i r e t o ivnt their fflteiency.
conclusions are shown in Table* X V I .
These results were o b t a i n e d on 50~gmm mmplcx, ntnl
be considered typical r a t h e r t h a n final. They indicate two
very serious problems which m t m t In* nolved lieforr the large*
scale extraction of beryllia c a n hewotne a rotiHitleraiile commercial success: (1) obtaining R e t ) fairly free from imjntritief*,
especially iron and aluminium ; (2) devtHtng it rnethcwj by whirli
better yields can be o b t a i n e d .
T h e tirwiwity for efficient'
methods is evident from t h e liffhtnrai* of btryllitim itmlS* Thtm
12 Trans. Roy. Dublin Hot*, 8 \m IHHH),
Chemistry and IMeratUTti nf Hrryltium.
3
Chimie et Industrie 2 Anm* (HHV).
* Thesis, University of IlliitoM, Jim«\
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regulated, since the behavior of beryllium is very markedly
influenced by minor conditions. These relations are not well
understood at present, hence the separation of beryllium
presents unusual difficulties.
Metallurgy. — The fused beryllium halides are almost nonconductors of the electric current, consequently, the metal
cannot be prepared by the electrolysis of the fused simple
halides. If BeCl 2 is mixed with NaCl and NH 4 C1, or BeF 2
with NaF, the electrolysis may be carried out successfully.
The removal of the metal from the electrolyte presents some
difficulties. The melting point of the metal is higher than t h a t
of the bath, consequently the beryllium separates in flakes,
which must be separated from the mixed fluorides. This
separation is laborious because the fluorides are difficultly
soluble in water and if the water becomes either alkaline or
acid the metal itself will dissolve. Secured in this manner the
metal is in the form of small flakes which may be melted and
run into ingots by heating in a vessel of magnesia or beryllia
in a stream of hydrogen. Beryllium oxide dissolves readily
in fused cryolite and the solution on electrolysis yields beryllium or its alloys; electrolysis of a mixture of barium fluoride
and sodium beryllium fluoride is also a promising method of
obtaining the metal and its alloys. 1
Beryllium has also been prepared 2 by other methods: (1) Beryllium chloride is easily reduced by sodium or potassium,
but the chloride must be in the anhydrous condition and its
preparation is very troublesome. (2) The Goldschmidt process yields metallic beryllium containing about 10 per cent
aluminium. The application of external heat is necessary in
order to raise the temperature above the melting point of beryllium. (3) Potassium beryllium fluoride mixed with sodium
and heated strongly gives metallic beryllium.
Metallic beryllium has never been obtained except in small
quantities. The metal is quoted (1913) at $3.75 per quarter
gram, which is about four times the war price for platinum.
This value is entirely artificial, and when beryllium ores are
successfully reduced the metal will be both reasonable in price
and plentiful in amount. I t may never, however, become a
1
2

See E. A. Eagle's Thesis, University of niinois.
See Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 38 875 (1916).
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common nict.al on account of the small amount obtainable from
its ores.
Properties.- Many conflicting statements an* made in
regard to the properties of beryllium, doubtless beeaust* of the
difficulty of obtaining tin* element in pure form. Sui:tH amounts
of impurities would IK* expected to infiueure its pro[H>rties
greatly.
Beryllium is described ' as silvery while for steel gray) in
color, with a hardness of 0 or 7 on Mob's scale, f! i« malleable1, easily forged and cold rolled, takes a high polish, but its
tensile strength and rigidity are not known. Its specific
gravity is 1.04 (older values run as high as J.S); its specific
heat is probably the highest of any of flit* useful metals varying
with temperature n\t to MH) ACHf, where if berotws constant
atO.G2; the latent heat of fusion is very high, in the neighborhood of 3(K) calories ; the latent heat of va|w>ri/utiui} in probably
the highest of all elements exrepf carbon and boron; its electrical conductivity ? is higher than that of t'ctp(M*r, approaching
mlver in this resfwet. Positive my analysis a ttiv^H rio indication of the iirfsent-e of inolojieH.
The metal is more |M*rmanenf in !h<* air than magnesium,
oxidising slowly and *uj>erfimHy in uunsl nu\ \Vh«*n heated
to rcdnt^KH in oxygen it oxidi^en <»n tin* *urfaref I he oxide no
formcnl acting m n protecfivi* coat ing. When I In* powdered
Hi(»tal is heated in the air if burn** brilliantly, funning; the
oxide, The heat of oxidation wa,* determined indirectly by
Copaux and Phillips * and found to hf 151.5 <*ul, Thin plueei
iH^rylltttftt irninedintely affi*r ralrium nw\ just U*fori* lanthanum
in the table of heats of oxidation of th«# f\**im*nt#t Wntt*r or
ftteam in not i]c'roin|iriHt*fl even at rrd lumt. When hented in
the electric arc in an ntmtt«phere of hydrogen it Htiblime#,
forming a gray mirror which nwtnble* nrwriw. If tUwn not
unit4* directly with sulfur vapor hut wnnhihrH with chlorin©
and bromine, producing tin iMmntlvnm*tm\ The renefkm with
icnline in more diflifuilt. At ifo* ti*ntjii*ritliim nf tin* i*lt*€tric
» Bm mpm*fa\\y ehtm. ami Af«*. $w. t l
* 8**f Vh*m. and MH. Kmf II M'4
iUttKti; if,.
tlmi ih»* t*i«*rtri*4At r*m4
*th I*. Timmmtth Mmiurr, SOT m
« Cvmpt. nmi, %U ®m (19SK0.
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furnace it unites with silicon, forming a hard, brittle mass which
takes a high polish. I t unites directly with both carbon and
boron and alloys readily with many metals. HC1 gas attacks
it at slightly elevated temperatures and the solution dissolves
it easily, liberating hydrogen. It reacts with concentrated
H2SO4, liberating SO 2 , and with the dilute acid, yielding hydrogen. HNO3 has very slight action on it even at the boiling temperature. It is not attacked by ammonia, but dissolves easily
in KOH solution, liberating hydrogen.
Uses. — The most promising use of metallic beryllium is in
connection with the formation of alloys, many of which have
been studied briefly. Of these the aluminium alloy has attracted particular attention because of the lightness of both
metals and the hardness and strength of the alloy. These
metals alloy in all proportions. The mixture of 90 per cent
aluminium and 10 per cent beryllium l has a specific gravity of
2.5. The addition of beryllium to the alloys of calcium and
aluminium increases the solubility of calcium in aluminium
and makes a tougher and more malleable product. An alloy
of 85 per cent aluminium, 10 per cent beryllium, and 5 per cent
copper has a specific gravity of 2.8 with a tensile strength and
toughness equal to bronze.
An alloy with a specific gravity as low as 1.5 may be made
by using up t o 25 per cent lithium with beryllium. This product oxidizes superficially, after which it is said to be as resistant
to corrosion as iron. Alloys of beryllium with magnesium are
impossible 2 to make by direct methods, because the latter
boils at a temperature below the melting point of the former.
The alloys of beryllium and copper have received much
study. These alloys are of value in making scientific instruments on account of their electrical properties. They also possess a resonance of excellent quality and are prized for the
making of musical instruments.
Beryllium and silver alloy readily, forming a eutectic at 878°
with 16 atomic per cent of beryllium. These alloys increase
in hardness and diminish in ductility as the per cent of beryllium
increases.
Alloys of iron containing up to 21 per cent beryllium have
been made, a eutectic being formed at 1155° with 38.4 atomic
1 V. S. P. 1, 333, 965, March 16, 1920. *Zeit. anorg. Chem. 97, 6 (1916).
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hydrolyzed; the iodide is difficult to form and reacts readily with organic
compounds. The fluoride and chloride form many double salts. The
anhydrous chloride is best prepared by passing a current of chlorine over a
heated mixture of beryllium oxide and carbon or over the hot carbide.
Be(NO3)2 -3 H2O is extremely hygroscopic and can be crystallized only
with difficulty, best from strong nitric acid. When heated on the steam
bath it gives a basic salt, Be • NO3 • OH • H2O, easily soluble in water.
BeC2 is obtained by heating a mixture of BeO and carbon in an electric
furnace. It is slowly decomposed by water and dilute acids, giving pure
methane. A basic carbonate of varying composition is precipitated as a
fine powder when an alkali carbonate is added to a beryllium solution.
When carbon dioxide is passed into a suspension of this basic carbonate the
normal BeCO3 • 4 H2O is formed and crystallizes with difficulty.
Beryllium sulfate crystallizes with 6, 4, 2, or 1 molecules of water. The
anhydrous sulfate is formed at 220° and at red heat BeO is formed. The
sulfate forms no mixed crystals with the sulfates of copper, nickel, or iron,
as do the other members of the magnesium family.
Beryllium forms double alkali tartrates in which beryllium not only
replaces the acid hydrogen but also to some extent the hydrogen of the
radical. The presence of the beryllium increases the molecular rotation
not only of the tartrates but even more noticeably of the malates.
Basic beryllium acetate is prepared by the action of glacial acetic acid
upon the dry carbonate or hydroxide. It is only slightly soluble in water
but is hydrolyzed, becoming soluble. It melts, boils, and sublimes without
decomposition. It was used by Parsons for his atomic weight determinations.
Detection and Estimation. — Beryllium is detected in qualitative
analysis by the reactions which distinguish it from aluminium, zinc, and
iron. (See Separation.)
Spectroscopic detection of beryllium has been suggested.1 Since beryllium salts of themselves give no absorption spectrum, it is necessary
to form a lake with some organic coloring matter. Best results are obtained
by a dilute alcoholic extract of alcanna root. When the mineral salts are
added to this extract, it is possible to detect 1.6 mg. BeO in the presence
of 2 grams aluminium and 2.0 mg. BeO in the presence of 2 grams of iron.
For the estimation 2 of beryllium, usually the hydroxide is precipitated
by NH4OH and ignited to BeO.
1
H. Brunner, Dissertation, Techn. Hochschule in Zurich.
2
See CompL rend. 168 612 (1919); also Parsons' Chemistry and Literature of
Beryllium.
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characteristic valence of all the elements is 3, although thallium
forms a well-defined series of univalent salts and several of the
rare earth group form peroxides.
The most striking facts concerning this group are in connection with the abundance of the elements. Aluminium is
the most abundant metal and the third most abundant element
that we know, making up 7.28 per cent l of the world which
we are able to examine. With the exception of boron all the
other elements of this group are scarce, and some of them are
among the least common of all the elements of the periodic
table.
T H K R A R E EARTHS

The term " rare earths " is used to designate a group of elements, closely related chemically, which arc? placed in Division
A of Group III. They were called " earths " because their
oxides resemble those of the* alkaline earths, and the* designation
" rare " was originally applied because of their scarcity. Now
many of these elements are known to exist in considerable quantities, but the term " rare " is still strikingly applicable* because
of the unique relationships of the group.
The rare earths may bo defined as a group of trivalent metals,
forming basic oxides, with oxalates insoluble in dilute* mineral
acids. Their fluorides arc also difficultly soluble, herwe they
may be separated, in general, from other elements by adding
oxalic or hydrofluoric acid to their solution, to which some
mineral acid has previously been added. Doubtless the most
striking fact which characterizes the»se elements is the remarkable similarity in both the; physical and chemical proportion of
their compounds. Their main differences arc* in the solubilities
of their salts and the basicity of their oxides, which varies he»~
tween that of the alkaline earths and that of aluminium.
The term " rare earth group " is a rather indefinite) one
because there are no very sharply drawn boundary \h\m.
Strictly speaking, the term should include only theme element**
between cerium with an atomic numbe>r of 58 and tantalum, 73,
This would include the following ctementa; pmt&exlymium,
neodymiurn, ekaneodyrnium (undiscovered)y samarium, ouren
pium, gadolinium, terbium, holmium, dysprosium, erbium,
1
Estimate of F. W. Clarko; MHS hi* Gmchemwtry.
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The mineral now known as eerite was discovered in 1751, but nothing
unusual was observed concerning it until 1803, when Klaproth discovered
that it gave an oxide resembling Ekeberg's yttria quite closely. Berzelius
and Hisinger made a similar observation simultaneously and the names
ceria and eerite were proposed for the oxide and mineral respectively.
These names were derived from the planetoid Ceres which was then newly
discovered.
It was soon discovered that these oxides were in reality complex, and other
oxides were one by one isolated from the original mixtures. The detailed
history is long and confusing because of the complex nature of these oxides
and the great difficulty in obtaining pure compounds. An outline of the
history as it has finally developed is sufficient for the present purpose.
See Tables XVII and XVIII.
TABLE XVII

Historical Development of the Yttrium Group
' Terbia
de Boisbaudran, 1895
Erbia — Terbia
Mosander, Delafontaine, Urbain, 1904
1843
1878
Gadolinia
w Marignac, 1886

Yttria,
Gadolin,
1794
Terbia — Erbia
Mosander, Berlin,
1843
1860
Yttria
Mosander,
1843

Holmia
Cleve,
1879

Holmia
de Boisbaudran, 1886
Dysprosia
de Boisbaudran, 1886

Thulia
Cleve,
1879

Neo-ytterbia
Urbain—Welsbach,
1906-07

Ytterbia
Lutecia
Marignac, ^ Urbain—Welsbach,
1878
1906-07

Celtia(?)
Scandia
Nilson,
Urbain, 1911
1879
According to our best information at the present time the following
elements are recognized: scandium, yttrium, lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, samarium, europium, gadolinium, terbium,
holmium, dysprosium, erbium, thulium, ytterbium (or neoytterbium),
lutecium, and celtium.1 There is some evidence for the opinion that " thu1
Coster and Hevesy announce the discovery of hafnium (see Nature, Jan.
20, 1923, p/79), an element of atomic number 72. This element ia described as
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cates are the most common form, phosphors an* numerous
and important, while halides, carbonates, oxides, lilnnafrs,
uranatcs, columbates, ta.ntalat.es, and jsireonates are found in
varying decrees of complexity. There are about, 150 different
rare earth minerals listed. 1 The following are some of the
best known: —
Gadolinitc, a silicate of beryllium, iron, arid yttrium group
metals of the typical formula 2 .I<VBc»2YaSia<),o. It usually contains 35-48 per cent yttria, with outside limits of f> (K) per eent.
It is found in Norway, Sweden, Texas and Colorado.
Xenotime, a rare earth orthophosphate with ThO«, Si<>-.
ZrO2, etc. The cerium earths vary from 0 to 11 per cent mid
yttria from 54.1 to G4.7 per cent. Occurs in the diamond Hands
of Brazil and in Norway.
Euxmiic,Fj(Chih)z-K2(T\<h)x'
I.ITI,O with V, Zr, and Th,
contains 2.3 — 8.4 per cent Co, 13.2 —34.0 per cent Y, and
20-23 per cent Ti() 2 . Norway, Australia, North (ViroJirnu
Fergusonite, E 2 O 3 • (CbTa) a O 6 with Th, Zr, If, I«V, mid C'n.
Ce = 0.5-13 per cent; Y = 27.9-47.1 pc»r cvnt ; ThO* ••}
ZrO2 = 0-7 per cent. Norway, Australia, Texas.
Samarskite, (Fe, Ca, UO2)« K» «"1>, Tn)«().,, mnijiins (*e
= .1.2-6.4 per cent; Y = 4.72-21.2; Th() tt + ZrO a
0 7
per cent. Ural Mountains, North (1nrolina..
Monazite, EPO 4 with Th, Ki()8, etc., Oe =« 49-74 \n*r cent ;
Y = 0-7.6 per cent; Th() 2 « 1-20 per eoxxt, Btmil, Cur<ilinas, Idaho, Ceylon, India, etc. (See Mantle Industry under
Thorium.)
Cerite, basic silicate, HsfOaFcOCeaSijiOw, contains (V « 511,7
71.8; Y » 0-7.6; ZrO 2 » 0-11.7 per cent. Hwodrri, C^iiiniHiiM.
Orthite or Allanite, a hydrated silicate, I'SHWtttnUy II.9O4(Ca, Fe r / ; Be)O • SfAIFo^KJaO, - 0 8i() 2 . ( ( e
:i.«l/il j«»r
cent; Y = 0 - 8 per cent; ThO« « 0 - 3 . 5 p<* cont, Wiclely
distributed in Greenland and Scandinavia.
Yttrocerite, Ca 3 E 2 F l 2 -1J. H 2 (), contains Co « fl.3-18.2; Y »
8.1-29.4 per cent. Scandinavia.
The examples given include typical minerals, which am of
interest mainly for their rare earth content. In addition to
1
See Levy,
2

The Rare Earths, pp. 7-89.
In th© formulas for mineral** Y h to In unrlitrittomi an mprmmnthm yttrium
group elements, and Ce, cerium group o l t
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these, many minerals contain appreciable amounts of rare earth
elements but are themselves of value chiefly for some other
constituent. Among such minerals may be mentioned baddeleyite, columbite, ilmenite, polycrase, rutile, tantalite, thorite,
thorianite, titanite, and zircon. Nearly all the minerals of the
radioactive elements also contain small amounts of rare earth
materials. Since most of the typical rare earth minerals are
distinctly radioactive, it has been suggested that there must
be some relationship between these two groups of elements.
No definite relationship has as yet been established.
Extraction. — The method selected for the extraction of rare
earth material from its ores depends on the nature of the ore
itself, the presence or absence of certain related elements and
the particular purpose for which the extraction is to be made.
The following discussion must be considered general in scope
and by no means exhaustive.1
The ore is ground to a fine powder and extracted with acid
or fused. The acid used is generally HC1 or H2SO4, although
HF is sometimes employed. The fusion mixture may be
KHSO4, NaOH, or KHF2. The use of HF or KHF2 is generally
limited to minerals containing considerable amounts of columbium and tantalum. The fluorides of these two elements are
soluble, consequently they may be effectively separated from
the insoluble rare earth fluorides. The latter may then be
decomposed with H2SO4.
The solution of rare earth salts is saturated with hydrogen
sulfide to remove lead, copper, bismuth, molybdenum, etc.,1
and the rare earths precipitated by adding oxalic acid solution.
Separation from the common elements is somewhat more effectively accomplished if both the solutions are boiling hot,
the oxalic acid being added slowly while stirring. The crude
oxalates are filtered and thoroughly washed.
If either thorium or zirconium is present in any amount, it
is usually removed at this point by boiling the crude oxalates
with (NH4)2C2O4, which dissolves all the zirconium and most of
the thorium.2 Some rare earth oxalates are dissolved slightly,
1

For more detailed discussions see such works as Levy, The Rare Earths; Spencer,2 The Metals of the Rare Earths; B6hm's Darstellung der seltenen Erden, v
Many other methods have been used for removing thorium, such as the
use of H8Oa, NajSaOa, PbCOi, or precipitation as sebacate, fumarate, metanitrobenzoate or iodate.
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but for the most part they remain undissolved. Thorium may
be completely removed from the rare earths by repeated treatment with (NH 4 )2C 2 O 4 or by precipitation from a neutral or
very slightly acid solution with H2O2. The white precipitate
so formed is a good qualitative test for thorium.
Separation. — After the removal of columbium, tantalum,
thorium, and other elements which might interfere with the
separation of rare earth elements from each other, the next
step is usually the separation of the material into cerium group
earths and yttrium group earths. This is best accomplished
by the James method as follows: Mix the dried oxalates with
enough H2SO4 to form a thick paste, then ignite cautiously to
expel the excess acid. Dissolve the anhydrous sulfatcs formed
in this manner in ice water and sift in solid NaoS0 4 or K 2 SO 4 .
The former is usually less expensive, but more is required to give
a saturated solution. The order of precipitation is approximately
scandium, lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, samarium, europium, gadolinium, terbium, yttrium, dysprosium,
holmium, erbium, thulium, ytterbium, and lutecium. The
sodium earth sulfates of the first six elements' are difficultly
soluble, and these are sometimes separated and designated as
the cerium group elements. The double sulfates of europium,
gadolinium, and terbium are slightly soluble, and these are
designated as the terbium group. The double sulfates of
yttrium and the elements following it in the above list are
very soluble. These are called the yttrium group elements.
Usually the sulfate separation is used to divide the rare earth
elements into the two groups known as the cerium and yttrium
groups. In this case the division takes place at gadolinium,
which is found partly in one sub-group and partly in the other.
The separation into groups cannot be made sharply because
the yttrium group elements begin to come down before all the
cerium group has been precipitated. Consequently, to obtain
the cerium group free from the yttrium group, much of the former must be left in solution; likewise to precipitate completely
all the cerium group enough alkali sulfate must be added to
cause the precipitation of a considerable amount of the yttrium
group. Consequently, the amount of alkali sulfate added will
depend on whether the object is the elimination of the cerium
or the yttrium group.
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If fh«* purp«».w in iniriil ^ thr ptirififaiinn nf «ome members
of the yttrium j!r<»up. it i p"fi«*r?tlly «ie>.jrnble f«> remove nil of
tIif t'!«'fit«-rit cerium with ihr alkali Milfafe. If allowed to remain
ill Millltin?*, cerium dl-Ulhut* • Jl^'lf arudiu nearly all the fraction.* of iliP* yttrium ^roiip ;nni eHniplicaie* the M'p:inition* further on. To l»e Mr*' "til th*' erriuin i* |inrjj»if;»I• *< 1 if is a
,'il».viirjifi'tji li?i«*v ran h«* M-t^ii in Ui«* .**«*Infi<*ft. When fh«*si* an*
hi» l*»ij^*r vi>• iI»1«• if V- «'«ri;u!i that rrrttuu in practically all
runtivi'fl,
For wtuw pur}»i»Nf • I!M» pri'M^iicc <»f crriitrn in the* yttrium
t£rmjp frartmij> JN iin! «>l»ji «i$*ajal?lr aiul iM*cii i»t*rasif»!i nu c«»nriTti, l«'i'jiM^«* it in t*ji^il>- ?*iuuv<ii J»y flu* fol
»,s iN«arlv <{ij:ifiJ?faiiv*» a> any ufwratiun in flu* rare
u p : Xfak** fh<* itit r..-»f«* Hi|tifi(»n fnun whicli cwjtini in
Ui I*** rnitdVi'tl iiftitrai nuH add C H< < >., in Mtnali pieces to keep it
iM*nfni.l; then mM KBtUj un*l h«»il. l l i e cerium h (»xitli/.cd
in I.Jit* ffu:**lrivali*fi! cMfifliftrtfi ;iu*l precipilufes an a hnnu* wilt.
«hMi»»fi »*» »!*•** urrr*?nplifeh*'*l l*y the u*e of KMnO|.
If the tihjcrf uf the M-jiru -riiinn i^ the pMiiliejiti**n <»f I he cerium
, lhe main pur|H^e in th«* r<iii^val i»f the yttrium group in
U* prevent, the infcrfVji'iif»• «*( th«>e eI«'jiieiitH with the fractional
**ry*ijtlli/r!ifson of lhe n n u i u gr*.»up. f**r fht* yttrium group if
prm*nf in coti*iih*nihl<* *jUJ»tiMti«^ will prevent thi* rr>>fjillis?aiion of the iiiore soluble ui*iiilw*rK of the I'fTiuiti group. An a
t*itfi«^|iietii*e tif fhi«; «i!u;ifif<ti, if the vnulv tmnlnitm from thf»
inini-riil cotttnift hw fhaii 20 |«^r cent yMriutn eatihK, it. i?« ailviwilili* to «*iiiif the Snj*i h f fiitinmt un«l proee^l at once with
the frurtiofinl t*r>>ialIi/,uUoit *tf the nitnit«*»», Then the yttrium
rlntm*tit* roHrct t«»W7ir<I Hie ^ i l u t ^ **f*rl of f tie* m*m*n it mi when
they Iwrotfu* lifitiiH'lisJit enough to interfere with the cr>f«tnllimlkm of the fnemltw of fhf* r#*ri*im group the NufKO* ^pitraf itm #hi!tilfl Iw* tii«*tl.
#
11ii* rnrt* tmrih rli'itif*tif#« rmnnhh vnrh other no i*hm4y thnt
the tirdtnury inertn* of ^'pnmtttin nre t*f mt iivatl, 1*h** mtthodi
ti#n*f! i« ntri* r«rth wiirk nri* of two geneml kimJn: (I) thorn? rlepi*miitilC on thi* iltflfwwHT* in i*'ohil*ilifif*# of tint viirioiiH naitii,
sue! (2,1 tfnw \mmn\ ujniri tht* tliffrrenre* in lira bimieity of afemblf^ X I X »hnw$ mnm of f hi* diflttn*neon bt»iwmin the
cif thi* rait» m r t b group. Thi? order in which the dfe*

TABLE XIX

General Comparison of Rare Earth Group
Elements
Sc Y La Ce
Pr
Nd
Er Tm Yb Lu Ct
Sa Eu Cxd Tb Dv Ho
Atomic Numbers 21 39 57 58
59
60 61 62 63 64
65
66
67
6S 69
70 71 72
Atomic Weights 45.1 89.3 139 * 140.2 140.9 144.3 — 150.4 152 157.3 159.2 162.5 163.5 167.7 169.9 173.5 175 —
Order of De- )
creasing
| Ce. Nd? La. Y, Sa, Gd, Pr, Er, Yb, Lu, Dy, Ho, Tm, Tb, Eu
Abundance J
General Order of )
Increasing Solu- > La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sa, Eu. Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Y, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Ct
bUities of Salts J
Decreeing Basicity La. Ce111. Pr. Nd, Gd, Sa, Y. Tb. Dy. Ho, Er. Tm5 Yb, Lu, Ct, Sc,
Decreasing Heats of
]
Dissociation of Anhy* } La? Y. Lu. Yb. Er. Pr, Nd? Gd, Sa, S<\ Ce
dmus SxAfaies
j
Decrying Stability \ y G d m T H o ^ m
^
of Nitrates
j
'
^ing YobtUity ]
^ Lu Q
^
the Chloride? j
HardB<es< Pb. So. Ce. La. Zn. N!. Pr, >:»
...
Se
j
V
(
Fr,
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X X 1 0 - * - 0 . 0 5 j - O H ! - »•!> : ^ l <

I
J i I XJ
I
Eu
I - 6 . 5 i - S3.." \ - .13.5
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-
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ments arrange themselves in the solubilities of their salts will
vary somewhat with the different salts and the order of
basicity varies slightly, but in general the order is that shown
in the table.
The method of fractional crystallization is used to separate
members of the rare earth group from each other. It depends
upon the fact that analogous compounds of the elements have
slightly different solubilities. This method is carried out by
the use of various salts and a variety of solvents. Its general
principle may be illustrated in this manner: If we have a saturated solution of a mixture of salts of differing solubility and
evaporate -^ of the solvent, T ^ of the solute will crystallize; the
crystals will be composed largely of the least soluble members of
the mixture, while the mother liquor will contain nearly all
the more soluble salts. If, now, the crystals are dissolved in
enough solvent to form a saturated solution, then again partly
evaporated, a new crop of crystals is formed more nearly pure
than the first. By adding the second mother liquor to the first
and repeating the partial evaporation, another crop of crystals
is produced. By continuing in this fashion adding the mother
liquor from each fraction to the next more soluble portion, the
original mixture may finally be separated into a series of fractions, each one differing from its neighbors. Sharp separations
are difficult by this methtfd and impossible if the differences in
solubilities are slight. As applied to rare earth mixtures, thousands of crystallizations are necessary and at best the separations are not quantitative. It is evident that the end fractions
are more easily purified than the intermediate ones. If the
salts are quite soluble, the least soluble one of the mixture will
be most easily purified.
Methods depending on the differences in basicity are of several types, such as fractional precipitation, fractional decomposition, etc. As an illustration of the method of fractional precipitation we may consider adding a precipitant like NH 4 0H to
a solution of a mixture of salts. If only a small amount of
ammonia is added, the precipitate will contain more of the less
basic constituents than the mother liquid. If the precipitate
is filtered out and more ammonia added to the filtrate, another
precipitate may be obtained. By proceeding in this fashion,
the mixture may be separated into any desired aumber of
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fractions in which there may be noted a progressive degree* of
basicity. Separations by these methods are perhaps less tedious than by fractional crystallization, but they usually involve
more work and are never quantitative.
Fractional decomposition depends on the fuel that if the ran*
earth salts of oxj'-acids are heated they form basic salts which
are difficultly soluble. The ease with which this change taken
place depends upon the basicity of the element. Accordingly,
if a mixture of nitrates is heated gently, the molecules containing the less basic metal are changed to the insoluble basic
nitrate first. As usually carried out the mixed nitrates aic
heated in a casserole to the desired temperature, poured out on
a marble slab, taken up with water, and the insoluble! material
filtered out. By dissolving the basic nail, in IFNOa the process
may be repeated and a series of fractions obtained similar to
those formed by fractional crystallizations.
It is evident from the principles upon which these fractional
methods are based that only by long continued repetition can
anything like a pure product be obtained, in very few eases
will a single method suffice to yield a pun* compound. Almost
always the worker is required to select a combination by which
the desired element is separated first from one neighbor, then
from another.
It is to be observed that any fractional ion method in wasteful of material. When it is considered that tin* original ore
contains only a small per cent of mixed rare earths; that of
this mixture only a small per cent of a certain element in present;
that in the purification of that element thousands of fraetionations are necessary; and that at each step some of the desired
material is lost — when these facts arc considered, we can
understand why the chemistry of this group has developed
slowly. Large quantities of expensive materials are required
and a tremendous investment of time and labor in involved.
As any method of fractionation continues it is essential to
watch the composition of the fractions in order to know what
effect the treatment is producing. This is done in several wayn:
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Cerium Group
ORDER OP INCREASING SOLUUILITIKH OF
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material may be obtained by the long-ce>ntinue>el fraetionation
of the double magnesium nitrate or the double* ammonium
nitrate; other methods used effectively are: (1) the* double
potassium carbonate, after the removal of cerium ; (2) saturate
ice water with impure La2(SO4)s, then warm gradually to 32°,
when pure lanthanum sulfate crystallizes out.
Praseodymium is difficult to obtain in pure compounds both
because of its scarcity and close resemblance* to other elements*
The best methods of separation are an folle>wH: (I) Bet out from
a double magnesium nitrate series such fractions as contain
only lanthanum and praseodymium; continue* the fmctionation of the same salt or of double ammonium nitrate*. IVttHeodymium appears at the soluble end t but usually neodymium
appears there also, even if its presence in unHiisfM'ctetd at firnt.
(2) Remove from the magnesium double nitrate* ne'rien the fractions which contain only praseodymium and neoelymium and
continue the fractionation as the manganese double nitrate,
when praseodymium separates in the least soluble portions.
Other methods used are: Crystallization of the* oxalaten from
nitric acid; of the double ammonium nitrate or double carbonate,
Neodymium, being one of the more abundant rare earth
metals, is more easily obtained in pure compounds. This k*4t
impurity to be removed is usually praseodymium, which in
separated by the methods already given. The following methods
are also valuable: Fractionation of the metft-nitrohcm»>at<s
of the simple nitrates in strong nitric? acid, or the fractional
precipitation of the chloride by HC1 gas.
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by using an ethyl sulf ate. series, fractional precipitation by sodium
nitrite and especially fractional decomposition of the nitrate.
Yttrium is one of the most abundant rare earth elements
and its purification -is easily accomplished. Yttrium fractions
from a bromate series are freed from dysprosium, holmium, and
erbium by fractional precipitation with ammonia, K2OO4, or
NaNO 2 . The latter is probably the most effective. Yttrium salts
give no absorption lines in the visible portion of the spectrum,
consequently the removal of holmium and erbium is easily
observed by the direct vision spectroscope.
Erbium may be prepared from the erbium-yttrium fractions
of a bromate series by methods similar to those used in purifying yttrium, except that erbium is concentrated in the less
basic fractions. Fusion of the nitrates gives a rapid separation of these two elements.
Thulium in a fairly pure state may be obtained by the longcontinued fractionation of a bromate series. The separation
of erbium and thulium is fairly satisfactory by this method
alone. According to Welsbach x thulium is a mixture of three
elements which he designated as thulium I, II, and III. Probably no better thulium material has ever been obtained than
that prepared by James 2 using the bromate method, which
gave a homogeneous product after 15,000 operations.
The difficulty experienced in the preparation of pure thulium
illustrates the fact that separations are extremely difficult from
the soluble end of a bromate series unless an element differs
noticeably in basicity from its neighbors.
Ytterbium (or neo-ytterbium) may be separated from lutecium by the fractional crystallization of the ammonium double
oxalates in concentrated ammonium oxalate; or by the fractional crystallization of the nitrates in nitric acids; or by the
difference in the volatility of their chlorides.
Celtium was isolated from the soluble end of a series from
gadolinite by fractional crystallization of the nitrates in nitric
acid. Its compounds have properties intermediate between
those of scandium and lutecium. Its atomic weight has not
been determined, but the atomic number 72 has been assigned
to this element. The discovery of hafnium, a close relative of
1
2

Z&U. anorg. Chem. 71 439 (1911).
Jowr. Am. Chem,. 80c. 33 1333 (1911).
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zirconium of atomic number 72, has raised a question concerning the existence of celtium.
Lutecium (called by Welsbach cassiopeium) may be separated
from the old ytterbium by the fractional crystallization of
the nitrates, the double oxalates or the bromates, in each case
the lutecium salts being more soluble.
Scandium is usually present in rare earth minerals in small
amounts (the rare mineral thortveitite containing 37 per cent
Sc 2 O 3 is an exception). It collects in the soluble end of the bromate fractionations, but it is easily separated from the other
soluble salts by the fact that it is the least basic of the whole
group. Consequently, fractional precipitation or fusion of
the nitrates concentrates the scandium rapidly. Scandium
may also be precipitated from boiling acid solution by sodium
silicofluoride ; its double ammonium tartrate and double potassium sulfate are also difficultly soluble.
Metallurgy. — The metals of most of the cerium group elements have been prepared, three general methods haying been
used: (1) fusion of the anhydrous halides with sodium, potassium, calcium, or aluminium; (2) electrolysis of the fused chlorides or of a solution of the oxide in the molten fluoride;
(3) heating the oxides with magnesium, calcium, or silicon. Eeduction with aluminium has also been tried, but it is not satisfactory except possibly for cerium itself. Electrolysis has been
the most successful, the other methods usually giving at best
an alloy.
The yttrium group metals have never been prepared in pure
form. Impure yttrium has been prepared b y methods similar
to those used in preparing the cerium group metals, and a mixture of yttrium group metals has been made b y action of finely
divided sodium upon the metallic oxides. The difficulties in the
way of preparing the yttrium group metals are mainly two: The
metals have much higher melting points than the cerium group
metals; and (2) the chlorides are easily volatile. Reference
t o Table X X I I will show that in the cerium group the melting
points of the elements and the chlorides are of the same order
of magnitude; while in the case of the yttrium group elements,
the metals melt a t a much higher temperature than the chlorides.
Hence, any method involving the fused chlorides is difficult
or impossible because of the freezing of the bath.
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TABLE XXII

Properties of Rare Earth Metals

Lanthanum
Cerium
Praseodymium
Neodymium
Samarium
Yttrium
Dysprosium
Erbium
Ytterbium

COLOR

MELTING
POINT

MELTING
POINT
OP
CHLORIDES

White
Gray
Yellow
Slightly
Yellow
Pale
Gray

810
623
940
840

907
848
818
785

6.1545
7.0242
6.4754
6.9563

1350

686

7.7-7.8

1250

680
680

1250(?)
About
1800

SP. GR.

HKA/T OV COEFFIFORMACIENT
TION PBR OP MAOEQUIV.WT. NETIHA-

ION OP
OP OXIDK TO
IN" CALO- XIDK
RIES
x io-«
74,100 -0.18
50,100
08,700
72;500 33.5
6.5
290

880

Electrolysis of the fused mixture of the rare earth chlorides
is a process of considerable commercial importance producing
what is called misch metal. (See Chapter X, pp. 170-172.)
Properties. — Cerium group metals resemble each other
closely both in physical and chemical properties. They are
white or slightly yellowish in color, moderately stable in dry
air, but tarnishing in moist air, lanthanum oxidizing most easily.
Compared with some common elements they may be arranged
in the order of increasing hardness as follows: lead, tin, cerium,
lanthanum, zinc, neodymium, praseodymium, and samarium.
Cerium may easily be cut with a knife while samarium has a
hardness comparable with steel. They decompose water slowly
in the cold, quite rapidly at the boiling temperature, hydrogen
being evolved. At higher temperatures they show great affinity for oxygen. Their oxides have heats of formation comparable to those of alumina and magnesia. Hence, they are powerful reducing agents. They dissolve in dilute acids easily and in
general they unite directly with hydrogen, nitrogen, the halogens, sulfur, and phosphorus. They alloy readily with such
metals a"s magnesium, zinc, aluminium, and iron.
Uses. — Few uses have as yet been found for the rare earth
metals or their compounds. A mixture of the metals contain-
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ing roughly 50 per cent cerium is used under the name misch
metal. (See p. 168.) Compounds of neodymium and praseodymium find a limited use in ceramics, where they are used to
produce certain color effects. Neodymium phosphate produces x an amethyst red color in porcelain, while the praseodymium salt produces a bright green, and various mixtures give
many beautiful shades. The oxides of the same metals are
used in the manufacture of blue optical glass. Neodymium
tungstate produces a bluish red color in porcelain. A mixture
of neodymium and praseodymium nitrates is used for stamping the trade mark on incandescent gas mantles. (See p. 188.)
The salicylate of these elements is sold under the trade name
" Dymal " as a soothing antiseptic dressing for wounds.
Compounds. — A surprisingly large number of compounds of the rare
earth elements has been prepared. This is probably due to the persistent
effort to find combinations which would permit easier and more efficient
separations than the cumbersome fractionations which have always been
used. The most important compounds are enumerated in the following
summary: —
Oxides of the type R2O3 are formed by all rare earth elements, by the
ignition of the hydroxide, nitrate, sulfate, carbonate, or oxalate. In general
the basicity decreases with increase of atomic weight, though yttrium and
scandium are exceptions to the rule. The basicity of lanthanum approaches that of the alkaline earths, while scandium is about as basic as
aluminium.
Cerium forms the oxide CeO2, which is more stable than Ce2O8; the
series of eerie salts are well defined and stable compounds. Both praseodymium and terbium give higher oxides but neither of these forms a
series of salts. Terbium peroxide has a brownish black color and is the
most highly colored compound of the group.
The hydroxides are precipitated in a gelatinous mass by the action of
the alkalies upon the hot solutions. If the alkaline solution is added to a
rare earth in the cold, the precipitate is usually a basic salt or a mixture
of the.hydroxide and basic salt. The hydroxides are not soluble in excess
of reagent, but dissolve readily in acids and generally absorb carbon dioxide
from the air.
Sulfides R2S3 may be formed by the reduction of the sulfates or by the
action of H2S gas on the hot oxides. They are not formed in solution.
Carbides RC2 are prepared by reduction of the oxides by carbon in the
electric furnace. When moistened, the carbides give a complex mixture
of gases, of which acetylene, hydrogen, ethylene, and ethane are the most
prominent.
Halogen compounds are soluble except the fluorides. The chlorides,
1

Ber, dent. Keram. Ges. 1, part. 1, 24 (1920).
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the best known, are easily prepared by dissolving the hydroxides, ca
bonates, oxides, or, in some cases, oxalates in HC1. They form crysta
of the formula RC13 • 6 H2O (an exception is praseodymium which giv<
PrCls • 7 H2O). Basic chlorides are obtained by heating the hydrates to
temperature around 120° C, but if the heating is done cautiously in z
atmosphere of HC1, the anhydrous salts are obtained. The chlorides sho
little tendency to form double salts with other metallic chlorides.
Cyanides of the simple type are unknown. The addition of KCN to
rare earth solution precipitates the hydroxide. Double cyanides a
sometimes used in separations of rare earth mixtures. For example, wh<
K4Fe(CN)fl is added to a solution containing yttrium KYFe(CN)c • 3 H2O
precipitated as a gelatinous mass.
Chlorates of the yttrium group only have been prepared, best by addii
E2(SO4)3 to Ba(C103)2, when there is formed a hydrate of the formu
E(C1O3)3 • 8 H2O. The bromates are similar and are of great service in tl
yttrium group separations.
Sulfates are formed with varying amounts of water of crystallizatio
For example Ce2(SO4)3 forms hydrates with 12, 9, 8, f), or 4 molecules
water. The solubility of the sulfates decreases with rise of temperature •
a fact utilized in fractionation and separation of rare earths from oth
elements.
Acid sulfates are formed by using an excess of acid and on heating the
normal sulfates are formed. It is doubtful if all the excess acid can
expelled without partial decomposition of the normal sulfates. Has
salts of the type R2O3 • SO3 are formed by heating the normal sulfati
These reactions are of much importance because many rare earth atorc
weights have been determined by the use of the sulfatcs.
The double alkali sulfates are used in separating the yttrium and cerii
groups. The ethyl sulfates are very useful in certain separations, but th
are rather difficult to form and they must be handled very carefully becat
they decompose easily, even at room temperature. Sulfites, thiosulfat
dithionates, selenites, and selenates of most of the metals have been p:
pared.
Nitrates of the cerium group, R(NO3)8 • 6 H*O, are crystalline but th<
of the yttrium groups which contain 3 or 5 molecules of water, are r
easily obtained in crystalline form. These salts are deliquescent, solul
in both water and alcohol, but difficultly soluble in HNO«. The solubili
in HNOa is greatest in lanthanum, diminishes to a minimum in gadolinh
and then increases again. This fact is very useful for certain fractionatio:
Basic nitrates, insoluble in water but decomposed by acids, are fora
by heating the nitrates. This behavior is of great importance in 1
separation of certain elements.
Double nitrates of the cerium group are easily crystallized. Th
stability decreases gradually with rise of atomic weight of the metal, a
in the yttrium group crystalline double nitrates do not form. Ck
sequently, the use of the double nitrates in fractionation is limited to t
cerium group.
Phosphates are precipitated as a gelatinous mass when a solution of ph
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phoric acid or alkaline phosphates is added to a solution of rare earth salts.
The phosphates, especially the complex salts, are found frequently in nature.
For example, monazite and xenotime are orthophosphates.
Carbonates are formed by passing carbon dioxide into a suspension of
earth hydroxides or by adding an alkaline carbonate to a neutral rare
earth solution.
Basic carbonates and double carbonates are formed by some of the
rare earth metals. The stability and solubility of the latter class of compounds increases with increasing atomic weight of the rare earth metal.
Both the sodium and ammonium double carbonates are less soluble than
the corresponding potassium compounds. These salts are likewise useful
in fractionations.
Oxalates are of prime importance because of the fact that the rare earth
oxalates are insoluble in acids. Hence, the addition of oxalic acid to a
solution containing rare earth salts and free mineral acid furnishes a convenient method of removing the common metals. The rare earth oxalates,
however, absorb many salts from the mother liquor, and repeated precipitation is necessary, to remove the alkali and alkaline earth elements. Best
results are obtained by bringing the solutions together at a boiling temperature and stirring vigorously as the solutions are mixed. A large
number of precipitations will remove all but traces of the alkali metals,
but one or two precipitations with ammonium sebacate will accomplish
the same result more quickly.
Double alkali oxalates are formed by the elements of the yttrium group.
In addition to the compounds listed in the foregoing tabulation a very
large number of salts of the rare earth elements have been prepared and
more or less thoroughly studied with respect to their usefulness in the
separation of the rare earths. Among these salts of minor interest may be
enumerated the following: chromates, molybdates, tungstates, uranates,
columbates, formates, acetates, tartrates, benzoates, succinates, hippurates,
citrates, glycollates, cacodylates, and phthalates.

CHAPTER VII
GROUP III —GALLIUM, INDIUM, THALLIUM
T H E metals of the aluminium sub-group are permanent in
the air at ordinary temperatures, but when heated in oxygen
or the air they become coated with their oxide. The volatility
of the metals increases with the atomic weights, and the heavier
metals are more easily reduced than those of lower atomic
weight. The metals are all malleable, fusible, have small
atomic volumes and form hydroxides, M(OH) 3 , which are typically amphoteric in the first three elements of the sub-group and
basic only in the case of thallium. The last four members of
the family form alums, and both aluminium and thallium form
organo-metallic compounds, resembling zinc in this respect.
The typical valence in this sub-group is three, but gallium
forms a chloride, GaCl2, while indium forms two sub-chlorides, InCl2 and InCl, and thallium forms four chlorides, TlCla,
TICU, TI2CI3, and T1C1. Thallium forms a whole series of
univalent salts which are more stable and better known than
its trivalent series. The thallous compounds resemble the analogous compounds of the alkali metals.
The physical constants of the members of this sub-group
are shown in Table XXIII.
TABLE

XXIII
J°roperties of theAluminium Family
BOBON

Al/tTMINIUM

Atomic Weight
10.9
Specific Gravity
2.45
Atomic Volume
4.5
Melting Point
Above 2000°

27.0
2.7
10.0
657°

GALLIUM

INDIUM THALLIUM

70.1 114.8
5.9
7.4
11.8
15.5
30° * 176°

204.0
11.8
17.3
285°

GALLIUM

Historical. — Special interest attaches to the history of gallium because
its existence, properties, and compounds were predicted by Mendele*efL
114
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Within five years after he had made an extended list of the properties to
be expected in eka-aluminium and its compounds, the element gallium was
discovered. The prompt fulfillment of the prophecy did much to strengthen
faith in Mendele*effs generalization.
Lecoq de Boisbaudran, while examining some zinc blende from the
Pyrenees in ^375, discovered two new lines in the violet of the spectrum.
This led to the identification of the new element, for which the discoverer
suggested the name gallium, after the old name for France.
Occurrence. — Gallium has been found to be widely distributed in nature but always in small amounts. The richest
source known is a certain English iron ore which is said to contain 1 part in 33,000. Another one of the principal sources is
the Bensberg sphalerite, which contains 0.016 gram per kilogram.
I t is present in zinc ore generally, in some pyrite deposits,
and manganese ores and in many iron ores, especially magnetite, but not siderite; it is said to be a constant constituent
of bauxite ores and generally of kaolin. It has been detected
in certain mineral waters of France, and its presence in the
sun's atmosphere has been shown. The principal source of
gallium in the United States has been from the zinc deposits
of Oklahoma.1 During the war the high price obtained for
pure zinc encouraged the redistillation of the spelter. In this
process a small residue was obtained representing 0.5 per cent
of the spelter. The residue was largely lead from which a small
amount of a gallium-indium alloy was separated by sweating.
From this material much of our recent information on both
gallium and indium was obtained.
Extraction.2 — (a) To extract gallium from an ore, the material is ground to a fine powder, dissolved in aqua regia, and the
excess acid expelled by heating. Cool, add zinc, and filter off
the precipitated metals, then boil for a long time with zinc,
when a basic gallium salt is precipitated along with aluminium,
iron, zinc, etc.
(6) From a lead residue, gallium and indium may be extracted
by dissolving the material in nitric acid, and evaporating to
dryness. Add 1:1 sulfuric acid to form lead sulfate; then
filter and add NH 4 C1 and N H 4 0 H , which precipitates the
hydroxides of gallium and indium.
1
Jour. Jnd. and Enp. Chem. 8 225 (1916) ; Am. Jour. Sri. 41 351 (1916).
2
See Dennis and Bridgman, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 40 1531 (1918); Richards
and others, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 41 131 and 133 (1919); Porter and Browning, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 411491 (1919).
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HC.1, w h m

rla^unnui.

K*K«'i< W ; ^ t*j ;i ?^4ufi^j3

na^I'VrC'Xjih

i« p r « v r i | * i t ; i t r d

and

}*-rvJ-

r^tdmnnm
Fi^tin »h«»

f( # rroryiinidt* fit** g a l l i u m m a y )»' n-ritivrr*-*-! !»>• - I . ; d i ^ ^ l v m i ?
i n a l k a l i ntul

\nt)f\A'tn#

i n ^ O ? t U'|i«*?i a k i ^ i r ^-tlliu?^ r a r b ^ n ^ u *

prrH|iitat<*H; o r , f'Jj i f z i n r i.f* iil*^*-i*t» fit*' f»-rr.«*r%i:>nid«< rii:i>- I***

cmidtml to f«*rrit*yanid^ by U^h in idfealin*- ?-**IM*I«»H, th^n
N H / ' l und XH«OtI iiddrtl Tip* |iri'**i|«Hut«'«l iUi-Mllh •«
fn*r» from cyfirii«l*-**,7
Thr* Kf*pnmti»ft ««f /.inr und gallium iiiay tw ;ir-r*ii?i|ilif4p-'d by
but. tht*
dtJth, fil
o f Hi*pnriifioR t i n l i i t i m »ri*l a^iiir IH I** j * i f * * i | i i f i i i ^ ib<- |.-itirr

mi?rc:tiry with !I t S m$4 fhi» ffifliium wtth X u ^ O t 111 i}n* j»r«
of HC1. (Salliuitt rriny In* w*pftrrtt'*fl fmtii n mtmtl ntwnmt o(f
^einc by mlrling: XnUHDi or Xi!«itHO| in n m*utrnl or i*lnctitlf
arid Koittfiufi iinA Iwiiliiif, H1I**II fti** nnlliwii in |m-rijitfat***t
(JiilHuifi and indium may fw w*|>ftr»tifl by flu* utiluUtlily of
CIa(C)H)i in n,n t*%mm of XnC>H or KOH,* by pnt*in$. it rurr^nl
through & ffoltititii! of fhrir «ilf*, imlititn .f»#*}i?irmiiiiii fir*!; nntl
$\m liy friiftiiiiiiil vrynUilUmimn of ihr* mtiituittitim gtttUtiin*
41
1

T t i i * tut*l**#t »l»*rip fttif nrtfi>*v«r #11

,4in, t%'»w. Mm, 41 I
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inn, tin* &tIlium separating at the insoluble end. I t
d iiha that gallium ami indium metals may bo sepa•irolrmurd lu-utinu: at 1X(K)\ Gallium, indium, and
• s<*l>;irat«*f| hy fractional distillation of their chlorides.
* at 215 22O1, Imt, it may be .sublimed in a vacuum
•ratlin* us Imv an (Jf>-XO°; Ir»Cl3 begins to volatilize
! IIMIIIM rather slowly at (HK)°; ZnOl2 boils at 730°.
gy.
L*T<KJ th> Boinbaudran exhibited, at the Paris
m 1H7\ 02 ^ranm of metallic; gallium which ho had
r«*m 24tX) kilograms of zinc blende. H\H mcithod of
i W.UHS fbe t»!iTtrolymH of an alkaline nolution of a galTlm in ntill t hi* bent known method of producing
it. HomHmien the metal collects on the platinum
n th«* liquid HUIU* and mnnetimeH in the nolid, as a
tim't with the nolid phane dfK»H not always start the
li»* trei\ but (tooling the bath with ice caiiHen the tree
Flit* irm*n formed on th(» cathode arc* hard and stable
hey are kept at leant 10° below the melting point
5i, —- M(!tiillic? gallium h gray or white, but shows a
on tin bright surface. It in a brilliant, diamagnetic
a striking metaHie lunter, forming a splendid reflec, howevi»r» tarninhf^H quickly. It is tough, but soft
iw* cut with a knife*. It« melting point as determined
b fa MfMf which in somewhat higher than previous
iori». The Intent heat of fusion is 19.03 calories
of rtsot.nl. Molten gallium resembles mercury in
% anil the* nietiil htm the ability of remaining liquid
(h it m ttmleri'ooled mi tmwh as 30°. Gallium exNriltdifyinic. It hm irntm «uggest(Hl that this propto tho pnw»ncfi» of impurities, but the most careful
iirhiirck »how» that the solid has a specific gravity
i<] thi» liquid of 0.095. The liquid is electro-negative
id. Liquid gullium ban a coefficient of compres«i0
of 3.97 X 10- § , white the «olid hiis a value of 2.09 X
i* Gompra*ibility of the liquid is almost identical
if mercury, white tha element conforms to the almost
wperimm that tha compressibility of a solid is less
>f ite liquid*
* §m Am, Jmr> Bd. m (IV), 3S9
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noun mnm by ntmtvmm. H in readily soluble in the fixed alkalies and
• inly j*hu:hfly wtluMt* in vxwmof ammonia.
TU*' hilrnt*\ (ijtfNOij^ in prepared by dinnolving Oa8Oa in IINOi. It
in «ii'iif)ui^ri*rit nutl in «*r»ftt|»lt*i4*ly deromponed lit. 21KF, giving the oxido.
Thr rhl*fTi4ra, (ijiC|3 and <»u<13> arc formed. The latter in prepared by
hunting tin* mH;tl in hydrogen chloride or chlorine. It IN crystalline,
thhf|tii^ri'iitt and yi**M* JI rlnir Notation with u Hinall (juantity of water,
I nit a diflitMiltly Miitjbli* \m*ir mil with a larger amount of water. The
«h*'hl«»rifi»* JH frmnctl by tln» ?iHi«n of the metal on the trichloride.
CinHitmt f*»ntw lh«.j broinitli* and iodiclo GaXa by direct combination of
thr i"l**ir*ijiit.H,
Tli** Au!fnt*\ (lajfHC)#hf i>* Ht»Iubli», in not deliquescent, and cryNtalllzos
ivifh au>fii«*tiiMi>i, potn*.Miiifnf rubidium, eaeniutn, and thallium (Tl;) to form
nbittiH, Tb* rruviitut! alum IM usi'd for the reparation of gallium and indium
by frartioiml try 4 nWvint 1**11 m well a* for miero-ehemktal
*l"h«* /rrrt*rffttttt*h\ OiM*'I>V(C?X)j)a, i« preeipitati'd by adding
!*i n gaSlhttfi Mt»!uiit»!i rotitattiin^ oiw> third Hit volume of concentrated IICL
Tliin in ji r!mr:ir!c'ri*tir riMK'tum, UHi'ful tit th» M^parat.ion of gallium and capable of clHff'tmK *.»M
. litlhr w\ OMMl gram of the <»lement.
Detection and Estimation. (Sallitmi in bent detected npectroHcopically,1
Ihr *ji;»rk *tfn*rtrufn xhowifijt two bright linen in the violet, at X 4171 and
h wtl, Hy t-hi* IMHIJW! O.fKKt milligrafri of gallium may \m detected in the
|if**M'i}f<*i*f t fl't tmW'mtamn «f indium. Tho following are qualitative tantH:-—
A pnt**tfiftllttim»j»tt. $H
. not priH*ij>itftt«!tl !»y H3H, but in a faintly acid or
HiimiMfiinrftl Kiiliitimi trontiiittitiic «ilver, ssinc, manganem^ or arnonious
nnh•»*, C*HI.HI i** rf»ti»|»Ii*tfly preeipitutud along with the other Hulfido. Boiling
rt JJI iitriil iif JtitKhtly iiriti wilufion of a gallium Halt with NaliHOs or
NlliHHO* |vr*Kittr**.«t a pf^fipttatr1, but indium rniwt IKJ abgont and zino
lirrm-nt in ««t u** Jnw* n pr«»fHtrt,km.s
{*a?OI!h i« firrri(iitnt«Hi by NH«OHr (Nir4)tCyOi, or tho carbonates of
the »tk.'i.!i nt nlkHtinornrtfi mf*tnl», or by tailing with an OXCQHB of procipilMt*(\ t'tiprir iiv*lr«ixi*it*. *J*lt« \mwipiUit® in uoluble in the fixed alkalieH.
A d«*ltri4fi* u*ni for gnilititfiiJithttpriHiipitiition of Oa«(Pe(0N')«)i by adding KilVccrXii in 11 gtillium dilution containing33 per cent by volumo
uf vtmrvntrnUni IU*\,
Tfo* r|ii»fifit.rttiv«« I'ltUrniitiofi of gallium in umiftlly aocomplinlmd by
|ir*fipiti4fiim f.ht* bytlroxide from a pun* notation with a Blight ax<&ftK
of nmmtmifi, billing t*» «xp<*l the rxeem pritcipitant and finally igniting
lli** hytJrttxitlt! Ut <tn/h> PrmiiplUtm obtairw^d by adding NaHBOa or
Nil*tiHC)« tftuy JIIMI IM» iffttitod to Gm(>#«
INDIUM

Historical - In IS&3, Hmeh and Hiehtmr wtir« examining some aim?
frwm Fmibfrfg* whtm they olHusrvmi two mm blue linen in tho upark
* For lht» «r« Npffctrum of lallium mi© Uhlur and Tauoh, Atrophy J. 56 201
* IVrtrter MM! Bmwaing, /#«r. 4m, C7i«m. 5ac. 41 1491 (1010).
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indigo hint*.
Occurrence.
Iiiriiuin. <»nf nf ?li«* ran-^f *»f m«-t:d~, ]•-• found
in niinutr ani«»ui»i> in a huy*- nmnU-r *»f min«'ra!.'-<. 1 h«- aiununt
WVfT f»xrfrf|>: ^ 0 i if ] |,H-r rt-n!.
If i- ]*r*'^l-A Iti I$$M>-1
/inc hU'tnif's ;»rt«! tin »»nff*, ui ^*«iu«* 11 * * 11 »*n ••;•-. «^jw'rj.;ilJ_v M j r 1* - r * t • •
(dintinrl frmn jL'altiuun ; in !-t»in«- ni;*n^'»ii«^»-. l« .**«!, :ii»«l hmy*ft»n i»n*s; it liar- al?-*» h»-i*u #l**trrf<-i| HI fh*- ;*tJU«**-|*h«-i'«" «*f fh*»
or zinr frmn imlium-lwiirinu l»l«*n*l**.
Extraction.
Iinliuin may I.**- #-\tnir!*-<! ff«*in /in*' l»v
xnlvtfig ihi* m*^at in a <ju:*nt»ty «»f i**-i*l jn^f in^uJ1i«'j<-nf U*
lfi» K»ilijf i*»n. I JMIII thf r*'>i<iu*' ««f m^li^^Ivrtl /jnr i
a, HJH*IIIIV Iliads ^iurji r-- *-«*fi^I•*••-*•<! <A h-m\%
> tin, !*r!*rnirf imn, an«l ift<lmui. 1'hi^ ii4ii,».« w
L dlH-milvri! Ill JINO; t ;Ul«l rY';%\mtii%*'%\ \\li\\
irmi and itifliuui pr»"i'ij*ii;»f«'«| l*v .TI?I **^'<'^ *%i
an* <IiHHi*lv«*«l in a MualJ ahifitnt nf \\i"\ utui ffi
Hhtittlti \w ti«*!irlv tt^tltral. 1.H 1 **#ll«-#I WMffj nil i-\r
j i )
i.M innty l«t- «h***»lv»'il ill
7 ) 4
urn! ih*» in«iium j.»r**t-if-*itj»t<-«! hy mt*l$tpif$ *4 XiM*H»
Indium ntul irciti limy nh*'* \n* ^p^init^il Uy n*UUii%. pr-»
fiilKo(?yfifitfit* to tin* tnixwl rlilnrul^** 111 nriif mihiii««D nii«l
ing Ihr fi*rrir ^iJfi*ryisniil** withHhi-r. Jiidunn m.iy t^ fnfrotii ftfith ftttifttihitisi} niif! ir<*M l»v ;id*lifi^ ?ifi fs}rnh
miluttnn to titt* rhlnrid*^, %%-h«*n IriC 1»* ili^HiX $.*t
i
Metallurgy, ••• M^hilltt: iinliufn riiiiy U* j»n4|t»r**tl in » nmn\trr
of wnyn: (1) h«*»tinK thr wiili* with bytirMH«-t); <2) li*'iifiiii
Ihi* tmidr* wtlli ^niitiiii proiliin-n lir*t n t«rif i|** i$\hw hum whirh
t-hrs mKlium in mwwM Uy miU*r ntut Uw*l Na^CO*; (3) |>y
lidding »iw* to ii Wiliitinii nf irtiiiiiftt rignjmiitiiln; C«i) rli*rtrc4»
ynw of tht? fhlnriil*!fir mitfiat«* iNiittlicin in tin* prtwfirf* «f fiyriilin^,
hytlroxylsiminr*, c?r formk mri*l, 1* briiiiftiwl %nm l^itig ftirttttHl.
The* frnrtional Hrrtrolynin of thr* mitfut** nfilutinti IJ* Iht? bwtt
of obbiittinK pntt* intlititti.1 Th*» nptmtf ni&Uft mmy
dricti at 120* unit fu**tt in an
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P r o p e r t i e s . — Indium is a white metal, softer than lead, easily
l l e , ductile, crystalline, and diamagnetic. Its coefficient of
0.0000459, its specific heat 0.057, its compressibility
2 5 ° 0.0000027, which is about two-thirds that of mercury.
I t does not decompose water, even at the boiling temperature.
t l o w temperatures it is stable in the air, but when heated it
* > U r n s with a blue flame, producing In 2 O 3 . The heat of com>xa
-stion is 1044.6 calories per gram of metal. I t unites directly
h t h e halogens and with sulfur. I t dissolves in mineral
, b u t not in KOH solution. In the electromotive series
* 1 f a l l s between iron and lead. I t forms alloys with lead, thai11tarn, tin, gold, platinum, gallium, mercury, and sodium.
Compounds. — Indium forms compounds similar to those of gallium, but
t r x o r e basic and in some ways suggestive of the compounds of iron. The
<*oaracteristic valence is 3, but well-defined bivalent and univalent comp o u n d s are formed.
With oxygen, indium forms three compounds, InO, In2O8, and In3O4.
I112O3 is formed when indium burns or its hydroxide, carbonate, nitrate,
or* sulfate is heated. It is a light yellow powder, easily soluble in acids
s i n l e s s it has been heated to a high temperature, after which it is almost
I n s o l u b l e . It is more infusible than AI2O3. InO, the sub-oxide, is formed
fc>y t h e careful heating of InaOs with hydrogen at 300°. It is a black
I >;y rophoric powder slowly soluble in acids. In8O4, isomorphous with FesO*,
i « formed by heating In2O3 above 850°.
I n (OH) 3 is precipitated by adding the fixed alkalies to an indium salt.
I L is insoluble in excess of the precipitant. It has only the slightest acidic
^properties, only one indate being described, namely, the magnesium salt
o f t h e formulax MgIn2O4 • 3 H2O. It is obtained when the chlorides of
t*xa,gnesium and indium are mixed and boiled.
A. nitrate, In (NO8) 8 -^EkO, is formed when the metal is dissolved in
n i - t r i c acid. It crystallizes from nitric acid readily, but not easily from a
n o u t r a l solution. It forms a double ammonium indium nitrate. If the
* i o l u t i o n of the simple nitrate is heated, a difficultly soluble basic salt is
formed.
Halogen compounds, InX, InX2, and InXs, are all known except the
m o n o - and di-fluorides; the oxy-chloride and -bromide, InOX, are also
c o s i l y made.
I n C l 8 is prepared by the action of an excess of chlorine on the metal,
t;ixe lower chlorides, or a heated mixture of L12O8 and carbon. It is a white,
ctoliquescent solid, easily soluble in water, in which it is slightly hydrolyzed.
Xt, forms double chlorides with the alkali chlorides. The solid vaporizes
mA, 6OO°.
I12CI2 is formed by heating the metal in dry hydrogen chloride. Water
1 Renz, Ber. 34 2763 (1901).
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decomposes it, forming InCl3 and In. InCl is formed by heating a mixture
of L1CI2 and In. It is a dark red compound, which is decomposed by water,
giving InCl3 and In.
Sulfur forms three binary compounds with indium, In2S, InS, and
In2S3. The latter is prepared by direct union of the elements, by heating
In2O3 with sulfur or H2S; or by passing H2S into the weakly acid solution
of an indium salt. The precipitated form is yellow, and the salt formed
by dry methods varies from yellow to brown. It is soluble in mineral
acids, readily forms colloidal solutions, and gives complex salts with the
alkali sulfides, such as K2In2S4.
In2(SO4)3 is a white solid, very hygroscopic and very readily soluble in
water. The simple sulfate forms a hydrate with difficulty, but the ammonium, rubidium, and caesium alums crystallize readily; double sulfates
resembling the alums but of the composition M2SO4 • In2(SO4)3 - 8 H2O have
also been prepared with sodium, potassium, ammonium, and thallium.
Detection and Estimation. — Indium salts produce a blue-violet color
in the flame,1 in which two brilliant blue lines are visible, X 4511.5 and
X 4102. Very small amounts of indium may be detected by microchemical
methods, using rubidium indium chloride. Other reactions are: —
Precipitation of yellow In2S3 by H2S from neutral or faintly acid solutions.
Precipitation of In(0H)3 by alkalies or BaCO3.
Precipitation of In(CN)3 by KCN, soluble in excess, but hydrolyzed on
standing or boiling, precipitating In (OH) 3.
For the estimation of indium, it may be precipitated by ammonia, the
excess removed by boiling, and the precipitate dried and ignited to I112O3.
THALLIUM

Historical. — In March, 1861, Crookes was examining some selenium
residues from a sulfuric acid factory in the Hartz Mountains. He expected
to find tellurium, but being unsuccessful with chemical means, he tried the
spectroscope, the use of which had in the year previous resulted in the
discovery of rubidium and caesium. He found a single bright green line,
which he later proved to be evidence of the presence of a new element
for which he suggested the name thallium, meaning a green twig. He was
unfortunate in having only a small amount of material to work with, so
he did not succeed at first in correctly establishing the relationship of the
element. But by May, 1862, he had collected a few grains of the metal in
powder form.
Over a year after Crookes' original discovery Lamy, in France, made a
similar investigation of the lead chamber deposits of a sulfuric acid plant
which used a Belgian pyrite. He found thallium in considerable quantities,
and by May, 1862, he had a considerable amount of the metal in lump form.
He studied the physical and chemical properties of the element and many
of its compounds.
1
For the arc spectrum of indium, see Uhler and Tauch, Aairophys. J. 55
291 (1922).
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Thf whunn-hii* «*f *l)il!iuni tn thi- othr»r cfcnwntM pitwmtcwl many
ini//hm'. l»p*!4'fa» «»» n«-rMtinl nf ifH varied nwrnblamut to load, nilver,
|jiti-imiii, nl'Himmim, !U»«! mrn-urv. So paradoxical did the etlwnont
nj»j*r:»r t*» 11*' *h--«» f hjjii-i,-, rhur;n't*»h»*d if JIM flic ornilhorhynehuH of the
mrliih. H<i* whfn M«*ii»lf|*'ffT puhii .h*^l hw tal»l<% he urgtMtd convincingly
ihif fhillnuii --h'HiM !»r |>h»«<d m fSnmp III und«»r indium and between
iM»'rr*arv :?4i4 I«-:i'«i ft t»;n ;iIw;ivH rrnt.'iineti in tltiM poNition.
Th-:»iii'»ij* * -\n i-.<*uqn'- «»f :M'(iuittm I) nnd thorium I), and it may hoar a
tv\:*ii*iu'••hip *'• i)t*< r:»»h»j;M'liv«* r|ftni'»tH Monifwhaf. Himilur to that whown
hv If;i«J. ^««Mv *^'^ »fi^| * that thuliitiftt was tmu of thu two nnd pmductH
r»f fli«»nmn »ir*ih?«-«r.:i*inii. $?MV thi* fh«triuui numiraln oftoiri contained too
JiffJ»« )»•;»»i t*« f'ij»<x»r»« >«• th«' tht'ory that II«AI! VVIIH tho only final product.
i-.'vtmm:*t!"n *»^; *U'ttixmU', h*\wvvr, HUHWH 9 that it contain!* IOHN than 0.005
HniUly han vvith<h*awn tl
Occurrences
liiallitim in found in cnnmdoruhlc amounts
ina! J«*?4.Nt fnur inn* uifm*niLH: crookrHito, (OuTlAg)2He, contains
If* 111 \n*r vt*m ttmiliutu, founfi in tx (u>ppr»r mino in Sweden;
bir;miUU\ TIA**S3, t*ctut»itiH TAY 00 fwtr «t»nt thallium, found in
M.'ftf't'ritiM.-ft; vrliaitr, TLYHHaKbHf, t^mtainH 20-30 pc^r cent
ihnllimn, f«»uml in Murf*f|fMim; hulcihitmoniic^ (Tl, Ag, Cu)aSA^St
t1 IM»S-Ai^-S^, rfmtuifm iH-25 |H*r <!<»nt thallium.
In mltiitit**} to t l n w itinftrictfivc*ly thallium minerals, this
<»!t'ti>«4iit in found in Hfnull c|unntitkm in a wide range of rock
awl itiiurmlN, ^howinic fh«* varii*ty <»f IIH chemical relatives.
Among th*'Nf inny I*** tni*nli<mi»tl lt»pidolitf», Bylvinc, carnallite,
nlutiit*% j*plviti»fit<% i>yrit..<% ttn#»matitc% rnarcaAitey braunite, l>cr%t*linnili\ jtnd rhfdff«»iiyrit-i*. U ban nlno hmm found in mineral
watt*n» anri nithr*r widely dwtribut4*d among plants. Bocatwe
c»f if H tH*rnrri*tm*. in wi irt?*r»y rrtiitonilH it in mmutimun found in
vmtmumTil prwlnv.tn, nnvh m zinv, cadmium, platinum, bismuth, fflluriiutit Hti!fttri<! actkl, and wim hydrochloric acid.
TIP* tm»*» f**rfil«* Htitirem am thr* flue dtiHbt of iron furnaces and
ftfi«| ptant* tiding thailifi.!rotm on*». Homo flue dusts
IIH tiiturli MM 8 |^^ w * ttt thttllium, but usually the amount
in \vm ihiin 0,2ft |w*r t*r»nl.
Extraction,
Crmktm' method of extracting thallium from
tiitruwil* w«*i In mtnt thr» orct to ii fine powder, dimiolvG it in
m|iiA n^ia, iiild nitlfurin n^id, and evaporate* to oxpcl excess
ari«l. f)stut{* t<» lnw» voturrH% neutralizes with NasCO»r and
add K(*N to pn-eipilitte lead and bismuth. Filter and add
* Namrw., n Mi (t»l7),

» Cotter, Nature, 1<» 423
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H 2 S to precipitate Tl, Cd, and Hg. Dissolve the T12S3 in very
dilute H2SO4, in which the suffides of cadmium and mercury are
insoluble.
In flue dusts, thallium is usually present as oxide or sulfate,
both of which are soluble in water. The dust is thoroughly
extracted with water, the solution concentrated, and T1C1 precipitated by adding HC1. The extraction is sometimes made
with water, slightly acidified with H2SO4.
The precipitation may be made with zinc, producing metallic thallium, or as sulfide or iodide.
To purify the crude thallium material it is transformed into
the sulfate and its dilute solution is acidified; then H2S is
added to precipitate mercury, copper, silver, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth. Ammonia is added to remove iron and
aluminium. The purified thallous sulfate is then evaporated
to crystallization.
Metallurgy. — Thallium is very easily prepared from its
compounds in several ways : (1) fusion of the thallous chloride
or iodide with Na 2 CO 3 and K C N ; (2) electrolysis of the carbonate or sulfate; (3) addition of zinc to a thallous solution;
(4) heating thallous oxalate in a covered crucible.
Properties. — Thallium is a white metal with blue tint, and
when freshly cut it has a brilliant metallic luster. It is so soft
that it may easily be marked with the thumb nail and leaves a
black streak on paper. It is malleable but has little tenacity,
and when an attempt is made to cut it with a file or saw it
stops up the teeth of the tool. It has a crystalline structure
and emits a sound similar to the tin cry. It exists in two modifications, the transition temperature being 226°. It melts
at 303 9 , commences to volatilize at 174°, boils under atmospheric pressure at 1515°, and may be distilled in a stream of
hydrogen. The coefficient, of expansion is 0.000031 and the
coefficient of compressibility is 2.33 X 10"~6 per atmosphere.
The latent heat of fusion is 7.2 calories per gram, the mean specific heat is about 0.03. The electrical conductivity l in reciprocal ohms per cubic centimeter at 20° is 5.28 and the magnetic
susceptibility is—29 X 10~6C.g.s. units per unit volume. In
the electromotive series thallium comes between iron and cobalt.
1
For the potential of thallium electrodes, see Prop, Am. Acod< Arts and 8ci<
06 199 (1921)
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Thallium oxidizes slowly and superficially in the air at ordinary temperatures, but above 100° the reaction becomes
more rapid, forming thallous oxide at the lower temperatures
and thallic oxide at red heat. Thallium does not react with
oxygen-free water at ordinary temperatures, so one of the best
methods of preserving the metal is under water which has been
deprived of its air. At red heat thallium decomposes water.
It combines directly with the halogens, sulfur, selenium, tellurium, phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony, but it does not unite
with hydrogen, carbon, silicon, or boron. I t dissolves slowly
in HC1, more rapidly in H 2 SO 4 , and readily in HNO3, liberating
hydrogen in each case except H N 0 3 and concentrated H2SO4.
Thallium alloys readily with many metals, especially sodium,
potassium, mercury, magnesium, calcium, gold, silver, cadmium,
copper, and zinc.
Uses. — Thallium compounds possess unusually high refracting power, so they are used in the manufacture of certain
kinds of optical glass in which a high refractive index is desired.
A liquid amalgam containing 8.5 per cent of thallium is used
in thermometers for temperatures as low as — 60°. Thallous
chloride is one of the few lower chlorides which is more stable
than the compound of the higher state of oxidation. So it is
used as a " getter " in tungsten lamps to prolong the life of
the filament.1
Alloys of lead and thallium 2 are distinctive in that they have
higher melting points than either component. The amount of
thallium varies from 3 to 65 per cent. The alloy containing
10% thallium, 20% tin, and 70% lead is resistant to the
corrosive action of mixtures of sulfuric, nitric, and hydrochloric
acids. This alloy is especially recommended for use as anode
for the electrolytic deposition of copper, in which its corrosion
is less than one-fifth that of lead alone.
Thallous chloride is changed 3 by sunlight from white through
various shades to brownish black; the change is hindered by
mineral acids and hastened by ammonia, ethylamine, glycerol,
toluene, etc. Thallous iodide changes from yellow to green in
the sunlight. These changes may become useful in photography.
1
Chem. and Met. 23 471 (1920) ; L'Industrie Elect. 29 472 (1920).
2
Fink and Eldridge, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 40 51 (1921); also U. S.
Pat. 1, 384, 056, July 12, 1921.
a
Carl Renz, Helvetica Chem. Acta 2 704 (1919) and 4 950 (1921).
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Mixtures of thallous nitrate with silver, mercurous, and mercuric nitrates have low melting points and densities ranging from
4.8 to 5.3. Such mixtures are useful for separating minerals
of different densities.
The " Thalofide " cell l is more sensitive to light, especially
that of low intensity and long wave lengths than the selenium
cell. Its electric resistance drops 50 per cent on exposure to a
quarter foot candle. The sensitive material contains thallium,
oxygen, and sulfur and is essentially an oxysulfide of thallium.
Compounds. — The compounds of thallium form two distinct
classes: (a) thallous with a valence of 1, resembling the analogous compounds of the alkali metals in the soluble compounds,
and those of lead in the more difficultly soluble ones; (b) thal• lie with valence of 3, resembling the compounds of iron
and aluminium. The former may be vaporized without decomposition and are highly ionized in solution. The thallic
compounds are considerably hydrolyzed and are stable only
in the presence of an excess of acid. Thallous compounds
are oxidized almost completely to thallic by such oxidizing
agents as permanganate, chlorine, or bromine. The reduction
of thallic to thallous is easily accomplished by SnCl2, H2SO3, or
metallic thallium. The addition of (NEU^S to a thallic salt
precipitates thallous sulfide and sulfur; while KI precipitates
T i l and I. The contrasting character of the thallous and
thallic salts is shown by the fact that they readily form complex
salts with each other, such as T1C13 • 3 T1C1. A thallous-thallic
alum, Tl T1(SO4)2 • 12 H 2 O, is described, but the existence of such
molecules is open to question because of the difficulty of obtaining a definite crystalline form. It seems certain, however,
that both the thallous and thallic conditions are present in
solution.
Thallium compounds are cumulative poisons, resembling lead.
Thallous Salts. — The oxide, T12O, is a heavy black powder, which is
formed when the metal is oxidized at low temperatures, or when Tl(OH) is
heated at 100°. It absorbs water readily, producing the hydroxide, and at
300° it melts to a liquid which attacks glass rapidly. It is easily reduced
or oxidized.
The hydroxide, Tl(OH), forms yellow crystalline needles, and may be
formed by dissolving thallous oxide in water or by adding baryta to thallous
1
Case, Phya. Rev. (2) 15 289 (1920) and V. S. Pats. 1301 227 (1919) and 1316
350 (1919)
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W:*»»* h }••* jv.-^itU -^ij!,),},. ,„ j,nf}, U'HNT mi*! alcohol, MM notation** aro
r'*»tfiv ;»H. ?»?*«**•. :'J.'^«*r^m« »\-irb»#ii djoxiclr* ^r^dily mid attacking giant*
*l {»itv*~3:t}'i * *n h«-:»h?»K if Ktvf.H thi> *m<U\ and with ozonu, hydrogen
r*>\j»i«-, ;*n-i M«h,-r M\»«li/nig wut-i a product** thallic. hydroxide.
TL»- ^.!v..if VOH)|.*.»JII'1» -»r»< rill is'i.Hilv {uvpar<*d by dinwt union of the
rin*-i,i!>; *«r UJ-- :M-!i*<ii *»f !h«* halogen jirjil it|M»rt the* oxidu, hydroxide, or
r^«'ij:»*^ Tiv»- '-hl'irji1!*-, }«r(#s*si«|«% ;in«i tmiidp nn* innolubUi in cold water,
)biM*- j?i Jn«t *A:^vr, :»!*«! :ir^ fsi.r»t|<< Uv prtMMpitntton. Thc^y roK»nblo tho
.vi ••-:.U«^ rh>-.*-U- in :^«}tn-;irati«'i* uft*l jc*ii»TaI projM»rtmH. Hovoral double
l!i»' j ^ / 1 ^ . ll\H ; , f*jtiiii nntivfirnti.1 iTyHtiiln which arcs ttiMoluhlo in
alrnh*.! -»t»»i .,1^1* in H a* r to t!»«• *>%lvnt «tf {j,55 ^rarrw in 100 gramn of
w;if«r at »'<r I h» rrv<««:»li U*K-in t«» «lt'ci»fnpf)Hi« at 3(K)nt and at 450° the*
«ii»r«t!t}]»>'?i».i"f! !•* r:*|ii«l, iltliMii^h Ji litt!*• of the* Halt fmhlimei* without do•flu- *-;,^^,' 11.S, H t»l»iuiiirfl hy ndflitiK HVH or (Nir4)gB to an alkaline
or f uiitfv ;•**»*! I)IMH<4IH tt'ilufiott. It w b!tu?ih b!ackr fc^nt^rally crystalline,
m^thihh- m mtmi*»hmtti nnUhU*. On ««*[mmm' to air it in oxidized to tho
with potrowiitm ttulftito, mcsltu at
»itio« alxtvt! nul boat. 100 gram«
id %vj»f* r i|»w*hr I *7 i?rain« «if wilt HI 20\ ff rrndily fonrm alums with the
itw-ih-nt fiS|!|,-sir;', -,ii<| f;tlii*,H tin" |ilnr«' «f tht* alkali nutfatfut in nuch double
«:ilt.* a*» Hr^11* Jf/'HOj it HjO. itt which ir ri*pn.vwmtM an alkali metal or
ifinJJitiiJi :»t»«i It** r* j»fi^*-!ifj« mu^itrHiiifti, xtnrt irtfnr ritokol, cobalt, copper,
51!;>« ** 1! • ^"( *i ••:, luiv** W'Ht **lifiwn to cxwt, t\m former almvo 4H*1 and thft
Jnffrr U"it%r*-n »»:i'\*i iiriij :UI\ At otlicr ti^n|K!ratur<« only mixture** of
CHii*r ihfiUofpt «ilf* »r»* ilit* Ntiliibh* cnrlmfiat^, ahloratat parchlorate,
firfir%iiuplf*" ?*!•<•! tin* »iif-rif«** nnd tin* «|mringly notables ddoroplatinate,
Thtllic SaJli
Hit* MI*1*% r11*<>i. i« prf>tl«rt»d by oxidation of the metal
ut i?!«vutt<*! t«<m|i^rnttirt*«f «r by liwititiu fVUOH)»; by adding H»(.)« to a
r*4*l ullnliitr w4M«i«m «»f 5 tbiilluUH MftH; finodic oxidation during the
*.!rrtr*<Iv*i^ ni l**w |^if(*hii»t t»f it nmilml aoluiion of thalloun nulfate or
li i* lirniin, irmy \m rry*itnlNfii?, iiiwiUible in water and alkalies,
rm tilniv** Hf>H'\ yti'Mifift UmlltiiiM mhfa mul oxy^tm.
u#ir«/-i^lr. TfrOHl, tir JjHtt*r TIC) -OH, ii* prwptiwwi by adding the
Jiv*lr*»%i4m ur nmfit»tim to a tliftllic! Notation. If Tl(0H)» c?xiKt», it m
t<> Wl-Olf ott Iwtting «r drying; thi* dehydration to TliOi m
*: nt lifr-IW*. Wttrri fn»hly pr»|»ar«Hi it in readily notable in
,

; c. A,

Ji.rr«iif» it#«l IC*|^*»«*^i*^** <&* titmftf.rt%m.rhwn. HI Ml
• C'tiftin* «t|ti f»iirMln. O««. rA»w. Oo*. U I IW (l»S8l); O. A. 15 3037 (1921).
IM m I 111 <1»22>; <*. A. UtfftHOdiliM).
C.#, C*MiitrH< Ctef. eA*'m. dtfl. ^ t Ol CHI22); CJ. A. 1* 17115 (1922).
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acids, but after drying it dissolves slowly. It is a brown, amorphous substance, resembling Fe(OH)3 in appearance, and extremely insoluble in water,
having a solubility product at 25° of 10~63.
The chloride, TICI3 • H2O, is made by passing chlorine into water in which
T1C1 is suspended, and allowing the saturated solution to stand. A tetrahydrate is also formed, from which the anhydrous salt is prepared by
dehydrating at ordinary temperatures. With a small amount of water
thallic chloride forms a clear solution, but on dilution the salt suffers
hydrolysis.
The bromide and iodide are similar to the chloride but still less stable.
The iodide behaves as though it were a mixture of thallic iodide Til3 and
thallous periodide Til • I2 analogous to KI • I2. It has been suggested that
it is a tautomeric compound,1 sometimes thallous and at other times
thallic in behavior. It readily forms double salts.
The nitrate, T1(NO3)3, is prepared by dissolving T12O3 in nitric acid.
It forms deliquescent crystals, Tl(NX)s)3*3 H2O, is easily hydrolyzed and
decomposed, and forms double nitrates.
The sulfide, TI2S3, is made by direct union of the elements. Attempt
to prepare it by precipitation give T12S and S. It is a black solid, brittle
below 12°, soft and plastic at higher temperatures.
The sulfate, T12(SO4)3, is easily hydrolyzed by water, producing a basic
salt. It forms double compounds very similar to the alums, such as
(NH4)2SO4 • T12(SO4)3-8H2O, but the formation of true alums is still
doubtful.
Detection and Estimation. — All thallium compounds impart a green
color to the flame and yield a green line at X 5350.
Qualitative tests for thallous compounds are: (1) brown precipitate
T12S with H2S or (NKU^S in neutral or slightly acid solutions; no
precipitate in presence of a strong acid; (2) soluble halides produce T1C1,
white, TIBr, pale yellow or Til, bright yellow; (3) K2Cr04 precipitates
yellow, Tl2Cr04; (4) H2PtCl6 precipitates yellow, Tl2PtCl6 (quantitative) ;
(5) sodium cobaltinitrite precipitates thallous salts quantitatively as thallous cobaltinitrite, brilliant red.
Thallic salts are identified by the brown precipitate produced by ammonia or the alkali hydroxides; or by reduction to the thallous state and
the tests given above.
Quantitatively, thallium is determined as the iodide, chloroplatinate,
chromate, or sulfate. Thallium may be determined volumetrically, also,
by the use of permanganate2 or iodometric measurement.
1
Abegg and Maitland, Zeit. anorg. Chem. 49 341 (1906).
* A. J. Berry, J. Chem. 80c. 121 394 (1922).

CHAPTER VIII
GROUP IV —TITANIUM
T H E elements which comprise Group IV occupy the exact
center of the periodic table. Recalling that each series of the
table shows a gradual transition from metal to non-metal, it
is to be expected that the elements falling in the center of the
series will be distinctly amphoteric and electrochemically indifferent. There ought also to be less marked differences between the members of Divisions A and B than in the other
groups of the table. So slight are these differences in fact
that the division into sub-groups is scarcely necessary except
for convenience. It is to be noted, however,. that the differences between A and B sub-groups increase as we pass from
Group IV toward either end of the table.
All the members of this group are metallic in nature except
the first two members, which are mainly acidic. All the metallic elements except tin and lead have high melting points;
none suffer more than superficial oxidation at low temperatures;
but all the elements of the group, when heated strongly, combine readily with oxygen, yielding the dioxide, except in the
case of lead. The dioxides of the elements of lower atomic
weights are acidic, but the basicity increases with increased
atomic weight of the element.
The principal valence of Group IV elements is 4, each element of the group except lead forming its principal series of
compounds in the quadrivalent state. Valences of 2 are common, and 3 occasional. The quadrivalent halogen compounds
of most of the elements form characteristic double derivatives
with the alkali halides, of the. type M 1 8 M lv X«. These compounds, especially the fluorides, are of much importance.
Nowhere does the unique character of the first member of
the family stand out more strikingly than with carbon in Group
IV. The ability of carbon atoms to form countless chain and
ring compounds, the relationship of carbon to all forms of life,
and its peculiar chemical behavior make this element stand in
129
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precipitated by the alkalies in the presence of hydrogen peroxide.
This behavior is sharply in contrast with the elements of the
B division, and is intimately related to the greater electropositiveness of the A sub-group. The physical constants of
sub-group A are shown in Table XXIV.
TABLE XXIV

Properties of Titanium Sub-Group
TITANIUM

Atomic Weight
Specific Gravity
Atomic Volume
Melting Point

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

48.1
4.87
9.88
1795°

ZIRCONIUM

CERIUM

90.6
4.25
21.32
1500°

140.25
6.73
19.92
635°

THORIUM

232.15
11.00
21.13
1450°

TITANIUM *

Historical. — Rev. William Gregor in 1789 discovered a new metal in
the magnetic sand from Menachan, Cornwall, which was known as menachanite or more commonly now as ilmenite. He suggested the name
menachin for the new element. A few years later, Klaproth found a
new element in rutile, and suggested the name titanium, from the Titans,
the giants of Grecian mythology. In 1797, he proved that menachin
and titanium were identical and the former name was dropped. The
pure oxide was not prepared until 1821, when Rose successfully purified
TiO2. Early attempts were made to produce the element by reduction of
the oxide with carbon. Berzelius in 1825 prepared a metallic substance
which was supposed to be the element until in 1849 Wohler proved it to
be a cyanonitride.
Occurrence. — Titanium is usually regarded as a rare element, but it is one of the 10 more abundant elements in the
earth's crust, Ti(>2 making up 0.73 per cent of the whole lithosphere. It is almost twice as abundant as carbon and exceeds
chlorine, phosphorus, and sulfur in abundance. I t resembles
silicon in its combinations, since it is never found in the free
state, but in combination with oxygen either as the simple
oxide or as titanates.
As TiO 2 it occurs in three distinct crystalline forms known
as rutile, brookite, and anatase, the first named being common
i See report by R. J. Anderson, U. S. Bur. of Mines, Serial No. 2406 (1922).
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Ilmenite and titaniferous magnetite are found in many localities, the best known foreign deposits being at St. Urbain, Quebec, and in Norway and Sweden. In the United States x two
deposits are notable: at Lake Sanford, New York, the ore
^averages 62.8 per cent magnetite and 30 per cent ilmenite; at
Iron Mountain, Wyoming, the average composition corresponds to 49.8 per cent magnetite and 40.15 per cent ilmenite.
The two deposits are estimated to contain many millions of
tons of ore. A recently developed deposit at Pablo Beach,
Florida, was producing in 1919 considerable quantities of
ilmenite and rutile, along with zircon and monazite.
The production of titanium .ores fluctuates widely from
year to year. About 200 short tons of rutile (95% TiO2) are
marketed annually in the United States. The amount of
ilmenite produced was 1644 tons in 1918, but in 1920 only 268
tons were reported. A small amount of rutile is imported from
Norway, and considerable ferro-carbon titanium is exported.
The 1922 prices are about as follows: rutile (95%), 12 cents
per pound; ilmenite (52% TiO2), 15 cents per pound; ferrocarbon titanium (15-18%), 20 cents per pound; and carbonfree titanium, 30 cents per pound of contained titanium.
Extraction. — Rutile is exceedingly resistant to chemical
action. Either rutile or ilmenite may be brought into solution
by fusion with alkali, alkali carbonate, or bisulfate and extracting with acid. By adding ammonia to this solution a mixture
of iron and titanium oxides is thrown down. Another satisfactory method fuses the ore with carbon in an electric furnace,
subjects the carbides to the action of chlorine, and distills off
the volatile titanium tetrachloride. 2
Iron and titanium may be separated by several methods :
(1) dissolving the mixed oxides in HCl and extracting FeCla
with ether; 3 (2) reducing the iron with NaHSO 8 , adding KCN
and ammonia and heating nearly to boiling, TiO2 precipitates,
iron remains in solution as ferrocyanide; 4 (3) adding ammonium
tartrate to hold the titanium in solution then precipitating iron
with ammonium sulfide, evaporating the filtrate with a mixture
of sulfuric and nitric acids to destroy the tartaric acid and pre1
See Bull. 64, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
28 Stahier, Ber. 37 4405 (1904); ibid. 38 2619 (1905).
Barneby and Is&am; Jour. Am. Ch&m,. Sac. 32 957 (1910)
* Bornemann and Schirmeister, MektUurgiel 7 72§ (9Q)
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cipitating the titanium with ammonia; 1 (4) heating a mixture
of ferric and titanium oxides in the presence of HC1 and S2CI2;
the iron distills out, leaving TiO 2 unattacked. 2
Metallurgy. — Titanium is obtained in the metallic condition with the greatest difficulty, because of its extremely high
melting point, the ease with which it unites with oxygen and
nitrogen of the air, or hydrogen and carbon as reducing agents,
and its readiness to alloy with most of the common metals which
might be used for utensils or electrodes.
The methods which have been used to prepare the element
are as follows: (1) reduction of potassium titanofluoride with
sodium or potassium — this method does not effect complete
reduction; (2) reduction of TiCl 4 with hydrogen is not successful, but heating the tetrachloride with sodium in a cast
iron bomb gave 3 a product containing 95-99.7% titanium;
(3) reduction of Ti(>2 with magnesium, silicon, or aluminium
does not give good results because titanium alloys with these
metals; (4) reduction of TiO 2 with carbon gave good results 4
if the temperature was high enough to decompose the compounds formed between titanium and carbon and nitrogen. In
this way carbon is the only impurity, and it may partly be removed by fusion with more TiC>2. Moissan obtained in this way
a product which contained 98 per cent titanium; (5) reduction 5 of
TiO2 by calcium shavings in an evacuated iron dish. The product
was very pure; (6) electrolysis of a solution of TiO 2 in fused
CaCU gave 6 a product nearly free from nitrogen and carbon.
These methods all gave the element in powder form. The
fused metal was prepared 7 by pressing the powder into bars
at 70,000 atmospheres pressure and using these as electrodes
in a vacuum arc. The metal fused in the form of globules on
the ends of the electrodes.
It is worthy of note that the metallurgy of the element titanium is in the same state of development at the present time
that aluminium was forty years ago.
1 Thornton, Am. Jour. ScL 34 (iv) 214 (1912).
Compt. rend. 154 1229 (1912).
Nilson and Pettersson, Zeil. Phys. Chem. 1 28 (1887); Zeii. anorg. Chem.
99 4123 (1917); and Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 37 513 (1920).
Moissan, Compt. rend. 120 290 (1895).
6
Wedekind, Arinalen, 395 149 (1913).
6
Borchers and Huppertz, Metallurgy, vol. 1, p. 362 (1904).
7
Weiss and Kayser, Zeit. anorg. Chem. 65 388 (1910).
2
Bourion,
3
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Properties.
In the amorphous form, titanium in a dark
tfniy jmwder i-lnst'ly resembling reduced iron in appearance.
It i.* paramnnnHir. Tin* fumt metal msembles polished wteel
and i^ .NUf!in»'i*tly hard ft* .neratch quartz; when cold it in HO
hritfl*' th;»f ii may be powdered in an agate mortar, but when
prnfwrly prepared if may be worked easily,1 at red heat, it may
be f i i w d and finuvfi, although it poR^enseH little ductility. The
frartnn-d Mirfari* ha>« a brilliant luxler, Hometimes with a tint
of yellow Mituf^vhitt nwuihiinjj; bronze. When rubbed againnt
hfirl it i*ivt<* bright xpurk*. '11M* Hpecifi<* h<»at rinoH rapidly
with iti«tf*aN*' of temperature, being; 0.1125 between (f and 100°
and li.Mi'J h««Uvr»*n <l and UCf; roriHeqiu^ntly the* atomic, heat
v;*ri«*N frum 5.1 t<» 7.77 f<»r tlie name intervaLs. In th(,fc cryntalline form it in innmorfiltou^ with zirconium and nilicon.
Titafiitiiii IM ntabli* in the air, almont no oxidation taking
\Aw ujt t« 120'* (*. Knt when heated to 010° in oxygen the
inHn! takfH fin* and luirnx with da/.y»!ing brilliancy, producing
TiO 3 , Tin* h**?it tif fMttihuritiofi in 24f4*{2 calorien per (Hiuivalnif. At Htxr if I*'Km* f<» burn in nitrogen, alno forming the
nitride 1'iX. Thin is the only element known which burnn
vigorously in nitrogen. When heated in the air a mixture of
cixidf and nit rid** result H, Wheri tttunitun dioxide in heated
in air it* the prfwtifp of mrbon a cont|)ound cuilrul cyanonitride
of Mtuvrlnm vntninmUum k Umnvil. It in accordingly found
in hhuit UmmtTH which nm tiUinitvnniH tnvn. It fornm brilliiiti! ml I*IIIK»,M, i'ximnvly hard timl wmnUint to acidn, but
liki* fh«* ftitrid** il yieldn iitiiiitoriia when heated with steam.
firm***, both tUtw. mmpmmth have been propow^l for the
fixation of nfntonplteric* nitrogen. At 7lXf 8(X)° titanium den>m\Hw* M.#*Hiit. When iiiixecl with red lead and heated, the
element, m tmk\im*il mt rapidly thut it m thrown out of the
ermnhh* with loud tirtonatiorM.
Tttnnitifti hurriM in rhlorine at 350°, and with bromine or
iodine* at mmwwlmt higher tempcmtureii, forming waits of the
fyj** T1X1. When hented, it combiner directly with almo»t
nil non-rm'tali*, even with cnrlnrn, silicon, and boron at the
i t t s m of the «tlc»etric furnace* The boridea and niliciclcs
m hnrd m ciiatnoncb. At low tennpemtures the element
the nation of iiekK but it difvftolvfft rendily on wamnng.
* E. J. Awltmm, /<«ir. Frank 1ml. %M 407 (1D17)-
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reaction; in America the Rossi process 1 is used, in which an
electric furnace produces a bath of molten aluminium. To
this is added the desired amount of scrap iron, or high-grade
iron ore if a very low-carbon product is essential. After a
layer of molten iron is formed below the aluminium, theititanium material is added, either in the form of titaniferous iron
ore or rutile or even titanium slag. The reaction is exothermic
so little current is required to maintain the reaction temperature.
This process yields an alloy containing up to 75 per cent titanium and with from 0.12 to 0.8 per cent carbon. The American
product usually contains about 25% titanium, 5% aluminium,
and 1 to 1.5% silicon. This gives a low-melting titanium
aluminate on fusion in the steel bath. There is keen rivalry
between the two methods of producing the ferro alloy.2
The use of ferro-titanium in the steel industry is rapidly
gaining favor, especially in the United States. The effect of
the titanium is twofold: (1) its striking affinity for both oxygen and nitrogen makes it efficient for the removal of the last
traces of these elements; (2) it apparently has the unique property of causing the separation of occluded substances like
oxides and sulfides of iron and manganese, silica, slag, etc. As
ordinarily used, very little, if any, of the titanium remains in
the steel, hence its purpose is purely that of a cleansing agent.
The fluidity of the slag is increased because of the exothermic
reactions which accompany the removal of the impurities,
hence the separation of the slag is more nearly complete. The
importance of removing oxygen, nitrogen, and iron oxides is
becoming more and more evident, as experiments tend to show
that these impurities are more troublesome than small amounts
of sulfur.3
The beneficial effect of titanium treatment is most evident
in Bessemer steel; it is less marked in open-hearth steel and it
is even applied to crucible and electric steels and cast iron.
The addition of titanium is best accomplished as an iron alloy.
If the element is added alone, its high melting point and low
specific gravity make it difficult to obtain a good mix. In
i Auguste J. Rossi, Elect. Chemf Ind. 1 523 (1903).
* See R. J. Anderson, Jour. Frank. Inat. 184 467 (1917) ; C. V. Slooum, Trans.
Am. EUctrochem. Soa. 20 265 (1911).
'See Iron Age, Jan. 13, 1916, p. 146; Bull. A. I. M. E.f Oct. 1916, p.
1841; Chent. and Met. 11144 (1913).
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The* tine of titanium in cast iron has boon tried, 1 hut. the rostdts are somewhat loss convincing, Tho alloy UHOCI for this
pnrjHiMt* generally contains from 0.1 to 1.0 por cent of titanium.
Tho effect of tho titanium is to remove* oxygen, nitrogen, and
Hiilftir; to throw down graphite and to pro von t tho precipitation of inm carbide, ft Ls claimed that the* product has increased strength, soundness, and hardness, as well an improvod
machining qualities.
Treatment of iron and otlior metals with titanium has a considerable effect upon tho magnetic proportion. Iron which has
boon troatod with titanium has hi^lior magnotization ourvon
ami lowor hyHtoroHm 1OHH(»H.2 Thono offortH aro probably producod hy t\w olonnninp; action of titanium. If Homo titanium
rotnairm in tho iron, tho mutfnotic: profK»rti(»H aro lowcsr than
pure* iron, Forronilieon, whon trc»ato<l with titanium, gives an
oxooodingly hi^h j>orrnoal)ility and low hyntc^roniH IOHB.
Othor alloyn of titanium aro pn^parod,3 unually from rutilo,
ninco gonorally UiOHa alloys munt contain littler or no iron. Thona
aro made in tho olootric furntuto or by th(^ CJoldBchmidt
H. C'tipro-fitaniian containing 5 12 por cent titanium
in made* by adding coppor to tho aluminium hath, then adding
rutilo. Tho addition of I 2 por eont of this alloy to molten
oopjjor or braHH produeon a m(»tal which can easily h<* cant in
muni and in fn»o from hlowholon.4 Whon prenent in nmall
amountH, titanium rainon the* toriKilo ntrongth and lowon* tho
chiotility of copjwr. Tho toughnoHH and roHili(incy of aluminium in incroam#d by 2 [H'T cent of titanium, hut this alloy lacks
durability, A titurtititn-nilvor alloy ft added to molten silver
itnfirov«»H the* structure of tho metal and prevents " Hpitting "
during tho cooling process. An alloy of manganese, containing
*M\ 115 por cent titanium, is used as a dooxidizcr in bronzo practico. An alloy of #ilic:on and titanium in produced a by Bmclting TiOa and 8iO 3 with carbon in tho ol(*ctri(t furnace. It in
used for tho nddtiicm of both silicon and titanium to steel.
* ft Mttl'!4*fik<*. Tmnn, Am> Fmindrumm'n Amor. 17 f»7 (UH)H); Hud. Am.
Inxt Min. Ettg, JW12, p. 1245; HinmmJ'hrm. Eng. 13 287 (Kill) ; KtouKhtcm,
Tmm. Am. tmt. Min, Eng.iAUH'l (KM2).
* Tmm, Am, Ehttnmhmi. Hm, S7 51H (1020).
» %m Mineral imtmtry, 0 7If* (HttX)).
* tkw Mr-mt unti tin. 11 i(i ami 40 (1914).
* itoftiti, V. H, I'ttif, IM4A7& nml IM&,4M. Aug. 1012.
»Jwtr. SocChem. ?n£t§a3<UMmj);*tt,ftliK>, Iron Age, Jum 1,10iSp. 1540.
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slight tendency to vaporize, and the brilliant light emitted.
The filaments must be made of very pure titanium, since even
traces of impurities render them extremely fragile. The cost
of producing the pure metal makes these filaments prohibitive.
Efforts have also been made to utilize the brilliant light of
titania in incandescent gas mantles.
As mordants and dyes the compounds of titanium find a
variety of important uses in dyeing cotton, wool, paper, and
leather. If leather or textile goods are immersed in a solution
of a titanium salt and then steamed, the hydrated dioxide is
precipitated. This forms permanent lakes, producing brilliant colors when the material is put through the dye bath.
In the more delicate fabrics titanium salts of organic acids are
used to prevent injury by free mineral acids. Formerly quadrivalent titanium compounds were used for this purpose, but
they have been very largely displaced by trivalent salts, which
are serviceable not only as mordants but also because of their
great power as acid-reducing agents. The chloride, TiCU,
and the sulfate, Ti2(SO4)3, are the salts generally used. In
using direct dyes on cotton goods, sometimes the color is uneven or the shade too deep. If it is necessary to remove the
dye, a process called stripping, it may usually be done quickly
by immersion in a 1 to 5 per cent solution of titanous salt.
In the same way in figured goods in which the color has " run/'
the background may be whitened.
Potassium titanium oxalate is used extensively for both mordanting and dyeing of leather, giving various shades from yellow
to brown. The lactates of titanium under the trade name
" corichrome " are used in the leather industry both as mordants
and " strikers." The use of titanium salts in dyeing leather
does not produce so brittle a product as iron salts.
Titanium pigments are known in several colors. The ferrocyanide has a fine green color, used in place of arsenical pigments in wall papers. Various shades of yellow, brown, and
red are produced by roasting rutile or ilmenite with other
materials. A light yellow pigment made from ilmenite 1 forms
a protective coating for iron and steel, especially when mixed
with asphalt. Precipitated TiO2, titanium white or " titanox,"
1

R. 3. Anderson, Jour. Frank. Iiut. 184 467 (1917).
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has been used successfullyx as a paint base, where its permanence, great opacity, and non-poisonous nature have increased
its popularity very rapidly. It may be used in mixture with
BaSO 4 , forming essentially a titanium lithopone. Calcium
titanate also gives promise of becoming a useful paint material. 2
Titanium paint is unaffected by sea water, 3 has no saponifying action on linseed oil, and has more than a third greater
covering power than white lead. The manufacture of titanium
paints has reached large proportions at Niagara Falls and in
Norway.
Ceramic colors frequently utilize titanium compounds.
Rutile is used to give a soft yellow under-glaze color to porcelain, replacing the more expensive uranium compounds for
this purpose. It is also used in tinting artificial teeth, porcelain,
tiles, etc., in which the amount varies from 0.5 to 5 per cent,
depending on the depth of color desired. The characteristic
blue color of sapphires is presumably due to trivalent titanium,
since synthetic stones identical with the natural product have
been prepared 4 by fusing alumina with TiO2 and Fe2O3.
Titanium trichloride has been used 5 extensively in the laboratory as a powerful reducing agent. I t reduces many organic
substances and one part of gold in twenty million may be detected by the colloidal solution which it produces. In about
1 per cent solutions it is convenient for the quantitative determination of iron, copper,6 tin, chromium, hydrogen peroxide,
chlorates, nitrates, hydroxylamine, and many other substances. 7
Its use has been much more general in Europe than in the
United States, where its introduction has been hindered by the
difficulty of preserving an accurately standardized solution.
Its popularity is increasing rapidly and 15-20 per cent solutions of titanous chloride or sulfate may now be obtained from
1
H. A. Gardner, Circular 62, Educ. Bur. Paint Mfg. Assn. of U. S.t April
1919 ; also Chem. Ztg. 42, 356 (1918).
2 V. S. Pat. 1,436,164, Noy. 21, 1922.
* Chemie et Industrie, 6 815 (1921).
^6 Vemeuil, Compt. rend. 150 185 (1910).
See B&r. 36 166, 1549 (1903); Brandt, Chem. Ztg. 42 433, 450 (1918);
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 43 91 (1921) ; also, New Reduction Methods in Volumetric
Analysis, Longmans, Green and Company (1918); Hendrixson and Verbeck,
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 44 2382 (1922) ; Hans Rathsburg, Ber. 54, B 3183
(1921).
6
W. M. Thornton, Jr., Jour. Am. Chen. Soc. 44 998 (1922).
7
" Titration of Azo Dyes with TiCl*," D. O. Jones and H, E. Lee, Jour. Ind.
and Eng. Chem. 14 46 (1922).
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American manufacturers. These solutions may safely be diluted for use if sufficient acid is added to prevent hydrolysis.
The standard solutions should be kept in an atmosphere of
hydrogen, but the titration may be made in air although somewhat better results are obtained in an atmosphere of carbon
dioxide.
Titanium tetrachloride came into great prominence during
the war as a material for producing toxic smoke. Its value
in this connection depends upon the fact that the colorless
liquid is quickly hydrolyzed in moist air, forming the dense
hydrate, TiCl 4 • 5 H 2 O. If the amount of moisture is excessive,
the hydrolysis is complete, giving HC1 and~Ti(0H) 4 , which has
less obscuring power. In case the latter reaction takes place
the density of the cloud is greatly increased by adding NH 3 ,
which forms a cloud of NH 4 C1. If, however, NH 3 reacts with
TiCl 4 in the absence of moisture, TiCl 4 • 6 NH 3 is formed, which
has little obscuring power. Consequently when TiCl 4 is used
in shells it is generally planned to disperse it with a high explosive, and after a few moments ammonia from a separate compartment is also dispersed. In this manner the total obscuring
power * is 50 per cent higher than is obtained from SiCl4. The
latter is more volatile, therefore more easily handled from a
nozzle, and requires a very wet atmosphere for giving its highest
obscuring power. Consequently it is better adapted for use
in the navy. But in the army, TiCl 4 is used in -shells and grenades. The production of TiCl 4 during the war became an important industry, crowding out for the time the manufacture
of titanium pigments. During 1918 it is said that 160 tons of
titanium ore were used 2 in the production of tetrachloride for
military purposes.
Titanium compounds find a limited use in pyrotechnics,
where they increase the intensity of the light. TiO 2 is deposited
in minute particles on CaSO 4 in the manufacture of linoleum; 3
it was also used in place of SnO2 as an opacifier in glass
1

The total obscuring power (T. O. P.) is the product of the volume of smoke
in cubic feet produced by 1 pound of the substance, multiplied by the density
of the smoke. The density is the reciprocal of the depth of smoke layer in feet,
beyond which it is impossible clearly to distinguish the filament of a 40 -watt
Mazda lamp. The T. O. P. of phosphorus varies from 3000 to 16,000, depending2 on the humidity.
See Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 35 323 (1919).
3
Brit. Pat. 110, 324.
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enamels; the nitride may become useful for the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen as well as for a refractory. Clear crystals of
rutile are used as gems; " siloxide " quartz contains some TiO 2
along with ZrO2, the product being somewhat more satisfactory
at high temperatures than ordinary quartz. Pure titanium
rods are employed in astronomy for the production of spectra.
Compounds. — Titanium forms four distinct classes of compounds whose relationships are shown in Table XXV. In
general the compounds resemble those of zirconium, columbium, and tantalum. The oxide, Ti(>2, is a little more acidic
than ZrO2, and most of the titanium compounds easily yield
a difficultly soluble basic salt, consequently the presence of
free acid is essential to complete solution.
TABLE

XXV

Classes of Titanium Compounds
OXIDE

TiO

HYDROXIDE

Ti(OH)2

CHARACTER

Basic
only

Ti2O3 Ti2O8-X(H2O) Basic
only

TiO2

Ti(OH)4

TYPICAL SALTS

TiCl2, TiS,
TiSO4

NAMES

Dichloride
Monosulfi.de, etc.

TiCl8, Ti2S3, Titanous
Ti2(SO4)3, etc. (or trichloride, sesquisulfide, etc.

REMARKS

Easily
oxidized;
not important
Easily
oxidized
and
strongly
hydrolyzed

Feebly TiCl4, TiS2
basic

Titanic (or
tetra) chloride, disulfide, etc.

Few salts
of weak
acids;
forms
complex
salts

Acidic Na2Ti03
FeTiO3

Titanates

Stable
compounds ;
forms
complex
titanates
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Hydrogen appears to combine directly1 with titanium, but the successful preparation of TiH* has only recently been accomplished.2 It is
best prepared by the electrolysis of a dilute solution of H2SO4 with a titanium cathode. It is a colorless, odorless gas, which burns readily, and in
Marsh's test leaves a residue varying from black to brown, gradually
becoming greenish.
With oxygen titanium forms TiO, Ti2O8, and TiO2; other oxides, Ti3O4,
T17O12, Ti2O6, and TiO3, are described, but their existence is doubtful.
TiO is formed by reduction of T1O2 with carbon or a metal like zinc or
magnesium: 2 TiO2 + Mg = MgTiO3 -f TiO. This reaction shows that
TiO2 is more difficult to reduce than SiO2. Ti(OH)2 is a black precipitate
formed when an alkali is added to a solution of TiCl2.
Ti2O3 is formed by reducing TiO2 with hydrogen or when the vapors
of HC1 and TiCl4 are passed over white hot TiO2.
TiO2 may be prepared artificially in the three crystalline3 forms, since
anatase is the stable form below 860°, brookite between 860° and 1040°,
and rutile above 1040° C. The amorphous TiO2 is prepared by precipitation of a quadrivalent salt with ammonia or by igniting ilmenite with
chlorine and hydrogen chloride: 2 FeTiO3 •+- 4 HC1 + Cl2 = 2 FeCl3 +
2 TiO2 + 2 H2O. From this mixture FeCl3 is removed by distillation.
TiO2 is insoluble in water and difficultly soluble in acids, but it dissolves
in sulfuric acid when heated. On fusion with the alkalies or alkali carbonates it forms titanates.
Orthotitanic acid, presumably Ti(OH)4, forms a gelatinous white
precipitate when ammonia, the alkalies, or alkali carbonates are added to a
cold solution of a titanate in HC1. When first formed it is soluble in dilute
acids, but on standing, and especially on heating, it is gradually dehydrated,
forming more sparingly soluble hydrates. On ignition it glows, yielding
TiO2.
Metatitanic acid, TiO (OH)2, is formed by heating a solution containing
Ti(0H)4 or a titanic salt, or by action of nitric acid on the element.
Ti(SO4)2 is easily and completely hydrolyzed on boiling. The meta acid is a
soft white powder, insoluble in hydrochloric acid, forms colloidal solutions
readily, and when ignited yields TiO2 without glowing.
When H2O2 is added to a titanic solution a yellow color is produced,
generally ascribed to the formation of derivatives of the superoxide, TiO 3.
These pertitanites may, however, be related to Ti2O6.4 Other derivatives
have been formed,5 such as Na*Q^ TiO3 • 3 H2O, BaO2 • TiO8 • 5 H2O.
With nitrogen titanium, reacts vigorously, forming a compound now considered6 TiN, though various formulae were formerly assigned to it. It
is also prepared by heating a mixture of TiO2 and carbon in the presence
J
E.
2
A.
3

A. Schneider, Z. anorg. Chem. 8 81 (1895).
Klauber, Z. anorg. allgem. Chem. 117 243 (1921).
See Knop, Jahrbuch Min. 1877, 408 ; Daubree, Compt. rend, 29 227 (1849),
30 383 (1850), 39 153 (1854).
* M. Billy, Compt. rend. 172 1411 (1921).
*8 Melikoff and Pissarjewski, Ber. 31 678, 953 (1898).
Ruff and Eisner, Ber. 38 742 (1905) ; 41, 2250 (1908).
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of nitrogen or TiO2 with ammonia. It is as hard as diamond, and exceedingly refractory. A nitride, Ti3N"4, is also formed,1 but no nitrate, other
than the basic salt, 5 TiO2 • N2O6 • 6 H2O.2
With fluorine titanium forms TiF3 and TIF4. The former is produced
when K^TiFe is ignited in a stream of hydrogen or when the same substance in solution is reduced by zinc and HC1 or sodium amalgam.
TiF4 is best prepared by the action of anhydrous hydrogen fluoride on
titanium or titanium tetrachloride. It unites with the metallic fluorides,
forming sparingly soluble titanifluorides of the type M'2TiF6 and M"TiF8,
which are isomorphous with the similar silicon, zirconium, and tin double
fluorides. It does not combine directly with HF, but yields additive compounds with ammonia and pyridine.
With chlorine titanium forms three classes of compounds in which it
is bivalent, trivalent, and quadrivalent.
TiCl2 is formed by reduction or heating of TiCl3, which yields a mixture
of TiCl2 and TiCl4. The latter may be distilled off. The properties of
the dichloride vary considerably with the method of preparation.
TiCl3 is produced by the reduction of the tetrachloride with hydrogen
or a metal like silver or mercury. When heated in the air it breaks up,
giving the volatile tetrachloride and the solid dichloride. TiCl* is deliquescent, forms a reddish violet solution with water, and violet crystals,
TiCl3 • 6 H2O, from a hydrochloric acid solution. An unstable green hydrate
of the same composition is formed when an aqueous solution of the trichloride is covered with ether and saturated at 0° with HC1. From the
violet form all the chlorine may be removed by AgNOs, but this is probably
not true of the green modification. The trichlorides of chromium and
vanadium likewise are known in two forms. T1CI3 forms double salts with
the chlorides of rubidium and caesium. It is a more powerful reducing
agent than stannous chloride and on this account finds extensive application in both qualitative and quantitative analysis.
TiCl4 is prepared by passing chlorine, carbon tetrachloride, or chloroform over the metal, its carbide, the ferrotitanium, or a mixture of the oxide
and carbon. The crude TiCl4 may be separated by fractional distillation
from SiGU.
Titanium tetrachloride is a colorless mobile liquid which has a specific
gravity of 1.76 at 0°; it freezes at - 23° and boils at 136°. It is hydrolyzed
by water, forming a series of oxychlorides. In spite of its hydrolysis TiCl4
dissolves in water to a clear solution because enough HC1 is formed to prevent the precipitation of Ti(0H)4. On boiling the precipitate appears.
The chloride dissolves readily in HC1, apparently forming H2TiCl«. On
adding NH8 or organic bases to this solution crystals of the type (NH4) sTiClj
are formed. The chloride forms many stable additive compounds with
non-metallic chlorides such as: TiCl4 • PC13; TiCl4 • PCls; TiCU • POCU;
TiCU • 2 POCI3, etc. Additive compounds are also formed with ammonia
and organic substances.
1
2

Ruff and Treidal, Ber. 45 1364 (1912).
Merz, Jour, prakt. Chem. 99 157 (1866).
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With the other halogens titanium forms TiBr3, TiBr4, TiCl2Br2, TiClBr3,
Til2, Til3, Til4.
With carbon titanium combines directly, forming TiC, which is a metallic
appearing substance used somewhat in artificial lighting. If nitrogen is
present also, a cyanonitride, probably Ti(CN)2- 3TiaN2, is formed. Titanium forms simple or double salts with many organic acids, such as formic,
acetic, oxalic, tartaric, thiocyanic, and thiocyanuric.
With sulfur titanium forms the three sulfides, TiS, Ti2S3, and TiS2, besides
corresponding normal, basic, and double sulfates. The ability to form
sulfates distinguishes titanium rather sharply from silicon and germanium.
TiS is a very stable compound formed by the reduction of the higher
sulfides with hydrogen at high temperatures. It is a dark red metallic
appearing substance, resembling bismuth. It is unaffected by dilute
acids or alkalies, but it is slowly oxidized by nitric acid and aqua regia and
dissolved by concentrated sulfuric acid.
Ti2S3 is produced when TiS2 is moderately heated in hydrogen; or when
TiO2 is heated to bright redness in moist H2S and CS2 vapor; or when TiN
is heated with sulfur and hydrogen. It is a black metallic powder, insoluble
in dilute acids but dissolved by concentrated sulfuric and nitric acids.
TiS2 is formed by the action of CS2 upon TiO2; by heating TiC>2,
sulfur, carbon, and sodium carbonate; or in purer form by passing TiCl4
vapor with H2S through a heated porcelain tube. It dissolves in acids
with difficulty, and decomposes in boiling potash, giving potassium sulfide
and titanate.
Ti2(SO4)3 is prepared by reducing TiO2 with sulfuric acid and heating
with an excess of the acid. It forms typical alums with the alkali sulfates
and other more complex double sulfates like 3 Ti2(SO4)3 • Rb2 SO4 • 24H2O
and 3 Ti2(SO4)3 • (NH4)2SO4 • 18 H2O.
Ti(SO4)2 • 3 H2O has been described,1 but its existence is doubtful. The
basic sulfate, 2 TiO2 • 3 SO3 • 3 H2O, and the titanyl sulfate, TiOSO4, are
definite compounds related to the normal titanic sulfate.
Titanium also forms such compounds as TiP, TiO2 • P2O5, and TiSi2.
Detection. — Titanium compounds do not color the Bunsen flame, but
show a number of spectral lines in the blue and green region. The borax
or phosphate bead is colorless in the oxidizing flame, and after heating in
the inner flame is yellow while hot and violet when cold.
All titanic salts are hydrolyzed on dilution and boiling, especially in the
presence of Na2S2O3, but not in the presence of citric and tartaric acids.
If KOH is added to a cold titanic solution, Ti(OH)4, easily soluble in acids,
is precipitated; but if the solution is hot, TiO (OH)2, more difficultly soluble,
is formed.
K4Fe(CN)6 gives a brown precipitate from slightly acid solutions.
H2O2 produces a yellow or orange-red color when added to a slightlyacid solution of a titanic salt. Vanadic salts must be absent.
Thymol added to a sulfuric acid solution of titanium produces an intense
blood-red color.
iGlatzel, Ber. 9 1829 (1876).
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A titanic salt in acid solution may be reduced to the trivalent condition by zinc or tin. The solution is violet in concentrated solutions,
pink in dilute. Dihydroxymaleic acid gives a dull yellow-brown color,
which becomes a brilliant orange by oxidation.
TiO2 is not volatile when heated with H2SO4 and HF.
Cupferron precipitates titanium.1
Estimation.2 — Titanium is determined gravimetrically as T1O2. It is
precipitated as the hydroxide with ammonia or by hydrolysis of the salts;
or precipitation may be accomplished with cupferron after removing iron.3
Estimation may be made colormetrically 4 by adding H2O2 to the solution and comparing with the color of a standard titanium solution.
Volumetric determination may be made by reducing the titanium to the
trivalent condition with zinc and then titrating with potassium permanganate, ferric chloride, or methylene blue.5
1
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 42 1439 (1920); Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 12 344
(1920) ; Analyst, 44 307 (1919).
2 See Hillebrand, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 39 2358 (1917); also, ibid. 42 36
(1920); Ettele, Chem. Analyst, 27 10 (1918); Cavazzi, Ann. chim. applicata,
11 394 (1919); C. Grandjean, Chemie et Industrie, 8 46 (1922).
Waddell, Analyst, 44 307 (1919).
4
Cavazzi, Ann. chim. applicata, 12 105 (1919) ; T. Dieckmann, Z. anal. Chem.
60 230(1921).
* F. Ferreri, Giorn. chim. ind. applicata, 2 497 (1920) ; C. A. 15 2261 (1921).
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Historical.
When Httidying Homo Kamplcu) of tho mineral zircon from
(Vnion, Klaproth in 17S0 found a htt^v, amount of an oxide which rcHcmbled
ulmuimi rkmdy but tIifTer<»<i from it in Ixung insoluble in alkalioa. It
proved to be thvt ox'ulv of a new metal to which tho name zirconium was
applied from tho mineral zircon, which name in probably a corruption of
jjir&im, a IViwinn word meaning gold-colored. HerzeliiiH studied tho
v\t*Mt*nt mu\ it.8 compoundn, which he mippoHod were trivalont. He first
the nwtal AH an iron gray powder in 1824 by reducing potassium
with fwtfuwiiirn. Tho cryntalline metal was firat prepared
by Trtnmt in 1K05, In 1857 Devillo and TrooHt determined the vapor
drrinity of thv chloride and oHtablinhed the (juadrivalence of the element.
The homogeneity of zireonia han been frequently qucMtionod }>ocaiiHO of
tin* complex mixtures* in which the element in found in nature, the difliculty
in the prepuration of pure materials and the cane with which zirconium
form* widely divergent bawic compounds. In lK4f> Svanberg reported the
new c»;irth noria; in 1SIVJ Nylnnder believed he had soparatnd two new
o^irles from /.irconia; in 1H0U Sorby Announced the discovery of jargonia
and ("hurch found tlie new element nigriurn; in 1901 Ftofmann and Prandti
chumtnl to hsivi* Mc|iarAt<?d etixenerrle from the zirconio- of ouxonite. Each
of theuu itnnounfenutntH hu« failed of confirmation, and zirconium i« commonly re^nrded 3 an a distinct chemical individual.3
T\w vUfin'wtry of th« ehmumt hiiH developed very slowly because preto 1H02 the main «ource of mipply was the scarce mineral zircon,
li in very refractory. With tho dweovery of baddeleyite, a natural
%
. in ISf>2 a much larger supply of material became available, and its
twen greatly mmplified.
Occurrence. 4 - - T h o driof zirconium minerals arc zircon,
a n <*rth<j«ili<;uti*, ZrBiOi, a n d baddcleyite, ZrOg, with traces of
j
Hw " Zirconium nn<\ Itn CompoxxwW* by F. P. VenabI©, Am. Chmt. 8oc.
Mmmrttph (VMl).
>
f Imiwr tttiH Wirth, Brr. 42 4443 (1909) and 48 1807 (1910).
s
Thr* nmmiitwmtumt wm recently riii«it» of t\w Moparation of another alumemt
fr*»rt* xirronitifii. C'owtitr am] HevcHy (m»c Nature, Jan. 20, 1923, p. 79) havo
m«!»nrHt«tt! ittttn zir*'uitinm rrmtitrittl ft xtilmtnncc wh<;«) X-ray «j>nctrunn linu«
ttnurUU* v\*m*\y with th© i^wttion which should \m occupied by the HnciM of thft
I'lt^ftMMtt- whom* numm ttitint^r i» 72. They havo nanusd the tmw dement
hfiffitiini, tnm\ Hnfnint\ a naitio for Oi^rihiigan. They rciport that most
xiirwiitini t#rox mntiiiii 0.01 in (U% Imfnium, but a Norwegian or© oontaliu»d
n\*tnt \%*it Ibw new i*Itt!»tf*tit. MM ato»jii« weight ia nomewhero butwo^n 120
«i !Hl."

* fkm W. T. IfehHlier, Min. Hmmrcm of U. S.t IQU, part II, pp. 377-386.
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the oxides of iron, calcium, titanium, thorium, and many other
elements. Zircon forms tetragonal crystals with a density
4.6-4.8 and hardness 7.5. They are colorless, red, yellow,
brown, blue, or green. The more delicately colored ones are
used as gems under the names hyacinth, jargon, jacinth, or
Matara diamond. Zircon is found chiefly in Ceylon, the Ural
Mountains, Greenland, Australia, the Carolinas,1 Virginia,
New York, and Colorado. The mineral baddeleyite, similar
to brazilite or zirkelite,2 is found mainly in Ceylon and Brazil.
Extensive deposits," as yet undeveloped, exist in the Caldas
region of Brazil,3 where it is mixed with zirconium silicate.
Isolated bowlders weighing as much as 30 tons are described.
In addition to these minerals, zirconium is found in several
rare minerals which are mainly silicates, less commonly titanates
and tantalates. It is widely distributed in various igneous
rocks and is a frequent constituent of rare earth minerals. I t
has been found in spring water and in the solar spectrum. It
is doubtless present in small quantities in many materials in
which its presence is not suspected because of the lack of a delicate and characteristic test.
The production of zirconium minerals has never been extensive, nor has the supply been uniform. The United States
production has come almost entirely from the North Carolina
deposit, which rarely produces more than a ton per year, though
in 1883, 26 tons were reported. The exportation from Brazil
also shows a wide fluctuation, varying from 7 tons in 1903, to
1119 in 1913, and 8 tons in 1915. The demand during 1920
was brisk, due to increasing interest in zirconia. During the
first half of the year zirkite ranged in price from 4^ to 7
cents per pound wholesale, but during the latter part of the
year the price fell to 3J to 4 cents per pound.
Extraction. — From zircon 4 extraction may be made by several methods: (1) fusion with acid potassium fluoride and ex~
i See J. H. Pratt, JV. Car. Oeol. Surv. Bulletin 25 (1916).
a
The names of these ores are used loosely, especially in commercial circles.
Baddeleyite is Zr(>2; brazilite is the Brazilian dioxide, mixed with -varying
amounts of zirkelite, which is (CaFe)O- 2(ZrTiTh)Oa, zircon, and a new unnamed
silicate. The term zirkite is a trade name, applied to the partially purified ore;
this8 name does not appear in the 1922 edition of Dana's Mineralogy.
See Miller and Singewald, The Mineral Deposits of South America, McGrawHill Company (1919).
* Zircon may be more easily ground to a powder if the ore is first heated
strongly and then plunged into cold water.
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fraction with hot water; potassium fluozirconate crystallizes
on cooling; (2) fusion with potassium bisulfatc and extraction
with dilute* boiling nulfuric acid; the basic sulfate is left undisnolved; C$) heating with NaOFI and N a F and extracting with
water, the nparingly solubles sodium zirconatc is dissolved in
IIC1 and on (evaporation ZrOOla separates; (4) fusion with
Nu 2 ('O a and (extracting with water. The zirconate is dissolved
in H C l o r H2KO4.1
The preparation of zirconium material from baddeleyite usually consists in the removal of iron, silica, and less commonly
titanium. Vv»('h is present in amounts varying from 0.82 per
cent to 10,20 jx»r cent, silica 0.19 to 26.30, and titania from a
trace to 3.12 per cent. The method of treatment depends upon
the purify desired in the product. (1) Boiling with strong H O
or IIsKO* removes most of the iron and titanium; ignition with
H P and II2SO4 removes the silica. J (2) For a product free from
impurities, it is recommended that the ore be fused with NaaCOa
and NasIMV 2 The* melt is extracted with water and the
zirconium salt crystallized out. J (3) Fusion with NaOH 3 in
an iron crucible following by extraction with water and HC1,
then precipitation of basic zirconium sulfate yields a pure product. (\) Fusion with Ha(*O3 at 1400° for 2 hours gives barium
zirconatc, which may be dissolved in HOI and the solution evaporated to remove silica. Dissolve the zirconium in acid and
allow Zrorij, to crystallize, (f>) By heating the ore in the electric arc with carbon the non-volatile zirconium carbide is formed
and in easily separated from the* volatile* silicon carbide. Aqua
rf»Kt;i is UHcrl to dissolve the Z r C (0) A method recommended 4
for the huge scale purification of zirkito consists in mixing the,
ore with mdlieient carbon to form silicon carbide, then heating
in an arc furnace to a temperature above 2220°. This removes
iHYiM per cent of the silicon, but no iron. Next the material is
heated in the presence of chlorine or phosgene to remove iron.
Separation.
The* zirconium compounds prepared from the
tm*H almost invariably contain iron, which is difficult to remove
completely. .Several methods arc* available for separating iron
« IL .S, Pnl, \ :m\ ,*MH, April 9,101S, ditim» that by a «imiiar method 90.5 per
mm 7MH tuny fw* ohtsiiuml,
* 8w HIXO Jiukmm mul Hhnw, Jmir. Am. Chan. Hoc, H 2712 (1022).
>ttt»*tfit4<rJit»4 Hmult'tn, Jtmr. Httr.t Chtm. hut. 40 70 T (1021).
• J, G, Thvuit*mn> I'rttc. Am. EUxtroctmn. Hoc, 50 446 (1021).
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and zirconium. (1) Xa»S.;()nf added to a boiling hut solution
of zirconium salt which contains a little free acid, |>rpcij»i?uti's
zireonia, thoriu, an<l titunia, but iron, aluminium, and thr ran*
earths are not precipitated. (2) fXHjj-S in th<» pn^enn- of tartaric acid precipitates iron but not zirconium. i'*U KIIMT extracts 1'VCl.j from a solution containing H< 1, but nut ZrC ]4.
(4) Repeated crystallizations of the oxyrhlnridcs will H*p;irati*
iron and zirconium. ('">) Vaporization of Fe('l ;j ai 2iHI C.
(0) Phenyl hydrazine and nulfuroun acid pnripifntr zirconium
but not iron.
Zirconium may be neparaied from titanium by fi; boiling
with dilute sulfurie and acetic a d d s titanium bring prrripU
taUH 1; (2) reducing titanium to the trivaleut condition and \mcipitating potaHnium zirconium wulfate; (•!) preripitnfing !»a^ir
zirconium phoHphuti^ with hydrogen jwruxide and ^o«linm phosphate.
Zirconia may be w^purated qtmntitafively hum ailivn by
fusion with NU3CO3; extract the melt with water, filter, evi*|>
oratf^ with nitric acid, dehydrate the* mliea, and vx\x*l it with
HFandH 2 H() 4 .
Titanium and tin may In* r«*movi»il frotn zirconium by fusion
with large OXC'PHH of KIIH() 4 ; di^olve in water nml nitric neiff,
and ignite the SnO s renitiue.
Carefully nvntrnUm* flie HOHItion and precipitate the zirconititti with fl^Oi 11111J from tin*
filtrate precipitati* the titntiiiim with XfliOfL
Metallurgy. -— Pure zirconium in <!tffi«*tiii U% nhtnin for
nworitl reasons: th«» oxulv in very stable jtnd ilwn nnl det*i»mpomi oxcftpt at a temj>eniture nt wlttelt the* reoxidittion of tfn*
metal is prevented with difficulty; zirconium eornbiriett readily
with oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, boron, mltc*ony nricl alloyn
readily with metttl** which might nerves IUM rmtucing itgr*nt« mvh
an magncHium or aluminium.
The* attempt* to prepare* mctnlitr sircontiim have burn mack?
by the aama methods arid with much the* mtm% remit* m Itum*
used in tha roduetion of titanium. The tnimt itnportant in*
vestigationis am on follows: (1) Bktncnliun redutmi1 jpalwmmm
fluozirconate with potamautn and obtitincHl tm mnorphom powder which munt have eonteinad much oxygen. (2) TrocNit9
paused the vapor of Zr€l 4 over heated mxlitini or niagnesium and
J
Fogg. Annakn 4 117 (1H2-J).
H!«mpt nml 61
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obtained a fairly purr* metal in powder form. ('*) Weiss and
Neumann obtained * the* element by reducing potassium fluoxirconate with sodium in art iron bomb containing NaCi. Their
product contained !>7 IKS per cent zirconium and when UHcd an
electrodes in a vacuum arc, the practically pure metal wan obtained. By replacing the .sodium with aluminium a coherent
product 99.H per rent pure was obtained.* (4) The anhydrous
chloride may be reduced* in a vacuum with sodium. (5) The
oxide is pretty successfully reduced with magnesium, 4 or carbon at the high temperature of the* electric furnace,* or calcium in an evacuated iron dish.11
The rapid progress being made in the development of the
chemistry of zirconium leads to the prediction 7 that the* metal
in powder form will soon be available in semi-commercial quantities at a price of about $12 \wv pound for material 95 per
cent purr.
Properties. ™ Many conflicting statements arc made in regard to the properties of zirconium. Thin fact in easily understood when it is remembered that the pure element has mrely
if ever been prepared, ami many statements are based on the*
conduct of alloys or mixtures. Formerly it wns Hinted that the*
element exists both in u crystalline and amorphous (or graphitic;)
condition, but this statement is yet to be proven with puro
material. The purest zirconium is known as a black amorphous
powder, which burns brilliantly when heated to a high temperature in the air, The heat of combustion is given as 1058.7
calories per gram. If is oxidbed when fused with alkali nitrates, curhnitotfM rind chlorates, but is only slightly attacked
by acid**. When the impure powder is pressed into prnctlH
and heated in hydrogen at low pressure, the metnl melts, forming «teel~&my ilrops which take a high jKiltsh. The hardness
of the* com pact metal is still open to question, Moitttitin rejiorti n g 4 J t Mjirden ami Itich H 0.7, and othi*rH giving valticm tm high
*Wi«i:w* j»r**J Nmtmsmn, Z*iL amrQ. Chtm. $0 24H (MttQ)i mn% mimt ibid-, ft
123(14117).
*MitfKf«*finitt| UUluJmtr Imi ami $n$ ('htm, Itftfil (WSI),
*tMy ?*ml lifimhiir^r* fait. nnnrg> (%*m $T \tm (tiiU).
* Vhnmm, tUtmpt rrtvt. U 74A
* Mtikmn, Cvmpt* r«ntl, l%$ V222
*W f o k i ! A l
9H
)
»It. C, Mnwt* ting, »mi Min* Jmr 111 1AI
• Mnrdott uml Hwh> lur dlt
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as 7 or even 8. The statement that it is hard enough to scratch
quartz or rubies probably refers to material containing considerable carbide. Determinations of the melting point vary
from 1530° (Burgess) to 2350° (Von Bolton); recent specific heat
determinations vary from 0.0656, giving an atomic heat of 6.19,
to 0.0804 corresponding to an atomic heat of 7.31, the highest
atomic heat assigned to any substance. The metal has been
reported both paramagnetic and diamagnetic.
Zirconium burns readily in air, the powder form more readily
than the compact form. The affinity for oxygen is so strong
that zirconium will reduce the oxides of lead, copper, boron,
titanium, and silicon. The oxide is very stable. Zirconium
combines with hydrogen when heated below 700°, but at 800°
the hydrogen is completely expelled; a nitride is formed when
the metal is heated in the air or in ammonia, but this compound
does not exist above 1000°; it also forms a carbide, a silicide,
and a boride by direct union of the elements; chlorine and
bromine form tetrahalides and sulfur combines with the hot
metal. Zirconium is slowly dissolved by hot HC1 and H2SO4;
HNO3 has very slight action, it is rapidly oxidized by aqua
regia, and hydrofluoric acid is its best solvent. The impure
metal dissolves in alkaline solution with the evolution of hydrogen, but the pure metal does not. 1 Fused alkalies attack
zirconium somewhat, while fused KN0 3 reacts with it vigorously.
The compounds of zirconium are frequently found to be radioactive, but this is probably due to the presence of related radioactive substances, especially thorium.
Uses. — Up to the present, there have been few suggested
uses for metallic zirconium. A form of pure metal which is
malleable has recently been mentioned as possessing properties making it an interesting substitute for platinum. But
no definite announcements have been made. Formerly zirconium filaments were used 2 to some extent in electric lamps,
but they have not been successful, because of the difficulty in
preparing the pure metal. The electrical conductivity, high
fusion point, and high emissive power make such filaments very
efficient. The marked affinity which zirconium has for oxygen has suggested its use as an efficient reducing agent in the
12 Wedekind and Lewis, Ann. 371 366 (1910).
Zeit. angew. Chem. 23 2065 (1910).
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preparation of other metals; it should also make a valuable
scavenger.
The principal uses to which zirconium has hern put are in
its alloys and in certain of its compounds, Doubtless the
most promising of these alloys is ferro/.irconium,1 which may
be made by reduction of a mixture of zircon and iron ore in an
electric furnace ; by fusion of a, mixture of zircon, cast iron, lime.,
and fluorspar;''* or by the reduction of (he mixed oxides with
aluminium. As usually prepared, they contain about •{() 10
per cent zirconium, with small amounts of carbon, aluminium,
and titanium usually present. If a low-carbon product is desired, reheating the ordinary ferrozirconium with TiOy is recommended.- Soinr of these alloys are resistant 4 to oxidation
and chemical corrosion, and are sufficiently malleable and
ductile to permit their u*e as filaments in incandescent lamps.
Another alloy containing 10 10 }M»r cent iron and (K) 00 per
cent zirconium, with a little titanium to increase toughness, in
recommended u for lump filaments, spark points, and transformer elements. I'Vrroy.irconium has been used n an a scavenger in the purification of steel in the name manner an ferrotitnniuin, but it seems to have no advantage over the latter.
Zirconium steel 7 has recently attracted some attention. If.
in known that just before the outbreak of the recent war the
Krupps \\t*rt* experimenting with alloy steels containing a small
amount of zirconium. These KICCIS are said to be well adapted
for use as armor plate and armor-piercing projectiles 11 and for
highspeed tools.9 During the excitement of the war period
extravagant statements swv*' made concerning the efficiency of
zirconium steel for use in tanking light armor plnfe. Later
studies m indicate that an much UH one per cent of zirconium
has little efTWt, either good or bad, upon the proj*ertie?4 of
steel.
*2-W r . S. Fnl MOl.m**. \ht\ 27. Httlt.
*1 t>. H, Fnt, !J Ti i. If ill.
t\ S, FHI l.ii1h,U1\
*Hr«< SrbftU.'f, /•. &, r,\at .S'wrr. Afin. Hr*< Ut 2f» ( WW.
' ^ r V.S., Ftth, l»4H|.2fm; J/$ut/»fii7, IH*r, 27. H»2I ; Htt'l l,374,«.'W, Apnt
f>, 19'M,
* I run Aw\ .VIJIV **, 11»17, ji- 107tt.
s
Mnntittm. M»n. nwl Sn, Frr*a, Jmt*< 2?*, M*IH, |», HH.'J,
«#UJ, Ilim'ntt ut .St»ii«Jnr<!-». Ch*m. nwl Met. #«tf. «i I«
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A series of alloys of zirconium and nickel, free fmm iron nml
carbon, is called " cooperife," and HIIUUH some v;tlu;ihl«* prnfH
ertios for the preparation of cutting tnojs.1
T\w iilloy may
be cant and only a little grinding is required for finishing. 'Hie
tools are self-hardening, so no tt*n>|H*riny: in nwdfd, mi*! H?in»
the alloy has a high heat conductivity the itutU ur«* unusually
efficient for high speed work. The hardne^n is i n m w r d by
increasing the amount of zirconium. An »ll«»y vnutmnum
2 -10 percent .zirconium taken n line cutting rdg«'t l»ut if the zirconium in increased \l\ 'Ml }HT cent fh«* alloy j ^ vt*ry burd, b»if
its melting point aiul tensile Hfrengfh are lowered. If molybdenum in added the melting jwnnl is rm^d. Zin'omum JIIIUVH
are also wrvacenlilr* fur incrca-sinu flu* nfrengfh ntvl r«*.siHt;i«cc t«
corrosion of brans and brimzc, since small quiuttitien nifl in
Heeuring nound castingn.
Other zirconium alloys which have l»eeji prepnre«l urtil studied
somewhat are th(*Hi* with cobalt, nitmiimmn, mnmn*mntn, ntul
silver. Zirconium aj)pnrcnlly forms nu iiHoy^wif.h tin f iciul, «ir
the metals of the alkali or alkaline curth grmipn,
Th« oxid(» huM hnm UKCI! in a variety of wuy« urn! w at pn*«r»nt
by far the most promising zirconium nmti<rml from the Ptundpoint of commercial itppliciitionH. Tin* pro\n*rtu*H which make
it ixipc*ctaUy valuable nrc its very high melt ing jwint, itn tv$i»U
ancft to emrmUm even nt high t«*»ii|icnthirf*s, itn low pr>rr«*tityf
low heat conductivity, timl the lnw f?fK*fIit?ir*ni r*f
Them! are the propt»rtii»#* of mi almost itlral n*fr«rtory, but.
fortuniitcly it very nmaH pi»r cent of ittiptirtticn in the
modify these properties mittcriiilly, imrl the preparation cif the*
puro oxidn i« Mtill tin exf>ennive proccw,
Zirkite brick for furmire linsngn him tir*t»n on tht* market
for some time?. The* urn of thw material bin tiw»n f l a t l y utiniulatod by war eonditioni, and the rt*«tiltn no far ohUittttHl itliriw
ckarly the imiwrtunce of xirconia an a refractory* Due to il«
low coofRcmnt of <*xpamiion (linear mmffiewnt of mpunnkm Uw
pure material in 0.000CIIB4 eompam) to 0.0000007 for quarts) f
it is especially aervicaahie in ftirnumi rm\nmn^ extremes of
temperature! with sudden ehangen. A m a l l «xpmntental furtmm lined with zirkite matnrial is mpcirlad to have shown no
notieaabla deterioration after ISO heata of 2-3 hciuin aach a i
* U. If. Ffilf. 1,381,760 (191$) j 1,277.04* (19tS) ; %M7m
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temperatures of 110(f lOOif C. Both heating up and cooling
off were <low» rapidly.
In addition to its use as entire refractory brick, norm* success
has been accomplished with zircon ia as a coating for other refractory materials. One* Marfin-Siemans furnace was tented 1
out in Europe arid gave excellent satisfaction for seven or eight
months, representing a saving of 50 per cent in the maintenance* cost, though the initial cost was high.
Very interesting results have also been obtained with the use*
of /Jrconia in crucibles, muffles, and other high temperature
utensil*. The material is put together with various binders,
such an gelatinous Zr(OH) 4 , starch, phosphoric acid, glycerine,
tar, boraten, or silicates, depending on the* purpose* for which
the utensils are to be uned. Sometimes magnesia and other
refractory materials are. mixed with the airconia. These dishes
are dried for several days, then fired ni 2(KK)° :$C)0()-\ when
a ware is obtained which is impervious to most liquids and resistant to many fusion mixtures. On account of the low thermal conductivity the walls are made much thinner than when
clay is used. It has been shown by ** accelerated action fr
tents that zireonia crucibles at temperatures of I2CK)rt HHKf <!.
withstand successfully the corrosive action of acid slags containing manganous and ferrous oxides, glass of various kinds, and
cobalt-nickel KfH'iss. Kesistunee to corrosion is somewhat lean
marked in the cane of litharge, Portland cement, eopj>er oxide,
ferric oxide, or any basic nlag. The zireonia is tumuitcd for nm
with iron sulfide, sodium hydroxide, or carbonate, cryolite,
fluorspar, or any charge yielding vapors of fluorine* or hydrofluoric; acid, Kuch vapors cause the zimonia to swell and be*
conic spongy, while* the caustic funions arc* almorlK'd by capillary attraction which causes the material to crack. Bimalfattt
fusions also attack jdreonia.
Laijoratory tttermilii of zirconta lire alm> available for \m*. m
cntciblf*Hf c;o!iitnmttott tubes, muflti'is, pyrotn«it4»r ttilH*Hy etc.
The mmt mrian* o\minv\o to IK* ovi*rc*orrie in the* inanitfactitri*
of thin nort of war«» m the tendency to crack at high tenjjjernturc«, <hu* to high «hrirtknge, The* rnewt Huecemfu! metfuKi of
overcoming thin dt*fc*ct IM to funi* the niaterinl to a hard, compact
imim in an arc fiirriacfe, then grind up and mix with a Mutable
* L. Itaulfoni, C'hmn, Troth Jvur. 63 Wk
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binder, and shape into the desired utensils. This process is said
to give a porcelain-like ware which has very useful properties. 1
The efficiency of zirconia crucibles is increased by the addition
of 1 or 2 per cent of alumina, thoria, or yttria, 2 especially for
use at temperatures 2000°-2400° C. Zirconia ware takes a
polish well, but it is difficult to find a suitable glazing material.
A mixture of feldspar, alumina, etc., is quite satisfactory. If
fired at a sufficiently high temperature, the dishes are quite
strong, and capable of withstanding a considerable blow. On
account of the low coefficient of expansion the white hot ware
may be safely thrust into cold water. It has the advantage
also of being free from devitrification.
Recently a brand of silica ware, known as " siloxide," has
appeared on the market. I t is quartz containing 0.5 to 1 per
cent of zirconia with titania, which produces increased resistance to metallic oxides, especially the alkaline oxides. In
addition the tensile strength of the ware is increased, and the
tendency to devitrification decreased.
The future of zirconia as refractory is still somewhat uncertain. I t has highly desirable properties which would make it
an ideal material for high temperatures, especially in the electric furnaces. But unfortunately it has some properties which
are fatal to its popularity. Accordingly, zirconia refractories
are highly praised or vigorously condemned, depending on the
viewpoint of the experimenter. The main problems yet to be
solved are connected with cost and preparation of a purer material.
The refractory should be practically free from iron, titania, and
silica. The removal of iron by a method which will be both
inexpensive and efficient is probably the most essential step in
the development of this refractory 3 since iron acts as a flux.
The successful counteraction of the high shrinkage would permit its use in situ and accordingly lower its cost and increase
its usefulness enormously.
Zirconium dioxide has been used for many years in connection with the problems of artificial lighting because of the brilliant light emitted when it is heated to incandescence. As
early as 1830 an attempt was made to light the streets of Paris
1
Bayer, Zeit. angew. Chem. 23 485 (1910); Podszus, ibid. 30 (I) 17 (1917);
Weiss,
Zeit. anorg. Chem. 65 220 (1910) ; Ruff, ibid, 86 (1914).
2
Ruff and Lauschke, Zeit. anorg. Chem. 97 73 (1916).
*E. H. Rodd, Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. June 15 (1918).
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by the use of incandescent zireonia hut ions. The first Welnbach gas mantle was made largely of zirconia, but this malerial soon was completely replaced by t horiu, since the latter
glows at a much lower temperature. For a long time zirconia,
has been used to coal the lime or magnesia pencils in the Drummond li^ht, where it has distinct advantage because of ifH brilliancy and the fact that il does not absorb carbon dioxide* or
moisture from the air. Hence, zireunia pencils give a steadier
li^ht than either lime or magnesia. Such pencils have been
used for automobile headlights, in the Hlc'riot lamps which use
zirconia rods heated to incandescence. Nernsf proposed to
use rods of pure zirconia for magnesia) in his first attempt
to obtain a means of illumination by use of the electric* current,
which would he superior to the carbon filament lamp. These
oxides have the disadvantage of requiring preheating, since
they are non-conductors at ordinary temperatures, hut when
heated to about (VM" they have* (he ability to conduct electricity
at ordinary voltages. Later he arranged a shunt circuit with
a platinum spinil to effect the preheating, and by using a mixture of the oxides of zirconium, thorium, yttrium,and sometimes
cerium he obtained quicker response and more* intense light.
These oxides are called conductors of the second order, 1 that is,
the oxides are actually ionized, the metal migrating tot lie cathode
and oxygen to the anode. The gas escapes, hut. the metals recnmhitie with oxygen of the air an soon an they are liberated.
Zirconium oxide finds numerous other applications besides
ifH uses an n refractory and in artificial lighting. In ceramics it
in an opaeifier wold under the trade name •' terrar," which came
into extensive use fluting the war an a result of the high eont of
stannic oxide. The pure oxide is superior to .stannic oxide nn
nn opacifying agent because it in lex.s easily reduced, in II»HM
volatile, .'iiifi produces an enamel which in more reNistant to vegetable and fruit ncidn, ^Prepared in various ways ztrcortta in
\M'tl m a toilet {imvtier, aw a, polishing j»owo!er, an a rnaterifd for
ttmtiufartuririK Hiiall eli«ctrir furnaces, *tnd tinrler I he trade
rmiJie " kontrnrittn f> it I,H uwtl for defining; the inte,MfineH in
X-ray sftidies of (ItueHtion, When 15 fier cent ZrO^ in addf*d
to porcelain, the Mtrcngtli and electrical re.MtHt.utim* at higli ternpenituri; am improved,
*ZKH> tkrlrmhtm, # -If
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Othnr compounds of zirconium have been un-d in many ways.
VnriouH attempts have bcf»n made tt> \m> 'zirconium mat* rial
as filaments in electric* lamps. Metallic zirconium, whirl* ran
be fused in (lie electric are in vacuo, urivi*s a sati^fartory light,
but the eont is very high. Zirconium alloys, esprmlly with
iron, have also been tried but uiisucceKwfuliy. The urns!, prniuising zirconium material for this purjww in thr rarbid«% whHi
can be prepared without liiflicntfy and gives an rflin**nt light,
but it in tinable to compete with tuiip^trn filaments,1
Zirconium coinpotindH, such ax the o%id*\ silicatr, ha^ic **.*irbonate, phosphate, etc., are useful at* wbifp pi^ittfitfs and jiaint
basen. They possess good covering JKIWIT/ mix n^ulily with paint
vehicles, arc1 permanent, unafTreted by hydrogen sulli«l<\ arid«,
or alkalies, and have the advantage of bring
lum^nmtmnm.
Zirconitni) tnaterini in the form of the oxide and othi-r tiiMnlublc» compounds is incorjKjrafed with rubber 3 l«ffnrr vtilc;tnix;ition for the* double purpime «f accelenifiiiM thr vti|cani/,;ition
with sulfur and of giving a imnluvi of %n>ittrr f*»uj|bn<mH and
tensile strength.
Zirconium silicate yield* n KUjierit»r npark jtlua; \mm*lnln f
which has high dielectric Htn*ngth» nrvnt rm*t*hufiira.I Kftt'itttih,
and in no iridiffc#r«»nt to tr*mpi*rature c!jnr*Mi*H that it may Ins
heated to VMKf (\ and plunger! into m* wafer without developing crack*.
Zirconium bnme acetnt<* him \HH*X\ \tmnl for weighting nilk;
several comiHiimdn have* ln*vn mt^mUnl im mmilnntu and in
the preparation of lite dyes; flu* nifrnto him \m*n vm\Af*yvA m
a food preservative; the hanl rtmirKiiimli*, likt» thr* carl*idf%
make? effective* iibrii«ivc»; the dear crystalline mwtm in timl m
a gem, the red variety h«'itig kttown m hyudtslh, the >*«*liow m
callcnl jacinth, the whit** in known tm jurgoii, thf* pnh Unmn
crynta-lH from Cvyhm am tktmhmmnl by h m t ttrtd eiillf*d Mnturn
diamonds.
Compounds. 1 —- Zirconium w M««rntial!y qimilrtv»ltkni tin ita
compoundi*. The only PxcHtptitm* U* thin fuel art* in i\m
1
Htm Unnmhmmr, Zml, tmwm», f*hmm. %% '$W* (ItllO).
*&m pnmphhl by II, A. (inrvlm*rf Cinwtor WJL (April,
Bureau I*«Ufit Mmiufturttirfm AJW'H trf Ih H.
* r/, ^f. />«*, 1//47.SW7.
Sw, SO, 19IM.
*Q
A. l*rierh«rf|t Af. «/., iVr-nnml, I 14$ ClfJII),
1 t
For mr>r*» «Ii-»litiliwl infrimmtkm r«iti(?«rnifHi n**n*i *iwit-riti*iil*ifp» lo
of t}ip mttitwuiiik tif tiri^niuiti JW# Jtmr. Am. (item, Mm, i% il^i CIH1I»);
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of the* hy<lri<lf\ ZrII;>, the scsquioxide, Zr</)a, and the superoxides, Zr«O& and Zr();,. These compounds do not form Halls
of the same order and arc not well established. Since zirconium is definitely amphoterie, it forms two general classes of
compounds, the zirconium salts and the zirconatcs. The
normal zirconium salts, like ZK '14, do not. exist in water solution
since they are easily hydrolyzed, giving rise to the flireonyl and
basic zireonyl Halts which contain the bivalent radical Zr().
Consequently, compounds of this order are more numerous and
more* important than the normal salts. There is frequently a
tendency for several zirconyl radicals to combine with one union,
forming a scries of comj>nunds of increasing basicity. Thin
tendency is at times so pronounced that it seems impossible
to consider the products an definite chemical compounds.
Such substances may be considered as absorption compounds
in which the colloidal hydroxide has absorbed the acid radical.
There in much confusion when attempts are made to represent
the composition of the complex zirconyl compounds by chemical
formula.
In its compounds, zirconium resembles titnriimn closely, but
differs from it in valence and the degree of acidity of its hydroxide. Its greater basicity JK also shown by the formation of a
nitrate* and carbonate. The flitozirconatcs resemble not only
the eorreHf Kind ing salts of titanium but also those of silicon and
tin. Its qundrivalcnee and basicity suggest thorium and there
is also a resemblance to tin* eomjwtfmds of germanium.
Wtih htftiroffrn girroriiiiin form* ih« hivnltmt mmpotmd 7*t\lt by
union «f thi! vhnuvnln ni HW* ntid Hi iitmtmplum* imwmmr, or by rw
jtirronvi with !**th hydrogen ami magttf**ium. It in n KOIKI, n*«i*ifiblifin
th« hyitritim of Mif* nlkuli HIM! itlknliiif! t*nrth inefriln t«or«* doKttly ihnn t\w
fflmnnm hyilruhm nf tmr\mnt ftiitwm, iincl grrniiitiium, Thu im'mUmm «if ft
KfimwuH hyiiritli* at xirrctftiiirn hitu \mn\ th*i\wt\>%
With tmjpn %\tm\\\wm htm \mm ritjtor!i»«! m fonriing n mib-itxidiv ZtO,
Init it» i*xij«t«itw in ilmihtftit;* 7*t%ih ii* f*»rttiwl by burning thu hydrttti) it»
nir; hydrnU*! $H?mxitliw» %rt(>i' XH-iO iin«l 7M>% X\l%<)§ nm Umnmi l»y fin?mpiiM.ton In Ilit* pmmnum of iliih> This only imfmrtjmf oxidt* in %H)t,
7Mh nt&y In? |irt*|>itngcl in thu lnl.Kimt.ftry by igniting tltr* hyr)mxid<%
nitmte, mtlfnUi, €»rb*rmte» m ostiilntn. Whcm prvpnrwl by Ki*ntt» ignttum
Zril. ntuntf. Chum. 10$ I (19I») . Campi. rtmdt t#7 dM
» Hi?hw«nt utttl KanriMl, Irrr, H4B 21'i'i CHI2IK
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it is a fine white powder, insoluble in water, easily soluble in acids, but on
heating to high temperatures it seems to undergo polymerization and is
soluble only in concentrated sulfuric and hydrofluoric acids.
Zr(OH)4, the normal hydroxide, is precipitated in the cold when an
alkali hydroxide is added to the solution of a zirconyl salt. It is gelatinous,
resembling Al(0H)3 both in appearance and behavior. It is insoluble in
water, difficultly soluble in weak acids, readily soluble in strong mineral
acids. When dried at ordinary temperatures it loses water continuously,
but at 100° the definite compound ZrO(OH)2 is produced, which is unchanged up to 200°. When heated to 300° the material begins to glow,
and at higher temperatures there are small explosions as it crumbles to a
fine powder, ZrO2. Zirconyl hydroxide, ZrO(OH)2, is also produced when
an alkali is added to a zirconyl solution at a temperature of 85° or more.
The hydroxide is almost insoluble in ammonia, but dissolves somewhat in
KOH and better in NaOH. The compounds formed are zirconates, but
these may be much more easily produced by fusion methods. Colloidal
solutions are readily formed, in which the hydrosol is positively charged.
The hydrogel has remarkable powers of absorption, as is shown by the fact
that it drags down alkalies and retains them tenaciously, while it possesses
the ability of removing the cuprammonium complex entirely from solution.
With nitrogen zirconium unites directly, but less readily than does
titanium. Several nitrides have been described, but the most definite,
perhaps the only, compound formed is ZraNY1 This results also when
zirconium is heated in an atmosphere of ammonia, or the compounds are
reduced in the presence of air. It does not burn in oxygen or chlorine, but
evolves ammonia when fused with potash.
The nitrate may be obtained by adding HNO3 to the hydroxide and
allowing the mixture to stand over phosphorus pentoxide and sodium
hydroxide. If the solution is evaporated, nitric acid is given off and a basic
salt is deposited. Stable crystals of the formula ZrO(NOa)2-2 H2O are
formed, but these cannot be dehydrated.
With fluorine zirconium forms ZrF4 when the oxide is heated with ammonium fluoride or when the chloride is treated with hydrogen fluoride.
At 50° its solution begins to suffer hydrolysis, but on evaporating a solution
containing free HF, a deposit is obtained to which the formula ZrF4 • 3 H2O
was formerly applied. It has some properties of a salt of this composition,
but its behavior seems to indicate a composition ZrOF2 • 2 HF • 2 H2O.2
Double fluorides are numerous and important. When a moderate
amount of KF is added to a solution of ZrF4, the crystalline precipitate,
potassium fluozirconate, K2ZrF6, is formed. It is also obtained by fusing
zircon with KHF2; it is used in the purification of zirconium, the preparation of the element and its quantitative determination. Caesium, sodium,
ammonium, lithium, thallium, magnesium, zinc, cadmium, manganese,
nickel, and copper form similar fluozirconates. Double fluorides of the
formula KF • ZrF4 • H2O and 3 KF • ZrF4 are also formed.
iWedekind, Annalen, 395 149 (1913).
*E. Chauvenet, Compt. rend. 164 630, 727, 816, 864, 946 (1917).
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With chlorine the tetrachloride ZrCl4 is formed in many ways such as:
(1) heating the carbide with chlorine at 300°; (2) heating ZrO2 to 800°
in a stream of chlorine and carbon tetrachloride; (3) heating the metal
in the presence of chlorine or hydrogen chloride; (4) passing a mixture of
carbon monoxide and chlorine over ZrO2, at 400°. ZrCl4 hydrolyzes easily,
so it is known only in the anhydrous state. It fumes strongly in moist air
and reacts vigorously with water, forming the soluble oxychloride, ZrOCl2.
It is a white crystalline solid which sublimes readily. In formation and
behavior it strongly resembles the chlorides of the non-metallic elements.
Addition products are formed with ammonia, organic bases, and phosphorus
pentachloride. It also forms condensation products with esters, organic
acids, phenols, etc.
With carbon zirconium unites directly at high temperatures, forming
ZrC. This compound may accordingly be prepared by heating zircon
with carbon in an electric arc. It is a gray colored crystalline mass, hard
enough to scratch glass but not rubies, and it is not decomposed by water
even at red heat. In the latter fact the relatively slight electro-positiveness
of zirconium is shown, since the carbides of the more active metals are
readily decomposed by water, yielding hydrocarbons.
No anhydrous carbonate has been prepared, but basic carbonates like
ZrCO4 • ZrO2 • 8 H2O may be precipitated by adding Na2CO3 to the solution
of a zirconium salt. The precipitates are soluble in excess of reagent, with
the possible formation of double carbonates.
Zirconium forms normal and basic acetates, a basic formate, and several
oxalates and tartrates.
With silicon there are formed the silicide ZrSi2, the natural silicate
ZrSiO4, and various complex silicates. Native zircon as well as certain
other zirconium ores are quite strongly radioactive, and when heated they
display luminescence and suffer a change in density and color.1 Zircon
also shows2 the property of triboluminescence.
With sulfur a compound of the formula ZrS2 is produced by the action
of CS2 on zirconia at red heat. It forms steel-gray crystals which are not
decomposed by water nor most acids, but HN03 oxidizes the zirconium
and precipitates the sulfur. The zirconyl sulfide ZrOS is obtained when the
anhydrous sulfate is heated to red heat in a stream of H2S. It is a bright
yellow powder which ignites readily in the air.
Neutral zirconium sulfate, Zr(SO4)2, is prepared by heating zirconia
with an excess of concentrated sulfuric acid arid then expelling the excess
acid. This salt dissolves slowly in water with the evolution of heat,
presumably forming a tetrahydrate, which may be obtained in crystalline
form. The normal sulfate is easily hydrolyzed, yielding a solution with a
strong acid reaction. Such a solution yields no precipitate or one that
forms slowly when oxalic acid or ammonium oxalate is added, while both
these reagents produce an immediate precipitate when added to most
zirconium salts. On electrolysis of a sulfate solution zirconium concen1
See Venable, Zirconium, Am. Chem. Soc. Monograph, p. 99 et seq. and also,
Jour.
Eli&ha Mitchell Sci. Soc. 34 73 (1918).
2
Karl, Compt. rend. 146 1104 (1908).
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*!**• Runr, ^ril. ««^j/, r*Arm. 4t H7 cifUHl; lfiittiwr« #W, 84 IfHI (19(17);
lkMM»tthHrti iifitl Frank, ITri*. S$ Hl'i (IWiiit nmi 40 HIKI Cl!M»7)t
•8«!
VrnnWr, Zimmium, km, Chrftt, AM*. MtHtrtsmph, f»|i, 7IKH0, U2,
1
For J* f»j»leit«ii*I «$if*t!tini»if»ft i»f f he «nftly»ift t»f »irn»tiiitfn twit*
«»«/, «7A«w. 60 7?i:i (!t)U); n i « ^ of Hrtnnch Pap*, Vrmirtfih»
v#r»»Jty (HI17), find TAi^« of Man*W#n# HOrtiifir, ^*4. (1910) j
etfflium, Am, Cht*m. Hem, Monnffrnftb, |»» IJHJ,
• Dittrlch urn! i*thrr»v 2T. anortf. CA#m, 4$ » l (1904) j i§ M7* M
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CHAPTER X
GROUP IV — CERIUM AND THORIUM
CERIUM

T H E element cerium is inseparably connected with the rare
earth group, and it is generally customary to discuss it with
the members of Group III. But it differs from the other rare
earth elements in forming a well defined series of quadrivalent
compounds, resembling thorium quite closely. Because of
this relationship, as well as its greater abundance and commercial importance, it seems best to discuss certain phases of the
chemistry of cerium with Group IV. The history, occurrence,
extraction, and separations are discussed in Chapter VI.
Purification. — Both cerium and thorium usually accompany
the rare earths when these elements are extracted from their
minerals. The separation of cerium from the other members
of the rare earth group usually depends upon the fact that
under the influence of oxidizing agents cerium forms quadrivalent compounds in which it is much more feebly basic than
in its trivalent state. Since thorium resembles the eerie compounds, it is concentrated along with the cerium.
Several
methods are used: (1) The solution of the mixed nitrates is
poured into very dilute nitric acid when basic eerie nitrate precipitates. (2) Addition of the required amount of potassium permanganate to a nearly neutral solution causes the precipitation of
the cerium. (3) Boiling a dilute solution of the nitrates precipitates the basic eerie nitrate; this method is especially effective'
in the presence of ammonium sulfate or magnesium acetate.
(4) Boiling the nitrate solution, which is kept neutral by the presence of marble, with KBrOs precipitates the basic nitrate very
satisfactorily. (5) Separation may also be accomplished by
passing a stream of chlorine into a suspension of the hydroxides
in sodium hydroxide. The basic eerie hydroxide remains undissolved, while the other rare earths dissolve as chlorides.
(6) The double amTflo&ium eerie nitrate is sparingly soluble
166
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in nitric arid and may hi* precipitated by adding NII4NO3 to
a solution of nit rates containing much free nitric acid.
Thorium may be removed from cerium material by precipitation: (I) with NutjS'jO;, and boiling; (2) with copper and cuprous oxide when added to a nearly neutral solution of the boiling chlorides: and {'A) with ammonium oxalate, after oxidizing
the cerous Halts to eerie.
Zirconium may be removed by fusing the oxides with KIIF*
and extracting with wafer acidified with I IF. The zirconium
dissolves, forming K-Zri'e, but both cerium and thorium fluorides are insoluble.
Metallurgy.
Metallic cerium was first prepared in powder
form by Mosuudcr, who heated the chloride with sodium. The
yield is jwior, and the product contaminated with sodium and
sodium chloride, [{eduction of the fluoride with calcium or
aluminium or of the oxide with magnesium, aluminium, calcium,
carbon, or silicon yields either an alloy or a compound of cerium.
The most successful methods of reduction are by electrolysis,
riillebrand and Norton * prepared considerable quantities of
the metal by electrolysis of the chloride. This method has
been elaborated by a number of workers/*5 and much cerium produced in this way. Kleetrolysw of the fused fluoride or of the
oxide dissolved in the fused fluoride has l>een HueecHsfully tried n
in Europe.
The purification of cerium is Iwwt accomplished according to
Ilirseh by forming the amalgam and skimming the impurities*
off from the surface of the molten mass, The mercury may
then 1M* distilled away by heating to a higher temperature in a
vacuum.
Properties. — Pure cerium in a metal which in malleable,
ductile, and soft, enough to he cut with a knife. It machine**
fairly well, but requires care* to prevent buckling. It resemble**
steel in apjiearanee, takes n polish well, and him n density of
6.92. It is a fair conductor of heat, but cloeg not conduct the
electric eurr*»ut well, its resistance being 71.0 micro-'ohrriH per
centimeter cube at ordinary temperatures. It in paramagnetic,
Antmltn, 155 tYM fIH75) ; l&e 4W UH7fl),
*H#*t* i«*r*?diUIy-.'Mtlt}imFif!t», HnU*r. ntnl \V«<t*.** Anmttrn, $20 2 f t U ) ;
Muthnmrm iirtfl Wriw, ihui, $01 1 f \*M)\i, Hirirh, Jmtr ittd, nntl Hny, ('htm.
S hm tnni) I 4 ^ tnni); Tmnn, Am, Ktrrirttthr.m. H*w, SO fi7 (i1>H).
» Muthiii?i»r» atari H<:hf'iiim:uifif I, Atinakn* Sid IH\ (11107).
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its magnetic susceptibility at 18° being 15 X 10~6 C. G. S.
units per gram. According to Hirsch the specific heat over the
interval 20°-100° is 0.05112, which corresponds to the unusually
high value 7.17 for its atomic heat. Cerium is the only metal
which has a greater molecular heat than aluminium, consequently it may be used to dissolve the skin of A12O3 which forms
on the surface of molten aluminium. The melting point is
635° (Hirsch). In dry air cerium is fairly stable, but it tarnishes
quite rapidly in moist air. Its .surface may be protected by a
coating of hard paraffin or wax. At 160° it takes fire and burns
with greater brilliancy than magnesium, involving a large
amount of heat. When scraped with a file or knife it emits
sparks. It reacts only very slightly with cold water, but at
the boiling temperature there is a slow evolution of hydrogen.
Cerium burns vigorously in chlorine at 210°-215° and in bromine at 215°-220°. I t combines directly with iodine, sulfur,
selenium, tellurium, arsenic, antimony, nitrogen, and hydrogen. Its affinity for oxygen is. strong enough to permit it to
reduce both carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. It decomposes carbon tetrachloride, so pyrene is useless for extinguishing the burning metal. I t is not attacked by concentrated
sulfuric acid or sodium hydroxide; it is slowly dissolved by
dilute solutions of hydrogen peroxide, ammonium chloride, or
potassium chloride; it dissolves readily in both dilute and concentrated nitric or hydrochloric acids and in dilute sulfuric acid.
Uses. — Pure metallic cerium has no commercial uses, but
its alloys are both interesting and capable of wide application.
The most important of these is the alloy called misch metal,
mixed metal, commercial cerium, or simply " cerium." I t is
essentially a mixture of cerium, lanthanum, neodymium, and
praseodymium, but as usually prepared it contains from 1-5
per cent iron and very small amounts of other elements. The
most abundant constituent is cerium, which sometimes runs as
high as 70 per cent or more, though generally it is about half of
the mixture. The alloy is produced from the rare earth residues of monazite sand. This mineral is used in large quantities for the manufacture of incandescent gas mantles (see
Thorium: Uses), which usually contain 99 per eent thoria and
1 per cent ceria. The composition of various monazites is
shown in Table XXVI.
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TABLE XXVI
1

Composition of Some Monazite Sands showing Typical Analyses of
Material from Different Sources
CETLON

ThO2
CeO2
L&zOz,
Di2O3,'
etc.
Yttrium
Group
Oxides
Fe2O3
A12O3
CaO
SiO2
P2O5
Loss on
Ignition

NIGERIA

INDIA

GENERAL
AVERAGE
BRAZIL CAROLINA 2 BY H. S.
MINER

5
9.45-28.20 3.20- 8.00 10.22- 8.65 6.06 4.32
27.15-20.65 36.53-30.50 31.90]
61.11 62.12 34.32 30
1
> 29.59-21.63 30.00-28.80 28.00 J
31.24 30
J
1
> 3.93- 0.94 0.39- 1.43 0.46- 0.62 0.80 1.10
2
J
0.87- 1.13 1.20- 0.81 1.50- 1.09 0.97
0.17- 0.29 0.10- 0.20 0.17- 0.12 0.10
5
0.45- 0.10 0.21- 0.17 0.20- 0.13 0.21
1.67- 6.09 0.63- 1.79 0.90- 1.00 0.75 0.86 J
26.12-20.20 28.29-28.16 26.82- 50.26 28.50 29.30 28
\ 0.48-none 0.20- 0.21 0.46- 0.45 0.38
/

From this table it is evident that all monazite contains much
more ceria than thoria and since the mantle is mainly thoria a
very large part of the ceria is not needed for mantle manufacture. The residue which remains after removal of the thoria
contains about 45 per cent CeO 2 ,25 per cent La2O3, and 15 per
cent didymia, the remainder being yttrium earths, samaria,
etc. The residue represents 60-65 per cent of the original
monazite. Since the total world's consumption of monazite
has been estimated as being about 88,000 tons up to 1918, it
is evident that the supply of cerium material has been very
large. Some firms have stored enormous quantities of these
rare earth salts, and others have thrown them away. The
residues are transformed to the chlorides, which are carefully
dehydrated to prevent the formation of basic salts. The
purity of the chlorides is not important, but the phosphorus
and sulfur content must be low, and iron and aluminium should
not be present in more than small amounts. A mixture of the
1

Analyses by S. J. Johnstone, Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. 33 56 (1914).
a J. H. Pratt, N. Car. Geol. Surv. Bull 25, p. 27 (1916).
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anhydrous chlorides with calcium, barium, sodium, potassium,
or ammonium halidcs is fused in an iron pot and subjected to
electrolysis. If too much basic chloride* is present, fhc» metal
and chloride emulsify and prevent the si^Iomi'i-ation of the
metal. The misch metal collects in the bottom of the pot and
is drawn off at intervals into molds. Prepared in this manner,
the metal resembles iron in appearance and contains from 1 to
5 per cent iron, with small amounts of oxides and carbides. Its
properties resemble those of cerium very closely. IfH most
interesting property is its pyrophork nature
if scratched
with a file bright sparks are given off. These may be due either
to the formation of a superficial layer of a sub-oxide l or to
the breaking off of small particles which are ignited by the*
heat of friction. The pyrophorie, property is much increased
by alloying with a hardening metal, such as iron, nickel, manganese, tin, zinc, cobalt, and other metals.
The most widely used pyrophorie alloys contain iron,2 which
produces the spark-giving property when present in quantities
varying from 10 to 65 per cent. Aucr metal, winch contains
35 per cent iron and 65 par cent miseh metal, Kiven eHjmrially
brilliant sparks and is widely mvd for cigar lighters, gas lighter*,
etc.
During the war much use mm mmh* of pyrophorie
alloys for firing mines, signaling, milking tracer iwllefB, and
shells for night firing, etc. The friction of the air rait*^ the
alloy to ignite and the path of the* projectile in easily observed.
Very little misch metal in needed forga* lighter* ninw it in estimated that 1 pound of Auer mettd will mitke IMXMKOO " (ire
stones/' each of which will give 2(KK) (}()IH) ignition**. The wartime demand waa very considerable, mid nfler the net sure cif
the patents by the Alien Projwrty (?UHtodintt and the tatting
of permits to several firms production wan loitnidernhle. No
definite figures of production are available, but it in twtiftmted
that in 1919 between 2000 and 3000 pound** per month were
made in the United States. 8 Thin estimate in tlotibtleM* tmmwvti*
tive, because a single plant in Dtscemtor, 1018, wo* producing 100
pounds of misch metal daily and wan inn!filling ofkUtitm&l eqtitpment which would nearly double its capacity. The* price of
1
Hirseh, Ctum. and Mel, t 1543 (1911)
*Hirsohr Tmn*. Am. BUttnckmn, *Hm>,f $f
* H. C, Mayer, Eng. and Min» Jmr. 109 JM
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the fcrrororiuui is the highest of all ferro-alloys. Under
Austrian patents in 1917 the price was $25 per pound, but
during the first half of 1910 it was from $15-$18 per pound,
and latiT in the year if dropped to $14 per pound.
Misch
metal sold for from $7 SO per pound.
Thi* sudden elimination of the demand for military purposes
stimulated I hr efforts to find other use* for misch metal. On account of its rxtTMiif nativity, oHjwdally toward oxygen, it is found
to IH» a powerful reducing agent, and an mich it is used for the reduction of Htniu* of the more refractory oxides, such as those of
zirconium, tantalum, and eolumhium. Its extensive use for
this purpose would be largely controlled b y cost. A small
amount of the metal in powder form finds use as a component
of flashlight powders, where it produces more intense action.
Recently it has been applied as a scavenger for cast iron with exceedingly interesting results. Its usefulness for this purpose
de|*oni."ls on the facts that its melting point is below that of iron
nnd that its affinity for oxygon is great enough to remove oxiiYwnl particles, but its action is not so intense as to be difficult
of control. Kxjwiments have shown that the addition of small
umotmfH of cerium remove oxygen thoroughly and increase
tin* fluidity by keeping the metal hot for a longer period. As a
result, the canting has a finer structure with more uniform distribution of graphite, greater soundness, and it machines much
better. Miwh metal molts at about 750° C and is so active
that much of it is lost in adding it to the molten iron. If the
fcrroff'riuui is UHOII, its melting point is still below that of iron
and its chemical activity is decreased so the loss is less. The
alloy is \H*HI added in granular form by sprinkling it into the
stream of metal as it flows into the ladle. The granulation of
mwch metal must be accomplished under a hydraulic press, as
attempts to pulverize it with a hammer will probably ignite it.
The. amount needed to purify cast iron is small As little as
0.05-0.10 per cent in sufficient if euro and nkill have been used
in the preparation of the charge. If as much as 0.50 per cent
wadded, none of tho cerium neerrw to remain in the casting. If
larger amounts nro used, «om« of tho cerium remains in the iron
m an iilloy, but so far an in known it produces no beneficial results, Consequently, the cerium in added in very small amounts,
causing only flight increase in cost.
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The addition of 0.2 per cent misch metal to aluminium has a
very beneficial effect as a purifying agent, greatly increasing
the ductility of the metal. 1 The cerium is added by mixing
its fluoride in the electrolytic bath while the aluminium is being
prepared, or, better, misch metal is thoroughly incorporated
with the molten aluminium. The alloys of aluminium with
copper and magnesium also have increased ductility when
cerium is added, but those with zinc do not appear to be influenced. This is an important consideration since these alloys
normally possess low ductility.
The addition of cerium to brass is harmful, since it increases
the number of leaky castings and lowers both tensile strength
and ductility. Cerium forms many other alloys. Tin mixes with
it in all proportions, 2 forming pyrophorie alloys up to 80 per cent
tin. The hardest and most pyrophorie alloy contains 30 per cent
tin, and those with low tin content are not very stable in the air.
Cerium and aluminium may be alloyed by heating the two
metals together rapidly, 3 though there is some difficulty in
obtaining a uniform product. The alloys richest in cerium are
pyrophorie, the others are not; those containing not more
than 25 per cent aluminium are slowly attacked by water and
the atmosphere, but the ones containing more than 25 per cent
aluminium are remarkably stable.
Magnesium alloys 4 readily with cerium, but uniformity is
possible only by stirring or by repeating the fusion. The alloy
containing equal molecular quantities of the metals has a hardness of 5, is strongly pyrophorie, burns violently on heating
but is stable in the air at ordinary temperatures and is more
resistant to acids than pure cerium. The alloys with magnesium are extremely brittle; those containing 60-75 per cent
cerium are easily powdered and make excellent flashlight powders or reducing agents. Cerium alloys with both silicon and
bismuth, 5 the union taking place at elevated temperatures
with considerable vigor.
Sodium and cerium unite quietly and form a hard alloy which
is somewhat pyrophorie. It oxidizes in the air.
1
2

Metal. Ind. 20 142 (1922), translation from Metall und Erz, May 22 (1921).
Vogel, ZeCt. anorg. Chem. 72 319(1912).
« Vogel, ibid. 79 41 (1912-13).
« Vogel, ibid. 91 277 (1915).
« Vogel, ibid. 84 323 (1913-14).
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Silver forms a hard, brittle" alloy with cerium, but the gold
alloy is fairly soft.
Copper alloys are unstable if they contain more than 30 per
cent cerium. The alloys containing 55 per cent cerium or more
are pyrophoric.
Calcium forms very hard white alloys with cerium. They
are stable in the air and strongly pyrophoric.
Other pyrophoric alloys are prepared by mixing the misch
metal with titanium, boron, cadmium, lead, manganese, antimony, mercury, etc. Stearn states that 200 tons of ceria are
used annually in the manufacture of pyrophoric alloys.
Compounds of cerium and its relatives find numerous suggested uses. The pyrophoric metal known as " kunheim "
is a mixture of the hydrides of the cerium earth metals with
magnesium and aluminium. Cerium fluoride and titanofluoride
have been used in the preparation of electrodes for the flaming
arc light. By impregnating the carbon electrodes with the
cerium salts a more intense light is obtained and the arc burns
evenly and quietly. Stearn declares x that 300 tons of ceria
are used annually for this purpose.
Cerium carbide and nitride have^ been tried as filaments for
incandescent lamps. 2 Pure cerium nitrate is used in the manufacture of gas mantles. The reducing action of cerous compounds is used for producing a variegated effect in dyeing
fabrics. The salts of cerium are used for making aniline black
and as a base for the alizarin group of dyestuffs.
The oxides have been suggested for use with tin compounds
for weighting silk. In dyeing leather cerium compounds are
good mordants. In the manufacture of glass the cerium earths
are used as coloring agents, one per cent producing a clear
yellow and larger amounts producing brown. The fluoride,
dioxide, and silicofluoride have been used in the preparation of
enamels. Ceric titanate produces a shining yellow color in
porcelain, while the molybdate produces a bright blue, the
tungstate a bluish green, and manganese ceric titanate an
orange yellow. In photography the sulfate is sometimes used
for removing silver from an overdeveloped negative and in
the preparation of color photographs. In medicine the mixed
1

Johnstone, Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. 37 373 (1918).
* Elect. Eng. 48 416 (1908).
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oxalates have been suggested as a remedy for Hoamrknrw,
epilepsy, and hysteria. Curium phenolate is a disinfectant
which is as efficient as phonol and much lms toxic.1 " (Vriform " is an antiseptic which is composed of cu»rf.'*in eerie double
sulfates. The sulfatcs may be used as cjifalysts in Ihe contact
process for sulfuric acid, and the chlorides when heated to :\r>(f
480° C. are efficient catalysts in the Deacon process for manufacturing chlorine. Cerium hydride and nitride catalyze the
union of hydrogen and nitrogen in the direct manufacture of
ammonia, but no method has yet been discovered for preventing the mass from losing its activity. Cerium sulfate is found
to have certain advantages over lead as an accumulator in storage batteries. Coric oxide is an active* oxidizing agent uwful
in the manufacture of aldehydes, quinones, d r . , from aromatic
hydrocarbons. If those reactions arc carried out in an electrolytic cell, the cerous sulfate formed by the1 reaction is immediately reoxidized, and the process becomes continuous,
The oxidizing power of eerie oxide* is also used in the coitibu**
tion tube for ultimate organic analysis. 2
None of these uses, however, seems destine-*I to create any considerable demand for the cerium group r<mi|xmudN. There* m
no concern about the supply of cerium since all that in umnl nt
the present time may be considered us a by-product. If the
demand should exceed this supply, much cerium could 1M» extracted from minerals like* allanite which arc now not u«ed.
Compounds. — Cerium forms two well defined serif** of milts
in which it is trivalent and quadrtvnlent rcH|H»eiivel>\ In its
trivalent condition cerium is morn \mnk than in it* qimtlrivttlttnt
state, hence, the cerous Baits are more* stable, and more numerous. The cerous salts of colorless aeidn urn white, while the*
eerie salts are yellow, orange, or red in color. Cerou« stilts nn>
oxidized to eerie by lead peroxide or bismuth U*\mxuk in nitric acid solution; by ammonium iwrBuIfute or Hodiunt binmti*
thate in sulfuric acid solution; by electrolysis of the nitrate or
sulfate in a strongly acid solution; by flodhim hypodilorite or
by potassium permanganate in alkaline solution. Hydrogen
peroxide in alkaline solution oxidizes ceroim to eerie or pc»rcftrie
compounds. Because eerie chloride in m> very unstable
r. Pal. 214, 782 (1909).
* Denaatedt method, Bekk. Ber. 46<M7i(1013).
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to the eerie condition cannot be carried out in hydrochloric
solution.
Ceric compounds are reduced to eerous very easily by such
Reagents as hydrogen peroxide in acid solution, sulfur dioxide,
hydrochloric acid, oxalic acid, stannous chloride, ferrous sulf a t e , etc. The transformation of ceric oxide to a eerous salt
requires the presence of the desired acid and a reducing agent,
s i n c e CeC>2 is difficultly soluble in mineral acids. It may be
accomplished b y : (1) nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide;
C2) hydroquinone and hydrochloric or sulfuric acids; (3) hydrochloric acid and an alkali iodide.
The eerous salts are derivatives of Ce2O3, which may be prep a r e d by reducing CeO 2 with hydrogen a t 2000° C. and 150
atmospheres pressure. Ignition of a eerous salt produces CeO2,
completely in the air and partially in hydrogen or in a vacuum.
T h e eerous salts resemble those of lanthanum and yttrium very
olosely. For the characteristics of the individual compounds
s e e pages 111-113.
The ceric salts are derivatives of CeC>2, which is feebly basic.
A s a consequence they are considerably hydrolyzed in solution
a n d give an acid reaction. Normal ceric salts of weak acids
a r e unknown, and even the chloride and nitrate are known only
a s double or complex salts. Reduction to eerous compounds
I s easily done in acid solution, but much more difficult to accomp l i s h in alkaline media. Ceric compounds easily form colloid a l solutions which do not appear to be basic salts of the
o r d i n a r y type.
A few of the more important ceric compounds are included
i n the following summary.
Ceric oxide, CeO2, is prepared by igniting cerium or any cerous or ceric
s a l t of an oxy-acid. Its density depends upon the method of preparation.
T h e color is the subject of much discussion.1 We would expect a white
oxide like zirconia and thoria. White oxides have been prepared, but
T3rauner has shown that such ceria contains impurities. As usually obtained ceria has a pale yellow color. It volatilizes without melting or decomposition at about 1900°. Besides being a weak base it shows slight
evidence of faintly acidic properties. While pure ceria is insoluble in
nitric or hydrochloric acids, a mixture of rare earth oxides dissolves readily
1
See Sterba, Compt. rend. 133 221 (1901) and Ann. Chim. Phya. 2 (viii) 193
C1904); Wyrouboff and Verneuil, ibid. 9 356 (viii) (1906); Meyer, Zeit. anorg.
C7hem. 37 378 (1903) ; Brauner, ibid. 34 207 (1903) ; Neish, Jour. Am. Chem.
JSOC. 31 517 (1909) ; Spencer, Trans. Chem. Soc. 107 1265 (1915).
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provided the ceria does not exceed 45-50 per cent. The usual explanation
of this peculiarity is that the eerie oxide is acidic to the more basic rare
earth oxides and forms salts of the type M2O3 • 2 CeO2 or 2 M2O3 • 3 CeO2Deep blue crystals of the composition UO2 • 2 CeO2 are obtained by igniting a mixture of cerous and uranyl sulfates or by precipitating an aqueous
solution of uranyl and cerous nitrates with ammonia or dilute potassium
hydroxide. The so-called cero-ceric oxide, formed by reducing CeO2 with
hydrogen at red heat, to which the formula Ce4O7 is usually given, may
be a cerous cerate of the formula Ce2O3 • 2 CeO2.
Ceric hydroxide, Ce(OH)4, is not known. A hydrated oxide, probably
Ce2O(OH)e, forms as a yellow gelatinous precipitate when ammonia or an
alkali hydroxide is added to a ceric salt. It may also be prepared by the
oxidation of cerous hydroxide. It dissolves in nitric acid, forming a ceric
salt, in sulfuric acid yielding a partially reduced product, and in hydrochloric acid giving cerous chloride and chlorine.
Ceric nitrate, Ce(N"O3) 4, is not known as a simple salt, but double nitrates
of the type Ce(NO3)4- 2M/NO3 are formed with the alkali metals and
ammonium. In aqueous solutions these salts are readily hydrolyzed,
but they are the most stable ceric salts. The ammonium ceric nitrate
is important in the purification of cerium. A series of double nitrates,
M'(NO3)2 • Ce(NOs)4 • 8 H2O, is also formed, but they are less stable than
the alkali double salts. When ceric hydroxide is evaporated with nitric
acid, crystals of the basic salt 2 CeOH(NO3)2 • 9 H2O are obtained.
Cericfluoride,CeF* • H2O, is probably the only ceric halogen compound
known in the solid form. It is a brown powder insoluble in water, prepared
by adding hydrogen fluoride to ceric hydroxide. It readily forms double
fluorides with the alkali metals and copper, cadmium, cobalt, nickel, and
manganese.
Ceric chloride, CeCU, ifl known only in solution. It is prepared by dissolving ceric hydroxide in concentrated HC1, but the evolution of chlorine
begins at once and proceeds rapidly if the solution is hot. It forms double
chlorides with organic bases, such as pyridine, quinoline, and triethylamine.
Basic ceric carbonates of varying composition are formed as a yellow
gelatinous precipitate when an alkali carbonate is added to the solution of
a ceric salt. Perceric potassium carbonate, 4 K2CO3 • Ce2(CO3) sO* • 12 H2O,
is prepared by adding hydrogen peroxide to a mixture of ceric and potassium carbonates. If more H2O2 is added, all the cerium is precipitated as
an orange yellow precipitate.
Ceric sulf ate, Ce2(SO4)s, is prepared in the anhydrous condition when
CeO2 is heated on a sand bath with H2SO4. It is a deep yellow crystalline powder, soluble in water, somewhat hydrolyzed and on dilution or
boiling a basic sulfate is formed. When heated in the air the normal
sulf ate begins to lose weight at 155°, and at 300° it loses all its sulfur
trioxide.
Detection. — Very small quantities of cerium may be detected by adding
the neutral solution to warm concentrated potassium carbonate solution
and then adding a few drops of dilute hydrogen peroxide. A yellow color
indicates cerium.
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The homogeneity of the element has bmi questioned *«VI-™1 linn-*.
The most notable case was in 1901, when Baskerville annnnnnni t|mi Uy
the fractional distillation of thorium chloride he had »snhitv«i two I.HV
elements, berzelium and carolinium. His conclusion Im* not IHTU m«firmed1 and thorium is now regarded as u distinct rhniuVul «'li*iii«'iit, i*«»topic with ionium, radiothorium, He, No particular attention IVJH paid
to the element until Auo.r von Welsbach devised t)n> incnmb'^ni w*
mantle in 1885. At that time the only sources of thorium known ww tinrare earth minerals, which were too rare to supply any miisiilrniM' nunmercial demand. A geological survey was eonduetfd, however, ami intensive deposits of monazite sand became available.
Occurrence. — Thorium forms n rare silicate4, known as 11t*—
rite, which resembles zircon closely. It is usually a Mark liydrated mineral, but is sometimes clear with an ontnji<-y<*llmv
color, when it is known as the gem omngite. If contains about
60 per cent thoria associated with the* silicates of uranium, 3
iron, manganese, copper, magnesium, lead, tin, aluminium,
sodium, and potassium. Thorianite is another rare miitentl
which contains about 80 per cent thoria, associated with the
oxides of the rare earth metals and uranium. It is fount] chiefly
in Ceylon, where the mineral was discovered in 1904. The
following year nine tons of this mineral were produced, but fhe
supply is uncertain, and so it in not an important sourer of thorium. The thoria is easily extract edt however, and when thoranite is available it commands a high price. In 1905 it gold
at prices up to £1700 per ton. Thorium also occurs in varying
quantities in most of the rare earth minerals, especially mono*
zite, gadolinite, euxenite, and samarskite. It in found in traces
in many of the common minerals, and in many igneous and
sedimentary rocks.
The principal supply of thoria is obtained from momiidfe
sands, which are found in Brazil, India, the Carolina*, Ifhtho,1
and in many other localities. Monazitc in essentially a phosphate of the cerium earths which contains varying amount*
of thorium as an accessory constituent. Originally it m a constituent in pegmatites, granites, and gneiHHc*, in which it occur*
l
See Baskerville, Jour. Am. Chem, *SV. 23 7fil O»0!); i# »'irj
(1904); Ber. 38 1444 (1905); Bnuincr, Proc, Chem. Hm. Vt 07 (1001) ; Mvy*r
and2 Gumporz, Ber. 38 817 (1905); KtKThnrri, UmL 820.
For a study of the Th-U content of min«rftt* uttn M«yt*r. HMt, Akttd. Wmn.
Wien. 128 (2a) 897 (1919) ; C. A. 15 18*3 (Mttl).
3
See U. 8. GeoL Surv. Min. Bmourcm for 1DO0, p. HOH; U. B> Qtml
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in too small quantifies for commercial use. The weathering of
these rocks has been followed by the* water concentration, HO
that tlit* only commercial deposits an* along t.lxc* river beds or%
upon the beaches, where it is associated with other heavy
minerals.
The deposits in Brazil an* on the seashore and along the river
bottom* of Jin* interior. The latter an* expensive to work on
account of th«* low ruona/ate content (about Q.'A \wv cent) and
the difficulties of transportation. The beach Hands have! accordingly supplied most of the material which has been exjK>rti»cI. For many yearn the.se depomtn nupplied a very largo
part of the worlds thoria.
The cleptmilH in India are chiefly on the ncaeoast of Travancore. They cover a known area of 1427 acres, and in Nome
places the deposit is nearly 20 feet deep. The monaaite in
night wan originally estimated at 1,770,000 tons, but recent surveys indicate that this estimate is much too small. The* per
cent of thoria is nearly double that of the Brazil mineral (sec
Table XXVI, page 109), and since labor is very cheap, the cost
of production in low.
The Carolina deposits are along the* river beds and are covered by about I feet of earth. The* deposits vary from 1 to 10
feet in thickness, 1 For several yearn considerable* mona/ato
wan obtained from these deposits, but the difficulty of mining,
the low thoria content, and keen e.omj>etition has almost wholly
eliminated the American supply from the world's market, F/fforts have recently been made to develop the deposit at Pablo
Beach, Florida,
In pros|x»etmtf for moruuite it in customary to concentrate
the mm! by panning nn in a ncareh for gold. The mormssite in
heavy and ha* a yellow or brown color (mrely almost black)
and a peculiar luster. The presence of certain rare earth elementH makes neeumte field diagnosis possible by the* use of u
hunt! Hpt»etrf*Nmj>f\
If t he concent rated wind is spread out on a
piece of fmjK* or a cloth ami examined by the spectroscope with
nntunil light falling directly on the sand, a broad line is ol>«erved iM'tween the yellow and red and a narrower line* in the
green. These absorption lines arc probably due to the pmmmee
of neodymitmi *tml erbium.
1
Bm J» il. Frail, Hwtwmk Papar, Nu, H, N. (UimHtm Orol, Httrv.
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The mining of rnonazite is accomplished by open mines,
usually of the simplest sort. The first steps in purification are
taken before shipment is made, and they depend on washing
out the lighter grains of silica, magnetite, ilmenite, zircon, and
garnet and leaving the heavier monazite behind. Such methods
of concentration are wasteful, but pretty satisfactory results
are obtained by sizing the gravel before sluicing. More refined
methods of concentration are now generally used, such as the
shaking tables of the Wilfley type, used in Brazil, and dry blowing, used in India. The final and most efficient means of concentration is by the use of electromagnetic separators. These
separate the other minerals from monazite and to some extent
from each other by means of the differences in magnetic permeability. As usually carried out the partially refined monazite is dried and carefully sized and subjected to electromagnets
of increasing intensity. These remove in order (1) magnetite,
(2) hematite and ilmenite, (3) garnet, platinum, epidote, apatite, olivine, and tourmaline, (4) coarse monazite with small
amounts of zircon, rutile, epidote, etc., (5) fine monazite. The
non-magnetic residues, containing gold, zircon, rutile, quartz,
feldspar, etc., may be separated by means of an oscillating
table.
Attempts have been made to utilize the by-products but
without marked success. The ilmenite finds difficulty in competing with the native ore. The garnets are small, with rounded
corners, and so of no value as abrasives. A small quantity of
garnet of larger particles has been broken and used as abrasive.
The gold has been recovered at a profit even when present in
so small an amount as 1\ cents per ton of the original gravel.
The world's consumption of monazite is estimated at about
3000 tons per year. Three-fourths of the world's supply of
monazite in 1915 came from India, and since this ore contains
a higher per cent of thoria, this corresponds to 90 per cent of the
thorium production. This is used for its thorium content, which
determines the price of the mineral. During 1920 monazite sand
with a guaranteed minimum of 6 per cent ThO 2 ranged in price
from $25 to $30 per unit, 1 duty paid. Thorium nitrate sold
wholesale for $3.75 to $4 per pound.
* A unit means one per cent per ton. Thus, sis per cent sand at $27 per
unit would cost $162 per ton.
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World's Production of Monazite Sand in Metric Tons

1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

BRAZIL

UNITED STATES

INDIA

6,359
5,345
.3,627
3,344
1,415
599
439
None
1,136
499
146
1,153
—

242
44.3
1.6
0.6
None
None
16.1
16.5
34.7
No data
No data
No data
No data

None
None
819
1,135
1,234 •
1,185
1,108
1,292
1,940
2,117
2,023
1,667
Ca 1,600

CEYLON

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
20
40
70
Ca70

From monazite residues mesothorium is extracted, and a small
amount of misch metal is prepared.
Extraction. — From thorite and thorianite tjie extraction of
thoria is easily accomplished. The minerals are easily dissolved
in hydrochloric or sulfuric acid (nitric acid may be used for
thorianite) and the solution evaporated to expel excess acid and
dehydrate the silica. The residue is extracted with water, and
the solution saturated with hydrogen sulfide to remove heavy
metals. Separation from the rare earth metals may be accomplished by the carbonate, sulfate, or oxalate methods.
From monazite the extraction is difficult because of the
small amount of thoria and the large quantities of elements
with similar properties. Many methods are available in the
laboratory which would be too expensive for factory use. The
methods actually used are carefully guarded secrets and doubtless differ in accordance with the type of ore used. The following may be considered as typical. The ore is ground, if it contains large grains, and added gradually to twice its .weight of
hot concentrated sulfuric acid in cast iron pans. Heating is
continued until the monazite grains have entirely disappeared.
Then the mass is poured slowly into cold water, and silica, rutile,
zircon, etc., filtered out, The solution contains sufficient acid
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to prevent the precipitation of the sparingly soluble earth phosphates. If ammonia or magnesia is added, or if the solution is
largely diluted, the thorium phosphate is precipitated since it
is more sparingly soluble than the rare earth phosphates. The
removal of the phosphoric acid may be accomplished by dissolving the mixed phosphates in HCl and precipitating thorium
oxalate with oxalic acid. A less expensive method is to digest the
phosphate with soda ash and precipitate Th(OH) 4 with sodium
hydroxide. The phosphorus must be completely removed since
phosphates cause the mantles to be exceedingly brittle. Not
more than 0.0004 per cent of P2O5 is generally permitted.
From the sulfuric acid solution, thorium may also be obtained by precipitation with sodium fluosilicate, sodium hypophosphate, 1 or sodium pyrophosphate. 2 An ingenious method
for removing the phosphorus has been proposed by Baskerville 3 and used on a large scale. It consists in heating in an
electric furnace a mixture of monazite, coke, lime, and feldspar. The phosphorus is distilled out and the mass allowed to
cool. When extracted with water, acetylene is evolved from
the calcium carbide formed during the heating, and the remainder crumbles to a fine powder. This is dissolved in
hydrochloric acid, and the cerium earths removed.
Separation. — The separation of thorium from the rare earth
metals with which it is still mixed may be accomplished by
three methods: (1) the carbonate separation depends on the fact
that thorium carbonate is much more soluble in sodium carbonate than the carbonates of the rare earth metals; (2) by
the fractional crystallization of the mixed sulfates at 15°~20°,
crystals of Th(SO4)2 • 8 H2O are obtained at the insoluble end of
the series; (3) thorium oxalate forms a soluble double salt
with ammonium oxalate, while the rare earth oxalaJei are almost insoluble in this reagent. Some other methods which
have been suggested are fractionation of the chromates, 4 of
the hydrogen alkyl sulfates,5 of the acetates, by the use of
sebacic acid 6 and hydrogen peroxide.
1 See Rosenheim, Chem. Ztg. 36 821 (1912); Wirth, Zeit. angew. Chem. 25
1678 (1912) ; Koss, Chem,. Ztg. 36 686 (1912).
* Carney and Campbell, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 36 1134 (1914).
8
Eighth International Congress of Applied Chem. 2 17 (1912),
4
Muthmanm and Baur, Ber. 33 1756, 202& (1900).
*Ger. Pat, 233,023 (1911).
«Qer. Pat. 266,'459 (1912).
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For the manufacture of gas mantles very pure thorium nitrate is required, since the presence of more than very slight
traces of other oxides greatly reduces the candle power of the
light. As an indication of the efficiency of the. extraction and
purification methods it is worthy of note that between 80
and 00 f>er rent of the thoria present in the mornudte is of>tained in the* form of the nitrate of sufficient purity for mantle
manufacture*.
Considerable thorium nitrate* is obtained from factory trimmings and worn-out mantles. Csually this material is pulverized, sieved, dissolved in sulfuric acid, converted to the nitrate and used again in making tip the lighting fluids.
Metallurgy.
The high melting point of thorium, its chemical activity toward hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon,
and its fondness for alloying with metals make its metallurgy
particularly difficult. The* metal has not yet been obtained
in a pure state.
Bemliun attempted in 1829 to reduce the double* chloride,
2K(i*ThCL| T with sodium or potassium, but failed to get complete reduction. Magnesium only partially reduces Th() 2 ,
while nilieon yields u Hilicidr*, carbon given u carbide, and aluminium produces art alloy. By electrolysis an impure metal
is obtained which always contains oxide and other impurities.
Probably the bent results have* been t>btained by reducing carefully prepared anhydrous thorium chloride with sodium in a
Healed tube. By this method Moissan arid HdnigHchmidt *
prepared the metal which contained only 'A pvr cent of the? oxide,
and von Bolton 7 obtained a product which he claims was free
from oxide. Thorium ban al.no been produced by passing Hodium
vapor with mieh volatile thorium compounds m the aeetylact*t*naU» through a red-hot iu\m.%
Properties*
AH ordinarily prepared, thorium In a dark gmy
powder MtfiHitftiftg of whining microscopic platen. It may be
hammered or rolled into the coherent form, when it resemble**
platinum in apfJt*ararteef hurdnesH, and ductility. The powdw
him it density of 11.0-11.3, and the coherent metal of 12.16,
The metal in magnetic, having a HUMceptibtlity of +0.18 X 10 *,
» Ann, ckim, t'hu* 8 iv\\\) !M2
)
*£«•«. ElrkCrruhrm %4 7tth (IWfi).
»Bimati* ftnri HitUk«,<far. PttL VMMti (t0(X)).
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its value rising rapidly with increased temperature to 400°.
According to von Bolton the. melting point is MtfP. The
specific heat is 0.02787 at ordinary temperatures. The fine
powder ignites when rubbed or crushed in the air and th<> ribbon
burns brilliantly just below red heat, giving off a shower of
sparks and forming the oxide. Its heat of combust ion is :V2f 1,000
calories. At a temperature around laO0 it burns brilliantly in
chlorine, bromine, iodine, and sulfur; at about C>5fl° if combines directly with either hydrogen or nitrogen. ('onrrnf mtwl
hydrochloric acid and aqua re^ia dissolve the metal rapidly,
but sulfuric, hydrofluoric, and dilute hydrochloric acids attack
it slowly. When first immersed in nitric* acid it is dissolved very
rapidly, but the metal is soon rendered passive mid the aHion
stops. The alkalies do not attack it. It is slightly more electropositive than magnesium, and alloys readily with such motals
as aluminium, copper, nickel, zirconium, and tungsten.
Thorium is strongly radioactive*.
Uses. — Alloys of tungsten and thorium are used for making
the filaments of incandescent electric lamps. When tungsten
alone is used, much difficulty is encountered because after s4tort
use the metal becomes crystalline and vaporizes, resulting in
blackening of the bulb. The* filament becomes hard and brittle
and frequently breaks. This tendency to erynt nlYm* may largely
be overcome by alloying tungsten with thorium and oilier rare
earth metals. Sometimes tungstie oxide is mixed with 1 4 per
cent thoria,1 pressed into rods, and reduced by hydrogen at
red heat. Another process mixes 7 per cent thorium tung*
state with finely divided metallic tungsten and an organic bind"
ing material 2 and produces the filament by a squirting p r a a m
Filaments are also made, by mixing colloidal tungsten with
thorium. These alloy filaments are said to be exceedingly
ductile, even in the cold, and have the ability to WHIHI eryit&tlization during long use. The function of the* thorium in thai©
filaments has not as yet been definitely eKUtbiiMhed, It m possible that ThO 2 forms a solid solution with the* tungsten. 1
An alloy consisting of tungsten containing from 0.5 to 10
per cent of thorium is used its the cathode of tin electrical discharge apparatus devised by Langmuir. It m ciaicl to give m
i Eng. Pals. 5020 and 8758 (1012).
t Frmch Pal. 447,584.
*E. Wedekind, Edd Erdon uwi Erw< 3 \m (1SI22).
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electron emission at 1300°-1380° A. which is equal to that given
by pure tungsten electrode at 2000° A.
Thorium salts have a, bactericidal and antitoxic action, as
is shown by experiments with guinea pigs. Ten pigs which
had received twice the lethal dose of cholera survived when
treated with thorium or lanthanum salts, while the control
pigs not so treated died within 30-36 hours. 1 A solution containing 0.5-1.0 gram of thorium sulfate per liter is as toxic to
lower organisms and ferments as mercuric chloride.2
The compounds of thorium find extensive use on account of
their radioactive nature.
Thoria has been used successfully as a catalyst in the synthesis of many organic compounds. Thus both symmetrical
and unsymmetrical ketones may be prepared directly from
monocarboxylic acids; 3 alcohols are converted into ethers or
olefines according to the temperature employed; benzyl alcohol forms esters with formic, acetic, propionic, isobutyric, and
benzoic acids; and ammonia and alcohols passed over thoria at
360° yield olefines and primary amines. 4
Small pencils of thoria containing about 1 per cent of ceria
become brilliantly incandescent when heated to a moderate
temperature. Such lamps are finding considerable use wherever
the electric current is not available, for searchlights, automobile
headlights, and projection lanterns for moving pictures.
Numerous patents 5 have been issued for the use of thorium
chromate, thorium tungstate, and other salts in the preparation
of magnesium flashlight powders. It is claimed that such
powders evolve less smoke than those which consist of magnesium alone.
The only important commercial use of thorium, however, is
in the manufacture of incandescent gas mantles. This industry
had a very modest beginning in 1884 when Welsbach patented
the use of a fibrous network of rare earth oxides which were to
be heated by an ordinary gas flame of the Bunsen type. The
first mantles were composed of a mixture of zirconia, lanthana,
1
Compt. rend. 159 410 (1914).
*Ibid.
143 690(1906).
3
Senderens, ibid. 148 927 (1909); Koehler, Bull Soc. Chim. 15 647
(1914).
*Maile, Chem. Zeit. 34 1173 (1911).
* French Pats. 14,692 (1908) and 403,722 (1909) ; Eng. Pat. 27,267 (1904).
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and yttria. These were not successful because they were very
fragile and possessed low powers of illumination. In 1886
thoria alone or with a small per cent of rare earth oxides gave
better results, but not until
1893 can it be said that
/30
k
\
actual success was assured.
In this year a patent was
1 \
issued for the use of 99 per
/
\
cent thoria and 1 per cent
<x
1
\
ceria. This gave a mantle
j
which was strong and be/
came
brilliantly luminous
to
at
relatively
low tempera/
tures. No other arrangeSO
ment has yet been discov-zo
ered which p r o d u c e s so
satisfactory results. If the
&Z C.3 0.4- Of 06 a7 03 0$ /.Q amount
// U
of ceria is either inC£Q/A, per cent
creased or decreased, the luFIG. 11. — EFFECT OF COMPOSITION
minosity decreases rapidly.
ON THE INTENSITY OF LIGHT EMITTED BY MIXTURES OF CERIA AND See Fig. 11. It is probable
THORIA.
that the ceria is held in solid
solution l by the thoria.
The importance of this industry is seen in the statement
that the world's annual consumption of incandescent mantles
is about 300,000,000,2 of which the United States consumes
about 80,000,000. Since each mantle contains about 0.5 gram
of thoria representing 1 gram of the nitrate, the world's total
consumption of the nitrate will be 300,000 kilograms. Previous to the outbreak of the war the industry was almost absolutely controlled by German and Austrian interests. English
and French mantle manufacturers depended on German and
Austrian supplies of thorium nitrate. With the outbreak
of the war this supply was cut off. Soon there developed a
vastly increased demand for gas mantles on account of the
"stripping " of the gas supplies of those constituents which
give luminosity to the gas, in order to obtain material for the
manufacture of high explosives. The stripped gas still possessed
1
2

White and Travers, Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. 21 1012 (1902)
Estimate of Karl L. Kithil, Bur. of Mines, Tech, Paper 110, p. 9.
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splendid heating power and could be used efficiently for lighting if the burner were provided with an incandescent mantle.
To meet these increased needs European manufacturers turned
to American sources of thorium nitrate. As a result several
new producers entered the market and production increased
enormously. See Table XXVIII. Thirty or more producers x
are said to be engaged in the manufacture of mantles in t i e
United States and the exports now exceed the pre-war imports.
Competition has been keen enough t o keep prices down and
quality up.
TVBLE XXVIII

Principal Imports of Thorium Material into the United States
THORIUM N'ITBA.TE

1913 '
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

Pounds

Value per Pound

Pounds

Value per Pound

1,145,010
770,840
1,873,971
1,221,399
4,598,926
2,994,515
632,568
1,814,182
542,130

$0,082
0.080
0.117
0.098
0.065
0.068
0.077
0.078
0.047

112,105
101,927
67,406
909
1,188
None
3,307
35,640
44,554

81.89
2.35
2.52
4.27
1.98
—
1.59
1.21
2.01

The manufacture 2 of incandescent mantles is based upon the
impregnation of a combustible fabric with the nitrates of thorium and cerium and the ignition of this material by which the
fabric is consumed and the nitrates converted to the oxides.
The fabric selected was first long fiber cotton, which is still
extensively used in. the United States. Better grades of mantles are produced by the use of ramie, which before the war was
used for the production of 90 per cent of the mantles made in
Europe. Artificial silk has been used with very satisfactory
results, as. it gives a mantle which is strong and elastic, and
1
1

V. 8. Tariff Commission, Irtf&rmation Series, N"o. 14 (1920).
The process described is for mantles made of cotton or ramie. For more
extended account see Johnstone, Bare Earth Industry, p. 15 ; Levy, Rare Earths,
p 265' Bdhra Das OasglUhUcht (1906) and Chem. Ind. 29 450 (1906). For
artificial silk mantlea se« Wirth, Chern. ZeiL 35 752 (1911).
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possesses high illuminating power, which it retains well. Artificial silk fabric has the advantage that it may be prepared in
very pure form, thus making the long washing process unnecessary. The fiber is woven into a long tube or " stocking," various stitches being used and the tension of knitting depending
on the purpose for which the mantle is to be used. The fabrics before impregnation must be free from fatty substances
and nearly free from mineral matter. To this end the cotton
fabric is washed first in dilute caustic soda, then in dilute hydrochloric acid; while ramie is soaked in dilute nitric acid, washed
in water, then soaked in ammonia. The fiber as finally used
should yield between 0.02 and 0.01 per cent ash. If the ash
excedes 0.02 per cent, the mantle becomes brittle, especially
if silica is present. 1
After washing, the mantle fabric is thoroughly dried, then
impregnated by soaking in the " lighting fluid." This is a
solution containing 25-50 per cent thorium and cerium nitrates
mixed in proportion to yield 99 per cent thoria and 1 per cent
ceria. Occasionally beryllium nitrate, magnesium nitrate, or
other salts are added to increase the strength of the ash. Inverted mantles sometimes have 0.5 to 0.8 per cent ceria. After
impregnation the excess liquid is removed by a wringer or a
centrifugal machine and the material carefully dried.
The asbestos loop and other supports are attached, and a
process called fixing is sometimes employed, ^specially for mantles which are designed to withstand shock. This is accomplished
by applying to certain parts of the mantle a solution which may
contain borax, or nitrates of aluminium and magnesium. When
the mantle is finished those parts which have been treated in
this fashion are found to have a denser and stronger oxide, because of the greater shrinkage during the burning process. In
this manner those portions of the mantle which are exposed to
the greatest strain are reinforced.
Branding is accomplished by stamping a design upon the
mantle fabric with a rubber stamp, wet with a solution the
main constituent of which is "didymium" nitrate. This on
ignition yields a colored oxide.
The mantle is next shaped on a wooden model and burned off,
beginning at the top with a low temperature flame and finishing
1
Jour, Soc, Chm. Ind, 41 2841 T (1922).
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with a blast lamp. When first formed, the oxides which make
up the mantle are soft and shapeless, but on ignition a t the higher
temperature the oxides become much more dense and rigid.
The burning off was formerly done by hand, but now it is generally done by machine. During the burning off process there
is considerable shrinkage, the amount of which depends upon
the fiber, the particular stitch used, the tension of knitting, the
amount of impregnating fluid, the ratio of ceria to thoria, and
other factors. When thorium nitrate is ignited to the oxide
it expands at least tenfold, but cerium oxide has essentially
the same volume as the nitrate crystals from which it is prepared. Accordingly, the ratio of ceria to thoria by volume in
the usual mantle is approximately 1 to 999.
After the hardening process the mantles are in exactly the
same condition as when they are in use upon a burner. But
in order to protect them against the shocks of transportation
they arc dipped into a collodion solution to which is sometimes
added nitrates of thorium, zirconium, or beryllium for the added
protection which these salts supply. After drying, the mantles
are trimmed and packed for shipment.
The number of mantles manufactured from a pound of
thorium nitrate varies widely with the size and quality of the
mantles. In the United States about 325 is the average number produced from a pound of thorium nitrate, while in England
the number varies from 225 to 450. As many as 600 of the
cheaper German mantles are said to be prepared from a pound
of the nitrate.
Compounds. — In its chemical relations thorium resembles
both zirconium and quadrivalent cerium. It is somewhat more
markedly electropositive than either of these elements, acidic
properties being entirely absent. Its neutral salts are hydrolyzed somewhat in solution, and consequently are acid to indicators. They are however sufficiently stable to permit recrystallization from water solution. l a basicity thorium approaches
the elements of the yttrium group. Double salts a>re less
common than with cerium and zirconium, but characteristic
double nitrates, R 2 / Th(NO 3 )6, crystallize well and are isoinorphous with the analogous eerie double nitrates. Thorium
resembles cerium in forming a double potassium sulf ate wtich
is insoluble in potassium sulf ate solution; "but differs from it in
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forming a double ammonium oxalate which is soluble in excess
of ammonium oxalate.
The salts of thorium with colorless acids are colorless. In
all its compounds thorium is quadrivalent.
Hydrogen unites directly with thorium at red heat, forming ThEU, a
stable powder, gray to black in color, unaffected by water but dissolved by
HC1, yielding hydrogen. The formation of a gaseous hydride by action
of dilute acids on an alloy of magnesium and thorium has been affirmed1
and denied.2
Oxygen forms ThO2, the most important oxide, and a peroxide, Th2O7
or TI1O3. The dioxide is prepared by igniting the hydroxide or the salt
of an oxy-acid. It is a white powder whose properties depend on the source
and temperature of formation. The nitrate yields a light voluminous
powder, the sulfate gives a much more dense product. When fused with
borax it yields tetragonal crystals isomorphous with rutile and cassiterite.
When pure thoria is heated it glows very little, but when mixed with a small
per cent of other oxides, especially ceria, it becomes brilliantly incandescent.
It is difficultly soluble in acids, especially after ignition at high temperatures. If the oxide is suspended in concentrated sulfuric acid and the
mixture evaporated, it is transformed into the sulfate. Fusion with
KHSO4 accomplishes the same result, but it is not attacked by an alkali
carbonate fusion. It exists in an isomeric form, somewhat similar to that
shown by zirconia and stannic oxide. The isomeric form is obtained as a
gel, soluble in water, by repeated evaporation with small quantities of acid.
It is sometimes called thorium meta-oxide and was formerly assigned the
formula Th3O6. It is now generally considered as possessing the same formula as ordinary thoria.3
The peroxide is obtained as hydrated TI12O7 when ammonia and hydrogen peroxide are added to the solution of a thorium salt. It is unstable
and loses oxygen readily, forming the relatively stable ThO3. This is a
very useful means of detecting and estimating thorium, by which it may be
distinguished from both zirconium and the rare earths.
The hydroxide, Th(OH)4, is precipitated as a gelatinous white mass when
an alkali hydroxide or ammonia is added to solutions of a thorium salt.
It is readily soluble in acids, forming salts, and in solutions of alkali carbonates, forming complex carbonates. It is not soluble in the alkalies, hence
thorates are unknown. It is easily obtained as a positively charged
colloid from which small quantities of electrolytes precipitate it.
Nitrogen unites directly with thorium, forming ThsN*. This comppund
may be prepared also by heating a mixture of TI1O2 and magnesium or
aluminiuin in nitrogen or the carbide in ammonia. It is a dark red powder
slowly decomposed by cold water and quickly by hot, forming ammonia
*Klauber and v. Mellenheim, Zeit. anorg. aUgem. Chem. 113 306 (1920).
'Schwarz
and Konrad, Ber. 54 B 2122 (1921).
1
Stevens, Zeit. anorg. Chem, 27 41 (1901).
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The nitrate, Th(NO3)4 • 12 H2O, is obtained by dissolving the oxide or
carbonate in dilute nitric acid and allowing the solution to evaporate at
room temperature. On heating the solution a hexahydrate is obtained,
and if a considerable excess of nitric acid is present a pentahydrate forms.
A dihydrate is also known. The commercial thorium nitrate is not a
definite hydrate, but contains a quantity of water equivalent to a tetrahydrate. If the pure salt is ignited, a dense and harsh oxide results;
but, if there is present 1 or 2 per cent of sulfuric acid the oxide is soft and
bulky, occupying 6-10 times the volume of the nitrate. The voluminous
ash is usually prepared for mantle manufacture. It forms a large
number of double salts, like 2M/NO3 • Th(NO3)4 with the alkali metals and
M"(ISrO3)2- Th(NO3)4 • 8H2O with nickel, cobalt, magnesium, zinc, and
manganese. It also forms addition products with pyridine, quinoline,
diethylamine, etc.
Phosphates of thorium are numerous. The normal phosphate,
Th3(PO4)4- 4 H2O, is precipitated as a bulky white mass by sodium phosphate. The precipitate always contains sodium. Thorium phosphate
is more difficultly soluble in dilute acids than the other phosphates of
monazite, consequently a partial separation of thorium is effected by means
of sulfuric acid. A pyrophosphate, ThP2O7 • 2 H2O, is precipitated by sodium
pyrophosphate, and the meta-phosphate, Th(PO3)4, is formed by fusing
ThCl4 and HPO3. Double phosphates are formed by fusing TI1O2 or
Th3(PO4)4 with the alkali phosphates; and mixed halogen phosphates, like
3 ThO2 • ThCl4 • 2 P2O6, are prepared by heating the halide and metaphosphate.
Fluorine forms anhydrous ThF4 as a fine white powder when hydrogen
fluoride vapor is passed over ThCl4 or ThBr4 at 350°-400°. When HF is
added to the solution of a thorium salt ThF4 • 8 H2O is precipitated, but on
drying in the air ThF4 • 4 H2O forms. Thorium fluoride is insoluble in excess
of HF, which permits the quantitative separation of thorium and zirconium. On igniting a hydrated thorium fluoride the oxide remains. Thorium
fluoride forms double salts with the alkali fluorides, such as K2ThF8 • 4 H2O,
KTh2F9 • 6 H2O, KThF6 • H2O. These salts differ from the other double
fluorides of Group IV by being amorphous and very sparingly soluble.
Chlorine forms ThCU in a number of ways in all of which oxygen and
moisture must be absent to prevent the partial formation of the oxychloride:
(1) a pure salt is prepared by heating ThO2 in a stream of chlorine and sulfur
monochloride; (2) a mixture of the metal and its carbide, obtained by
heating TI1O2 with C in an electric furnace, yields the chloride when heated
in a stream of chlorine; (3) phosgene reacts with ThO2, giving ThCU and
CO2; (4) ThOCU at red heat gives ThO2 and ThCl4. The anhydrous
chloride forms colorless crystals which sublime at 720°-750°. They are
deliquescent and dissolve readily in water with the evolution of much heat.
The hydrate ThCl4 • 8 H2O forms on crystallization; these yield a heptahydrate on drying at ordinary temperatures, a tetrahydrate at 50° and
ThCl4 • 2 H2O at 100°. Above this temperature basic chlorides are foriited.
Anhydrous thorium, chloride combines directly with ammonia to form
many addition compounds, some of which are decomposed by water and
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some are not. It also forms addition compounds with methylamine,
cthylamine, propylamine, toluidine, pyridine, and quinoline; with alcohol, acetaldehyde, cinnamic aldehyde, acetone, salicylaldehydc. It forms
double salts with the alkali chlorides, although such compounds are less
numerous than in the case of the trivalent earths.
ThOCl2 is forxned when hydrated thorium chloride is heated to 250°.
It is also formed when carbon tetradilorido begins to act upon hot TI1O2.
It is very hygroscopic and dissolves in water without decomposition.
Bromine and iodine form compounds similar to the chlorine derivatives.
Th(IOa)4 is of considerable importance in the detection and estimation
of thorium because in the presence of a large excess of alkali iodate it is
insoluble in strong nitric acid while the rare earth salts dissolve readily.
Carbon forms ThC2 when Th()2 and carbon are heated in the electric
furnace. It burns brilliantly in air, forming ThO2, and in sulfur, giving a
sulfide. Concentrated acids have little action upon It, dilute acids and
water react more readily, producing a very complex mixture of gases which
includes 47-48 per cent acetylene, 27-31 per cent methane, about 5 per
cent ethylene, 16-18 per cent hydrogen, and small amount** of ethane,
propane, butane, propylene, and some higher members of the acetylene
series.
Carbonates are numerous, although they am mostly double or basic
salts. When an alkali carbonate is added to the solution of a bamo salt
there is precipitated a basic carbonate, soluble in excess of the precipitant.
The solubility of the double alkali thorium carbonates in the basin of an
important method of separating thorium from the rare earth group. Crystalline double thorium carbonates, such as 3 Xa2C()2 'ThfCOa)** 12 II2O,
may be obtained by adding alcohol to the aqueous solution of the double
carbonate. Hydrates of the normal orthocarbonate, such an Th(X)4 • 2 H2O,
are obtained by passing carlxm dioxide into thorium hydroxide under
pressure. The basic carbonate, 2 Th(OH)4 • OO2f in formed at atmospheric
pressure.
Thorium oxalate, Th(C2O4)2 • 6 H^O, is precipitated as a white amorphous
powder when oxalic acid is added to a solution of a thorium salt. It
dissolves readily in solutions of ammonium carbonate imd ammonium
oxalate, but is less soluble in sulfuric acid than the rare earth oxalatcm and
is insoluble in nitric acid. Double alkali oxalaten, acid oxalatcn, and mixed
salts have been prepared.
Svlfur forms ThS2, which m best prepared by the action of hydrogen
sulfide on a hot mixture of ThCl4 and NaOl. It formn large brown crystals,
which react violently with nitric acid. ThOB is-* formed at the same time
as small orange-yellow crystals. The two product* may Iw separated by a
sieve.
The suifate, Th(SO4)2, may be prepared by heating the hydrated salts
at 400°. The anhydrous salt is a white crystalline powder which is extremely soluble in ice water and forma highly supersaturated nolutions.
From these hydrates with 2, 4, 6\ 8, or 9 mofccufcH of water separate at
various temperatures. The solution of thorium milfatc! arc considerably
hydroly&ed, the ^ solution being 46 i>er cent hydroiysed.
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There are also formed the acid salt, Th(SO4)2 • H2SO4, and a basic salt,
ThO2 • SO3, which has several hydrates; double alkali sulfates of the formula
Th(SO4)2 • 2 M,'8O4 • 2 H2O, of which the potassium, rubidium, and caesium
salts are difficultly soluble and formed by precipitation; double salts with
the sulfates of organic bases, such as pyridine, quinoline, diethylamine and
phenylhydrazine.
The sulfite, Th(SO3)2 • H2O, is prepared by warming a mixture of thorium
sulfatc and sulfurous acid. It is soluble in solutions of the alkali sulfites
from which basic double sulfites separate on standing.
No thiosulfate has been prepared.
Thorium forms a silicide, ThSis,1 two borides,2 ThB4 and ThB6, a selenate,
Th(SeO4)'2 • 9 H2O, and a selenite, Th(SeO3)2 • H2O, besides numerous salts
of organic acids.
Detection. — From solutions of thorium salts, Th(OH)4 is precipitated
by alkali hydroxides, ammonia, or ammonium sulfide and the precipitate
does not dissolve in an excess of the precipitant. Sodium thiosulfate
precipitates a mixture of the hydroxide and sulfur, while sodium azide,
NaN3, precipitates the hydroxide from boiling solution. The latter test
is distinctive if the eerie salts are first reduced to the cerous condition.
H2O2 precipitates the peroxide from a warm slightly acid solution. A
solution of potassium iodate containing considerable concentrated nitric
acid precipitates thorium iodate, insoluble in oxalic acid; cerium must be in
the trivalent condition; zirconium iodate precipitates but dissolves in
oxalic acid. Sodium hypophosphate precipitates on boiling the hypophosphate of thorium from very dilute thorium solutions, even in the
presence of concentrated hydrochloric acid; eerie, zirconium, and titanium
salts muKt be absent. Sodium pyrophosphate precipitates the thorium
salt, sparingly soluble in dilute mineral acids; zirconium and eerie salts
must be absent. Oxalic acid precipitates thorium, insoluble in excess of
reagent, while zirconium oxalate is soluble in excess. Ammonium oxalate
precipitates the oxalate soluble in excess, and not reprecipitated on dilution, while rare earth oxalates reappear on dilution. HCl reprecipitates
thorium oxalate from solutions of its double oxalate, while zirconium does
not.
Estimation. — The quantitative determination of thorium in a solution
free from zirconium and the rare earth group is very simple. It consists
of precipitating the hydroxide or oxalate and igniting to the oxide. In
the presence of other similar salts the process becomes elaborate and usually
involves several precipitations by the same or different reagents in order
completely to remove interfering substances. Some of the more important methods of determination are outlined as follows: —
(1) Hydrogen peroxide added to a neutral solution of the nitrates
containing NH4C1 or NH4NO3 precipitates thorium completely.3 The
precipitate may be ignited directly or dissolved in HCl and reprecipitated
by ammonia.
* HSnigschmidt, Compt. rmd. 142 157 (1906).
2
Ibid. 141191 (1905).
3
Ztit angew. Chem. 15 297 (1902) and Compt. rend. 127 412 (1898).
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(2) The iodate methodx is available in the presence of phosphoric acid,
so may be applied directly to & solution of monazite in sulfuric acid.
Add HNO3 to the sulfuric acid solution, then KIO3 and HNO3. Repeat
the precipitation and finally dissolve the thorium iodate in HCl, precipitate
as Th(OH)4, and ignite.
(3) If a little H2O2 is added to an acid solution containing thorium,
then the solution brought to a boil and a solution of sodium hypophosphate2 added drop by drop as long as a precipitate forms, thorium
hypophosphate is precipitated along with zirconium. Treat the precipitate with a mixture of sulfuric and nitric acids, evaporate to dryness,
take up with water and precipitate thorium oxalate; ignite and weigh
as ThO2.
A volumetric method is based on the fact that ammonium molybdate
precipitates thorium as the normal molybdate but has no action on the
rare earth elements.3 The mixed nitrates are dissolved in 1:15 acetic
acid to which a little sodium acetate has been added. This solution is
titrated cold with ammonium molybdate, using diphenylcarbazide as an
outside indicator. The end point is the appearance of a deep rose color
which fades quickly. Another volumetric method4 precipitates thorium
from a mixed nitrate solution with hot oxalic acid; let stand, filter, wash,
and add the precipitate to hot water, then add 1:1 sulfuric acid and titrate
with decinormal permanganate.
Thorium may also be determined quantitatively by measuring the
radioactivity of the ore or compounds.6
The use of cupferron for the determination of thorium is not successful.6
1
Chem. Zeit. 34 306 (1910).
2
Chem. Zeit. 36 686, 821 (1912); Zeit. angew. Chem. 25 1678 (1912).
3
Metzger and Zons, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 4 493 (1912).
4
Gooch and Kobayoshi, Am. Jour. Sci. 45 227 (1918).
5

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 41 42 (1919); 43 2003 (1921); Borgstrom, Finsha
Kern. Meddel 1917; C. A. 15 1677 (1921).
« Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 12 344 (1920).

CHAPTER XI
GROUP IV —GERMANIUM
THE elements carbon, silicon, germanium, tin, and lead comprise Division B of Group IV. As a group these elements resemble the members of the A division in general, there being
fewer contrasts between the two divisions than in any other
family of the periodic table. Elements of Division B are somewhat less electropositive than the corresponding members of
Division A. Division B elements form no superoxides but do
form organo-metallic derivatives.
There is a close family relationship between the members
of Division B, whose physical properties, so far as they are
known, show a gradual change with increasing atomic weight.
(See Table XXIX.) The chemical properties likewise show interesting family relationships. Ill the elements of the family
form both bivalent and tetravalent compounds and in all cases
TABLE XXDC
Properties of the Carbon-Lead Family
CARBON

SILICON GERMANIUM

Atomic Weight

12.005

28.1

Specific Gravity

2.3-3.5

Atomic Volume

4.5

TIN-

LEAD

72.5 x

118.7

207.2

2.35

5.47

5.8-7.3

11.4

12.04

13.26

18.25

18.18

Melting
Point

About 953°-963°
1500°

231°

326°

Boiling
Point

About
3000°

220°

1500°

113°.9

Decomposes

Boiling Point
MCL4

76°

59° .6

86°

* Hfkller, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 43 1085 (1921)finds72.42.
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except lead the compounds of the higher valence are m o r e important and more characteristic. Carbon and silicon a r e aridforming while germanium, tin, and lead are increasingly basic
in character, as is shown by a comparison of the balid^S the
monoxides, and the dioxides. The totraehlorides arc* increasingly hydrolyzed by water as the atomic weight of the <»]**m«int
increases, but the dichloridcs of the heavier elements a r e flu*
most stable. Tin and lead are known in similar allot ropie
forms. Lead resembles thallium and bismuth, forming a link
between this family and its neighbors of the periodic system.
Like many of the other elements of high atomic weight it has
peculiarities which differentiate it from the other members of
its family. Its relationship to radioactive elements is pretty
definitely established.
Historical. — The element ekanilicon was predicted by MVndelceff
and its general physical and chemical properties foretold. (See TubU* III,
p. 8.) No element was discovered which fulfilled thr»Mp prophecies until
1886, when Clemens Winkler was analyzing the newly discovered ^iiv^r
mineral argyrodite. The total constituents added up guve between 03
and 94 per cent. He repeated the analysis carefully several times anil
obtained good checks but could not find any known element whi<*h nmde
up the balance of the mineral. After much careful work he discover***! that
when the mineral was heated out of contact with the air, there wan formed a
dark brown sublimate, which he proved was made up of the* sulfidf** of
mercury and a new element for which he proposed the name germanium.
On further study he found that it presented close agreement with \Iende~
leeff's ekasilicon.1 The mineral upon which he WJIH working upprstrH to
have been a mixture of argyrodite and other mineral*2 KO that, it pr<ilmbly
contained not more than 0.02-0.03 per cent of germanium. From this
material he extracted 180 grams of the pure element.
Germanium is one of the least known of all the elements, Hi'nee utmost
all of our knowledge concerning it has been furnished by the researches of
its discoverer.3
Occurrence. — Germanium is a very rare element, found
in only a few minerals. It is usually found in nature an the
sulfide and is very commonly associated with nilvor Bulfide.
The principal ore is argyrodite, containing 6.93 per c e n t germanium. This ore comes from a Freiberg, Saxony, mine* and
is very similar to canfieldite, 6.55 per cent germanium, found in
1
2

See Roscoe and Sehorlemnwr, Vol. 2, p. 70.
Urbain, Compt. rend, 150 17f>K (1910).
* Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 9 001 (1917).
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Bolivia. A recently discovered l mineral, ultra-basite, from
Freiberg, is thought to be a mixture of the sulfides of germanium, silver, lead, and antimony, containing 2.2 per cent germanium. This element is also found in smaller amounts in
zinc blende from various sources. Urbain examined 2 64 samples
of blendes from as many localities and reports some germanium
in 38 of them. From 550 kilograms of a Mexican blende he
obtained 5 grams of pure germanium. 3 It is also found in
some samples of tantalite, columbite, cassiterite 4 and such rare
earth minerals as euxenite, samarskite, 5 gadolinite, and fergusonite. Traces have also been detected in certain mineral
waters. From 250,000 liters of a certain French mineral water,
Bardet obtained 6 60 mg. Ge(>2.
The richest sources of germanium now known are the spelter
residues from certain American zinc ores,7 especially those from
Wisconsin and Missouri. It collects in the spelter retort residues, since the oxide is easily reduced by carbon at red heat
and the metal is only slightly volatile at 1350°.
In the zinc
oxide furnaces, germanium burns to GeC>2 and passes off with
the dust to the bag houses. Probably the ores of Wisconsin
and Missouri contain not more than 0.01 per cent germanium,
but the amount seems to be more uniform in the case of this
element than it does in the case of gallium.
Extraction. — Germanium ores may be decomposed in a
number of ways. (1) The mixed sulfides may be dissolved in
strong sulfuric acid and evaporated to dryness. If the sulfates
are taken up with water and treated with sodium sulfide, both
zinc and germanium are precipitated. The former may be
dissolved in sulfuric acid (15:100) while the germanium sulfide
remains in solid form.8
(2) A more satisfactory separation
is usually accomplished by suspending the oxides in 1: 2 HC1
and saturating with H 2 S. Filter, wash with dilute HC1, and
l
Zeit. Kryst. Mineralogie, 55 430 (1921).
2
Compt. rend. 149 602 (1909).
3
Urbain, Blondel, Obiedoff, Compt. rend. 150 1758 (1910).
4
Hadding, Zeit. anorg. allgem. Chem. 123 171 (1922).
6

Dennis and Papish have shown that American samarskite does not contain
a detectable quantity of germanium; Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 43 2131 (1921).
• Compt rend. 158 1278 (1914).
7
See Hillebrand and Scherrer, Jour. Jnd. and Eng, Chem, 8 225 (1916)
and8 also ibid. 9 661 (1917).
TJrbain, Compt. rend. 150 1758.
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dissolve the precipitate in Na 2 S. Bring the solution to the
neutral point by adding dilute H2SO4 and let stand. Filter
off the precipitated sulfides of tin, arsenic, and antimony;
to the filtrate add an equal volume of strong HC1 and saturate
the solution with H 2 S, when pure GeS precipitates. 1 (3) To
separate germanium from ZnO, the ore may be added in small
portions to commercial hydrochloric acid 2 in the proportion
of a kilogram of oxide to 2400 cc. of acid. After the solid is
dissolved add KCIO3 cautiously until the oxides of chlorine
begin to appear, then distill at once. GeCU distills under these
conditions, between 120°-140°. (4) From argyrodite germanium may be extracted by fusion with sodium carbonate and
potassium nitrate. Cool the melt, pulverize, and extract the
alkaline germanate with water, add sulfuric acid and evaporate
till all nitric acid is expelled. If the residue is dissolved in
water and allowed to stand, germanium oxide separates from
the solution.
Separation. — From most of the metals, germanium may be
separated by the formation of the sulfo-salts with ammonium
sulfide. It may be separated from arsenic, antimony, and tin
by exactly neutralizing the sulfo-salts with sulfuric acid and
filtering after 12 hours. Evaporate to small bulk, add ammonia,
ammonium sulfate, and sulfuric acid and saturate with H2S.
GeS 2 precipitates while the other metals remain in solution.
Germanium may also be separated from arsenic by either of
three methods: (1) Fuse the mineral 3 with Na2CO3 and S, forming the sulfo-salts, add NH4C2H3O2, acidify with HC2H3O2,
and saturate with H 2 S. Under these conditions arsenic is
completely precipitated and germanium remains in solution.
(2) Germanium chloride may be distilled in the presence of
strong HC1 by oxidizing arsenic to the less volatile pentachloride
by means of a chromate.4 In this manner 0.5 mg. of GeO2 mixed
with 100 mg. As2Os gave an arsenic-free germanium chloride.
The completeness of the separation by distillation has been
questioned.8 (3) If the oxides are dissolved in an excess of
1
Truchot, Lea Torres Hares, p. 294.
2
James. Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 41 947 (1919).
8
Browning, Am. Jour. Sci. 44 313.
4
Browning, ibid. 45 663.
6

J. H. Mtiller, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 43 1085 and 2549 (1921); see also
Dennis and Papish, ibid. 43 2131 (1921).
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H F and H 2 S is added, As2S3 is quantitatively precipitated while
germanium is left in solution.1
From lead, cadmium, and selenium, germanium may be separated 2 by distilling a strong hydrochloric acid solution in the
presence of a little KMnO 4 , MnO 2 , or KC10 3 . The delivery
tube should end just above the surface of the water in the
receiver, which is surrounded by a cooling mixture. A precipitate of GeS2 may be obtained by saturating with hydrogen
sulfide.
Metallurgy. — The metal may be prepared b y : (1) heating
the oxide with carbon; (2) reducing potassium fluogermanate,
K 2 GeF 6 , with hydrogen or sodium; (3) heating the oxide in a
stream of hydrogen; or (4) reducing the oxide with magnesium.
Properties. — Germanium is a grayish white metal with a
brilliant metallic luster, crystallizing in regular octahedra. 8
The specific resistance at 0° is 0.089 ohms per cubic centimeter.4
Thermoelectric determinations indicate that germanium exists in more than one form. It is brittle, has a density of
5.469 at 20°, and melts at about 958 0 . 6 Its boiling point has
not been determined definitely. In the presence of the oxide
it begins to vaporize at a temperature as low as 750°, but in
an atmosphere of hydrogen or nitrogen it produces little vapor
at 1350°. The specific heat 0°-100° is 5.34. It is stable in the
air at ordinary temperatures but when heated it burns to GeCV
I t is not acted upon by hydrochloric acid, but dissolves readily
in aqua regia; toward nitric acid it behaves much like tin,
being oxidized to GeO2. I t is dissolved by sulfuric acid, which
it partially reduces, liberating sulfur dioxide. I t combines
directly with the halogens.
Uses. — Recently some success has been met in the treatment of anemia by means of germanium compounds. 6
Compounds. — Germanium forms two series of compounds.
In the germanous compounds the element has a valence of 2.
These compounds are not numerous, are quite unstable, and
resemble the compounds of silicon and carbon. I n the ger1
J. H. MGller, {bid. 43 2549 (1921).
2
Browning,
Am. Jour. Sci. 44 331.
8
See Albert W. Hull paper read before the American Physical Society at
Washington; note Chem. and Met. Eng. 26 1024 (1922).
'Bidwell,
Phys. Rev. 19 447 (1922).
6
Biltz, Z&U. anorg. Chern. 72 313 (1911).
6
Catalyst, 8 No. 1, 7 (Jan. 1923); ibid. No. 4, 14 (Apr. 1923).
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manic compounds the valence is 4, the stability greater, and
the behavior more suggestive of tin and titanium.
Hydrogen forms a gaseous hydride, GeH4, when germanium chloride
is reduced by sodium amalgam or when a germanium solution is introduced
into a Marsh generator. The mixture of hydrogen and GeBU burns with
a reddish blue flame which deposits a mirror on a cold surface. This is
soluble in sodium hypo chlorite solution. When the gas is heated in a tube
it decomposes, forming a deposit which is red by transmitted light and green
by reflected light. When GeH4 is bubbled through a silver nitrate solution, silver germanide is precipitated. Concentrated nitric acid converts
this into GeO2.
Germanium chloroform, GeHCl3, is formed when hydrogen chloride
is passed over slightly heated germanium powder. It is a vapor which
forms a volatile, colorless liquid, by cooling with ice. On exposure to air
it becomes turbid, due to formation of GeOCl2, and it reacts with water,
forming Ge(OH)2.
Germanium tetraethyl, Ge(C2H5)4, was foretold by Mendeleeff and
shows the ability of germanium to form volatile organo-metallic compounds.
It is formed by the reaction of germanic chloride and zinc ethyl in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. It is a colorless liquid with a boiling point of
160°. It is lighter than water with which it does not mix. The
vapor burns readily, forming an explosive mixture with oxygen.
Oxygen forms two compounds with germanium.
Germanous oxide, GeO, is a dark gray powder which is obtained by heating Ge(OH)2 in an inert atmosphere or by reducing GeO2 with germanium
or magnesium. It is volatile and dissolves in hydrochloric acid.
Germanous hydroxide, Ge (OH)2, is precipitated when an alkali is added
to a solution of germanous chloride. It is soluble in excess of alkali.
When first precipitated it is distinctly yellow in color, but on heating it
turns red. This change is believed to indicate a tautomeric change,
Gew)jj.^-0 = Ge<^^ • The latter is a germanium analogue of formic
acid. This view is strengthened by the fact that germanium chloroform
is hydrolyzed, giving germanous hydroxide: HGeCla -f" 2 HOH =
HGeOOH + 3 HCL It has been shownl that certain metallic hydroxides
behave as feeble acids and that the order of increasing strength as acids
is zinc, beryllium, lead, stannous and germanous hydroxides. In the
acidic compounds of the last three, the elements become quadrivalent.
By studying the electrical conductivities and the rate of hydrolysis of
ethyl acetate, it appears that germanous hydroxide is slightly weaker as
an acid than acetic acid.
Germanic oxide, GeO 2, is prepared by direct union of the elements,
by igniting the sulfide or oxidizing it with nitric or sulf uric acid, or by adding
acids to dilute alkaline solutions of germanium salts. It is a dense white
powder, which melts to a clear liquid, but is not volatile at 1025a. It is
sparingly soluble in water, forming an acid solution, from which it crystal1
Hantzsch, Z&it. anorg. Chem. 30 289 (1902).
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lisses in Kinall rhombic crystals. It CIIHSOIVOS with Home difficulty in acids,
forming gmiiunir suits, ami in alkalies, forming germanates. Neither
O«>II)4 norC«H)(()H)a is known.
Fluorine forms lu»fh (i<»Fa and (»<>F4, the former by reduction of K2GeFe
with hydnwn and t!i<> latter as thct fcrihydrate, when a, solution of GcOa
in UK in i«v:iporaf.i«d ovc»r aulfurta acid. (JolV3 IT2O forms hygroscopic
wyntuls, i-iisily nolublr in wat«r, hut it in somewhat hydrolyzed.
Fluownnitnic ncid, IU(U\VU is forrnod by passing the vapor of GcF4
into wit IT. If KOH is itclctod to the* solution, potassium fluogermanate,
KaCJflf, IH formed. When Kill and UK are added to a solution of GeCl4,
a chanu'tcriMtic jj^hitinouM precipitate of K2GeFfl is produced. On
HtandiiiK the precipitate becomes cryHtjillinc, iaomorphous with ammonium
fluomlicnfe.
Chlorine forms CU».('l2f <i«CJU, and GcOCl2.
(lOmi.'inntiH ehloridi* in triads by pasHin^ hydropjon chloride O"ver heated
(U'H. If IH it ruIorU'HH liquid, whirh furnos in moist air and is completely
hydmlywd by water. It is mluble in concentrated hydrochloric acid, its
w>httifin aetinjr ns a pnwerful rpducinp; ap;ont.
(lerrnanir fhluriri**, (JeC-U, in pn^parcul by burning tho metal in chlorine,1
or by heating the nictji! or tin dt.sulfxdo with mercuric chloride. It is a
thin rolorh'KM Iiqtmi whieFi fumc^H in moist air and emits a crackling sound
when mixed with witter. It. melts at-49.5° and has a specific gravity of
I.H74. It dms not, n»art wit.h HjSO4; it is Hlowly decomposed by nitric
acid iind ri'iu'tH vigorously with ammonia and tho alkalies.
Gi*muitutini oxychUiride, G<O0!a, in prepared by oxidation of germanium
ehlwofonn l>y wnrmirt^ the latter r>r huhbling air through it. It is acolorIc**w oily Ii(jtiid which doen not fume in the air.
Bmminr and iodine uwlU* diredly with germanium, forming GeBr4,J
and (it?I*,3 wltU'h n^HernbU4 the. cujrrcHponding chloride.
Sulfur ffirrriH (U*$ and OvH*
CJerrnfinrmM mtlfidis («f*H, m pn»par<»fl by heating OeS2 with the metallic
germanium in rtn inert ntrnoHfihero, or by partially reducing GeS2 in hydrogen. (5eH may \w prwipitatwl l)y adding IIjS to a p;ermanous solution.
The prertpitf*l<»d form in it dark red amorphous! powder, and that prepared
in th«* dry way forma metallic-looking oryBt&lfl, dark gray in color by
reflated light rind rwl by tranHrnifctcd light. It may he melted and vaporizinl witlKHit <l(*co!n{H)Hition( so it i» the most definite gcrmanoua compound.
It in slightly nolubta in water, and di»«olv<iB in acids, alkalies, and yellow
if, fonntn^ with thej latter a characteristic sulfo-salt of
Ormantc! milficlc, C}f«B3> owura in nature and is prepared by adding
HSB Ui a soitition of » gcirnaanic salt or by acidifying a solution of Ge8
in ammonium mlfida For the latter an excess of strong mineral acicl is
the ftulfiMuud i» quite stable. GcS^ is a white powder
* tannin and Huncf, Jour. Am, Ckm. Hoc. U 209 (1922).
* Tktnnb* anil Hnn<tf% lot. cit.
Ilanee, J&ur. Am. Cherrt. $oc. -44 28M (1922).
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which does not mix readily with water. It dissolves slightly in water,
but the solution evolves H2S because of the hydrolysis which takes place.
Detection. — Germanium compounds give characteristic blue and
violet lines in the spark spectrum; the blue line X 4686 is especially
characteristic.1
Germanous solutions are identified by the precipitation (1) of the yellow
hydroxide with alkalies, (2) of brown GeS with H2S, (3) of the white
ferrocyanide with K4Fe(CN)6. They also reduce chromate and permanganate solutions and precipitate metallic gold from the chloride.
Germanic solutions are characterized by the formation with H2S of a
white sulfide, GeS2, soluble in ammonium sulfide, also by the formation of a
gelatinous precipitate, K2GeF6, when KC1 and HF are added to GeF4.
This precipitate becomes crystalline on standing. The hydrated dioxide
is partially precipitated by ammonia, ammonium carbonate, and sodium
carbonate. The fixed alkalies produce no precipitate because of the ready
formation of the germanates.
Estimation. — For the quantitative determination of germanium the
element is usually precipitated as GeS2 and weighed as such or converted
to Ge(>2 by nitric acid and then weighed.2 Magnesia mixture precipitates
Mg2Ge04, which may be filtered, ignited, and weighed as the orthogermanate.3
12 Jacob Papish, Chem. News, 124 3 (1922).
Dennis and Papish, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 43 2131 (1921).
3
Mtiller. Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 44 2493 (1922).

CHAPTER X I I
GROUP V —VANADIUM
THE elements of Group V are easily divided into two families,
vanadium, columbium, and tantalum making up Division A,
and phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth comprising
Division B. Nitrogen is an introductory element which resembles both divisions in some ways, but differs from each in
other characteristics. These two sub-groups resemble each
other in many respects, especially in their chemical properties.
All the elements of the group form an oxide, M 2 Os, which is
strongly acidic in the case of elements of low atomic weight b u t
with decreasing acidity as atomic weight increases, until Bi2O5
can scarcely be called acidic at all. All the elements of the
group form two definite series of compounds, one trivalent and
the other pentavalent. Valences of 2 and 4 are also common.
This group is especially characterized by the large number of
oxides and halides which its members formMembers of the two divisions have much greater differences
than are shown by the two divisions of Group IV. Thus if we
consider nitrogen as an introductory element, we find t h a t phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth are easily reduced from
their oxides, melt at relatively low temperatures, and vaporize
easily. Phosphorus has the characteristics of a non-metal, b u t
metallic properties increase with increasing atomic weight, bismuth presenting fairly typical metallic properties. All the
members of this division form organo-metallic derivatives and
all except bismuth form very characteristic volatile hydrogen
compounds. All the members of Division B are well-known
chemical elements which have found numerous applications in
the industries.
In contrast to these characteristics the three members of
Division A are extremely difficult to reduce from their oxides
and have high melting and boiling points. They are all typically metallic in appearance and general behavior. Vanadium
is less basic than columbium and tantalum, as is to be expected,
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but there is not a regular increase of basicity with increased
atomic weight. Considering that columbium forms oxy-salts
more readily than (loos tantalum and that
tantalum halides are completely hydrolyzod
while the columbium compounds are hydrolyzed only to the oxy-salts, it. appears that,
tantalum in some respects is somewhat less
metallic than columbium. These threw elements do not form volatile compounds with
hydrogen. All members of Division B may
be considered rare, at least in the son.se that
they have only recently come to attract the
attention of chemists.
The relationship between the members of
the two divisions is shown in Fi#. 12. The
blank spaces following columbium and antimony may possibly represent elements not
yet discovered, but the proximity of the ram
earth group makes it. seem probable that these*.
FIG. 12
spaces do not represent missing chemical individuals. The close resemblance between columbium and tantalum is hardly suggestive of a missing intermediate element,
while there is greater reason for expecting an element to fall
between antimony and bismuth.
The physical properties of the members of Division A are
shown in Table XXX.
TABLE

XXX

Physical Properties of the Vanadium Family
VANADIUM

Atomic Weight
Color. . . .
Specific Gravity
Atomic Volume
Melting Point.

(UH.VMUWM TANTALUM l

1X1.5
Iron-gray
8.0
23.0
About
29100

1
For additional properties of tantalum see table by G. W. Balkn, Chem. and
Met. Eng. 27 1273 (1922).
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Historical. — In 1801 Del Rio announced the discovery of a new metal
which he had found in a certain lead ore from Zimapan, Mexico. He suggested the name erythronium, meaning red, because its salts became red
when heated with acids. In 1805 Collet-Descotils concluded that this
new metal was an impure oxide of chromium and Del Rio accepted this
conclusion. But in 1830 Sefstrom found a new metal in a Swedish iron
ore, which he proposed to call vanadium after the name Vanadis, the Scandinavian goddess more frequently known as Freya. During the same year
Wohler showed that Del Rio's erythronium was a new element identical
with vanadium and that the Mexican ore was a lead salt of this element.
Berzelius took over Sefstrom's material, and in 1831 published the results
of his extensive investigation. He concluded that vanadium belonged.in
the group with chromium and molybdenum because of its acidic trioxide.
This view was accepted till 1867, when Roscoe showed that the element
belongs with phosphorus and arsenic, that the volatile chloride contains
oxygen and is analogous to POC13, and that Berzelius7 metal was either
the oxide VO or the nitride, depending on the method of preparation.
Occurrence. 1 —Although commercial vanadium ores are found
in only a few localities, the element is estimated to comprise
0.017 per cent of the earth's crust and is known in a large number of rare minerals. It is generally present as a"vanadate, though
in some important minerals it is found as silicate, sulfide, or
oxide. The more important minerals are: —
Vanadinite, 3Pb 3 (VO 4 ) 2 'PbCl 2 or (PbCl)Pb 4 (VO 4 ) 3 , is the
mineral from which Del Rio first obtained vanadium material.
It contains from 8 to 21 per cent V 2 O 5 , varies in color from deep
ruby red to a straw yellow, and is found in Mexico, Urals,
Sweden, Argentina, and abundantly in the mining regions of
Arizona and New Mexico.
'Descloizite, 4 (PbZn)O • V 2 O 5 -H 2 O, contains 20-22 per cent
V2O5, cherry red to reddish brown, found in New Mexico and
Arizona.
Carnotite is a potassium uranyl vanadate for which the formula K 2 O • 2 UO 3 • V2O5 • 8 H 2 O is frequently given. The ore,
however, varies materially from this composition. It contains 19 or 20 per cent V 2 O 6 and is valuable for both vanadium
and uranium, as well as radium. It occurs extensively in Paradox Valley, Colorado, and in Utah, South Australia, Portugal, etc.
Roscoelite is a silicate of doubtful formula, probably a mus1 W. F. Hillebrand, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 29 1019 (1907) and Eng. and Min.
Jour. 93 1093 (1912)/
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covite mica in which a part of the aluminium is replaced by
vanadium. It is found in San Miguel County, Colorado, and
is the most important simple vanadium ore in the United States.
Patronite is a sulfide of vanadium as associated with pyritc*
and a carbonaceous substance which contains much free sulfur.
It varies widely in composition, but a typical analysis gives vanadium sulfide 35 per cent, iron pyritc 5 per cent, free sulfur 35 per
cent, and silica 15 per cent, with small amounts of molybdenum,
nickel, aluminium, calcium, etc. It is found in the Andes
Mountains, especially in Peru.
Asphaltite is an extremely soft, friable deposit of low specific
gravity, containing 80 per cent hydrocarbons, but yielding an
ash which contains from 5 to 50 per cent V 2 OB. It is found near
Page, Oklahoma, and Palisade, Nevada, but the main deposit
is in Peru.
In addition to these commercial ores, vanadium is found oeeawonally
as vanadic ocher, V2O6, bismuth ochcr containing 1-29 per cent V2O&, and
many others, still more rare. It is- almost always present, in rutile, winch
may owe its color to the vanadium rather than to the iron content. Tracer
have been found in certain copper and iron ores, in many days, eHpeeinlly
fire clays, in trap and basalt, and in certain coal deposits. The iwh from an
Oklahoma coal shows varying amounts of vanadium, aornet irnen running
as high as 34.5 per cent V2O6. Ash from Home Peru and Argentine etmlts
may contain as much as 38 per cent VaO». Vanadium has recently fxsen
found in the blood of certain fish, whore it evidently replaces iron. A
brown spotted holothurian, Sticopus xnftbii, from the TortugaK, showed
0.0247 g. of vanadium in 20 g. of the dried animal body.1 Two other
species of holothurians showed no vanadium, but this element hius txjfint
detected in the blood cells of certain ascidia taken from the Bay of Naples.
The world's most important vanadium supply comes from
Peru, which formerly supplied 70 per cent of the world's vanadium.2 The raw ore averages 20-25 per cent VsOi, but before
shipment this is increased to ,35-40 per cent by calcination.
Occasionally small quantities will run as high as 50 per cent.
The mines are high in the mountains, being about 15,000 feet
above sea level. Transportation WBB formerly by llamas and
boat, but recently a system of motor trucks and a narrow-gauge
railroad has been provided. The annual shipments have shown
considerable fluctuation due to exhaustion of some of the rich1
Am. Jour. Sd. 46 473.
* See Hewett, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Bng. 40 20X (1009); HiUebrand, Jaw.
Am. Chem. Soc. 29 1019 (1907); Wilson, Cium. and Mel. ting. 3S 099 (1922).
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(\st deposits of patronite, as well as difficulties of transportation.
Peru in 1919 supplied 60 per cent of the world's vanadium,
nearly all of which was shipped to the United States. The largest domestic deposits are in San Miguel County, southwestern
Colorado, about 30 per cent of the world's vanadium corning
from Vanadium, Colorado. These deposits are mainly roscoelite with a little carnotitc, averaging 1.5 per cent V 2 O 5 , but the
deposits are large and easily worked.1 At Cutter, New Mexico,
there are voin deposits of vanadinite, but the ore is a difficult
one to work. Small amounts of vanadium are obtained from
the slags of certain iron ores, especially Swedish magnetite. 2
Previous to 1906 Spain was the greatest producer of vanadium. Tho deposits are vanadinite in sandstone, containing
an average of 3 per cent V2O6, which is raised to 14 per cent
by concentration. Other deposits are found in Mexico, Argentine, England, Sweden, Russia, and Germany.
Extraction.* — The method used in extracting vanadium
from itH oroH varies widely with the nature and richness of the
ore and the value of the by-products. The difficulties encountered are mainly in connection with the purification of vanadium from uranium, aluminium, iron, and silica. It is probable
that no two mills use exactly the same process. In general
the methods 4 use (1) an acid method, producing soluble vanadyl compounds; or (2) an alkali method, producing soluble
alkali vanadatos. The following outline methods illustrate
the general principles employed : —
(1) The Koenig process consists in treating the crushed
ore with a 20 per cent solution of sulfuric or hydrochloric acid
at a temperature of 200° and a pressure of 225 pounds per square
inch. After several hours the liquid is filtered, evaporated,
and the salts ignited to expel excess acid, then roasted with
sodium carbonate. The mass is leached with boiling water,
and carbon dioxide bubbled in to precipitate alumina. This
method in recommended for roscoelite and vanadium-bearing
sandstone.
(2) The Fleck process, which may be used upon carnotite
1
He© U. H. Bur. of Mine*, Bull. 70, p. 51.
*8 Kjelibctrg, JtmikordoretH AnnaZen (1921), p. 147.
Hm BuU. 104, V. B. Bur. of Mines; Bloocker, Chern. and Met. JEng. 11 501
(mi).
* Be© BuU. 104, U. S. Bur. of MinoH.
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ores, consists in treating the finely ground ore with dilute sulfuric acid. The iron and vanadium present in the solution are
reduced by sulfur dioxide, then sufficient powdered limestone
added to precipitate the calcium. Next the uranium and vanadium are precipitated by boiling the solution with more limestone.
(3) The U. S. Bureau of Mines nitric acid method of treating
carnotite is outlined in the diagram, Fig. 13. This method is
Ore heated with nitric acid
Residue
(discarded)

Acid solution
Nearly neutralize; add BaCl2 -f H2SO4

Precipitate: Radium-Barium Sulfate Solution, boil with excess Na2CO;
Reduce
with
Carbon

Precipitate: Iron, Calcium
Aluminium (discarded)

RadiumBarium
Sulfide

Sodium Uranate
Contains 7-8 per cent V2O5

Chlorides
(or Bromides)

Ferrous Vanadate

Fractional
Crystallization
Radium
Chloride

Sodium-Uranium Carbonate
Sodium Vanadate
Partly neutralize with HNO3;
add NaOH
I
Solution neutralized
withHNOs; add FeSO4
Solution evaporated
Sodium Nitrate

Barium
Chloride

Nitric Acid
FIG.

13

said to extract as much as 90 per cent of the radium and nearly
all of the uranium, but some vanadium is left in the residues, especially if roscoelite and similar vanadium ores are present in
the carnotite. This method is especially recommended on
account of the high recovery of radium. Its cost is greatly
reduced by the fact that enough nitric acid is recovered to disintegrate the ore, b u t in spite of this saving it is relatively expensive.
(4) For vanadinite ores experimental work done at the
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Bureau of Mines 1 shows that an efficient method of extracting
the valuable constituents is as follows : flux the ore with soda
ash, when the lead is recovered as a metal; from the slag vanadium and molybdenum are extracted with water and calcium
vanadate precipitated with slacked lime, while the molybdenum
remains in solution. Vanadinite ores may also be ground and
extracted with sodium sulfide, when lead sulfide precipitates and
sodium vanadate dissolves, free from sulndes. By adding
NH4CI a precipitate of (NH4)3VO4 is formed, or after purification Fe 3 (VO 4 ) 2 is precipitated by adding FeSO4, or V2O5 is
precipitated by acidification.
(5) From the cupro-descloizite of Brisbee, Arizona, vanadium
may be extracted by the sulfuric acid leach, but a better method
is a combination of nitrate fusion and sulfuric acid leach,2 in
which the cost of treatment is less than the by-products recovered.
The method formerly used by the Primos Chemical Company
at Newmire, Colorado, depends on fusing the crushed roscoelite
with sodium chloride. The sodium vanadate formed is dissolved out and ferrous sulfate added to precipitate ferrous vanadate. The uranium is not recovered by this process. Other
similar processes fuse the ore with an alkali carbonate and carbon, 3 sodium nitrate, or potassium acid sulf ate.
(6) The Haynes-Engle process consists in digesting the
coarsely ground ore with a solution of sodium carbonate until
the uranium and vanadium are extracted. Sodium hydroxide
is added to precipitate sodium uranate and slaked lime to precipitate the vanadium.
Vanadium is obtained from many of the extracts, either by
precipitation as ferrous vanadate or calcium vanadate or by
electrolytic deposition. If ferrous sulfate is used, it must be
present in considerable excess in order to prevent loss of vanadium. The electrolytic deposition has some advantages over
the precipitation methods, but it does not produce a pure product. If ferrous vanadate is desired, a nearly neutral solution
is used, the anode is iron and the cathode almost any metal.
A potential difference between the electrodes of four volts is suffi1 J. E. Conley, Chem. and Met. EnQ. 20 514 (1919).
* Ibid. 20 465 (1919).
Herrenschmidt Compt. rend. 139 635 (1904).
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cient to cause the vanadium to collect around the anode. For
the precipitation of vanadic acid a strong mineral acid may be
added to a solution of sodium vanadate, but about 10 per cent
of the vanadium cannot be removed in this manner. Vanadic
acid may be obtained by heating ammonium metavanadate or
adding hot HC1 to dry calcium vanadate. In one electrolytic
method, vanadic acid is precipitated in a porous cell which is
surrounded by water that has been made slightly alkaline.
The solution is hot and contains a slight excess of sodium carbonate. A platinum anode, an iron cathode, and a potential
difference of. 6 to 8 volts are used. This method yields a product which is 98 per cent pure.
Metallurgy. — Metallic vanadium may be prepared in a
number of ways. (1) By reduction of vanadium dichloride
by pure hydrogen. This method is difficult to use because at
red heat vanadium unites readily with oxygen and water, so
both must be carefully excluded. (2) By making a plastic mass
of vanadium pentoxide with carbon and paraffin, shaping into
rods and passing the electric current through them in a vacuum.
(3) By reduction of the pentoxide with misch metal x or silicon.
(4) By reduction of the trioxide with carbon.2 (5) By the
thermite reduction process.3 A product which was 99 per
cent pure has been obtained by this method or by reduction
with vanadium carbide. (6) By electrolysis of a solution of
the trioxide in fused calcium vanadate. 4 The anode is made
of carbon and the cathode is prepared by pulverizing ferrovanadium and pressing the powder into a cbne-shaped form.
The current density used is 4.5 amperes per square inch of anode
surface.
There is relatively little interest in the production of pure
vanadium, at least 90 per cent of the vanadium extracted being
produced and used in the form of ferrovanadium alloys. These
usually contain from 25 to 50 per cent vanadium and may be
prepared by either of three methods: (1) reduction by the
thermite process; (2) reduction with carbon in an electric
furnace; and (3) several electrolytic methods.
1
2

Muthmann and Weiss, IAebig Ann. 337 370; 355 58.
Ruff and Martin, Zeit. angew. Chem. 25 49.
*Zeib.
anorg. Chem. 64 217 and 225 (1909).
4
Gin, Elec&rochem. and Met. Ind. 1 264 (1909).
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The electrolytic methods do not seem to have been very
generally used, although the product obtained is free from
both carbon and aluminium. Of these methods the following
illustrate the principles used: —
(1) Gin's electrolytic method for f errovanadium x uses
vanadic acid dissolved in a bath of fused iron fluoride and calcium carbide. The anode is a mixture of vanadic acid and
retort carbon, and the cathode is fused steel. (2) A French
process uses vanadic acid dissolved in calcium fluovanadate,
and a current of 0.7 ampere per square centimeter of anode
surface. (3) An American process electrolyzes a solution
of vanadic acid in molten ferrosilicon. (4) Another American
process passes an electric current through a charge made up of
vanadium oxide and the calculated amounts of iron and carbon.
The reduction by means of aluminium has been the main
method of producing f errovanadium and is especially serviceable
for the production of a product free from carbon. The reduction is carried out successfully in furnaces capable of producing
125,000 pounds of alloy per run. 2 The large units used give a
greater uniformity to the product and a much higher temperature (2500°-2800° C.) than in small crucibles. In this way a
fluid slag is produced and the separation of the metal is more
complete. Not all of the vanadium is extracted by the thermit
method, some being left in the slag. This process is somewhat
expensive, due not only to the cost of the aluminium but more
especially because of loss of this element through volatilization.
When the presence of a small amount of carbon in the ferrovanadium is not objectionable, reduction by carbon in the
electric furnace is employed.3 The ore used may be the vanadate of iron or calcium or the oxides of vanadium. Roasted
patronite is sometimes reduced directly in the electric furnace
by the use of lirne to remove the sulfur. This process is difficult to carry out, requires an excess of carbon, and its largescale operation has only recently been accomplished. A very
high temperature must be used also and the reduction must be
completed in a short time. But by using a high voltage, high
current density, and close spacing of the electrodes and then
l
ZeU. Elektrochem. 9 831 (1903).
2
Min. Ind. 1919.
3
See R. S. Anderson, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc, 37 277 (1920), and B. D.
SaklatwaUa, ibid. 37 341.
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feeding the ore directly into tho heat zono l good results are
obtained. Considerable carbon is retained by the ferrovunadium, a part of which is removed by fusion with either an oxide
of iron or an oxide of vanadium. Tho final product contains
from 1.5 to 6 per cent carbon, which is a matter of serious consequence in the steel industry, because the vanadium combines with the carbon, forming a stable carbide which dissolves
in the steel without decomposition, so tho beneficial influence
of vanadium is not produced. The electric reduction takes
place mainly at Bridgevillo, Pennsylvania, where (he thermite
reduction process has been in use for Homo time. Recently
an electric furnace capable of producing about 7r>,00() pounds
of alloy per month was installed for treating the slag from the
thermite process dump. Early in 1020 production of ferrovanadium in the electric furnace was begun at York, Pennsylvania.
Several patents have been issued for the production of forrovanadiumin an electric furnace, using silicon as a reducing agent.
The process produces a high temperature and hence is successful. The product, however, contains Homo silicon.
The vanadium industry has grown very rapidly within recent years. It is said that in 1900 the total forrovanadiurn
produced did not exceed $50,000 in value. Hut five years later
it amounted to $1,500,000. During the World War t he enormous
demand for vanadium steel greatly stimulated production and
the output increased at an astonishing rain. During 1920 the
total production of the vanadium industry probably exceeded
4,000,000 pounds 2 of V2Or,. Practically all the vanadium
produced in the world is under tho control of the* Vanadium
Corporation of America.
During the latter part of 1918 ferrovanadhnn sold for $5
per pound of contained vanadium. During 1919 the demand
was strong, and the price rose to $7 or more per pound for
the alloy low in both carbon and silicon. The dornancl was so
strong that the alloy with a high carbon and silicon content
sold freely, and for the first time purchasers of carnotito were
compelled to pay for the vanadium which it contained. During
the latter part of 1920 the market became dull, possibly due to
1
2

See Pat. 1,435,742; Chem. and Met Eno. 37 1232 (1022).
R. B. Moore, EUQ. and Min. Jour. Ill 152 (1921).
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the general business depression along with the active production of recent months. The Chemical Products Company of
Denver, Colorado, - who have been producing vanadium and
radium announced the indefinite suspension of activities because of the poor market for vanadium. 1
Properties. — Vanadium prepared by the reduction with
hydrogen is a light gray powder, from which a crystalline mass
may b e obtained which possesses a brilliant silver-white luster.
The m e t a l takes a splendid polish, which is not tarnished by
exposure to air. It has a specific gravity of 5.68 and is harder
than steel or quartz. It may be heated in hydrogen to redness
without fusing or vaporizing. It is non-magnetic. When the
compact form of the metal is heated in the air it is oxidized,
showing various colors as the oxidation progresses: brown
(V 2 O), gray (V2O2), black (V2O3), blue (V2O4), and red (V2O5).
When the powdered metal is thrown into a flame or heated in
oxygen it burns with brilliant scintillations. When heated
in a n atmosphere of chlorine it combines directly with it, forming V C 1 4 ; at high temperatures it also combines directly with
nitrogen, forming VN, and with carbon, probably forming VC.
It is n o t soluble in hydrochloric acid nor in dilute sulfuric acid,
but dissolves in nitric, hydrofluoric, and strong sulfuric acids.
Solutions of the alkalies have little effect upon it, but with
fused alkaline reagents it reacts readily, forming water-soluble
vanadates and liberating hydrogen.
It alloys with iron and aluminium.
U s e s . — The greatest uses of vanadium are in connection
with t h e preparation of special grades of steel. The effect of
adding vanadium is twofold: (1) it acts as a scavenger, being
especially efficient for the removal of nitrogen and oxygen;
(2) a small per cent remains in the steel, passing into solid solution i n the ferrite, making the metal more coherent and imparting increased toughness and tensile strength.
As a scavenger its efficiency depends upon its ability to unite
with nitrides and oxides and carry them into the slag. It is
more efficient for this purpose than ferrosilicon and ferromanganese. Consequently it is added after these alloys have produced the best results of which they are capable. Vanadium
has accomplished surprising results in improving the quality
1 Chem. and Met. Eng. 24 491 (Mar. 16, 1921).
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of crucible and open hearth steel, but it is used also for Bessemer
and even in cast iron. It is usually added as small lumps or as
a powder to the ladle as the steel is being drawn. Usually
little difficulty is encountered in obtaining a satisfactory mix.
The melting point of ferrovanadium containing 30-35 per cent
vanadium is 14^5°, but the melting point rises as the amount of
vanadium is either increased or decreased beyond these limits.
For use at moderate temperatures an alloy of this composition
is preferred. The quantity added depends upon the amount
of scavenging which it is expected to accomplish, but only a
small amount is needed as a permanent constituent of the steel.
For case hardening material 0.12-0.14 per cent is sufficient;
for axles, shafts, saws, dies, etc., 0.16-0.2 per cent is used;
springs usually require a little more; armor plate, gun shields,
etc., contain 0.3-0.4 per cent and high speed steel contains
0.35-0.5 per cent. For the latter purpose as much as 2 per
cent vanadium is sometimes used, but for general purposes the
amount does not exceed 0.3 per cent. Vanadium steels are less
porous, and will withstand strain, vibration, and shock very successfully. The effect upon high speed steel is much the same as
chromium, since it increases the hardness and red hardness of
the cutting edge, and imparts greater durability to the tool.
In modern steel making, vanadium is generally used in connection with other alloying elements. Typical of these are
the chrome-vanadium steels, which are generally made in the
open hearth furnace, the alloying metals being added a short
time before the casting is made. This variety of steel is used
commonly for making automobile parts, where it is valued, not
only on account of its toughness and strength, but because it is
particularly free from surface imperfections. It resembles
chrome-nickel steel in physical properties and is able to compete with the cheaper nickel because the latter acts only as an
alloying element and not as a scavenger.
In cast iron the amount of vanadium varies from 0.08 to 0.15
per cent. Its function is that of a scavenger, and its beneficial
results are almost wholly indirect. I t causes a more even distribution of the carbon, lessens porosity and brittleness, and
checks spalling and flaking. The strength of the casting is
increased 10-25 per cent by 0.1 per cent of vanadium. It is
claimed that the decrease in the number of rejected castings
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more than compensates for the increased cost of the vanadium
treatment.
Vanadium forms alloys with other metals, some of which
are of considerable commercial interest. The aluminium alloys
containing 10 per cent or less of vanadium are malleable, while
those containing 20-25 per cent vanadium may be pulverized
in water. The alloy of the composition A1V is the hardest one
of the series. A copper-vanadium alloy containing 10-15 per
cent vanadium, 60-70 per cent copper, 10-15 per cent aluminium,
and 2-3 per cent nickel is prepared and used for the production
of solid copper castings and bronzes and in the manufacture
of aluminium alloys. Approximately 100 tons of cupro-vanadium are sold annually to brass and bronze makers. 1 Vanadium- is also used to harden gold for use in dentistry.
The compounds of vanadium find a wide variety of applications, but none of these use more than a very small amount
of the element. For many years vanadium salts have been
used in photography, where they are serviceable for the production of a green color on bromide prints. One plan uses a mixture of vanadium tetrachloride, oxalic acid, ferric oxalate, and
potassium ferricyanide. 2 A plan for using vanadium or its
alloys in place of lead and vanadium salts in place of sulfuric
acid in storage batteries is covered by French patent 357,601
(1905). Writing inks are made by mixing vanadium salts
with tincture of galls. These inks produce a deep black color,
which is unaffected by chlorine, acids, or alkalies, but it fades
gradually and accordingly has not won great popularity. In
the textile industries, vanadium compounds are used as mordants in the dyeing and printing of cotton and especially in
fixing aniline on silk. Ammonium vanadate has been used in
the dyeing of leather. In ceramics the colored compounds are
used to produce certain colors in both glass and pottery, while
V2O5 or HVO3 is serviceable as a gold bronze. The oxides of
vanadium not only serve as oxidizing agents, but they are
efficient catalysts, serviceable in the oxidation of certain organic
compounds,8 such as the oxidation of sugar to oxalic acid or
1
Thomas, Raw Material, 4 167 (1921); also Chem. and Met. Eng. 27 1185
(1922).
2
L. Lumiere, Moniteur Scientifique 42 437 (1894) ; and German Pat. 215,017
(1909); and U. S. Pat. 979,887 (1910).
*French Pat. 345,701 (1904) ; Jour, prakt. Chem. 75 146 (1907).
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>iojxch.es indigo as quickly as chlorine. A neutral lavender vanadious
^ ° * nation is as delicate a test for free oxygen as alkaline pyrogallate, since
l
*' <iu.ickly becomes dark brown because of the absorption of oxygen. The
° x i c l e is sufficiently stable to permit it to enter into combination as a radi1 forming such compounds as vanadyl mono-, di-, and tri-chloride.
Vanadium suboxide, V2O, forms as a brown coating when metallic vanais exposed to the air at ordinary temperatures. At higher temperate 11 r o s it is transformed to the other oxides. It forms no salts.
2Vztrogen forms two vanadium compounds, VN and VN2. The former
*H t H e stable, metallic-appearing powder which Berzelius sometimes obt a i n e d when he was attempting to prepare the metal.
I
forms VFa • 3 H20 and VOF2, besides a very large number of
and acid fluorides.
forms the simple chlorides, VC14, VCls, and VC12, and the
VOC18, VOC12, V0C1, V2O2C14 • 5 H20, V2O2C1, and
T h e tetrachloride, VCI4, is formed when the vapor of VOCls is mixed
chlorine and passed over red-hot charcoal. It is a dark reddish brown
I i « t \ i l d which fumes in moist air and is decomposed by water. It has a
s p e c i f i c gravity of 1.85 and boils at 154°. At ordinary temperatures it
n l o w l y decomposes, yielding VCls and chlorine; this reaction proceeds
m o r e rapidly at the boiling temperature or in strong light.
T h e trichloride, VC18, is formed by the decomposition of the tetrae l i l o r i d e or by heating V2S8 in chlorine. It forms pinkish, shining tablets,
roKornbling CrCls in appearance, which are extremely hygroscopic. It is
non-volatile, but when heated with hydrogen it first loses a third of its
<!lilorine, forming VC12 and later all, leaving the metal. It forms a hydrate
V O 1 . S • 6 H20 and sparingly soluble double alkali chlorides, such as
V C 1 8 . 2KCI-H2O.
T h e dichloride, vanadious chloride, VC12, is made by reducing VC14
wifcrx hydrogen. It forms fine light green crystals which are exceedingly
<lc*lic|iiescent and yield a lavender solution, which has marked bleachi n g properties and is a more powerful reducing agent than chromous
V a n a d y l trichloride, VOC18, is a greenish yellow mobile liquid prepared
f i y t h e action of chlorine on the oxides VO and V2Oa or by reducing V20 5
i n ;ntxi atmosphere of chlorine. It fumes in moist air, and when a small
14 m o u n t of water is added it turns blood red due to the formation of vanadic
ncticl by hydrolysis; but on further dilution the vanadic acid dissolves,
g i v i n g a clear yellow solution. When reduced, it yields vanadyl dichloride,
V O C l s , green tablets, deliquescent; vanadyl monochloride, V0C1, brown
p o w d e r , insoluble in water; and divanadyl monochloride, yellow crystall i n o powder.
JEfromine and iodine form compounds similar to the chlorine derivatives.
<?a,rbon reduces V2OB in the electric furnace and unites directly with
tlic* rnetallic vanadium, forming VC, which forms very hard silvery white
They melt at 2750° and burn in oxygen.
Vanadium forms a number of complex cyanides and sulfocyanides such
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heating th(% mixed sulfidesin hydrogen chloride, the volatile arsenic chlorides
distilling away at 150°; or by distilling off the arsenic! in a methyl alcohol
solution.1
Vanadium may be .separated from molybdenum and tungsten by the
precipitation of ammonium metavunadate by adding an excess of ammonium chloride to a solution containing an alkali vanadate, molybdate,
and tunuHtat«».
On account of the large number of colored compounds formed by vanadium, a great many color tests have been suggested for the identification
of this element. Some of these are an follows:——
(h If vanadium suHide i.s dissolved in f> 100 ce. of dilute nitric acid
and a few drops of ,'{ per cent H-O- are added, pervanadie acid, IIVO4, is
formed, recognizable by its orange to red color.
('!) Reducing agents produce a successive change in colora——VaOj red,
V(>;. blue, V8(>| black, VO gray, V gray.
(II) Ammonium chloriile added to a neutral or alkaline solution of a
vanadfite precipitate?* NH4V0,, colorless, yielding red V2(K on ignition.
(\) If a rry.*tal of strychnine sulfat.e is added to a drop of strong sulfuric
acid and then a drop of a vanadium solution is added, eolor changes from
violet to rone are observed,
(5) A vanadium borax JHWI in colorless or yellow (depending on the
amount, of vanadium present.) in the outer flame, and groen or brown in
the inner, becoming green <m cooling.
(V*i A c|«»Jiejiti» reagent for detecting vanadium in small amounts is prepared by warming 0,2 g, diphenvhunine in 1(K) cc. water. Cool and filter.
Add 1 cr, concentrated fK'l and I cc, of this reagent to a dilute vanadium
solution nnii shake. A violet color appears slowly, the time required and
the intensity depending on the amount of vanadium.3
A field tt'Ht which is reliable for almost all vanadium minerals is the*
development of a rich red solution when treated with concentrated hydroI'hiorie J»*'ii|. Ift vnm* of the silicate ores the eolor develops slowly or on
WHttninU' On enreful dilution a green eolor appears for n short time. If
th** point.ton* are not too dilute hydrogen peroxide* causes the color to reappear,
Estimation,3 The quantitative determination of vanadium is eomplirutwi, the* prwwhin* umnl depen<ling largely on the amount and nature
of \ht* wrnrnpanytng nulwtanceH, The following brief outlines are suggestive :—
t*ravimi*trir»liy, vannilium in timmlly weighed as the {>ent.oxi(Ie, This
inriy f*e ol»f!uriet| by tgnitftig thitimimoniurn metavanadate, c»r merr.ury vanatlaUt or vimtwite nviit, <*upfern>n in a fiopular and effieiont precipitant.4
* Mtmr mtrl Khrlirh, for. »5 B 4IM) CI022).
Analr* awe, quitn, Argmlimt, 6 IHf» OUI7),
3 He<' HuU, 70, tl H, (5w|. Hurv., p. SKI; W. F. Bl«*te,k(!t% Chrm. and Md, KUQ.
f mm (lilll); W. W. (Inrkf*, Chrm, and Mrt, XI \)l (MIIX); J. K«mt Hrnith,
Km. and Min. Jtmr, t$ \tm (I1M2); Uinmn. Hnll. *(*. chim. Brig. 31 VJM
(1W22); HrhitMl, J*mr, Iml, ami Kng, Cht-.m. IZ mm (Hm).
• Am. Jftur, fki. 4% HIM; Jmtr. twL and King. Chan, 13 3JW)
3
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CHAPTER X I I I
GROUP V —COLUMBIUM AND TANTALUM
Historical. — In 1801, an English chemist, Hatchett, studied a black
mineral which had found its way from the Connecticut valley to the British
Museum. The mineral was found to be composed largely of iron, but it
contained a small per cent of another element which possessed new properties. It was described as forming " a white tasteless earth, insoluble in
hot and cold water, acid to litmus, infusible before the blowpipe, and not
dissolved by borax." Hatchett believed he had discovered a new element
and suggested the name columbium, since the mineral from which it
was extracted came from America.
In 1802, Ekeberg, in Sweden, studied a mineral from Finland and found
in it an element which resembled tin, tungsten, and titanium, but differed
essentially from each. He proposed the name tantalum for the new
element, because its characteristic insolubility in acids suggested the familiar Greek myth regarding Tantalus, since the substance " when placed in
the midst of acids is incapable of taking any of them up."
The similarity shown by Hatchett's columbium and Ekeberg's tantalum attracted attention, and in 1809 Wollaston attempted to prove1 that
the two elements were identical. He prepared a list of similar properties
shown by the acids of the elements, and claimed that the greatest difference
was the specific gravity of the minerals — tantalite having a specific gravity
of 7.95 and columbite 5.91. This difference he explained as due either to
different conditions of oxidation or to different states of molecular structure. His deductions were accepted, and for many years the " element"
was called either tantalum or columbium.
In 1839, Wohler showed2 that the acid obtained from Bavarian tantalite
had strange properties. In 1844, Rose concluded3 that certain columbites
yielded two distinct acids, one of which resembled the acid prepared from
tantalite and another which differed in properties. He considered the
latter a new element and suggested the name niobium from Niobe,
daughter of Tantalus. The individuality of the two elements was gradually developed by Hermann, Blomstrand, and Marignac, but the final step
in the proof came in 1865 when Deville and Troost determined4 the formulas of certain columbium and tantalum.compounds by vapor density
methods. Columbium and niobium were found to be the same element.
The name niobium is commonly used in Germany, but in England and
1 Phil. Trans. 92 49 (1802).
Pogg. Ann. 43 91 (1839).

2

'Ibid. 63 307, 693 (1844); also 69 118 (1846).
*Compt. rend. 60 1221 (1865).
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10 per cent. Tantalum ores are also found in Finland, Sweden,
Norway, Russia, Bavaria, Italy, and Malay; also, in Maine,
Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North
Carolina, Colorado, and California. The demand for tantalum
is relatively slight and irregular, so most of these deposits are
undeveloped. The production from all sources is subject to
great fluctuation. In 1907, Australia produced ore valued
at £327, but in the years 1910-13 no production is recorded.
The amount produced in the United States is so small that it
is not reported among other mineral resources of the country.
The price of tantalite quoted in March, 1917, was $250 per
ton of ore guaranteed to contain at least 35 per cent of combined
columbic and tantalic oxides. Material containing 65 per cent
Ta2O5 was quoted at $15 per unit, which is equivalent to
$975 per ton.
Extraction. 1 — Columbium and tantalum are extracted from
their ores by fusion methods, since their salts are characterized
by insolubility in acids. Hydrofluoric acid is used as a solvent
for these elements in a few special cases. The following methods
have been used: —
(a) A high-grade ore containing little titanium is fused in a
nickel or silver crucible with six times its weight of KOH. After
cooling, the melt is dissolved in water, HC1 is added, and the
extract boiled for 20 minutes. The oxides of columbium and
tantalum, mixed with varying amounts of tungsten, tin, and
silica are filtered off and purified.
(b) Bisulfate fusion in a platinum or quartz crucible is recommended for minerals containing a small amount of columbium
and tantalum, especially the complex minerals such as the
titanocolumbates and -tantalates. The mineral is added to 10
times its weight of NaHS(>4 and fusion continued until disintegration is complete. After cooling, the cake is extracted
with a large volume of acidulated water, and the residue digested
with ammonium sulfide to remove tin and tungsten. To remove silica and titanic acid evaporate with H F and H2SO4,
pour the mass into water, nearly neutralize with ammonia, and
boil 3-4 hours with salicylic acid. The precipitate is fairly
pure Cb2Os and Ta 2 O5.
1
See Schoeller and Powell, Analysis of Minerals and Ores of the Barer Elements, p. 138.
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(v) Kuniou with three part* of pot:is>ium Uu**rj*l«* quirkty
diHintegraten tin* finely pulv*<ri/*'d nre. < irind ih<* tivU, *•*traet with water coutstininu III", and i-v.Hp<»nitfs KTal•'•; rr>>tulH/.fH lira! in liit«- n***** 1J»*- an»J on furlln^r ••»*n*>»-ntr;ifir»it
2 KF-CbOFa-H;.(> rryM:illi/.i*> in l a w llui pl;»i»«y.
(//) Funioii with Na^O; i.« H'ifWtivi* au«| rapid. Th»* stifflir*«|
in Htniilar to («}.
(*•) FuHicin with K;f*>i i^ Miiiilmr in m , IMIJ !|II- silt is l»^s
fiinibli* and **o thr tut*IIt«»ci in ,'imir*iiri^ly !>* ^ rurnvntrn!.
Separation.
('ftltiiuhiiitii ntal tunfrilutn «'\!r;n't«'«i l*y altunsf.
any method may funtaiit ^u*h iiupurififv- H' tin, tuij^-trji,
filial, titanium, zirconium, or antimony.
Tin or antimony may 1*** nitiuvvd by di^^tin^ tin* pr^ripitliterl aridn with y»*lluw a.!tim<»itium Hi1fid»#.
Tun&8fi»n in <»xtrartt*d by tliu^siiion with ditulr ^muiouiH «»r
amnioniurn rarbwmt**; or by di^^tinij; with warm oni* pt*r rrnt.
NaOll iiiui Iwiilinii; with an vxn*^ of NH^NUj.
Hilieu in removed with 11 V an«I f I-St >*,
Titanium may '**• ni*parati*d «|*i^*nfif ;»tiv**ly by adiliu^ an
axi^HH of HMltcylir acid #nd boiling in n rrllux r«md**ti^r («ir H 1
bourn, The* titanium i* fimiitl in tht* y«*H«*w liltmli* froiu whirli
it mtty IH* priM'ipitiitr*d by nimununu
Zirnmium in wpnrat**fl by fusion with \nmlfiti«\ I.hi* niflt
being fKtract.ed with tlihiU? hulfurii* ueiil. *rin* mtwmmm willfatu diwolvcH.
The Nttpftrutirm of rnhimhium ami taittniiitn from %m^\\ of her
can btwt Itt* accomplished l#y fraHifinnl rry^lalli/jitiit*!!. Tint
original metliotj of Mari^isnc 1 ri*ti>*iwf«*t| in mldttiK to tbi*
fluoridiiH enough KF to form flu* ii*»ul*!*? unltn. Hie N
h then eviijifirafittl partly # ami on wtoliug tiH*dlf*-lik« tT.v«laln
of K/FaFf ^•parntf* out. t.)n further vvn\*m%\\M\\ Ur*.mtl plutt*«
of 2 K F * t*hC)K» * H a O itrt* deju^itrtL
in soluble in 151 157 pnrlM <if coltl witter, find
htum oxy-flu**rhl« in HOIUIIII* in 12 13 \mrln of cold wnl«*r. Four
or fiv© pttHTtpitHiiotifi with K F will yielil punt K/fiiFf tincon*
taininAUHl by eohimhium*
After Urn Timt itrynubt erf K»T»Ff Imvi? ne.pnmt4'*<l nut-, it in
cunUnfi&ry u> ovapomt© thtt nttntiiitiiut iniltiiton Ui clryniwi, and
ignita for nevanil hours nl n kiw temperature. In thin way ilia
i, Chim* t*km* i ^* « (UM).
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remaining tantalum is rendered insoluble. The ignited residue
is moist oned with strong hydrofluoric, acid, taken up with water,
and the process repented until tantalum in all removed. This
method is useful for removing a small amount of tantalum from
eolumbiurn material.
A modification 1 of Marignac's method adds a saturated solution of KCI in place of KK, the separation being accomplished
in the same* manner.
Iron and manganese form compounds which arc isomorphous
with KuTal'V and are therefore not removed by Marignac/s
method. < )ne met hod of separating these elements is to decompose the fluorides with concentrated IK-1, add UK, and then
NHiF when the manganese and iron are precipitated.
A mixture of the oxides of columbium and tantalum may be
separated by digesting with a 1 : 1 mixture of selenium oxychloride and concentrated sulfuric acid. The columbium dissolves,
leaving the tantalum unaffected. This treatment may be made
quantitative by repeating the process He vend times, but if
titanium is present it is extracted along with the columbium. u
Metallurgy.
Columbium may be prepared in the metallic
H\ate* in several ways:
(1) Blomstrand first prepared the metal 3 in I860 by the
reduction of the chloride with hydrogen. A mirror-like deposit
which doubtless contains the hydride forms in the tube.
(2) Homewhat more pure eolumbium may be obtained by
paming a mixture of Cb( 1, vapor and hydrogen through a hot
tube,
0$) Reduction by the thermit process yields a product containing about three jwr cent aluminium, but. thin metal may bo
removed by heating the alloy in vaetuh4
(4) Electrolyse of a solution of potassium fluoxy-eolumbate.
(5) Reduction of the* oxide with mmeh metal.
(ft) A mixture of ObOa and paraffin may be pressed into
threads and reduced by the heating effect of an alternate current in a vacuum.
Tantalum wan fimt prepared by Berzelhm and Rosto, who
heated potassium fluotantalata in a crucible with metallic potat** Moim!*** ami Wlnmr, Zr.it. an^tw. Chrm. 20 157 (1013).
•H. B. Mirrill, Jwtr. Am. Vhm. Hoc. 4a %m (1921).
»Jt>urt pr. Chirm. Wt 37 (1HIW).
* Voa Bolton, Zvit. Bkklroctwtn.1% 145 (1907).
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sium and washed out the potassium fluoride with water and
nitric acid. Recently a similar method has been proposed by
which sodium fluotantalate is reduced with sodium.1
Moissan 2 reduced Ta 2 O 5 with carbon in an electric furnace,
but the product contained both oxide and carbide. The oxide
has also been reduced with misch metal and by molding into
rods with paraffin and heating in a vacuum by an alternating
current.
An English patent (1906) describes the production of pure
tantalum by electrolysis of fused K 2 TaF 7 in a refractory crucible
of magnesium oxide or tantalum oxide, using pure tantalum
metal as cathode and the impure metal as anode. A French
patent (1907) claims that very pure tantalum may be prepared
by electrolysis of tantalum material in a 3 per cent solution of
H 2 SO 4 . The electrodes are platinum or carbon and a current of
0.1-0.3 ampere at two volts is required.
All of these methods produce a relatively impure metal,
usually in powder form, which may be purified by thorough extraction with water and strong acids. The powder may then
be pressed into bars, subjected to heat treatment and final fusion
in a vacuum furnace. The high temperature required for fusion
aids in eliminating any residual impurities. The metal is now
prepared in commercial quantities with a purity of at least
99.5 per cent. 3
Properties. — Metallic columbium has a steel-gray color and
a brilliant metallic luster. Its hardness compares with that
of wrought iron, but it is lighter in weight, more easily fusible,
and softer than tantalum. It is malleable, ductile, and it can
be welded at red heat. In the powder form columbium oxidizes
rapidly in the air, but the compact form is more resistant, probably due to the formation of a protective coating of oxide.
When heated in the air it combines slowly with oxygen, forming
QhCU. It combines with hydrogen, forming CbH, a metallicappearing solid which resists the action of acids, but burns in
the air. At 1200° it combines with nitrogen and with chlorine
at red heat. I t is unattacked by hydrochloric or nitric acids
or by a mixture of the two; hydrofluoric acid dissolves it to
some extent; a mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric acids is a fairly
1

2
Mining Jour. 80 363 (1906).
Compt. rend. 134 211 (1902).
8
C. W. Balke, Chem. and Met. Eng. 27 1271 (1922).
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good solvent, and it reacts readily with fused alkalies and fused
oxidizing agents.
Tantalum resembles platinum in appearance, being somewhat
darker in color. Its melting point x is the highest of any metal
except tungsten. The worked metal has a specific gravity
of 16.6. The pure metal is remarkably ductile and'malleable
and possesses great toughness. The tensile strength is very
high, a fine wire giving a breaking strength of 93 Kg. per square
millimeter, more than copper, nickel, or platijMim, but less than
molybdenum or tungsten. Tantalum may f§ drawn into wire
a few mils in diameter without intermediate annealing, although
the metal is subject to strain hardening, like copper and silver.
Tantalum, however, resembles tungsten and molybdenum in
permitting severe working below the equiaxing temperature.
The pure metal maybe nearly as soft as copper, but the hardness
is increased by heat treatment, dissolved gases, or small amounts
of other impurities. Hardened tantalum approaches the agate
in hardness and carries a keen cutting edge, but the hardening
of the metal may be carried to such a degree that it becomes
brittle. The linear coefficient of expansion is slightly less than
that for platinum, hence it may be sealed into glass. The electrical resistance is three times that of tungsten and eight times
that of copper. When a strip of tantalum is made the cathode
in an ordinary electrolyte, the current passes without interruption ; but when this metal forms the anode, it is quickly coated
with an irridescent blue oxide which seems to offer great resistance to the passage of the current.
When a bar of the metal is heated in the air, the surface turns
blue at 400°, and at 600° a grayish black coating appears; while
at higher temperatures a layer of the white oxide forms on the
surface, while a thin wire will burn slowly at high temperatures.
The powdered metal if heated red hot will decompose water.
When tantalum wire is heated in hydrogen it absorbs large
volumes of the gas, 740 volumes being taken up at dull red
heat. If the wire is then heated to full red in a vacuum, about
three-fourths of the hydrogen is expelled. The remaining
hydrogen seems to form compounds which are metallic in ap1
Von Pirani and Meyer, ZeiL Elektrochem. 17 908 give 2850°; Waidner
and Burgess, Jour, physique, 6 380, give 2900°; recent determinations give a
slightly higher value, 2910°.
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pcaranccs stable, brittle, and of high electrical resist MIMM». All
the hydrogen is expelled only a! the fusion temperature, 1 Tantalum combines readily with carbon, forming c:irbid»s which
render the metal brittle, and at dull redness it combine,*- directly
with nitrogen and chlorine. It resists th«* attack of all single
acids, except hydrofluoric and boiling enneenlrated snlfurie,
which attack it slowly. Aqua rcpa is. without HTeH at all
temperatures, but a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric acid
dissolves the* metal readily, Solutions nf the alkalies have no
effect upon tantalum, but it is attacked by firmed alkalies and
alkaline nitrates. Molten sulfur is said to have little rfjfWt un
tantalum, but the vapor of sulfur probably reacts with it. Alloys with iron, tungsten, molybdenum, and other metals are
formed.
Uses. •-• Columbian* apjKvirs to have no commercial uses at
the present time. A patent was granted in the United States
in 19Hi providing for the use of from 0.1 to 10 j»er cent nf rolutnbium an an alloying metal For tungsten to be used in the preparation of incandescent filaments.
Tantalum, having properties similar to those uf roltmihsum
but being both more abundant and more pronounced in iM
desirable properties, seems destined to fill u much wider field
of usefulness.
The first micwwful use of tantalum wan n» n filninwtt in i\w
incandescent lamp industry. The nirlmn filimient lump hail
found no competitor fr>r many yvnw, until itt I HUH VVi*Wmi*h
mad© the first metal filament latnp of osinium. Tlir«<* filnment» woit! very frngile iuid <*xpr*nsivt*, vtmmninvntly tUvy never
eama into general \im. In 1903, the fin4 liiinjm contiiinirig i*
drawn metal filament WCTI* pn»paref| by the u*w of tnutaUttn
wire. Thawi- lampn werci lUmotit twice m pfftvwnt (mn* Tublc*
XXXV, p. 277) an the old imrlxm filumpitta and r|tiirk.Iy {Mtciime
popular. The first larrijm rontrtinm! a filament with a <liitirtfiti»r
up to 0,28 mm., but a*§ better nwihwh mm dewlopt**! for drawing the wi.ro the di&mf*t*!r wim mm^thnm hm than 0*02 mm.
Since tantalum hm a lower npptMt* irwint&nri* than crarbon, the
metallic filament munt have ulmnt 2 | time* the length and f
the diameter as the carbon filament for <$qual voltage and eandlo
power. The temperature of thes filament at full glow k clow to
* Vicvitu, Zni BUMrmkm. II m
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the softening point, so that the double* loop familiar in carbon
filaments is impossible* in the tantalum lamp. To permit the
use of a long, thin filament the u spider " support, was devised
and the filament arranged in zigzag fashion upon it. This has
the added advantage of permitting the use of the lamp in any
position. It is claimed that l().'i,(XX),(K)() tantalum lamps were
sold during the years 1005 11. In later years the tungsten
filament has entirely displaced those of tantalum.
Tantalum tools have recently attracted much attention, especially in dentistry arid surgery. The metal is hardened by
alloying with small amounts of such other elements as aluminium, titanium, tin, boron, silicon, hydrogen, or oxygen. A
process resembling case-hardening is sometimes applied. 1 It
is claimed that tantalum tools are superior to steel for the reason that they do not rust, that they may be sterilized in acids
or in a moderate flame, and that they retain their cutting edge
effectively.
As a substitute for platinum, tantalum is usable in many
ways because of its resistance to corrosion. The first cost is
much less than that of platinum, 9 but. the use has not been
popular even in times of platinum shortage doubtless because
tantalum scrap has little value.
Pens made of tantalum aw especially serviceable, because of
the* elasticity, hardness, and resistance to corrosion. Tho manufacturers of inks have* not yet been able to prepare a suitable
writing fluid without the* use of considerable free acid. As a
consequence steel pi>nn corrode quickly. An acid-resisting
metal han decided advantages, and when tho tantalum tip is
hardened in order to reduce the wear, increased efficiency in
secured.
Electrodes of tantalum may be used for tho removal of ailvcr,
copper, fcirte, nickel, antimony, or platinum from solution ninee
theme metals may bo dissolved from the electrodes by acida or
aqua regia. 3
AH a material for making standard weights it has tho advantage of high specific gravity and resistance to corrosion.
Tantalum will dotibtlem find application in radio sending and
»Hw» Brit, Mrtl, Jmtr, 32 TM (HHl) unrl Ihntnl Rt:i. %6 1210 (1011).
I
In 1913 ttiritiitwrti vimm*in mhl for aftoitt #5 wmtn jx»r grain.
II
Brunek, Chem. Zmt. 3$, VZM UW<1); Oo»tarh«)ld, Zmt. Bkktrmtwm. 10 S8f>
(11113).
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Tantalum pentoxide is unchanged at high temperatures and
it has been suggested as a refractory.
Compounds of Columbium. — In the majority of its compounds columbium is pentavalent, although it is sometimes
trivalent and its oxides present some resemblance to the
oxides of nitrogen. There is a marked tendency to form oxycompounds.
Oxygen forms three oxides of columbium, the dioxide (or monoxide),
Cb2O2 (or CbO); the tetroxide (or dioxide), Cb2O4 (or CbO2); and the pentoxide, Cb2O6. The most important salts of columbium are derivatives of
the pentoxide.
Columbium dioxide, Cb2C>2, is formed by the partial reduction of potassium columbium oxy-fluoride with sodium at a high temperature. It
bums in chlorine, forming CbOCl3, liberates hydrogen from HC1, and is
so metallic in appearance that Rose mistook it for the element.
Columbium tetroxide, Cb2O4, is prepared by heating the pentoxide to a
high temperature in an atmosphere of hydrogen or in the presence of magnesium powder. It is a powder which appears black or blue under different
conditions, and is not attacked by acids.
Columbium pentoxide, Cb2Os, is a white infusible powder obtained by
treating the potassium columbium oxy-fluoride with sulfuric acid and
extracting with water, or by ignition of columbic acid. It is generally
amorphous, but on strong ignition it becomes crystalline. It becomes
yellow on heating, is non-volatile, and is not reduced at the temperature
of the Bunsen burner. It does not dissolve in acids except hydrofluoric
acid, but is dissolved by fused potassium bisulfate.
Columbic acid, HCbOs, is obtained as a white amorphous precipitate
when a strong mineral acid is added to dm water solution of potassium hexacolumbate. It dissolves somewhat in hot concentrated sulfuric acid, is
readily soluble in hydrofluoric acid, but very slightly dissolved by other
acids. It dissolves readily in alkaline carbonates and hydroxides; it is
slightly more basic than the analogous tantalum compound.
Columbates, analogous to the three classes of phosphates, are recognizable among the minerals: ortho-columbates, M3/Cb04, pyro-columbates,
M4'Cb2O7, and meta-columbates, M'CbO3. Of these the meta derivatives are the most important, both in the laboratory and in nature. The
mineral columbite is essentially ferrous meta-columbate, Fe(CbOs)2.
Many higher columbates are formed, of which potassium hexa-columbate,
K8Cb60i9 • 16 H2O, is the most important. It is prepared by fusing the
insoluble columbates or Cb2O5 with KOH or K2CO3.
Percolumbic acid, HCbO4, is prepared by adding H2O2 to columbic acid
and warming. It is a yellow amorphous powder which'differs from other
per-acids by the fact that warming is required before it is decomposed by
dilute sulfuric acid.
Fluorine forms the pentafluoride, CbF6, by the action of HF op the pentoxide. It-is known only in solution, but forms double salts which are more
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not attacked by acids, even a mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric acids being
unable to dissolve it. When heated in the presence of air it burns, forming
Ta2O5.
Tantalum pentoxide is usually prepared in one of two general methods.
(1) When a tantalum compound, even the ore, is dissolved in HF and ammonia added, tantalic acid precipitates. This on ignition yields Ta^Os.
(2) A tantalum compound such as the fluoride is dissolved (or suspended)
in strong sulfuric acid and the mixture heated to dense white fumes; on
dilution Ta2O6 is precipitated. It is a white infusible powder, amorphous
when first formed but becoming crystalline when heated to a high temperature. After ignition it is insoluble in all acids, but may be completely
vaporized by ignition with NH4F.
Tantalic acid or tantalum hydroxide is usually given the formula HTaO8,
although the composition undoubtedly varies rather widely. It is precipitated as a gelatinous mass when the chloride is diluted, but it may be obtained in crystalline form by precipitation with dilute ammonia. When
the crystalline form is ignited it glows brilliantly and forms Ta2Os. The
freshly prepared acid dissolves quite readily in acids.
Tantalates are numerous, and form important ores of tantalum. Of
these the most important is tantalite, which is ferrous meta-tantalate,
Fe(TaOs)2- These salts are all insoluble in water. Both ortho- and
pyro-tantalates are known. In addition some important salts are derivatives of the hypothetical hexa-tantalic acid, H8Tafl0i9, whose sodium and
potassium salts are soluble in water.
Pertantalic acid, HTaO4, is more stable than percolumbic acid. Its
potassium salt is obtained as a crystalline white precipitate when a large
excess of hydrogen peroxide is added to a solution of potassium hexatantalate, K8Ta60i9, and alcohol added. If sulfuric acid is added to the pertantalate, the hydrated acid is liberated.
Fluorine forms tantalum pentafluoride, TaF6, which resembles the
columbium salt, being known only in solution. It forms important double
fluorides.
Potassium fluotantalate or tantalofluoride, K2TaF7, is formed by dissolving tantalic acid in HF and adding the correct amount of KF. It is
sparingly soluble in cold water but dissolves quite readily in hot water. It
crystallizes from solution in fine rhombic needles which may be melted
without decomposition. When a solution of the fluotantalate is boiled, a
white insoluble oxy-fluoride of the composition 4 KF • 2 TaF« • Ta2O6 is precipitated. Columbium does not behave in a similar manner, consequently
this reaction is used to detect small quantities of tantalum in columbium
material.
Numerous double fluorides of the types M T • TaF6, 2M'F • TaT5, etc.,
have been prepared.1
Chlorine forms two compounds, the pentachloride, TaCls and the dichloride, TaCl2 • 2 H2O.
Tantalum pentachloride may be formed (1) by heating a mixture of
1

See C. W. Balke, Jour, Am. Chem. 8oc, 27 1140 (1905).
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(c) If sulfuric acid is added to the alkaline solution of hexatantalate,
tantalic acid is precipitated, white, gelatinous, insoluble in excess; it is
dissolved by hot concentrated sulfuric acid and reprecipitated on dilution.
(d) Ammonia added to an acid solution precipitates tantalic acid (or
acid ammonium tantalate). In the presence of tartaric acid this reaction
does not take place.
(e) HF dissolves tantalic acid freely, and if the solution is concentrated
KF produces a precipitate of K2TaF7 as fine needles, which are fusible,
slightly volatile, and soluble in 150-160 parts of water. On boiling the
solution there appears a fine white precipitate of K4Ta405Fi7, very insoluble and quite characteristic.
(/) Tannin added to an acid solution produces a precipitate with a
yellow color.
Estimation.1 — Gravimetrically, columbium and tantalum are determined as pentoxide obtained by ignition of the acids. It is customary
to determine the amount of the mixed oxides together, then estimate directly the subordinate element and determine the quantity of the predominant element by difference. Gravimetric methods are tedious but are
generally regarded as the most accurate.
For the gravimetric determination of columbium, the material is freed
from tantalum by the difference in the solubilities of the double fluorides,
using the method of fractional crystallization. (See Marignac's method,
p. 226.) Finally the material is evaporated with 1:1 sulfuric acid until
all fluorine is expelled, water is added, and the acid precipitated with ammonia. After ignition and weighing a correction2 is generally applied for
the Ta2Os present.
Tantalum may be determined gravimetrically by a similar method.
Volumetric methods for determining columbium are rapid and fairly
satisfactory since tantajum does not interfere. But tungsten, molybdenum,
and titanium must be completely removed. The methods depend on the
reduction of pentavalent columbium to the trivalent condition by means
of zinc, then the oxidation by standard permanganate. Taylor's method3
makes the reduction in a Jones reductor and the titration in an atmosphere
of CO2. Levy's method4 carries out the reduction and titration in an atmosphere of hydrogen in a conical flask from which the air is excluded.
A colorimetric method has been proposed by Meimberg6 for the estimation of columbium. Most of the tantalum is removed as the fluotantalate,
then the columbium is reduced with tin in a colorimetric tube. The amount
of columbium is determined by comparison with a fresh standard solution.
For samples of 10 grams an accuracy of 0.01 per cent is claimed.
1
See Proc. Colo. Set. Soc. 11 185 (1917) ; for determination of tantalum in
alloy steels, see Compt. rend. 166 494 (1918) and Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 9
8522 (1917) ; see also W. P. Headden, Am. Jour. Sci. [v] 3 293 (1922).
See Mellor, Quantitative Inorganic Analysis, p. 422; Schoeller and Powell,
Analysis of Minerals and Ores of the Rarer Elements, p. 132; or Johnstone,
Rare
Earth Industry, p. 60.
8
Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. 28 818 (1909).
*6 Analyst, 40 204 (1915).
Zeit. angew. Chem. 26 83 (1913).

CHAPTER XIV
GROUP VI —MOLYBDENUM
T H E members of Group VI may be divided into two welldefined sub-groups. Of these, the A division, including chromium, molybdenum, tungsten, and uranium, is characteristically metallic in nature; while the B division, consisting of oxygen, sulfur, selenium, and tellurium, is distinctly non-metallic.
The metallic elements have high melting points and the metals
are produced with difficulty, while the non-metals are gaseous
or easily vaporized, with both the melting points and boiling
points increasing with increase of atomic weight. Each of
the metallic elements of this Group unites with each one of
the non-metallic elements, the compounds formed showing close
resemblances. All members of the Group (except oxygen)
form trioxides which have distinctly acidic properties. These
trioxides form well-defined compounds of the type M 2 'RO 4 , in
which M ' is hydrogen or a univalent metal and R is a member
of this Group. In general the series of salts derived by substituting a single metal for M, but varying R, are isomorphous
with striking analogies. There are also many compounds
formed, in which one equivalent of the basic oxide unites with
several equivalents of the acidic oxide, such as dichromates,
disulfates, diuranates, and polytungstates.
The normal acids derived from the trioxides have a constitution represented graphically thus: O S R ^ Q T T .

Not only may

the hydrogen of these acids be replaced by metallic elements,
but the hydroxyls may be replaced by negative radicals like the
halogens. The chlorides so formed, such as SO2CI2 and OO2CI2,
behave like the non-metallic chlorides since they are promptly
hydrolyzed by water. But as the atomic weight of the element
increases, the stability of the compound becomes greater since
the radical RO 2 becomes more basic. Finally in the uranyl
compounds we find the radical UO2 forming the most stable
and best known uranium salts.
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In the dioxides, the non-metallic members of the Group form
compounds which are rather feebly acidic. The dioxides of
the metallic elements are basic in nature; other basic oxides,
such as RO and R2O3, are also formed. These oxides give rise
to series of salts which are generally active
reducing agents, owing to the tendency to
form hexavalent compounds.
The non-metallic elements combine with
hydrogen and the alkyl radicals yielding
volatile compounds. No such derivatives of
the metallic members of this Group are known.
In valence Group VI shows a wide variation. .Oxygen is almost always bivalent,
though occasionally it is probably quadrivalent. The elements sulfur, selenium, and tellurium are always bivalent toward hydrogen
and the alkyl radicals, while in other compounds the valence may be two, four, or six.
FIG. 14
The metallic elements show a variety of valences, though all members of the Group have a valence of six
in their most characteristic oxygen compounds.
The relationship between the members of the Group is shown
in Fig. 14. The blank space following tellurium is occupied
by polonium and its isotopes.
TABLE XXXII

Physical Properties1 of the Chromium Sub-Group

Atomic Weight
Specific Gravity
Atomic Volume
Melting Point

CHROMIUM

MOLYBDENUM

TUNG8TEN

52.0
6.74
7.7
1550°.

96.0
9.01
10.6
2535°.

184.0
19.13
9.6
3267°.2

URANIUM

238.2
18.7
12.7
15OO0.3

MOLYBDEOTM
Historical. — The name molybdenum is derived from words appearing
in both Latin and Greek literature, where it was used in reference to any
* See also table by C. W. Balke, Ch&m. and Met. Eng. 27 1273 (1922).
2
Langmuir's value.
* The melting point of uraaium is given by various authorities all the way
from 800° to above 1850°.
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because the mineral was mined in small quantities and a steady
supply was quite uncertain. On the other hand those in control of the low grade molybdenum ores were unwilling to begin
mining on an extensive scale because of the fact that the demand
was small. Consequently mining operations were confined to
a few high grade deposits where hand methods were largely
used. With the outbreak of the European war there came a
sudden and extensive demand for steel hardening metals, which
directed attention toward molybdenum. As a means of stimulating production the British Government guaranteed a price
at Ottawa of $1.09 per pound of MoS 2 in 85 per cent concentrates. Under the stimulus of high prices and heavy demand,
the molybdenum industry grew rapidly in various parts of the
world so that production increased at an enormous rate.
The business depression which followed the close of the war
was particularly disastrous to the molybdenum industry. The
demand for molybdenum products was suddenly cut off, stocks
piled up, and mining operations were almost entirely suspended.
This natural condition was doubtless exaggerated by the fact
that in 1917 Great Britain bought nearly the entire output of
the Norwegian mines in order to keep the material from going
to Germany. 1 The price paid was as high as $4.25 per pound.
After the war this accumulated stock was thrown on the market
at greatly reduced prices. During 1919-20 there was almost no
production of molybdenum in either the United States or Canada
and no importations, in spite of the fact that the low rate of
exchange made high grade foreign molybdenum available at a
surprisingly low rate.
Molybdenum ores are widely distributed over the earth's
surface, workable deposits being found in Norway, Sweden,
Finland, Saxony, France, Italy, Belgium, Spain, South Africa,
Newfoundland, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Prince of
Wales Island (Alaska), Peru, 2 Japan, and the United States.
Deposits are known in New England, New York, Pennsylvania,
Colorado, and California. Up to recently practically all the
world's supply of molybdenum came from Queensland, New
South Wales, and Norway. In 1910 Queensland produced
50 per cent of the world's production, in 1915 the United States
1 Eng. and Min. Jour., Jan. 18, 162 (1919).
2
Otto Wilson, Chem. and Met. Eng. 26 700 (1922).
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15 to 30 cents per pound. In 1908 high grade molybdenite
containing 90-95 per cent MoS 2 sold in the European market
for 32-38 cents per pound, but the price rose steadily until
in 1915 it was $1.20-$1.85 per pound. In 1917 small lots were
sold for $2 per pound. Following the war the price dropped
rapidly, and in New York in 1919, 90 per cent MoS 2 sold for 6575 cents per pound; this price prevailed in February, 1923.
Extraction. — The extraction of molybdenum salts from
native ores may be accomplished in several ways, some of the
methods which are in actual use being secret. Naturally, the
method selected will depend upon the kind of ore, the other
metals present, and various other considerations. Some of
the available methods are outlined as follows: —
I. From molybdenite, the extraction may be made in several ways,
(a) The mineral is roasted as long as sulfur dioxide is given off. The
residue which contains MoOa is leached with dilute ammonia and the
solution evaporated until the ammonium molybdate crystallizes. Japanese
patent 37420 (1920) extracts the roasted ore with Na2CO8 solution, then
precipitates calcium molybdate by adding CaC^.1 (b) The finely ground
ore is heated with nitric acid and the MoOa dissolved in ammonia, (c) A
current of chlorine is passed over the dry pulverized ore at a temperature
of 268°. The molybdenum chloride distills over and may be separated
from sulfur and other chlorides by fractional condensation.2 (d) A British
patent describes the extraction with an alkaline sulfide or polysulfi de solution which removes the molybdenum from the ore as the soluble thiomolybdates. These may be converted to the molybdates by acidification or by contact with more ore.
II. From wulfenite the extraction of molybdenum presents greater
difficulties because of the larger number of metals present. This consideration and the facts that wulfenite has a small molybdenum content and is
at the same time much more rare than molybdenite, have led to the prediction 3 that wulfenite will not become an important source of molybdenum.
On the other hand the wulfenite has the advantage of containing other
valuable metals, the recovery of which materially decreases the cost which
must be assessed to the molybdenum. Previous to 1915 most of the American material was obtained from wulfenite, but fully 90 per cent of the present supply comes from molybdenite.4
The extraction methods applied to wulfenite may in general be grouped
as follows: (a) acid leach requires a large excess of strong acid in order
to bring the material into solution, then much alkali to neutralize the exi See, also, U. S. Pat. 1,403,477, Jan. (1922).
« U. S. Pat. 1,398,735.
* Min. and Scientific Press, 117 529.
4
Chem. and Met. Eng. 21 364 (1919).
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denum sulfido are thrown down. This method works well in
qualitative analysis.
Iron may be removed by the hydrogen Hiilfido pressure bottle
precipitation, but a much more convenient method is to oxidize
the* iron to the ferric condition, then pour the solution into a
hot 10 per cent solution of sodium hydroxide. Boil for a time,
cool, filter, and wash the ferric hydroxide thoroughly. If much
iron is present the precipitate should be dissolved in acid and
the precipitation repeated. Iron may ho successfully removed
by two or more precipitations with ammonia.
Arsenic (or phosphorus) may be removed by adding ammonia
to the* solution containing arsenic (or phosphoric) acid, then
adding magnesium chloride* mixture* slowly and allowing the
precipitated magnesium ammonium arsenate (or phosphate)
to nettle overnight. Fora, complete separation the precipitate
should be dissolved in acid and the process repeated one or
more times. Arsenic lias also been removed from molybdenum
by distilling off the volatile, chloride with strong hydrochloric
acid in the presence of reducing agents.
Antimony may he separated from molybdenum by boiling
the solution of their chlorides, containing an excess of HOI
but no nit rates or sulfafes, with sheet lead. Metallic antimony
in precipitated while molybdenum is reduced but remains in
solution.
Tin is left in solution if molybdenum sulflde is precipitated
in the presence of oxalic acid by hydrogen sulfide in a pressure
bottle. In ores if caMsiterite is present, it may be left with the
insoluble residue by dissolving the molybdenum with an acid.
TunyxUm may be separated (1) by precipitating molybdenum
sulfide under pressure in the presence, of tartaric and sulfurio
aeidn ; (2) by evaporating a solution of sodium molybdate and
tungBtate to drynem, heating with an excess of sulfuric acid,
then adding a few drops of nitric acid to reoxidize the lower
oxides, and dissolving the molybdenum in water. The t u n p t i e
acid m not dissolved; (3) by dissolving MoO* from a mixture of
the trioxirto by milfuric acid of specific gravity 1.37; l (4) by passing IIC\ over the oxidea at 250° 270°, the volatile M0O3 • 2 HOI
is distilled away; 2 (IS) by precipitating tungsten acid with
» Jtfur. Am. ('htm. S(K. 22 1772 (mm),
* C'emjrf. rand. IX* 173 (1HD2).
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stannous chloride; 1 (6) by dissolving M0O3 from a mixture
of the oxides by the use of selenium oxychloride, in which
WO3 is insoluble.2
Metallurgy. — Metallic molybdenum may be prepared in
several ways: —
(1) By decomposing molybdenite in an electric furnace.
The product contains from five to seven per cent carbon, of
which about one per cent is in graphitic form.
(2) If a mixture of molybdenite and the dioxide is heated
in the electric furnace, the reaction takes place readily : M0S2 +
2MoO2 = 3 Mo -+ 2SO2- This process is capable of producing
98.5 per cent molybdenum with only 0.7 per cent of sulfur.
(3) By the reaction of hydrogen on the hot oxide, chloride,
or ammonium salt.
(4) By reduction of the oxide hy the Goldschmidt process.
This produces a metal 98-99 per cent pure, containing small
percentages of iron and silicon as impurities, but quite free
from carbon.
(5) Reduction of the oxide with carbon'is successful, but
the product always contains carbon, the per cent of which increases if the charge is heated too much. If carbon bearing
molybdenum is melted with the oxide of the metal, the pure
metal may be obtained. A purity of 99.98 per cent is reported,
a trace of slag being retained. Sometimes lime is mixed with
the charge, the reaction being MoS2 -f 2 C + 2 CaO = Mo -f2 CaS + 2 CO. The metal prepared by this reaction may contain as much as 3 or 4 per cent of sulfur.3
(6) The oxide may be reduced with misch metal.
(7) If M0O3 is made into a paste with dilute H 2 SO 4 and
electrolysed, a lower oxide is obtained from which the metal is
obtained by reduction in hydrogen.
Properties. — Molybdenum is usually obtained as a gray
metallic powder which may be sintered into the compact form
by pressing into bars and heating by the electric current in an
atmosphere of hydrogen. In the coherent form it is usually
a little darker than platinum though the pure metal is said to be
silvery white. The pure metal is tough and malleable, but im1
E.
2
H.
8

E. Marbaker, Jow. Am. Ohem. 8oc. 37 88 (19IS).
B. Merrill, Jour. Am. Ch&m. Soc. 45 2383 (1921).
Brit. Pat. 181,837 (1921) and Can. Pat. 221,041 (1922),
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purities make it brittle and even fragile. It is not hard enough
to scratch glass, and it may be filed and polished easily and it
may be forged while hot. Formerly molybdenum was said
to be totally lacking in the property of ductility, but recently
a method has been devised for producing a ductile form from
which fine wire may be drawn. The melting point has not
been accurately determined, but it is placed around 2500° C,
having the highest melting point of all metals except osmium,
tantalum, and tungsten. The specific gravity increases appreciably as the metal is subjected to mechanical working.
Moissan obtained a value of 9.01, but the ductile metal after
drawing has a specific gravity as high as 10.32. The Brinell
hardness is 147. The tensile strength increases materially
with the fineness of the wire, as is shown in Table XXXIII.
TABLE XXXIII
Tensile Strength of Molybdenum, Tungsten, and Steel
In kilograms per square mm.
DIAMETER IN

MM.
0.125
.070
.038
.075

MOLYBDENUM

140-182
161-189
189-217

TUNGSTEN

322-343
336-371
385-420

STEEL

356

The electrical resistance of ductile molybdenum at 25° is 5.6 microhms per cubic centimeter for hard drawn wire and 4.8 microhms for annealed wire. The temperature coefficient of
electrical resistance between 0° and 170° C. is 0.005. The specific heat is 0.072.
If pure molybdenum is packed in carbon and heated to 1500°
C , it absorbs carbon and takes on quite different properties.
After absorbing carbon the color becomes gray, it is brittle and
hard enough to scratch steel and quartz, and both the melting
point and the specific gravity are lowered.
At ordinary temperatures the compact form of molybdenum
is slowly oxidized in the air, but the ductile form seems to retain its luster almost indefinitely. On heating to a dull red,
a coating of the white trioxide forms slowly and at 600° it burns
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tile molybdenum is also used in the manufacture of certain
X-ray tubes and voltage rectifiers.
Molybdenum has been used with tungsten as a thermocouple
for high temperature measurements. 1 Such a combination
can be used at a much higher temperature than any of the
commonly used thermocouples of platinum group metals.
Their use is complicated by the fact that to prevent oxidation
the metals must be protected with some resistant substance
like fused magnesia.
Molybdenum has shown its usefulness in dentistry and in
the manufacture of standard weights. The metal also finds
extensive use in making audion tubes for amateur wireless
outfits, where it replaces platinum in the grid, and in higher
powered tubes, where it forms the plates.
In non-ferrous alloys molybdenum gives some interesting
results. If MoO 3 and WO3 are mixed together in any proportion and the mixture heated by an electric current in an atmosphere of hydrogen, alloys are obtained which may vary from
pure tungsten to pure molybdenum. These alloys are not
only useful in making incandescent filaments, but have been
suggested as substitutes for platinum. Two difficulties are
encountered in their uses: they oxidize readily and cannot
be soldered easily. Both obstacles are overcome if the alloy
is coated with a layer of a noble metal.
A series of alloys of the " stellite " 2 type include varying
proportions of molybdenum, chromium, and cobalt with small
amounts of iron, manganese, etc. The addition of molybdenum
to an alloy of cobalt and chromium increases the hardness in
proportion to the amount of molybdenum added, up to 40 per
cent, when the alloy is exceedingly hard and brittle. The
usual alloy of this type contains 20-25 per cent molybdenum;
it is hard enough to scratch glass, takes a keen edge, and retains its bright color in the air.
An alloy of cobalt and molybdenum has the same coefficient
of expansion as glass, and can readily be drawn into wire. Patents have been issued 3 for acid resisting alloys containing about
12 L. E. F. Northrup, Chem. and Met. Eng. 11 45 (1913).
See discussion of stellite under tungsten and especially the article by the
inventor, Elwopd Haynes, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. EUQ. 44 576 (1912); Trans.
Am. Electrochem. Soc, Apr., 1920, p. 377.
8
U. S. Pats. 1,375,082 and 1,375,083, Apr. 19, 1921.
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in a campaign to bring it into popular favor. Whatever the
real iniTitn of molybdenum steel may bo, it in impossible at the
present lime to predict its future. It is to be hoped, however,
that as information is gained upon the; mcthodn of manufacturing and tin* properties of this alloy steel it will find a place
of its own among the useful steel products.
Molybdenum is sometimes the principal alloying element in
the steel, but generally it is used with other substances, especially chromium, nickel, tungsten, or vanadium. In general the
effect of molybdenum is similar to tungsten, but a small per
cent of molybdenum produces the same effect as a much larger
proportion of tungsten. I'sing slightly different methods of
comparison, various investigators have estimated the effective
ratio of molybdenum to tungsten as between I : 2 and 1 : 3 ; 1
1.22r>;* and even 1: 4.*
Molybdenum steel is made by the crucible process, by the
electric process, by tlie open hearth, or even directly by heating
a mixture of the ores with coke* and a suitable flux in an electric,
furnace.4 The molybdenum may he added as the powdered
metal, hut f«»rroiuolyl«U»numB is more commonly used because
it* melting point in lower and it is less liable to suffer from oxidation. When chromium, nickel, arid other alloying metals are
desired fhew* an* at times added as the molybdenum alloy.
On account of the difficulties encountered in adding either
molybdenum or its ferro alloy it has been suggested that the
addition may well be made an calcium molybdato. Thin practice
has proven miccfwful, although special precautions are necenttiry to prevent loss of material through dusting, The addition
in generally made long enough before the metal is drawn to
inmire a uniform mix. Tim per cent of molybdenum added
i* very frequently lens than I jH*r cent, though 1.5-2 per (tent
molyhrhtfium is common in high H\HHHI steels, and in certain
neid rem^ting steel the amount of molybdenum may run an
high m h fH*r cent. St«*db* containing iV \() [>er cent molybdenum
have \unrn made.
1
Hwinri»*f}, (Jarn*qir. Hctwtarnkip Mvrwrim, Irmt and Html In$L% London, 3
m (win ;$ tm (wi'.th
* w. Gfewn, iuuL % :u (mm).
* L. CJMiibf. H*w dr Mrinltnrnir, \Wit p. Mil
* It. M, Kwri«*>% Carntigi* Skfo>tar*hip Mvtmir®, Iron and Html Imt.t London,
4 173 mm.
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a higher drawing temperature in order to obtain the same physical results; also that as regards f orgeability the working
range is wider, while it flows better under the dies. One difficulty experienced in the heat treatment of this alloy steel arises
from the relative volatility of the molybdenum, leaving the
surface without the beneficial effect of the molybdenum. This
may be overcome by grinding off the surface layers.
The undesirable properties said to be produced by molybdenum are red-shortness, and the appearance of cracks
while rolling or forging. This results in a lack of dependability
which is not permissible. In molybdenum tool steel, some
users report that cracks are produced by the quenching process;
others that they do not hold a thin cutting edge after retreatment as well as before; some find that such tools show irregular
cutting speeds, that the material is seamy, and contains physical imperfections.
These imperfections are probably due in the main to the use
of impure materials in the manufacture of the steel or to improper heat treatment or subsequent handling. It is claimed
that these difficulties can be overcome by more intelligent
practice and by properly selected adjunct hardening elements.
There seems to be a general impression among steel makers
that molybdenum is to be regarded as a more or less unsatisfactory substitute for tungsten or at best as a secondary component of alloy steels whose presence permits a material economy
in the quantity of tungsten needed for any desired effect.
The cost of molybdenum is in normal times around $2.50
per pound. This seems like a prohibitive factor in itself, but
considering the small amount required to produce any desired
result, the small per cent of rejections, the long life and efficient performance, the friends of this alloy steel claim that it
can compete successfully with other steels in final cost.
The uses of molybdenum steel are varied. Straight molybdenum steels are not extensively used because the beneficial
results of molybdenum are best realized in the presence of some
other alloying metal. Chrome-molybdenum steels, commonly
containing 0.25-0.40 per cent molybdenum, are becoming widely
used in the manufacture of automobiles, tractors, and general
machinery. It is particularly serviceable for gears, shafts, and
connecting rods. A steel containing more carbon and up to one
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steel makers. During the 18 months preceding August, 1919,
about 50,000 tons of molybdenum steel x were made in this
country.
Compounds of molybdenum find a variety of applications
such as its use as a pigment for porcelain or china, in dyeing
silk and wool, in coloring leather 2 and rubber, 8 in fire proofing,
in disinfectants, and in the synthetic production of ammonia.
Compounds of molybdenum are used to preserve cordite which
is to be stored in a hot climate. 4 Molybdic acid is used in the
preparation of Froehde's reagent, in the manufacture of dyes,
and as a reagent for hydrogen peroxide. Phosphomolybdic
acid is used as a reagent for alkaloids (Sonnenschein's Reagent)
and in testing for alkaline metals. Some salts of molybdenum
are used in the production of blue prints because of their ability
to react with certain organic compounds in the presence of
light. Some molybdenum uranium compounds are both sensitive to light and are themselves radioactive. Molybdenum
sulfide cells are sensitive to photoelectric influences, especially
at low temperatures; such cells differ from the selenium cells
in that they are sensitive to infra red light. 6 Ammonium
molybdate is widely used for the detection and estimation of
phosphates and for the determination of lead. The Parker
rust proofing process consists in cleansing iron or steel by sand
blast, then dipping first in sodium carbonate and then in a
solution of the acid metaphosphate of molybdenum or tungsten,
and finally coating the metal with a special oil.
The carbide of molybdenum is very hard, and by heating
in an iron or carbon mold until it becomes crystalline it may
be used in making tools, dies, and bearings. Patents have been
issued in Great Britain for the preparing of very hard tools
by shaping molybdenum, then hardening by adding carbon
by means of the cementation process.
Compounds. — In its compounds molybdenum displays valences of two, three, four, five, and six. Of these the first four
classes are unimportant and relatively unstable, while most of
the compounds met are derivatives of MOO3. Table XXXIV
1
2

Chem. and Met. 21 153 (1919).
F. Pozzi-Escot, Compt. rend. 135 801 (1902).
34 F. L. Hess, Min. Resources U. S. for 1908, p. 746.
Min. and Sci. Press, 108 860 (1914).
* XJ. S. Bur. of Standards, Sci. Paper No. 338.
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shows the relationship between these classes of compounds.
The compounds of lower valence are produced by the reduction
of those of higher valence. When a soluble molybdate is reduced by nascent hydrogen a characteristic series of colors is
produced as the successive stages of reduction are reached.
Oxidizing agents on the other hand readily yield the higher
compounds.
Molybdenum shows particular fondness for producing complex salts some of which have enormous molecular weights. For
example, there are polyrnolybdates containing as many as 10
molecules of MOO3 in combination with one equivalent of the
basic oxide, as well as polymolybdates containing larger percentages of the basic oxides. Much confusion exists as to the
relationship between these classes of compounds. Forsen
contends 1 that all known molybdates can be derived from two
acids which he calls molybdic acid, H6Mo3Oi2, and metamolybdic acid, HfiMoi2039. Posternak 2 in discussing the so-called
paramolybdates claims that they do not form a distinct group,
but that they resemble the ortho- or metamolybdates, the
differences being due to the degree of hydration. He also expresses the opinion 8 that the usual classification into ortho-,
meta-, and para-salts has no basis in fact, but that there are
only two groups, which he designates as the hexabasic and tetrabasic polymolybdates. He describes 4 certain very complicated
hexabasic polymolybdates of which hexammoniurn dodecamolybdate, (HN 4 O) 3 MoO(O • Mo0 2 )ioO -MoO (ONH 4 ) 3 -6H 2 O,
may be taken as an example. In addition to these compounds,
molybdenum forms numerous phosphomolybdates which contain P2O5 and MoOs in the proportions 1:5, 1:15, 1:16, 1:18,
1:20, 1: 22, and 1: 24. There are also arsenomolybdates
containing AS2O5 and MoOa in the proportions 1 : 2, 1: 6 , 1 : 16,
1 : 18, and 1: 20. Other complex salts are formed with the
acidic oxides of antimony, vanadium, sulfur, tin, silicon,
manganese, and iodine, but these salts are little known.
Oxygen forms definite compounds with molybdenum of the formulae
Mo2Os, Mo02, and MoOs- There are also reported by various authors many
other oxides which are more or less uncertain, such as MoO, Mo6O7, Mo2O6,
* and MoaO8, M07O20. These complex oxides are usually regarded
1L. Forsen, Compt. rend. 172 215 (1921).
2 S. Posternak, Compt. rend. 171 1058 (1920).

* Ibid. 172 114 (1921).
* Ibid. 171 1213 (1920).
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as combinations of other o\i«l<ss «•? prrj-illv M«»< »: nnA Mof h in fh*' form
of molybdenum niolyhdulrjt. S«v flu* diM'»iv*itm «if th«- bin*' *»M»!<* nf molybdenum below.
MnlifhtlrnttM mom*xitlt\ Mo( >, i*«in»t UMmvnrwept |«» ! j)»]v in f hi* hydra!**!
form, Mo( > • / HyO, which h prvpnred J n :i ltb«i iinmrphot)'» prct'ipifnfi'
by warming u solution of MojC j t m XaOH «#r Kolf, Huf flu4 prf-ipi(atc» iw now r»or«* miimionlv r«*^Hr«i«-«l iui Mu'OlI s fonw4»l J<v h>'irn}y--'i>11
Tin* hlnrk pn'fipifaff turn?-* bhu*, «!».»*• t*» r»\?«iatinji l*v thr :»jr.
Mohjlnlrnnm ;u:f[iiittj}i!<\'Slu~(i)t \H prrp:ir»*| |»v r*'»hl*'JhH: ftp* hittll'T
oxides i»y xoiitiiui aniul^.uu or /iwf or !•> ht.itm& M«»'O|!.» m H VJMIHIJU,
Although rlotlht !l?l>* IH^-JI I'Xftn1; *'«! S ri»Hr««n»Mll,? 'h»* n*rr«'*-tfirK'i «if fhr f«»rrnuln, It IM hbirk, »?n»»rpli«»im, nj-Mhi!»]«' 3f* m-**!^.
Moly!Hi»*iiuJu trihy«lr»»xi*ii% M«»iU|| Jf j , n hrnwu nr f.Li<k liiijorphoyH
ii«w»s pr<'j>strt'«I hy ;i<ifliuu; u i)\n\ nlluli t*» ;n !r})j:*li»l«\ !^- f)f*rfr*»Iy»*i.*« nf
imuudttttim iijolylulnti* M»liiti«>nt or hv lj%«1r«4*>»j, »*f t}»«' *lih;»h*l«*H UJ th*»
pn#Mi*nri< of ulkstli. It nxi*ii/,i-.?t in \Uv n\r 1*ul xhwij|v*-M wilh viiffinilly J»
hy hwititm uu*\n\\ir m*Ay\*th*wtm m thv nit or ^irmfii nr hv r^hiriiMii nf
Mo()lrf or ntttittoiuutu tin»lyh«i;it*4, It r* hrowit ID «-«>{»»r, with ^m«Hini*»w a
blur or violH tint, rrv^t?illiii*% nw\ itv^*hi\*b' m Knfl r»r ft< I
MuhiUtU num MrtttiythtiJ'i'lr, S\**(lil{ iit IH f!c>«rn}«*'t! iw n f!i*rk frtj j*uliwliirh 14 j»rr«Mpif-Jiti«iI from H MiStitioTt **( *i}liin*»IilHtii t»*#1 vI»rir*f 11ftti
Ulttrith* by tin* mhhiinn «*f mitiiiotuu. #**IH»« WMrK^r?** hnvr r*m«
Mi<lnrt.«l tfttH f»rffij»ita!«« ;i« ttti}»ur«* j»i*riinl4y(i|rr»jsit|«« nn*\ il«*n>- <Ji*«*^i«(#««ri«
of MofOlIii, Hmvi'Vi-r, thi* «*M?ii|**si#r*«J of ih»* U*rtnMk% M«^)(.USt)i luw
ln*f*n pn*piin»ij by tltr n*fSurtinit of n w*hi\'mn of ntt»iti«*titfim prtnutitilybtlnu*,
It iw n <J»firk $tr*'f»n 111 iww whii-h !«'rfiimii*« Nf«*C>3 w-ht-n 4r**'«l in n vriritum,
tHmrttyMriiUttt prHtnf i*jr% MeMK, in 11 »lnrk Vl«*I»'t J*»*lf*i«T <»btaiflf*fl by
gt*rilly hi'tittitff %h*oani)» in I'll,. It i« mAnUfa in U»th I!«1 IIIMI H|MO,,
tin* Hfilubtliiy *l*(rn*jM*inK with iw-riww1 **f t**iii|w-r?itur»*.
Th*» hy*ir<niilfi «tf p^uijivitifni ftt<tlvl.
nlthcMtj/h othf*r hyiiro^iilfv* hfivi* !*****#* iltr^
Atit!t*f! l<»ftcfihiN*w»lutitm of Mo* n f*n**"if
y
l*i()i tin** tht* hmntthi M*4H(»!Ji|, It rm»mM«*» fi»rr*i* hy?lr«>*iilM tn
in wiit#*r, »n«l Umim mlbn*bil wUtUunn r^swlily.
ri*tr* MnO|, f«»rnti by f»r tin* HI***! iiiij#»irl/tn
of itif»lyfwir»nui« mmimnwh. It w wittiMwItnt ba^ir ill tt«liin%
!u!Xtiv»I«4nf. IinlirfftM f»r t^y^i1l«f toil. ihi*y im* nut «f grwil im|KirtAtirff. Tim
tricixidi* IM dtNtmrtty ?ir*i«i*% forming im\**rt nnt m*rit*A at *im]»it* nit4 rtifttplifX
luoIylNlntt^. M<tC.i| m fount I tn purr fi»n» in nature »n<I iriny Ui prttjutritd
1
].!toftintrnrtt|, »/wur, /rni^l. Chmt, 7T !>«> (|h*»l>l«
s
Mtithmmitt nnd Nan»'l, /#*T. 31 '&mt UMHH>,
1
Muthftmriii, t»^, 4n.w, 338 !<iftf!HH7), >»i»J' nw^h*r4, 4nw« Mm. phm*
0) tt 4WH.
|
oltf in tht» «mly «#tW«*- «4*iMtnt**I by rt*tltifiti» MnOp in
. rrnd. %%% 7TJ <!MKIi,
S4 IS! flWll). tirif! CUtifhuH* V»mt*. tmd, HS 744
II. <;. Burittr, 2T«rf. <w.*r|/, uttgmn. Chvm. HI 3
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from the* sulfide ore* by rousting in air, when the trioxide may be removed
by sublimation or dissolved out, with ammonia. It may also be prepared
by heating molybdenum und many of its compound** in air or by treating
the metal iitui i\x ('(impounds with HNO3. If, may be obtained as a fine
white powdt*r which turns yellow when heated or as a light yellow crystalline mans. It sublimes readily in air, forming small eolorless rhombic,
f ulrifts. It in more soluble in cold water than in hot, and its .solution turns
both litmus and turmeric paper.
.Uolyfalic r/r/V/,1 H3M0O4, is obtained as a white crystalline powder when
a solution of Mo(>» in nitric acid in evaporated at ordinary temperatures.
The hydrated form, H3MOO4 • IIaO(MoC)j • 2 If/)), IH obtained whon ammonium molvbdnte solution in acidified with nitric acid and the solution
allowed to evaporate spontaneously.
MuhjhdiiUiH of the alkali metals are soluble in water und are easily formed
by dissolving Mo08 in alkaline solution. Molybdates of other metals
are insoluble, and are formed by precipitation or fusion methods. The
normal salts, R2MOO4, arc* not stable, but readily form polymolybdates or
condense with other acidic nxiricw.
The most imr>ortant molybdates are the ammonium salts. The salt
usually known as " ammonium molybdatc " is obtained by evaporating
a solution of MoO» in ammonia. Its composition corresponds to tin*,
formula (XH^Mo/O^- A H2O, the parumolybdate, although conductivity
measurements indicate that it is a double gait of the formula
(XHl^HjMojOn- (NI^JJIIMOJAZ 3 and other physical measurements lead
to the formula (NIUhjAtonO^.3
InUrmediule axiden arc? formed when molybdie; add or a rnolybdate
solution is reduced by such reagents an sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide,
HUtntmUH chlorid<f, hydrogen iodide, or hydrazine, or by molybdenum, zinc
aluminium, iron, lead, or copper. The resulting solution han a characteriVtir blue color, commonly designated tm " molylidenum blue," which
furninheH 11 ch»rarti»ristic test fc»r th« salts of this metal. The fact that
the Hiittw color "m produced by adding a cold dilute solution of MoO3 in
hydrochloric acid to a MO) tit ion of ammonium rnolybdate has led to the
NU#K<*Nti<*fi that the \Aiw compound in a molybdenum molybdate. Various
formuli!) have U*i»n Hti^cHt<*<i for this rompounci, such asMo()3 • 2Mo()j,
which might be vinmilvrvti molybdenum molybdate, MofMoO^a. Other
formultf) Hiiciuf'stMl arr» MoaOfc, which in MoC)3 *Mo(>i; MojOu, which is
MoOj • I Mo(>js; * M<ii(hm which irtMoOi • OM0O1.* I tseemH probable that
neveral eotiiponnds of thm order exmt, and, m suggested by JtmiiiK," tliese
tire prohnhly derivativf^ of molylvlU: tirid, which arc; analogous to pliosacid,
1
For Humfimry of th« iwkU of inolybdonum, ma G. F. Hftttig, Ztsit. angew.
Chtm. 35 'Mil (WM).
* Khmm, Bit, 84 lf>3 (1SI01).
* •Jiirmitt, ZfU, anwQ. Vhrm, 46 4UH (MM).
* Gtifrhurti, Comtd. nnd. 129 722 (IHiM); liogcrn and Mitchell, Jour. Am.
Chtm. .SV«r. 22 aft), f HKHI) ; JimitiH, Zt-it. anorg. Chrm. 46 42(> (UMft).
» JiitiiUK. ibid. 46 428 fliH)5).
* Lite. tit.
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Ammonium phosphomolvbiiutr r< obf:un«*d bv n'Mmv t«* :i -•**lufi**n
of a molyhdatt*, firnt iLmuioniu* t h m a .sm:dl :im*»unt ««f :* *4nf mti nj nrHmphonphorie arid in nitric a n d . It i* tl*r«*%%it d«»\\n H.. n r:u»:*rv *.«!!«*% pi»w
di»r, v w y Hparintfly HOJUMI* in w;iti*r nu*\ dilute urj«!
An « \ r r *n f phosphoric arid prevents t!n» pri-riptfnii*»n, whil** th»» pr»-•»•!•«•»• **| h\ *ir«•*-hl*»rn'
acid or its Halts and »»f numy itnmni*1 and 1 ' «-\r» ]*f a n ijr hmd«T* t'h<< r»'«
act-ion. Tin* prrpipitnte whni flnr*l itU»vv i:5*l* h:i ;* itfuiMnit r»m*j»*»^]tion rt»pn»H(knfrii l»y t h r formula r \ H , ji*r^ I J M n < ' j , JU wh^'h tin- r:iii*>
PjO&:Mo(># in I : 2 1 . Tin* hyiiratrit pn-t-jpitat** im«|tiuM*-tilv liau M mnn«
comph'X formula.
PfwHphnmnhfhrlir and, H»I'O|- I2Mu(>j 5 ii pr^p.nn-d !•% f t r d n n ! th*' ammonitnn Hjilt with MirrrKiivr Himtl) f|u:*n< it !«*••$ «»f •wpn rrfiu,
Whvti t h r
coml»in«»ci cxfrnctH arif I'Vnptmifrd, hj.^r*>*i* si*^^!!**^, *-r*.«!.^HJ/«' «*»»!; t!»*•«#•
an* readily noluhlf in wali*r nwl nw ti**ii JW JI r»-!ijit**ni f'*»r :i3Knlt»i>iH nn«t i«»
prf«ripit-at4» ammonium, f*Mtji.H*ium, ni1»i»lnjm, ••:»^nim, '*t**i tliitlliMiit. I*r**ripitaitdii tnkt*H plan* in a Mrunitly n«nd H<»)uti>iii, wh»»n M:»!I.H *jf ftii«iiuii)4
lithium, und tin* hnavy mHal^ an* n«»i thpnvn «l**%vu.
r or mnmtthfttti
and t*vi*poriitrt.l utiHIIT r*Hliirr*i jm
rrriH«*h bd;»<*••*• «,f
»«;•dlnli
formula M ' j O • % Mu(>» M.»«V M IIs<»ar»
r
llif-Ni» n m jHOJIl'
d** iifi* tint *>tf ib!>8* bMt
dnti** an* dinnolvi'd in H J O J ,
yit*ld oxygen on ht*?
Detection*
M olybdi-num in j »r«*ri|«ifjuh'd Mi«m-h' bv Hi
*M* »tl«l ^ 1 * , but r
aohitmrta, \umt nt U •ftilHTaturi'** Irtrti
itntimi cannot \#> Hf-r'un'i without th«« t IM- *»f ?» ]*rr*Aijr*' !*:
dit#*olvf*t» rmdjJv in wiinn ( N H ^ i S * f*»r»i
;**I«IJ«

they an* rr*Ii*t*«Ml in nnt\ mthtUnn l*y *w*r T>»* tn*'*\i«l«*
i*h f&mn wilor f« th« blowpipe l\mw\ nn*\ irt ** l**»rfi.\ *ir
prfwhiws a f h n f c i
l
U h
fS
dropnof wwliurii )>
in nitric arid, A yHlow «*r»!or w futnltintl »it»l nn ttrftritimit « IMWVV V^JIMW
prfr?ipitftt« «f urntftfirtium phrmphwtwMnfau* in f>tnnii«l. A -*»4ufi«ii **f
nmmornum moJylwkti» givm n<* «t»l«r wln-ri KC^NM w n*i«|***I; l*«jf if thm
mixlum in miueetf by tin** nn mtttim* ml r**l»»r ttpimmm nrhi«*li fii*»p|»*jir«
in ihrs prm«»itri* of hytiit»frn twm%uk* but. n*»i «f jil«f*fib*#rir »«^*): T)i^ r*»l«»r
of Mo(CN8)t k utmilar f.#» Ihut «f Ft»^C *N"H^ lutf 1 In* ;«f»|*wr»tiw uf 1J
should \m prvvmimi hy the ntinrt-nt iivdrrs^ni ittnl tl**t imwuif nf
Ilin xaittftir m»id Uml*mmi t*i U* nblr t«» drlr^t ft y lir*ntiii*w *^
dentim, in quiti,* »«liitfmi%iary, Th«* r«*««»tii. m tin<|mri<f| by
a ncilutbii of KOII in abitoltit*'. nlw|p»J with <'H?, tlwri mlfliim «H>r1: nf
until ft drHidintw* »|if«ifir«, llun nlkniitir ^»lutioti hm^m vtt*% hut IUP
u
f
mm$*, pp. 10f»««l; Iliinwii wl MIIM*. Tmhnumi §**$**fMhp. 4 HWM$; lluft«u
of Mim\«, /iu«. ill, {i, H CSHillK
* Siw ^t^. aiUMTif. Ctwm, UNI 73 I IHIii. nlm* VKtm. Mt®> i% 111 (tttl«>.
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doc* not. To font, for molybdenum evaporate tho Rolution to be toted
to small h\i\k and add xanthic arid wlowly. A rod vin% forming at the
junction of the two liquids indicates molybdenum. Ohromato.H interfere,
Imt chromium in other forms an well an vanadium, tungHten, titanium,
and uranium do not. A eolorimetric method of determining molybdenum
depends on this behavior.
Estimation,1 Vnr the analysis of molybdenum nevcra! methodH arc
available fur getting the material into nolution. Funion may be, accomplished with N.'*/);; with Na3C%O|, K/1Oa, and KNT)8 mixture; or with
KUSO4. The material may be dcromponed with aqua rctfia, and if lea<i in
present, Ktilfuric acid should be added and the mixture (evaporated to denno
fumen. Fusion with nodiuin peroxide i»s recommended aH efficient and
rapid. In the gravimetric determination of molybdenum it may be weighed
an MoO|r5 which i.n prepared by the ignition of ammonium molybdate or
MoS|f or by the treatmerit of the latter with the* nitric acid. In all sueh
treatment enre ix neeeHHury in the heating of MoOj ninee it in readily volatile at temjH'rufureM above* <HK)° 150°. The complete, convormon of the
}4ijlfide l.o t\u* oxide rerniireN long ignitirm and a carefully regulated temperature, which should not greatly exceed 350°. Molyl>d<^num in HouK^times
determined ;w Mo»Sa which in obtained by luxating the1! precipitated M0H13
in a Htreiim of hydrogen. Reduction to conntant weight requires much
time. Another method involves (lie [>n*cipitation of mereurouK molybdate from a neutral molybdnte nolution )>y a neutral mereuroim nitrate
Koluti«m. The yellow precipitate HO obtained may be heated cautiously
to expel mercury and the residue weighed UM MOOI; or the tnorcurouM
molybdate may \m hwiUnl to dull redness in a stream of hydrogen producing M0O3 or to white hont yieUling metallic molybdenum; another plan
in to heat inercurotm molybdate with a weighed (juantity of dry PbO until
all t)w mercury in expelled, wlien the gain in weight in dim UP the JVToOg r«tained iiy the lend, Both lt»ml molylwlaUi4 and barium rnolybdate may
In* i^rccipitnted, driwl, j»n<l weighed as nuch.
A Mtiail liiriount of molybdenum in tungsten may be d(!terrnin<Kl by
extracting molybdenum xunthaf.it from a solution containing a liitlfl «ulfuric iieid by mcMiitH of chloroform.1 Trivalent nrnonic may be Koptirutexl
frcjin rnolybdenum by vajKirixation, partly an AHCU and partly tm A«(0Me)i
at the tmnperatim? of the water hnth.*
Volumetric methods7 for flic* determination of molybdenum ar« partie1
Fkw Hchr»i41ifr arid I*ow«»H» Analymn of Mimrak and Ore* 0/ thn Barer tU&>
mrnt*> |»i>. W2 -I7D. Bur. of Mintm, Ttichnieal Papar XiO C102D); Min. and Hci.
Pram, 117 313.
*JW. Chtm. Bm, 114 (II) 244 (HUH); Jour. Hoc. Chum. [nd. 37 mi A
(1018) ; Jaw. prakt. Chrm. 97, 1£H (HUH).
*ZcU. awrrg. Chm%. 110 HI (Um>); Chem. Ztff. 52, 564; / . Ind. and ting.
Chem. n mn mm*).
•Jour. Chem. Hoc. 114 (H) 244 (UHH).
* Dorothy Hall, Jtmr. Am. Chrnn. Hoc. 44 1462 (1022).
« Mcu§i*r mid Khrlir-h, Her. 611B 430 (HI22).
7
Bm Cvmpt. rend. 165 302 (1017): Chem. Antdynt, 25 0, 11 (1018) arid 27 23
(I01B); Can. Chem. Jvur. t \Z% (191S); Jmr. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 12 57«
(1930).
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ulnrly acc(*pt:il>lf* Iwaiisi* t!*•• gniviinH ri»p met hod* involving ignition*;
an* difficult and trdioim. A di>:ulvantuy:*' in I In* u*r of volumetric m»*t hod*
in Unit they suv r**lml >h* only in tin* al» »«n««' « of othiT n»H:»i -•*. (on <fjt}**n!ly
in the analysis of an on*, fhr iti*»lylt<i*'inifti pr«'<jpif:t?»•.=>» uiu f !»«• r;irrful!y
purifi«k(L In Randal!';* uii'tho*! J a ui<*\y}ub<imtii ynlufion i- jif*i«iifi*-cl with
H2SO4 and pasH*rl thnMi^h a /.iw n-d»i«t«*r in?** f» rnr- suifjii** Ht»iu!tutt, flu-u
the1 n*Hultin^ f«*rn«u inui litraJoi with prrinuji^:trj:i!»( li^ *:<U!n!:*r m«-f h*»*I
iiinlytuipuuni ?:d<H in arid "jlulmii IUHV 1«* mlm^d t»« th*' tnvd»n? ««»ndHion with /,in<' and titrat«*d din-rth with pcnintf^.inu*' i»r pMf:i.-v^ntm
iodafp to tin* hi'\ava]fiit Matr, Bv -fill ;m**fh#-r nirthdd fh«* !N]IJ1»1*' itf>h hdati'H in and .Mutation rnav IM» ri'durcd to tin* p»'iif:iv.r»l«-jit rundjfjMj} J»v |H»;|ingwith KI ancl f \n> fivr ioilim* \\\r:iU't\ with thio- ulfaf*-; *»r. fj»r iwv judin**
ttmyiH* boiled out, (hi* nolutiou mad** utkuiutf ivtth KH^'n,, ujd tl»i« MM*
CIXICIIKIMI t«» Movi 1 iy standard ioilinr or (»'rni!i!i{{Hnnti'.J *J'ifratmfi njth
tifaniittn rlijoridr JH miumonlv unrd in *ii't**niunH*M *h»* ft)<thM<'ttiim I-»»IItriif. of ^rt'ln,1 S«uni'titut'H uriiiii'itiiuiit m»»ly1»il}if«» i* ?itrat«*d H??JJ JI-;I*|
ari'tati* Ni»!tifinn in a tuaiiiiiT jn?*-t tin* rt*v$<rw **f tin* method u **d fur d»»t»T«
miitation of I««:i«i. Thin mHttod i« onlv ajijiiifjii*!** f«» HHtuplk*^ «*inf.iininic
(•inisii|r*rablf* niolvhdfntifii l«'rmi-^** fhr trtd fKijut in futini*' arj«I Miitjijufi
is not nluirp. In ^rmTal, vnliunHnf tnrt\m<U ntr inorr HJ*|»1I*'ubl** «-h**ii
tho on» IM hruu^iif mf<* Muhifi«n In fu ion
1

I). L. HntithiH. Jw»: J.iur, »SV) /"|VJ f4 ;j|:i ? H«t7?

iW. It iW,

CHAPTER XV
GROUP VI —TUNGSTEN1
Historical. — The name tungsten signifies " heavy stone " and calls
attention to the high specific gravity of the element and its ores. These
heavy minerals attracted attention long before their nature was understood. Agricola in his treatise on metallurgy (1556) refers to the mineral
now known as wolframite as " lupi spuma/' evidently, since this ore, which
is frequently associated with tin, " eats up the tin as a wolf eats up the
sheep." It is probable that the German names wolfram, wolfart, wolfort,
etc., are traceable to the same notion, and from these come the modern
names wolframite, wolfram, and the symbol of the element. Up to the
middle of the eighteenth century these ores were considered to be compounds of tin. In 1781 Scheele proved that the mineral then called " tungstein," now known as scheelite, contained calcium and a new acid, which
he called tungstic acid. He also proved that the mineral "tenn spat"
(heavy spar or mineral), now called wolframite, contains the tungstate of
iron and manganese. Bergmann during the same year became convinced
that tungstic acid was the oxide of a metal. The Spanish chemists, the
brothers d'Elhujar, studied the mineral wolframite in 1783-86 and produced
for thefirsttime the metal tungsten. They reduced the oxide with carbon
and studied the alloys of tungsten with lead, silver, and gold. Tungsten
was used as a constituent of alloy steels as early as 1855,2 and other uses
were suggested, but the development of the chemistry of this element was
slow at first and up to about the beginning of the twentieth century it
remained a scientific curiosity. The introduction of tungsten into the
steel industry as a definite alloying substance created great interest in its
chemistry, while the manufacture of ductile tungsten and its wide use in
incandescent lamps has made the name a household word. There is probably no element of the whole periodic system whose chemistry has shown
greater development in so short a space of time as has tungsten in the first
twenty years of the present century.
Occurrence.3 — Tungsten is rightly considered a rare element
because it is found in only a few minerals. Quite fortunately
its ores are found in some localities in fairly large quantities,
generally associated with tin. The ores of commercial impor1
For an exhaustive bibliography of tungsten see U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 666;
also,
2 Bull 12, South Dakota School of Mines, pp. 164-236.
8 Adolph Gurlt, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng. 22 236 (1893).
See Tungsten Bearing Ores, U. S. Tariff Commission; also, Tariff Information Series, No. 21, pp. 290-318.
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tance. an 1 of two general types, scheelife and wolframite. Th»»
former in calcium f ungstafi* containing when purr, so.l* prr cent
WO 3f the commonest• impiirily lwin« MoO,-,, which is not an
objectionable* impurity for the manufaet utv of niluy sti'el*, but
in generally undesirable in making lamp filaments. Tbe Mfb«*elitc deposits an* crystalline, white, yellow, or n*ddi>h in c<4or,
but never dark; the crystals are >nft, easily MTntrhed with a
knife, and the sjH»cific gravity (t\j is nntierably high, making
mechanical separation ea^y.
Wolframite in essentially a tunp»tnti* of iron and umngan**s<*
of varying proportions. Sampler vary all fh*' way frnin nsu-Nuiial>ly ptin* iron tung^tate, known nn ftTlwrite. to n*!;itiv«»ly pure
rniin^arieHe tun^Htate, which is callml htibnerifr. As wntiM 1«»
exjH»cterl from I hi* clone n*l;if if#n>»lii|> exi^tinj*: Iwf wvi*n ir<*n and
manganese, these* two mineralM n»^«*ui!*l«* each «*!hrr in ijl physical projM*rtieH and can only be fli>!mttui*h(*fi by rb*iiiie:d ;»n;*lymn, They contain practically the same |n*rn^itaKe nf WO^
(F«WC>4 crmtainn 7G..'i';, and MnWO, rir»nf;ut^ 7«MJf :.*. T^rhnically Mamplen of ore whii'h contain More f hari 2H fur refit VfO
are called fi»rl>c*ritrr while* those containing more fhun 20 |wr
cisnt Mn("> an* known m hlibnerite ami iiit**ri*tt**Iiat«* material
an? cnlltul wolfrnmilr. I*ru<*tiitull>, lumvwr, «*M|«*cinl!y in this
ahH#nco of accurate iifialyw4s, tlie t*Ttn wolframite i** MMi*r'| t«i
<*ovi»r all tnatrriHU of thiw order, '11K* iiiiiienil k i-ithrr rryvf ,'t|lim* or granulnr in form, nhvayn dark in color, with a tvutUwy
toward brown in hiibtjeritc* ntul Hhinin^ blark in U*r\**riU\ The
mincrnl m «ofi ertoit^h t..u In* wntirhe*! with a kt»if»% is very
brittle*, and tthow* jn»rffft- cli*ava^<% brenkiim info Uiiit, luslrntw
flakttfi. The j*}M*cifii* grnvily i.« n1«mt 7*r», I*«JM;I1 !*• finli^ja utiii
greater than.ciiaiitfriff1, with which it in rmmmntly nwrnntwl in
nature. Pnutticitlly itll tint tuug*!**** ore prorhirrd otit^ir]«* Urn
United Btatc*ti in of the wolfntrnit** tyjr,
()thr»r foririi of t\mgnk*n im* Ununl but, tmmtily imm* or V ^
directly anHciciatiHi with the titon* tromtuon form*. Tutii£»t«*n
ochre IH WOi antl innfcntiu* in itM hyilrafftl form; frrrifMfiK*tiu»
in & hyilriitccl iron iutt|pttnt.«s ftll of lht*m* mm iti»ti«*rnl« of n
canary yellnw color turmvA by mufaiitm and twenrntm chi^lly
an incnmtaitonM on ik.p*miU of nc!hn*Iit<> or wolframite. Therci
are aiHo oeeatiional mimplcfi of fniw«*lliti.% ('^(MoWK
h l i t i t , (CuCa)WOi, and tungRttttaft of eoppt»r arnJ
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The world's principal supplies of tungsten have come from
China, Burma, Japan, Australia, Bolivia, 1 and the United States,
while smaller amounts have been mined in England, France,
Germany, Portugal, Siam, and other countries. For some time
the United States was the world's greatest producer of tungsten,
but from 1913 to 1916, Burma produced the largest amount.
In 1916, China produced 110 tons; in 1917, 1200 tons; and in
1918, 10,280 tons, the largest amount ever produced by any
country. The Chinese deposits are in four provinces, 2 and the
deposits are in the form of sands or pebbles in the streams or in
small veins in granite rocks. Estimates of the ore in sight run
as high as 100,000 metric tons. Most of the mining is done by
hand labor, chiefly by farmers at odd times.
The Burma deposits cover an area 750 miles long, which not
only supplies much tungsten, but also yields the greater part of
the world's tin. The tungsten deposits have been known since
1846. The principal deposit is in the Tavoy region, which
was lost for a time and rediscovered in 1909.3 At present
this district covers 5308 square miles of territory. Most
of the wolframite is found in lodes which vary in thickness
from a few inches to 5 feet and are known to extend as far as
2-| miles.
In the United States, nearly all the tungsten is produced in
California and Colorado, with Arizona, Missouri, Nevada, New
Mexico, and South Dakota producing small amounts. The
California supply includes the largest scheelite deposit in the
world, while Colorado has the highest grade ferberite deposits
known. Production in these two states has been almost exactly
equal during the past five or six years.
The world's total production in 1909 was 5250 metric tons
of concentrate, containing 60 per cent WO 3 . The production
under the stimulus of war conditions rose rapidly, reaching a
maximum in 1918 of 30,000 tons, of which China produced more
than one third. Since 1918, production has fallen off materially,
or ceased entirely, especially in countries where labor cost is high.
The production continued for a time in the Chinese fields,
though at a greatly reduced rate. For a time certain Colorado
1
See "Tungsten in South and Central America," Chem. and Met. Eng. 26
6982 (1922).
C. Y. Wang, Eng. Min. Jour. 109 16 (1920).
' Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. 39 44: T (1920).
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tungsten plants, located within 50 miles of rich tungsten <li>
poHits, won* enabled to run upon the cheaper Chinese ore.
Concentration of tungsten oren is almost invariably earned
out at the* mine* and i« easily effeeted by any method whirh taken
advantage of high specific gravity. I'sually tin* mrthnd of vvi*t
crushing and hydraulic classifiers is employed. On account of
the brittleness of wolframite and its perfect cleavage, iiinch of
the on* is pulverized to such a fine state that t In* losses an* heavy.
Pyrife is removed from the concentrate by roasting and a magnetic separator, since wolframite in witli difficulty rendered
magnetic by roasting. It is, however, sufficiently magnetic to
permit its separation in thin manner from tin and other heavy
minerals.
Under the* stimulus of f he wartime demand for tungsten, great
improvement N were made in the concentration of the ore,
especially in the Boulder district/ which now is Mudtm»htainthe
wont efficient concent rat ion of any locality in the world. The
former heavy losses are decreimed by Mibxti! utmgrolNfiirsturiifW,
thtiH j>ermitting thi* recovery tfi i\u* course concenttt*!cs Iwfori*
the ball mill treatment; and by impriiviinentH in the H m g
plant/* which saven much ttif!g#tf*ft ftfriiwrly hmt in the tatiiii^.
AttemptK to urn* (lotatinti and magnetic? wpiiratitin^ hnvi* litri*ii
made, but the resultH are somi+what discouniging,
That it in |iosiiif>le \n vtmvimirnU* Umnntvn mmwtnMy
from
a low grucif* ore under favoml»le itmrki*! vmnlttium m 4umn by
th« Htatomentfi1 Hint u rertain W-ttm concent rut inn plant in
Colorado, working with rttifl feed averaging aUml nm* \n*r wnt
WOa, within four wiwka frnm the tiny <rf Hturlinit* recnverrti tin*
entire ixmt <if the mill in the vuluv nt flit* imulwi* mthl.
Muvh
yot remains Ut !H* ucwtmipliKhi'tl in t\w iiiiJItiig of luriicMt^n mm,
however, ninci^ the fivemgr- r^vuwry m wttil t<* Ut» ahtut 70 jH*r
ci*nt of the WOi amUttnvd in the nre.
In l»itl f tht* Ninv York prim |n*r unit uf WO* mm t6.5O-tR.fil)
for t?hin<?tM! ore, $9 $10 fur linltviiin tm\ nntl i l l $12 for
('olorado forlmriti*. In I)t*ci*rtib*rf 1021, th«* NVw York prim
wm quoted at $2,50*$» per unit t4 <M) prtr w n t W O , ; in
January, 1923, it wiy* i7.S0-$H.
»Ji VMmt. i'kem. and MH. 16 lUMf: IT 73 flW7|..
H*m Afuri fiUrhrv.n?lt Mud F**»tii J^iii. Ari\
• H. c;. P«r*M«to», CA<rm, «JMf JT«I. 14 Ml
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Extraction. — Several methods 1 are available for opening up
tungsten ores, the choice depending on the nature of the ore,
the impurities present, and the purpose of the extraction. These
methods may be classified as follows : —
(1) Acid extraction, using either aqua regia or hydrofluoric
acid. The former is suitable for high grade ores and concentrates, provided arsenic, phosphorus, and fluorides are absent.
The latter is best adapted to low grade ores, especially those
which contain decomposable silicates. These methods are used
in analytical practice.
(2) Fusion with potassium bisulfate is satisfactory for ores
containing arsenic and fluorides, but should not be used on ores
containing phosphates. The melt is extracted with 5 per cent
tartaric acid. On the large scale, this method has been recommended 2 for ores containing considerable tin. After fusion,
the melt is extracted, first with water to remove soluble sulf ates,
then with warm ammonium carbonate solution. Tungsten
forms in the fusion an acid potassium tungstate which is insoluble in the first extraction if sufficient excess acid is present,
but is soluble in the carbonate extraction. Tin is recovered
from the insoluble residue. This method requires a large
excess of acid sulf ate in the fusion.
(3) Digestion with caustic soda produces the soluble sodium
tungstate, but it is not applicable to scheelite ores. There is
also extracted with the tungsten more or less molybdenum,
vanadium, arsenic, tin, aluminium, columbium, and tantalum.
(4) Scheelite ores 3 are easily decomposed by hydrochloric or
nitric acid; or, they may be fused with potassium fluoride,4 and the
soluble potassium tungstate removed from the melt by leaching.
(5) Fusion with sodium carbonate, sodium peroxide, or sodium
hydroxide likewise produces soluble sodium tungstate, molybdate, vanadate, etc. The caustic fusion method is adaptable to
ores containing phosphates, fluorides, or titanium. The melt
is extracted with water and on acidification tungstic acid is
precipitated. Fusion methods are commonly used in large
scale operations.
1
Schoelier and Powell, Analysis of Minerals and Ores of Rarer Elements,
177-182:
Runner and Hartman, Bull. 12 So. Dak. Sch. Mines, 97-101.
2
G. Gin, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 13 481 (1908).
8
H. Lavers, Proc. Australian Inst. Min. and Met., 1921, No. 43, 101.
< G. Gin, loc. cit.
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Of these methods the sodium carbonate fti^tcin method is hy
far the most sueeessful on a large scale, the other processes being
chiefly serviceable for analytical purposes. Av carried mil on
wolframite containing ' 1 per cent tin, .n."i per rent coppi-r. and a
small amount of silica, the ore is crushed arid fu>ed with 1"» p»«r
cent cxeess of sodium carbonate to which H»mr sodium mi rate
is sometimes added. A typical reaction i> ; 2 I'«\V( ^ * O
+ 2 NiiaCOj, -^ 2 Xaa\V(>i ? Fe.Oi I 'j ( <*;,. .\ftrr heating
two hours at K(HP ( \ in a reverberator}- furnaee during which the
mass is rahhlecl hy hand, t!ic melt u drawn *i(f into pans, cot»|ed,
and crushed. The soluble ftwgstati' i> «lisN«*lved in uafi-r and
i« sometimes rccrystalli/ed. Then the ncid may !»«• precipitated
by twul'ii'imtian ; or an execshs of Cnik\^ is add* d. canyjjijr the
separation of CnWOj, which is thoroughly w;i:h*d. Whcit
hydrochloric acid in added and the mafrriu! he.af«-d tu hoiiifm,
H3WO4 separates an a yellow mass. This ma?*-n;tl contain:-; as
iraptirif ies small amounts nf lime, niica, irnu, and ahmntm. To
rrnuive these it is washed* fil!«ied,M!$d cnnvcrt«*rl to ammonium
paratungstate, fNH4,i*;WvOni l»y adtiinn; wafer and XlLnff,
and filtering off any residue. Th** aiuitioniuiu ;ilf j^ iv^fH^afid
antl the residue dried and treati-d with H X d , , Th»* tiin^stif
acid so fonuecl is again *li*>*Jv**i| in nutumuui ntnl tti** prrice*-H
re|K*ated. Kiimlly the acid iv lit-atcfl in fun-'d Nilicu u-arc at
1(KK)9, when WO* is obtaiiii^l :i.** n powder, th«- e*4or varyinjj from
pun* yellow to dull ureejt, depending *»»i th«* \mnty,
Finally
a purity of 90,07 JUT rent in reached, and mn*j **i the r<iii;ii!iinj|
impurities are removed d u n i ^ th«- r»*dunifd» |irt«c«'^, Th«<
cmide is obtained in tlii* form «*f a j»n\v«l«jr, the r o a r ^ i m ^ of
whieh may l>e controlled by regulation *4 the titw and t*'ni|»i»nitiirc? of ignition and the purity of tin* misf**rml, Th«* physical
condition of the jmwder is of grrut tinj")«»rtjinrr* sirtre if rlrti^rmines in large tni*ii«urr* thr* working proirrlii^ of fli«* nielul
obtained from it.
A method of t\pvm\\\*w\n% hin^t**ii »»r<*# mid forii'iiiiu Wi>«
directly hnw ln^*n suggested/ Ily thin ntfthoil fhr finely grouml
ore in mixeci with eitrlwm niiij Jii-nicd Ut 'tf'Xf in & ^tm»m of dry
chlorine, The chforitfcn nt myrhkmihn nf t i i n p t n i tlintiM «ut
At th« PmtMti^l I'lant. Nurtfi rrhi«^m«»; ««f! Jf J«*ri#*^ ('hem and ,l/r| t i t
* British
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of the mixture. The oxide, is produced by hot water or by
heating in a stream of air which carries away the chlorine.
Metallurgy.
Tungsten may he obtained in metallic form
by several methods: (I) the oxide may be reduced with
hydrogen, carbon, zinc, aluminium, 1 or magnesium; also, by
silicon carbide, boron, and silicon;- (2) reducing the chloride
with hydrogen ; i'A) heating the nitride ; (4) electrolysis of the
double sodium tungsten chloride. Of these processes only the
first two are of commercial importance.
{{eduction with carbon is accomplished by heating dry WOa
with a slight excess of carbon in closed crucibles at a temperature
of 1400° ('. At the end of the* operation the metallic powder
contains excess carbon and some* unreduced oxide. To remove
these, the mass is elutriated with water, and the material HO
removed used in the next charge. A purity of OH per cent may
be realized by this method, but the product always contains
carbon as an impurity, which renders the metal too brittle for
mechanical working. It is, however, suitable for use in making
alloy steel and in cheaper than the metal obtained by reduction
in hydrogen.
Reduction of WO3 with pure hydrogen yields a very pure
metal .suitable for tungsten products or drawn tungsten, but tho
process requires skill and can*. The* process is successfully
carried out by putting the oxide in long, shallow nickel trays
and placing thew in quartz tubes which are heated by electrical
resistance. The* teir»i>erature must be raised gradually in order
to prevent fusion of the* oxide before the reduction starts. If tho
material fuse**, only superficial reduction takes place. The temperature required is about 1200°, and about 7 hours arc; needed
to effect complete reduction. TTfK>n removal from the; furnace
the ttutgHt.cn t8 in the form of a gray powder, whose apparent
density varies from 1,2 to 6.0, d e l u d i n g largely upon tho
density of the WO* used. The? powder is then placed in a mold
and subjected to a hydraulic pressure of 30-100 tons per square
inch of surface. This forms fragile bars or ingots in which the;
individual particles are held together mechanically. In the next
Btop, called baking, throw ingots are; toughened by a preliminary
heating in hydrogen in an electric furnace; which is kept at
S

F. M. ftudtot, U. R Put*. H5H,.ft20; 864.018; 030,027; 930,028.
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about UttKP, After thin pmvt^ the !*;*rn may hi* handled
without clungcr of breaking, hut they are Mill pnrouy, mutant"
ing about -10 per cent void?*.
In the next process the bar* are wintered by heating Hertrirally l»et\vern tun^^ten e|t*rtrnd*'H in an atmosphere of
hydrogen. The flow of the low vulture rurr«*Jif usrd jy. M» regulated that a temperature of approximately .TJtHi (* ^ tfbtaineil.
Thin temperaturi' in Mtflirienf to eau^e the individual partirlen
of tungsten In adhere to nn«' another, but extreme mrv 4* nf*i«t)i*fl
not to fune the metal, MIJCI' tli** fuH«d tn* *l nl IN highly rry^tallmr,
brittli*, and impoHHjblf to work. I>unuu tU** hjiit*-riiiK prwr«^
begin to form, Mfnull at lir^f, but iiierea.?*inK in ^r/r im fhrt
in continued, Thin pht*iiomi*iion i.* callrd tet'hnically
"grain growth," and UH it contintiet* th»* v«ud« diwipj^'iir. the*
bar nhrinkn in t^i/.e, and l»c«*oineH very hard, and HIIMWN d**futiff»
rnctiillic profiertien, but it m ?*t-tll *fuife brittle, If ^uiferinit in
continued too long, or to** high n temperature i« uwjt|( the nry*t«1«
b**come too lar^e, pnjdtjciMn; n firittle prcifluct nvhirh vmmnt \m
worki^d.1 It in easily N*«*II that I lie Mi/** nf gr.fiui.H in tht
|Htwdt*r hii-N a marked infJiieiice MJH*H tl*»- |?rr$rr^ «4 |*nu»
ntirl lienee $H nu inifxtrtanf furfur in def^rtititiiiig, fh** pro|M*rtteH
of tin* metal produred by the M!i!«*nng,
In flu* next prorewi, wliich m ridl*-d ** ^ivnitirig/* tht*
ingot« are heatf*il to- about UUUf" m nti nimtwphvtr of
then placed in a uiiichini* whirl* i* fitfrd with i$ riipujly
ithitft, wirrytiiK a die, the mm* of whirh mny v^iry, AJ# the 4ittfi
revolver HiiiuH hmtmwrn ntr driven nwttt*i the heiitrd tui*gr«lf*rt#
wveral fhoti^niid Mow* \wt rtiintif«* \u*mn «!$**! ribttf^I r**KuInrly
over tin* nurfiice of the liar. In flu* ni«r»n«*r tl*** diitiiirlrr of t.|$<*
bur in reduced iibnit 4 jir*r writ during n i r h Ireiitment, By
dhfingifig I lit* die to 11 ulinhlly ^tindler mm* tin* f tinicitfi'tt ii* worked
down t<i tlir* flcnirr**! tl'Mtnvtw* AM the »wiigifig rtmfitiiittt tin*
n grudttidly r#»tlMmI !#• iitnn*t MCif # mid m
g
it til found that the t*ry*Uii* iiii'if4i«i4vf*it Iwtum
longer, An thin tmnvm tmtimnm th*» nwiml Immnum ttmm

inort* duettta n-i room tnttfirntitirt*. If tlutriib* tiiiignti*« in
, tht* nwagian w ecitiiinuml until a diiaiit^f of ttbout
Am, imi Mm. Mm®,tf<»,|t9... 'jrm lll#W|: MMw MM!
- i t T*# citj2i, i%niti»iiii»4i#«i*. #«#t< Mmt#, i f
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0.75 mm. is obtained, when the wire is sufficiently ductile at
room temperature to permit cold drawing and working.
If a rod of tungsten, which has become ductile at room temperature through the elongation of its crystals, is heated for a
short time to a sufficiently high temperature, the long crystals
are changed to equiaxed crystals and the metal once more becomes brittle at ordinary temperatures. In such a condition
it cannot be worked except at high temperatures. The temperature at which the elongated crystals change to equiaxed
crystals is called the equiaxing temperature, and this temperature becomes lower as the elongation through working increases.
Thus a rod which has been worked until it shows a 24 per cent
reduction in area is equiaxed by exposure to a temperature of
2200° C. for 5 minutes. But if the reduction in area has reached
99.99 per cent, the wire is equiaxed at about 1350° in 5 minutes
or less. A longer exposure to a lower temperature produces
similar results. In the equiaxed condition tungsten is brittle
at room temperature, but it becomes very dutcile when heated
to higher temperatures. I t will be recalled that when the
common ductile metals have become brittle through mechanical
strain at moderate temperatures, they readily recover their
ductility when heated to the annealing or equiaxing temperature. Consequently, most metals are in their most ductile form
when they are composed of small equiaxed grains. On account
of the fact that equiaxed tungsten is brittle at room temperature,
some metallographers contend that tungsten behaves in a
manner which is directly opposite to such metals as gold, silver,
and copper. On the other hand, other workers point out that
tungsten at room temperature is very much farther below its
melting point than the other metals; that when heated it
becomes extremely ductile at temperatures far below its equiaxing temperature, and hence it must be considered a very ductile metal, when the difference in melting point is considered.
According to this view equiaxed tungsten is in its most ductile
form if the metal is worked at the proper temperature. The
question of the ductility of tungsten is the basis of the present
tungsten patent situation, and important litigation has centered
around this point.
Ductile tungsten in the form of fine wire may be prepared by
cold drawing, but usually this process is also carried out at
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somewhat elevated temperatures. The temperature used
varies from 400° to 650°, depending on the size of the wire.
The drawing is done through a cylindrical block in which the
diamond is fixed. The size of the die is reduced very gradually, at certain stages the interval is reduced by as little as
0.00125 mm. Thus a very large number of dies are needed,
since the wire may be as fine as 0.005 * mm.
In the preparation of lamp filaments it has been found desirable to introduce 0.75 per cent ThO 2 , before the WO 3 is
reduced. The thorium oxide appears in the final product as
small globules, whose presence influences the direction and
degree of grain growth, giving a tougher filament.
Ductile tungsten has also been produced by electrolytic deposition. 2 If WO 3 is dissolved in boric acid at 1200°-1400°,
the solution may be electrolyzed, the deposited tungsten being
sufficiently ductile to permit drawing through dies of high speed
steel lubricated with talc.
Methods have recently been described 3 for preparing tungsten
filaments out of a single long crystal which will not equiax.
Hence it is claimed that the wire is more flexible, ductile, and
has a longer life than filaments of drawn tungsten. The long
crystals are made by preparing very fine metallic tungsten, a
definite amount of ThO 2 is then added and the mixture made
into a paste with a small amount of a colloidal binding material.
A filament is formed by squirting this paste through a fine opening. These are dried at a moderate temperature, placed in a
cylinder of reducing gas, and run through a furnace at a rate
equal to the advance of the crystal face. If the heating is done
properly, in place of having a series of small crystals which are
liable to break at their interfaces, one long crystal is obtained
which is said to be softer at low temperatures and harder at
high temperatures than drawn tungsten. Crystals 25 inches
long have been prepared in this manner. A comparison under
similar conditions after 1200 hours' burning showed that the
single crystal had not vaporized at all, while the lamp containing
the drawn filament showed a material deposit.
1
Such a wire is roughly one fifteenth the size of a human hair and has a
diameter about equal to that of a spider web. The finest gold thread reported,
3240 meters of which weighed one gram, had a diameter of about 0.0046 mm.
*8 Eng. Min. Jour. July 27, 1918, p. 163.
Jour. Ind. and Eng. Ch&m. 10 574 (1918); Zeit. Ver. deut. Ing. 62 15 (1918).
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Properties. — The properties of tungsten show material variation, depending on the degree of purity and the methods of
production and treatment. The following statements are taken
from some of the best recent publications and refer for the
greater part to the ductile form of the metal.
The density varies from 19.3 to 21.4, about 70 per cent more
than lead. The tensile strength runs from 322 to 427 kilograms
per square millimeter, approximately a third more than that of
iron. 1 The elastic modulus is 42,200 kilograms per square
millimeter, fully twice as great as steel. Coefficient of expansion is 43 X 10~6, the specific heat 0.0358, the hardness 4.5 to
8.0 on Moh's scale, one of the hardest of all metals. It has the
highest recrystallization temperature after strain hardening of
all known metals. When a wire is composed of small equiaxial
grains it is extremely brittle at room temperature, but when the
structure is fibrous in nature the wire is ductile and pliable at
ordinary temperatures. The electrical resistance at 25° varies
between 5.0 and 6.2 microhms per cubic centimeter. Its ductility is so great that it may even surpass gold in this respect.
I t has the lowest vapor pressure and the highest melting point
of any metal; its melting point is probably exceeded by only
one element, carbon. Melting point determinations vary from
2800° C. to 3350° C.,2 the value 3267° C , given by Langmuir,
being probably the best yet obtained. Fink gives the boiling
point around 3700° C.
In powdered form, the metal is hard, brittle, and crystalline
and finds few applications. In the compact or ductile form it
is much softer and tougher. I t may be rolled into sheets, but
it cannot be welded at any temperature at which it is worked.
At ordinary temperatures it is entirely unaffected by air or
water, but at elevated temperatures it oxidizes readily. Molten
sulfur and phosphorus attack the metal slowly, while the vapors
of these elements react with it vigorously. The metal is not
attacked by alkaline solutions, but fused nitrates, peroxides,
alkaline carbonates, hydroxides, and acid sulfates attack it
1
It is obvious that the tensile strength of tungsten varies enormously with
its condition and treatment. See Z. Jeffries, Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng. 1918,
p. 1041. A ductile tungsten wire of about .03 mm. diameter has 33 times the
tensile strength of the sintered bar from which it was i^repared. In working
with other metals a sixfold increase in ductility is unusual.
2 Eng. Min. Jour., July 27, 1918, p. 163.
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readily. Sulfurir and hydrn**hl««n*' :\r\*\< ln,v«* J S U H V H , »<\rf*pf
whrn boiling h*»t and r»jn«vntr;ti^d, wh*-n Hi«« ^-'ihu j * *duu\
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this manner the contact screw is mainly steel while the exposed
end is a button of tungsten.
Tungsten wire forms an excellent material for winding electric
furnaces, on account of the very high temperature which may be
obtained. Temperatures as high as 1600°-1800° C. may be
maintained by this means/ although at high temperatures the
wire must be carefully protected from oxygen.
Tungsten buttons brazed to copper form an excellent anticathode in the Roentgen tubes, because of the high specific
gravity, high heat conductivity, high melting point, and low
vapor pressure.
Tungsten electrodes are efficient in certain electrochemical
processes where the resistance to corrosion is a great factor.
Tungsten-molybdenum thermocouples are useful, especially
at high temperatures. They give an increase in electromotive
force with an increase of temperature up to 540° C. and pass
through zero millivolts at 1300° C.
Sheet tungsten has played an important part in the recent
marked advances in wireless telegraphy and telephony, since
it is found to be a very efficient metal for the construction of the
amplifier. The manufacture of sheet tungsten presents some
difficulties and has only recently been successfully performed.
The swaged bars are heated in hydrogen to 1200°-1400° C. and
then rolled to the desired thickness. Much care must be used
to prevent overheating, since this causes recrystallization. The
rolled sheets have a tensile strength as great as 500,000 pounds
per square inch.
In lighting devices tungsten is used both as an incandescent
filament and as a pencil in arc arrangements. It yields a brilliant light, especially in its arc, which is rich in actinic rays,
serviceable in projection, and ultra-microscopic work.2 A tungsten arc, called by the trade name of " ppintolite," has found some
use in England. I t is said to consume about 0.4 watt per candle
power. Tungsten arcs have also been used in an attempt to
find an arc in which the illumination came from the surrounding
gas and not from the electrodes. 3 The most successful results
were obtained by sealing tungsten electrodes in a resistance
1
Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 20 287 (1911).
* Elektrotech. u. Machinebau, 36 345 (1918).
* W. A. Darrah, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 29 625 (1916); Chem. and
Met. 13 915 (1915).
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glass bulb with an atmosphere of TiCU or T1CI2 • Br2. An efficiency as high as 0.25 watt per candle power was obtained and
the electrodes require little attention, so this method of illumination appears to be promising.
Tungsten is so efficient and so widely known as a filament for
the incandescent lamp, that it may be said that the entire industry of incandescent electric lamps depends upon this element.
The industry began l with the carbon filament which for many
years was the only material used. The first metal filament was
made of osmium and was introduced by Welsbach in 1898.
These lamps never became popular because of the high cost, the
fragile nature of the filament making a vertical position necessary, and the fact that only low voltage lamps were possible.2
But they did a great service in that they indicated the direction
in which improvements were to be expected. The first metal
filament lamp which was successful commercially was introduced by Siemens-Halske in 1903. It contained a tantalum
filament, which permitted the production of a lamp of any
ordinary voltage. On account of the fact that tantalum has a
much lower specific resistance than carbon, the metal filament
has to be two and a half times as long and one quarter the
diameter of the carbon for equal voltage and candle power.
Another difficulty came from the fact that at the incandescent
temperature tantalum is very near the softening point, hence, a
long loop or coil is impossible. These difficulties were overcome
by divising the so-called " spider " arrangement, familiar in the
later tungsten lamps. This permitted the lamp to burn in any
position. These lamps quickly became popular, and between
1905-1911 about 103,000,000 lamps were sold.
In the efforts to produce an efficient tungsten filament many
methods were attempted, such as squirting a mixture of tungsten
powder with a binder through a small opening and heating the
filament, squirting a tungsten amalgam or other alloy, then
vaporizing the alloying metal. Some success was met in preparing a filament by squirting colloidal tungsten, which is
sufficiently coherent to make a binder unnecessary. But the
real success of the tungsten filament came with the introduction
of the drawn wire filament. The first lamps were evacuated
1
2

See Johnstone, The Rare Earth Industry, pp. 73-89.
F. G. Bailey, Electrician, 52 646 (1904).
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to prevent the oxidation of the metal, but the invention *• of the
nitrogen-filled lamp marked a decided advance. This has been
followed in turn by the argon and neon lamps for special purposes. Table XXXV gives data for comparing the efficiency
of various lamp filaments. The values given represent a fair
TABLE XXXV
Comparison of Various Incandescent Filaments
WATTS

CANDLE

3.5
2.5
1.5
1.6
1.15
1.25
0.5

0.154

1800

0.5

0.331
0.307
0.441

1900
1700
2150

8.94
6.07
12.12

TEMPERATURE
OP HOT
iK
' rt
POWER PER OF INCANDES- RATIO
TO COLD
CAN
. DLB SQUARE MIL- CENCE CENTI- RESISTANCE
POWEK LIMETER
GRADE

Carbon
Carbon metallize .
Osmium
. . .
Tantalum
. . .
Tungsten (drawn)
Tungsten (squirted)
Tungsten (N.-filled)

.
.
.
.
.

average and are interesting for comparison. The advantages
found in the tungsten bulb filled with an inert gas are that the
metal vaporizes much less than in an evacuated bulb and that
loss of heat is also less. Hence, longer life and greater efficiency
result, while a material advantage, especially in stores, is that
colored goods appear much more nearly true to their daylight
colors than with almost any other means of artificial illumination.
The production of tungsten lamps has increased at an enormous rate. In 1907 tungsten filaments were found in about one
lamp in a thousand in the United States. In 1918 tungsten
lamps comprised 89 out of 100,2 while the carbon lamp had disappeared from the general market. In 1914 the total production of tungsten lamps in the United States was 100,000,000,
requiring about 3 tons of 60 per cent concentrate. Two years
later the production had doubled.
Many applications for tungsten have been suggested because
of its ability to resist corrosion of acid and alkaline liquors, such
as gauze in centrifugal machines, frames and supports for filter
1
Langmuir, Proc. Am. Inst. Elect. Eng. (1913) p. 1915; Trans. Ilium. Eng.
Soc. 9 775 (1914).
2 Gen. Elec. Rev. 22 767 (1919).
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presses, utensils x in acid plants, and scientific instruments which
are exposed to vapors. Numerous other uses have been suggested, such as cross hairs in telescopes and galvanometer suspensions, where fineness and high tensile strength give it a decided advantage; metal strings in musical instruments, where
strength, elasticity, and resistance to climatic effects are important ; springs for electric meters and watches, where its nonmagnetic properties make it useful; pen points, useful because
of its elasticity and resistance to corrosion. It is also suggested 2
as a catalyst in the production of ammonia from nitrogen of the
air. Tungsten would be an ideal material from which to fashion
standard weights if it were possible to devise a method of shaping the pieces and adjusting their weights.
Compounds of tungsten are also used for a variety of purposes.
The oxide is used in ceramics to produce various shades of yellow
in glass and porcelain.3 Sodium tungstate is used to decolorize
acetic acid and fireproof cloth, as well as for a mordant and
weighting material for silk. Considerable fluorescent calcium
tungstate is used for making intensifying screens for X-ray
photography, while cadmium tungstate is used for making the
fluorescent screens for visual observation in X-ray practice.
Tungsten carbide has a hardness of 9.8 and has been suggested 4
as a substitute for diamond in dies and drills as well as for bearings. The so-called tungsten bronzes are made by fusing together an alkali tungstate and pure tin. These form various
shades of red, yellow, or blue which are used for decorative
purposes.6 They are usually regarded as compounds of the
tungstates with tungsten dioxide, somewhat similar in nature
to tungsten blue. (See Intermediate Oxides of Tungsten.)
Tungsten has a marked effect on the properties of alloys, consequently a great variety of alloys have been prepared. The
usual effect of tungsten is to produce hardness and greater
resistance to oxidation and corrosion. Some tungsten alloys
are said 6 to be actually harder than diamonds. Aluminium
hardened with a small per cent of tungsten, called " partinium," 7
1 Brit. Pat. Mar. 8, 1917; also U. 8. Pat. 1,318,452.
28 U. S. Pat. 1,175,693.
A. Granger, Compt. rend. 140 935 (1905).
* Elektrochem. Zeit. 26 29 (1920).
* E. Engels, Zeit. anorg. Chem. 37 125 (1903); Sohaefer, ibid. 38 148 (1904).
* Elektrochem. Zeit. 26 29 (1920).
* J. H. Pratt, Min. World, Dec. 3, 1904.
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is both light and strong and is used in France for automobile
construction. " Sidoraphito " l is an alloy of tungsten with
iron, nickd, aluminium, and copper, which resembles silver in
appoaninee, is ductile, malleable, and resistant to corrosion.
Tho alloy " platinoid " contains copper, zinc, nickel, and tungsten ; both platinoid and partinium are used, as well as ferrbniekel, for scaling into the glass of electric light bulbs, because
their coefficient of expansion is the same as glass. Some tungsten alloys are suggested for jewelry — an alloy containing 75
per cent gold, 10 15 per cent tungsten, and 15-10 per cent
nickel is easily rolled or hammered and takes a finer polish than
platinum ; a similar alloy, in which silver replaces gold, is strong,
resists oxidation, and takes a beautiful polish. The aluminothennic process has l>ee,n used 2 to some extent in the production
of tungsten alloys.
The most important non-ferrous alloy of tungsten is the alloy
called Htellite.3 This alloy is exceedingly hard, quite brittle, 4
nil very white in appearance, is unaffected by any but the
strongest acids, and has found applications in widely different
fields. It is efficient in cutlery, because it takes and holds a
keen cutting edge, and does not tarnish even on contact with the
most acid fruit juices. It has, also, given satisfactory results
when made into pen points for fountain pens. The tips are
made of hard Btelli to/"welded to the malleable alloy, giving long
service and freedom from corrosion. I t is used for dental and
surgical instruments, wood-working tools, and cold chisels, but
its greatest use seems to be as a high speed lathe tool. A test
made in boring automobile cylinders in the inventor's factory 5
showed that more than twice as many cylinders could be turned
out in a day with a stellite tool as could possibly be bored with
high HpvQd steel tools. General adoption of such tools is delayed
by the high cost, which is excused by the manufacturers on the
ground that the tools cannot be forged, but must be cast and
ground clown, which makes the cost of manufacture high.
Ferrotungsten is by far the most important alloy of tungsten,
*1 J. H. Pratt, Min. World. Dee. 3, 1904.
Iron Ave, July *M, 1918, p. 238.
* Bm Eiwood Hayiu* Trans. Am. Imt. Min. ting. 44 576 (1912); Trans.
Am. Etectrtwhtm. Boc. 37 507 (1920).
* A. J. Lartghmi>ro©r, Qh&m. and Met. Eng. 22 830 (1920).
* Blwood Haynoa, loc. cU.
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and it has been estimated that normally 90-95 per cent of the
tungsten mined finds its way into the steel trade. It is to be
observed that in tungsten steel very considerable quantities of
tungsten are required, while in all other uses a small quantity
of the metal is sufficient.
The manufacture of ferrotungsten was formerly controlled by
German interests, but, with the intense demands of the war,
numerous reduction plants were built in the United States, England, and France. At the close of 1918 there were 20 producers
of ferrotungsten and tungsten powder, with an estimated 1 normal consumption of 7500 tons of 60 per cent concentrate annually. These new plants generally produce ferrotungsten by
the electric furnace method.
Various methods are available for producing this alloy, such
as the reduction of the ores by aluminium 2 or ferrosilicon,3 but
previous to 1900 ferrotungsten was made almost wholly by
mixing the ore with iron and a suitable flux and reducing with
carbon in clay lined crucibles in a gas fired furnace. Since 1900
the electric furnace production has increased in favor and is
now about the only method used. Reduction of ores of the
wolframite type with carbon is easily accomplished 4 in the electric furnace, but scheelite ores give trouble because of the sticky,
basic slags formed. An alloy containing 75-80 per cent tungsten
can be produced, and low run wolframite ore can be used. The
alloy is not tapped since its melting point is too high, but is
allowed to accumulate to the end of the run, about 30 hours.
As produced in this manner the alloy contains more carbon than
is desirable for steel making, and a common practice 5 is to
decarbonize by heating for 10-20 minutes after reduction is
complete with a slag of iron ore, lime, and fluorspar. This
causes a loss of 8-10 per cent tungsten, but the carbon content
is considerably lowered. The average American specifications 6
are : W not less than 70 per cent; C not more than 0.6 per cent;
S = 0.06; P = 0.07; Si = 0.6; Mn = 0.6; CaO = 0.5, and
usually no copper or tin. Probably the most common harmful
1
E. J. Anderson, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 37 275 (1920).
2
A. J. Rossi, Min. Ind. 11 693 (1902).
3
G. Gin, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 13 481 (1908).
4
J. G. Dailey, Raw Material, 2 67 (1920).
8
6 R. M. Keeney, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 24 127 (1913).

C. G. Fink, Min. Ind. 28 707 (1919).
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impurities * in ferrotungsten are copper, tin, manganese, phosphorus, and sulfur. Methods have been suggested 2 for improving ores 'containing these impurities, but usually the ores are
purchased on specifications which are determined by the use
to be made of the product.
The loss of tungsten in the production of ferrotungsten has
been estimated by the Bureau of Mines as between 14 and 25
per cent. These losses are largely mechanical, but are partly
due to incomplete reactions.
Tungsten steel has become one of the most valuable of steel
products, since by its use in the machine shop each machine is
able to turn out five times as much work in a day as was possible
with carbon steel tools. The importance of tungsten steel as
a war material is emphasized by the fact that one authority
states that tungsten is a war essential of fundamental importance, surpassed among the metals only by iron itself. Great
Britain put tungsten second in the list of contraband of war.
The United States has been the greatest user of tungsten, as
shown by the fact that although this country has been one of
the leaders in the production of tungsten, since 1917 considerably
more than half of the domestic requirements have been met
by foreign tungsten supplies. 3
The addition of tungsten to steel has the effect of increasing
hardness, toughness, tensile strength, and elasticity. The most
remarkable property doubtless is that of red-hardness, which
means that the steel retains its hardness even when it is hot.
This permits a tungsten steel cutting tool to be used at a speed
3-6 times that possible with a steel whose hardness depends on
its carbon content. As a result of this fact this material has
come into almost universal use in machine shop practice for
cutting tools. In addition, tungsten steel possesses properties
which make it valuable in the manufacture of ignition parts of
internal combustion engines. I t has been found especially
satisfactory for engine valves and seats of airplane engines. It
is also used in making automobile parts, armor plate, heavy ordnance, projectiles, magnets, saw blades, and various other uses.
Tungsten steels are made either with the powdered metal or
1
Bull 652, U. S. Geol. Survey.
*8 W. Baughman, Min. Sal. Press, 114 800 (1917) ; Eng. Min. Jour. 98 16 (1914).
Tariff Information Series, No. 21, p. 279 (1920).
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with ferrotungsten. The use of the latter seems to be growing
rapidly, and may eventually become the universal practice.
About half the tungsten steel now made is prepared by the use
of the ferro alloy.1 The advantages claimed for it are that it
mixes better on account of its lower melting point, and there is
less loss by oxidation than when the powder is used. It is
obvious that a uniform ferrotungsten is essential if results are
to be definitely controlled. The steels are made either by the
crucible process or in the electric furnace. The latter is claimed
to give a superior product because it permits a better control
of the chemical composition.2 The tungsten is added on the
top of the charge, and care must be exercised to get an even
distribution and prevent settling of the heavier tungsten.
Simple tungsten steel 3 contains no alloying element except
tungsten, which is usually present in amounts from 3-6 per cent,
while the carbon runs about 0.6 per cent, though as much as 1.0
per cent C is common. Such steels must be hardened by
quenching; they are used chiefly for manufacturing permanent
magnets, for electric meters and hand dynamos, and finishing
tools for lathe work.
Most tungsten steels contain other alloying constituents,
especially the high speed, or rapid, steels. Chromium, vanadium, cobalt, nickel, molybdenum, and many other metals are
used along with tungsten for certain specific purposes. The
per cent of carbon runs usually from 0.5 to 0.75, manganese
less than 0.5, but the amount of tungsten is quite commonly
12-15 per cent, while 18-20 per cent or more is used. Generally
the effect of molybdenum is to reduce the quantity of tungsten
required to give a desired effect. Vanadium is an important
factor, the amount varying from 0.5 to 2.5 per cent or more.
Chromium is considered an important factor in producing
hardness, and it is present in amounts from 2-6 per cent, though
some European steels contain as much as 9 per cent of this
element. Tool steel of this type requires careful and skillful
heat treatment, which commonly consists of heating to incipient
fusion and quenching in oil or melted lead. Cooling by air
blast is used, but produces surface oxidation.
1 R. J. Anderson, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 37 276 (1920).
28 R. C. McKenna, ibid. 37 319 (1920).
U. S. Bureau of Mines, Bull. 100.
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Since the addition of tungsten increases the weight of steel
uniformly, the percentage of tungsten may be determined with
some accuracy by the specific gravity alone, provided other
elements are constant. 1
Compounds. — The compounds of tungsten resemble those
of molybdenum very closely. It exists in several states of
oxidation, the lower forms being more or less unstable and the
forms from the highest oxide, WO3, being by far the most important. The most important tungsten compounds are those
formed when WO 3 is acting as an acidic oxide. The alkali
tungstates are generally soluble in water while the heavy metal
tungstates are not. Table XXXVI indicates the relationship
between the various classes of tungsten compounds. The compounds of lower valence are produced by reduction and are as a
rule of little importance. Reducing agents produce a series of
colors, similar to those obtained by the reduction of molybdenum. It is to be observed that as the valence of tungsten increases from two to five, there is, also, some slight increase in
basicity, at least so far as permanence and character of the compounds is concerned. This is directly opposite to the facts
observed in the case of nearly all other elements. In spite of
this apparent peculiarity, tungsten in its highest state of valence
is mainly acidic. Bivalent tungsten is known only in simple
compounds with the halogens; in the trivalent condition tungsten forms double chlorides with the alkali metals; quadrivalent
tungsten forms halides and double cyanides, besides the oxide,
sulfide, and selenide; pentavalent compounds include simple
halides and oxy-salts, cyanides, sulfo-cyanides, and oxalates;
hexavalent tungsten forms halides, oxy-halides, sulfides, oxysulfides, in addition to the numerous and important derivatives of the oxide.
Tungsten resembles molybdenum in showing a remarkable
ability to form complex compounds. One molecule of an alkali
oxide may be combined with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 8 molecules of
WO 3 ; while more complex molecules may contain as much as
5M'2O condensed with varying amounts of WO 3 . There are
also formed many series of complex tungstates in which WO 3
combines with varying proportions of the oxides of silicon,
phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, vanadium, and boron.
1 Townsend, A. S., Tram, Am- Soc. $teel Treat. 2 133 (1921).

TABLE XXXVI

Compounds of Tungsten
VALENCE OXIDE

HYDROXIDE

NATURE

u

TYPICAL SALTS

CHARACTERISTIC
COLOR

CLASS NAME

REMARKS

Basic

WCh

Gray (brown solution) Dihalide

Oxidized in air

Wm

Basic

KaW^Clf

Yellow to green

Double chloride

Double salts only

tr

Basic

WCU, WSt
WiCNh • 4 KCN

Grayteh

Tetrahalide; disulfide

Hygroscopic; slightly hydrolyzed

Bask

WCli, WOCU
WiCN)s • 3 KCN

Green-black

Pentahalide

Very hygroscopic: hydrolyzed by much
water

WCl<f WOCU
W55

Red

Hexahalide

H5WO*

Yrllow
YeiKw

Normal tungptic

Unchanged in air; decomposed by boiling
| water
- Alkali salts soluble

W

W

WO2

WT

W(OH)&(?)
t
WO*

WO*. H*O
x WOi - HsO

t Arsdse

* HsO-a, WO?

J

!%>lyv.mft.:ir

Uri-a! vark-ty

Q

O
HI
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Oxygen forms two well-defined oxides, W02 and WO3. Many other
oxides sire reported, but the existence of such formulas as WO, W2O3,
WVh, \Vfi()9f \VfcOi4, WaOs is probably best explained as a mixture of
the olmiont with varying amounts of a definite oxide, or as compounds of
WOa and YVO3 similar to the intermediate oxides of molybdenum. (See
p. 259.) The oxido prepared by the ignition of ammonium paratungstate
is KTwn. The of>lor is usually explained as being produced by the reduction
of part of tim yellow oxido to the blue stage. This reduction may be
caused by dust or organic matter and is catalyzed by light.1
Tunr/dm dioxide m prepared by reducing WO3 with hydrogen or by
hydrolysis of WC JU. It in a heavy powder of red or brown color, strongly
pyrophorif and easily oxidized to the hexavalent state. It may be obtained
as small oetohc'dral crystals, whioh are permanent in the air and insoluble
in HOI. The amorphous form is more readily acted upon both by air and
l>y acids.
Tungntm trioxidr, in found in nature and may be prepared by heating
tunwtic add,2 the metal, the* lower oxide, or the sulfide. It generally
forum a yellow amorphous powder, but may be obtained in crystalline
form; it in insoluble* in water, but the hydrate is soluble. It is difficultly
fumble*, but whesm heaUul in hydrogen, it is gradually reduced, yielding the
blue* oxide* nt 2Uf7 WO2 at red hesat, and later the metal itself. It is insoluble in all acids except hydrofluoric, but dissolves readily in ammonia and
the alknliuH.
Intermediate oxidm of tungsten are formed by the partial reduction of
WO3 or th<! tungHtatfts, giving a material commonly known as tungsten
blue. Th(» reduction may not form a single definite compound, since the
reduction m mniinuouB from WG8 to WO2 or even to metallic tungsten.
Many formulas haves been proposed for this blue product, such as W2O6,8
\V3Oa,4 W4O11/ W*Ou • IIA fl It seems reasonable to conclude that
*M!veral different compound** arc formed under various conditions, and that
th(«(» art? probably bmt regarded as tungsten, tungstates, quite analogous
to molybdenum blur*. From this point of view W2O5 may be considered as
WOa • WO3; WaOi an WO* • 2 M ) 8 ; WAi as WO2 • 3 WO8; and W6Oi4
itN WO,. 4 WC),.
TimyUic (icid,1 H 3WO4, is obtained as a yellow precipitate when a tung»tate w tntxiUnl with an excess of hot mineral acid. If a solution of a tungHtatc is acidified in th« cold, th« hydrated aoid, H2WO4 • H2O, appears as a
white*, bulky precipitate, which is somewhat soluble in water, but readily
changed to the insoluble H2WO4 on boiling. Most of the alkali tungstates
* Van Liompt, Zdt. an&rg. Ohm. 119 3X0 (1921).
» X-ray utmiim of WO8 and its hydrates show that WOa is a different individual from HsWOi. Zm&. aruxg. Cfum. 121 240 (1922).
» Mttlncuti», Ann. Mm. phyn. (2) 60 271 (1836).
« Hifha, ibid. (3) 60 5 (1»57) ; Desi, J. Am. Chem. 80c. 13 213 (1897).
» v. tl»lar, Ann. Ckm. 94 255 (1855).
« Allen mid Ck>tts^halkf Am.
Ckem. Jour. 27 328 (1902).
1 Bm '* Avoids of Tun#§ttm,M G. P. Htittig, Z. angew. Cham. S5 391 (1922), and
"Cdl&idoX Tung«tCc Add," Momr and Eriich, Edd BrdUn u. Erie 3 49 (19223.
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are soluble, but certain tungstates of potassium and ammonium are sparingly soluble. Tungstates of calcium, iron, manganese, lead, and copper
are found in nature and may be prepared artificially by precipitation.
Sodium tungstate, Na2WO4, is formed by the fusion of one mol of Na2COa
or two of NaOH with one mol of WO 3 or by the complete dehydration of
the hydrate. It is a white salt which exists in several distinct crystalline
forms. It is soluble in water, forming a bitter, alkaline solution from which
Na2WO4 • 2 H2O crystallizes above 6° and Na2WO4 • 10 H2O below this
temperature. The dihydrate is the usual sodium tungstate of commerce.
An acid tungstate, 2 Na2O • 3 WO3 • 7 H2O, is obtained from the water
solution of the fused paratungstate. It is readily soluble in water, giving
a solution with a strong alkaline reaction.
Ammonium tungstate, (NEU^WO^ is probably present when H2WO4
is dissolved in an excess of ammonia. When the solution is evaporated
generally a paratungstate is deposited. Calcium tungstate, CaW04,
forms an amorphous white powder which has been suggestedx as a substitute for white lead. Barium tungstate may be used in printing on
fabrics.2 Most of the metals form the normal tungstate M^WO*, and these
salts are generally known in several hydrates.
Metatungstic acid, H2W4O13 • 7 H2O, is prepared by decomposing the
barium salt with sulfuric acid or the lead salt with hydrogen sulfide. It
forms small yellow crystals which are readily soluble in water; they form
the anhydrous acid at 100° and the anhydride on ignition.
The metatungstates are made by boiling the ordinary tungstates with
tungstic acid until a filtered portion gives no precipitate on acidification.
Most of the metatungstates are soluble in water and are prepared by reaction between barium metatungstate and the sulfate of the required metal.
Since metatungstic acid is soluble, the acidification of a solution of a metatungstate produces no precipitate, but on long boiling H2WO4 is formed.
The metatungstates are also formed by electrolysis of a tungstate solution
when the increased acidity around the anode produces 3 the metatungstate.
These compounds have the formula M'2O . 4 WO 3 • x H2O. The amount
of water varies, but it is essential to their stability. The salts crystallize
well, those of colorless bases forming colorless transparent crystals; they
are efflorescent and isomorphous with the double boro-, phospho-, and
silicotungstates.4 The metatungstates give solutions which are rather
weakly acid, with a very bitter taste, and in the presence of alkalies they
revert to the normal tungstates. They are not precipitated by acids in
the cold, but the normal acid is precipitated on long boiling. The metatungstates are distinguished from all other tungstate solutions by the fact
that they are not precipitated by alkaline earth or other heavy metal
cations except mercurous and lead salts. Ether precipitates metatungstic
acid almost completely; alkaloids and other organic bases are precipitated
in acid solution by metatungstates.
1
Schoen, Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind. 19 740 (1900).
1
Scheurer, ibid. 17 921 (1898).
8
Schaefer, Z. anorg. Chem. 38 174 (1904).
* Copaux, Ann. chim. phya. (8) 17 217 (1909).
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Sodium metatungstate, Na2W4Oi3 • 10 H2O, crystallizes from solution
in shining tetragonal crystals which effloresce in dry air. Ammonium
metatungstate forms both a hexa- and an octohydrate. The latter loses
seven molecules of water at 100°, ammonia begins to come off at 120°, while
the last molecule of water is not given up under 200°. The hexahydrate
is precipitated by the addition of alcohol to the metatungstate solution.
Barium metatungstate, BaW^u • 9.5 H2O, is prepared by mixing hot
solutions of Na2W4Oi3 and BaCl2 containing a little HC1. On cooling,
barium metatungstate crystallizes out, but it should be purified by recrystallization. The crystals are stable in the air, but at 100° they give up
six molecules of water, the remainder passing off gradually up to 220°, when
decomposition begins. Barium metatungstate is used commonly in the
preparation of other metatungstates.
Paratungstic acid is possibly present when dilute solutions of barium
paratungstate and sulfuric acid are mixed,1 but attempts to concentrate
the acid produce tungstic acid.
Paratungstates are among the most important of the tungstates, yet
their composition is uncertain. Marignac concluded that most of the paratungstates were to be represented by the formula 5 R2O - 12 WO8 • x H2O;
but a few were probably better represented by 3 R2O • 7 WO3 • x H2O.
It is not impossible to conclude that these compounds are solid solutions
of ordinary compounds. They are always hydrates which are completely
dehydrated at temperatures at which they are decomposed into normal
salts and insoluble tetratungstates. The alkali paratungstates are somewhat less soluble than the corresponding normal salts, but the solubility
of the other paratungstates is similar to the normal salts.
Sodium paratungstate 2 may be prepared by saturating a solution of
Na2CO3 or NaOH with WO3; by nearly neutralizing a boiling solution of
Na2WO4 with HC1; or by adding sodium metatungstate to a solution of the
normal tungstate. The potassium salt is made in a similar manner.
Ammonium paratungstate is the usual salt which crystallizes from a
solution of the hydrates of WOa in an excess of ammonia. It may be either
5(NEU)2O - 12 WO3 • 11 H2O or 3(NH4)2O • 7 WO8 • 6 H2O, if crystallization takes place at ordinary temperatures. There are two crystal forms,
needles and plates, both of which are stable in the air but lose most of their
water at 100°. At 15°-18° it is soluble in 22 parts of water (Marignac), but
the solubility is easily increased, possibly by a transformation of the salt or
by loss of ammonia. On boiling the solution ammonia escapes and the
salt goes slowly but completely over to the metatungstate. The dry salt
begins to lose ammonia at 60° and on ignition there remains either the blue
oxide or, in an excess of air, WO3. Ammonium paratungstate is of great
importance in the purification of tungsten material.
Tungsten bronzes are compounds obtained by the reduction of tungstates
of the alkali and alkaline earth metals. The composition of this series of
compounds corresponds in general to the formula R2O • (WO3)* • WO2,
1 L. A. Hallopeau, Compt. rend. 121 61 (1895),
Soe Edgar F. Smith, / . Am. Chem. Soc. 44 2027 (1922).
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in which x may vary from one to seven. They are m\ onsively c-olori'd and
extremely resistant to both acid and alkaline, retaints; they arc attacked
only by hot concentrated aqua regia or fuwon with such reagents n» th<»
alkalies, sulfur, ammonium peraulfato, or ammonium acid .sulfatr. Tiny
may be prepared by reduction at high temperature of (he acid tiniest ;ttc>«
with hydrogen, illuminating gJis, or metallic, tin ; by the electrolytic rciluction of the fused polytungstatcs; or by the fusion of a normal furij^tafe
with WO2 in the absence of air. Lithium-tungsten bronzes vary from steelblue to violet; the sodium and potassium bronzes are golden yellow, purple
red, violet, or blue; strontium gives red, carmine, or violet, while the barium
compounds are dark red, yellowish-red, or violet. These materials are ust-d
as substitutes for bronze powders.
Complex tungstic acids are numerous and interesting- Phosphoric,
arsenic, antimonic, vanadic, and boric acids condense with varying amounts
of tungstic acid. The ratio of the other oxide to \V()3 varies from 1 : 7 lo
1: 24 or more.
Phosphotungstic acid, II3PO4 • 12 WOa • r HyO, in obtained nn heavy
greenish crystals when a solution containing the correct proportion of
orthophosphoric and metattmgHtic acids is evaporated; or it may !*«• prepared by adding sulfuric acid to a concent rat ed .solution of sodium plwMphate and sodium tungstate and extracting the phospfiof uuK«tic acid with
ether. This acid is commonly used for precipitating alkaloids, proteins,
and potassium and ammonium ionfi.
Silicotungstic acid,1 4 HaO • SiO, • 12 WO» • 22 H.O, form* yHifnvMiwhite rhombic crystals which are readily soluble* in water, alcohol, ami ether.
Mercurous silicotungatatc is insoluble in water, but most of (IK* other milta
are soluble. Silicotungstic acid is uwnl as a mordant for bank p'imlim* ciywt,
and it is an excellent reagent for alkaloids.
Borotungstic acids containing one inol B3f>3 in combination with !), 21,
or 28 mols WO3 are described.* The mono-acid is 11 yHlmvinh Iic|ui<l of
specific gravity about 3.0. The HaltH of these nvitln nrt> nt*mpnr~
able to the silicotungstatos, but they am lew* easily eryKliiIli/,ed and
less stable. Cadmium borotungntatcj of up(mixirrlately the ftirmula
2 CdO • B2O8 • 9 WO8 • 18 H2O mciltH in Hn own water of cry^n\\itnimu at
about 75°, giving a very dense yvllow liquid in which m'mvruU of it deiiMify
•up to 3.55 float. It is used for separating mineral* of (tifttwrtt deitNif ii*«.
In addition to the compounds in which two acid** uri* rt*\mwnUH\, oth«*w
have been described in which triple3 complex acidu are pnwnt; m\tn run*
taining four or five acid radicals arcs also cif>Mc?rifMnl.4 The* molttrultw fif mivh
compounds must be enonnously complex, m in nhown l»y flit* Umtntivn
formula for ammonium phospho-arK(»n(»-vanii<lio-v?iriiuli<?t>lii«gK(iifi*,
99(NH4)aO • 12 P2O5 • 2 As2O, • (50 V A • 0 V/) 3 . 191 WO, • r,22 ll/h
1
See the work of Marignao; al«f> Wyrouboflf, BulL *tw, franr, Mint 1% 2W
(1896);
Rosenheim and Jaenioke, Z. anorg. altfftm. Chem. t01 2M (HI17).
2
H. Copaux, Ann. chim. phyz. 17 (H) 217 (11KK>) ; CVmj*. rtnd, 147 H73 (l
Roaenheim,
Z. anorg. Chem, 70 41$ (1011).
3
Smith and Exner, J. Am. Ckm. 80c. 24 573 (1902).
* Allen Rogers, ibid. 25 298 (100$)
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Pertungstic acid and its derivatives are little known compounds formed
by the action of hydrogen peroxide on tungstic acid or the tungstates,
usually at the boiling temperature. They are easily soluble, unstable, and
difficult to purify. The valence of tungsten in these compounds appears
to be higher than six.
Fluorine forms the interesting compound WFe. It may be prepared
by the action of HF or AsF3 on WClc in a platinum retort; or by interaction of SbF6 and WClc in glass. The tungsten hexafluoride is distilled
out at about 90° and condensed in a thoroughly cooled flask. It is a liquid
with a slight yellow color; it boils at 19.5° and solidifies at 2.5°, forming a
white mass. Under ordinary conditions it is a gas, about ten times as
heavy as air. It is completely hydrolyzed by water, but the dry gas
attacks glass only slightly. Oxyfluorides are known.
Chlorine gives four chlorides and several oxychlorides. The dichloride,
WCI2, is a gray powder prepared by reduction of WClc in hydrogen or by
heating the tetrachloride in CO2. It is quickly changed in air, and in contact with water a part is dissolved, but the greater part is changed to brown
WO2, HC1 being liberated. The tetrachloride, WCI4, is made by reducing
either of the higher chlorides. It is a brownish powder, crystalline, nonvolatile, and hygroscopic. It is partly decomposed by cold water, yielding
the brown oxide and HC1. The pentachloride, WCI5, is obtained by gentle
reduction of WClo with hydrogen. It forms black or dark green crystals,
which are easily volatile and extremely hygroscopic; some dissolve in
water, but a greater part are hydrolyzed, yielding the blue oxide and HC1.
Tungsten hexachloride, WCle, is prepared by burning the metal in pure,
dry chlorine. If moisture or oxygen is present, the red oxychloride is formed,
and this is very difficult to remove. The hexachloride forms dark violet
crystals, which when pure are stable in air and cold water. But in the
presence of the oxychloride it absorbs moisture from the air and decomposes in cold water. This compound has been used * in some of the most
accurate determinations of the atomic weight of tungsten.
Two oxychlorides are of interest. WO2C12 is prepared by passing chlorine
over hot WO2. It forms crystals which are stable in moist air and are only
partly decomposed by boiling water. Tungsten oxytetrachloride, WOCI4,
is obtained by passing WC16 vapor over hot oxide or dioxydichloride. It
forms red needles, which are quickly changed in air, forming a crust of
tungstic acid.
Bromine forms WBr2, WBr6, WBr6, WOBr*, and WO2Br2. Iodine forms
WI2 and WI4. All of these compounds are similar to the corresponding
chlorine derivatives.
Sulfur combines directly with hot tungsten, forming WS2. This compound may also be formed by the action of H2S on the heated metal or
WC16. It forms a soft, dark gray powder or small, black, friable crystals.
It is insoluble in water, burns in the air, forming WO3, but when heated in
the absence of air, sulfur is expelled, leaving the metal.
Tungsten trisulfide, W83, when prepared by heating WS2 in sulfur vapor,
is a chocolate-brown powder which burns in air, combines easily with chlor1 Smith and Exner, Proc. Am. FhM. 80c. 43 123: (1904)
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ine, but is not completely reduced by hydrogen.1 It forms colloidal solutions and dissolves in alkali hydroxides, carbonates, and sulfides, forming
dark brown solutions which contain sulfo- and oxy-sulfotungstates. The
trisulfide is prepared in the wet way by dissolving WO3 in ammonium
sulfide and acidifying; or by adding acid to a solution of an alkali tungstate
which has been saturated with H2S.
Sulfotungstates of the alkali and alkaline earth metals are formed when
tungstates are saturated with H2S or when hydrated tungstic oxide is
dissolved in hydrosulflde. They vary in color from pale yellow to yellowish
brown*, and in general they crystallize well. When the alkalinity of the
solutions is decreased, WS3 is precipitated. Potassium sulfotungstate,
K2WS4, forms yellow rhombic crystals, which melt without decomposition
and dissolve readily in water. On standing in the air WS3 and S precipitate.
Ammonium sulfo tungstate, (NBU^WS^ is made by dissolving
H2WO4 • H2O in an excess of ammonia and saturating the solution with
H2S. It crystallizes in bright orange-colored crystals, which have a
metallic iridescence and are stable in dry air but not in the presence of
moisture. ,When heated, a residue of WS2 is obtained. The crystals dissolve
readily in water, forming a solution which slowly decomposes in the air.
The formation of ammonium sulfotungstate makes it possible to separate
tungsten from such elements as columbium by direct treatment of the ores.
Sulfotungstates of the alkaline earth metals are obtained by saturating
the suspended tungstates with H2S. On standing, the sulf osalts crystallize
out.
Nitrogen does not react with metallic tungsten, but when the metal is
heated in ammonia, a nitride is formed.2 In the nitrogen filled tungsten
lamp some WN2 is formed,3 but the reaction is probably between tungsten
vapor and nitrogen. The compound collects as a brown deposit, which is
stable in a vacuum at 400°, but is somewhat decomposed at 2200°. The
compound W2N8 is formed by the action of ammonia on cold tungsten
oxytetrachloride or hexachloride.4
Phosphoric combines directly with tungsten when its vapor is passed
over the heated powder, forming a dark green compound of the formula
W3P4. WP2 is prepared by heating WC16 in dry PH3; this compound
forms black crystals which are stable in the air, which melt without decomposition, and which are insoluble in water and organic solvents. The compound WP is made by heating WP2 with copper phosphide; and W2P by
reduction of a mixture of phosphoric and tungstic acids.
Arsenic forms the compound WAS2, which is like the corresponding
phosphide.
Carbon combines with tungsten, giving compounds whose composition
appears to vary under different circumstances. Heating powdered tungsten
with gases containing carbon readily yields5 WC at 860° and W8C4 at 1000°.
1
2
8

Weiss, Martin, and Stimmelmayr, A. anorg. Chem. 65 279 (1910).
Henderson and Galletly, Jour. Soc. Chem, Ind. 27 387 (1908).
Langmuir, Jour. Am. Cheyi. Soc. 35 931 (1913).
«5 Rideal, ibid. 55 41 (1880)f?\
Hilpert and Oti^krn^ Mat, k$ 1669 (1913).
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Heating tungsten oxide with carbon or calcium carbide produces1 a compound of tho, formula W2G or WC, depending2 on the amount of iron
prtwcint. Compounds of the formulae W3C and W3C2are also mentioned.
It. is possible that those Ho-callcd compounds represent solid solutions of
<*irl>oii and tim^st-m.3
Detection. — Tungsten in its ores is usually detected by extraction and
U*xt of the Holublo turiftstate as follows: —
(ji) If IK.11 is added to a tungstatc solution at room temperature, a
ftoreulc>nt whitu precipitate of the hydrated tungstic acid appears; on
boiling, the* prwipitoito. tuniH yellow, due to formation of H2WO4. ' Both
precipitates arcs readily Holublo in ammonia and the alkalies, but highly
insoluble* in acids. The pre-smcc* of phosphoric, arsenic, boric, tartaric, or
oxalic nddn mtnrfercw with the precipitation. A columbate also produces
si white: precipitate on acidification, but this precipitate is distinguished by
HH txrvntM Holubility inwator and hydrofluoric and hot concentratedsulfuric
nckls.
(b) When zinc or, bettor, tin 4 is added to tungstic acid suspended in a
mineral iicid, reduction taken place, giving the tungsten, blue precipitate.
In the f )ri*H«n(!<! of pIioHphoric acid a blue-colored solution is formed. Similar colorn may i>e produced by niolybdenurn, columbium,5 vanadium, and
titanium ; molybdenum gives n black as the final reduction product; the
<?oluinWiuni blue in leHH intciiBO and disappears on dilution; vanadium blue
in \>YO(\\ici\d by tartarifl iif-id, which does not reduce tungsten; and the titanium color ban a marked violctttint.
(c) Tu!iKHt4?u in Ht(tcl may bo detected by the fact that on solution of the
ntvxd in Htilfuric acid tho turigHten remains as a black residue which turns
yellow on addiriK IINO3.
(d) WO3 imd MoOi may bo separated by the fact that if the dried mixturn is extracted with Hclcnium oxychloride, the latter dissolves while the
former (UH?H not.

(r) A Koluble tun^Htato rnay bo detected by dipping a strip of filter paper
into thto Holution, tlu;n inoiHteninp; the strip with HC1 and warming; the
yd low WO* app^arn. If thej pupor IB moistened with SnCl2 solution aad
wunnod, the? blue of tho lower oxides develops.
{/) A Holutbn of cmchonin& or quinine is said to precipitate WO*
quantitatively.1
(g) The5 prewnnwi of 0.1 of a milligram of tungsten may be detected, e^ren
in mixtures with molybdenum, by the microchemical identification of the
chiimcteriHtic cryHtitln of animoaium paratungstate.7
* MriiHHnn, Compt. rend, 125 13 (1896) ; 125 839 (1897).
Williftnm, ibid. 126 1722 (18DK).
HocHiiagrani of W-OnyHtom, Ituff and Wunsch, Z. anorg. Chem. 85292 (1914).
Zino rttdu«o» tungsten no rapidly that tho bluo color may bo overlooked in
the* prenonno of ft nmall ciuantity of tungstea. Tho action of tin is slower.
* Thfl color produced by oolumtrium booomos brown.
* Chem. Traik Jmtr. 64 298 (1919) ; also BuU. I nut. Min. and Met. 164 (1918).
For other tent* mm ToroHnian, Am. Jour. Set. 38 537 (1914); Hartmann, Chem.
Ntrwz, 114 45 (191(1) ; Alii accad. Linen, 25 I, 390 (1919).
* Vun Liompt, Z. an&rg. aUgen. Chem,. 12% 356 (1922).
3
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Estimation.1 — A fairly accurate measure of the amount of tungsten in
an ore may be made by a simple specific gravity determination, the per cent
WO3 being read from tables. This method gives satisfactory results on
any one ore, provided the gangue is quite uniform and other heavy minerals
are absent. It is not reliable, however, since it permits the " salting " of
an ore with barite, cassiterite, etc.
Quantitative methods are numerous, but many fail to give concordant
results, especially under varying conditions. Usually the tungsten is
weighed as WO3, which may be obtained (a) by ignition of ammonium tungstate; (b) by ignition of mercury tungstate; (c) by decomposing alkali
tungstates in the presence of HNO3, the mixture being evaporated to dryness and extracted with water, then the insoluble WO3 being filtered out,
dried, and weighed; or (d) by precipitating lead tungstate and boiling with
strong HCL The insoluble tungstic acid is separated.
A colorometric method for determining tungsten has been devised,2
depending on the reduction of the tungstic acid to the blue oxide. The
solution of sodium tungstate is carefully acidified with standard HC1, care
being taken to avoid a greater acidity than 10 cc, of normal acid per 100 cc.
of solution. Then a slight excess of titanous chloride is added and the color
compared with that obtained from a standard sodium tungstate solution.
The colloidal suspension cannot be relied on to last longer than about 30
seconds, and vanadium, phosphorus, and molybdenum interfere.
Volumetric methods are not as reliable as the gravimetric and are mainly
serviceable for comparative purposes. In one method, WO3 is dissolved in
excess of standard sodium hydroxide, and the excess titrated; a similar
method uses ethylamine to dissolve the WO 3, the excess being then titrated
with oxalic acid. Silica, tantalum, and columbium do not interfere with the
latter method. An attempt to reduce tungsten to the blue oxide, then
titrate back with ferric alum in the presence of thiocyanate, has not been
successful.3 Somewhat more accurate results are obtained by precipitating
a neutral solution of ammonium tungstate with an excess of lead acetate and
titrating the excess lead by means of ammonium molybdate.4
\ For detailed information see Schoeller and Powell, Analysis of Minerals
and Ores of the Rarer Elements, pp. 174-182. Anales HOC. quinn Argentina, 5 81
(1917); Eng. Min. Jour. 105 308 and 836 (1918); Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind.
Dec. 16 (1918), p. 732 A; ibid. 37 609 A (1919) ; Min. and Sci. Press, 118 432
(1919).
28 Traverst Compt. rend. 166 416 (1918).
Knecht and Hibbert, Proc. Chem. Soc. (1909) 277.
4
Gastone Fiorentino, Giorn. chim. ind. applicata, 3 56 (1921). C. A. 15 3048
(1921).

CHAPTER XVI
GROUP VI —URANIUM
Historical. — The mineral pitchblende has been known for a long time,
hut its composition was a matter of dispute. By some it was considered
un iron ore, other** considered zinc its main component, while still others
thought, its great weight indicated that it must be an ore of the newly discovered element, tungsten. In 1789 Klaproth called attention to the fact
that the ore contained what he called " a half metallic substance " which
differed unmistakably from iron, zinc, and tungsten. By reduction of the
yitllow calx he obtained a metallic appearing substance which he supposed
wan a new metal. lie HiiggeHted the name uranium in honor of the planet
Uranux, which had been discovered by Herschel in 1781. Richter, Arfvednon, and Iierzeliun worked with similar materials and considered Klaproth's
reduction product a.s the element. It was not until 1841 that Peligot discovered that, the nubHtanee wan really a lower oxide of uranium and in the
following year he produced the metal itself and determined its equivalent.
Uranium and all it.8 compounds are radioactive. The discovery of this
fries! in 181)6 by Henri Beequerell is of great historic interest since uranium
was the first clement which wa# found to possess the property of radioactivity. Following this interesting discovery, a search was made2for other
naturally radioactive substances, and in 1898 Schmidt announced that all
BuhstaneeH containing thorium, cither in elementary form or in combination, gave off a similar radiation and somewhat later Rutherford discovered
that thorium produced also a highly radioactive gas which he called the
emanation. Them* early discoveries were rapidly followed by others upon
which our knowledge of radioactivity is based.
Occurrence. — Uranium is not a common element, but it is
found in a number of minerals,3 most of which are rare. All
uranium oren are radioactive, and the amount of uranium is an
accurate index of the radium content,4 since it is found that
one
part of radium is naturally in equilibrium with 3.2 X 106 parts
of uranium; or, in other words, an amount of ore which contains
a ton of the element uranium will be found.to contain 320 milligrams of the element radium.
The most important uranium ores are pitchblende or uraninite
* Ctmpt. rtnd. 122 501, 689, 762 (1896).
*1 Wied, Ann. 0S 141 (1898).
For a Hat of uranium minerals see U. S. Bur. Mines Bull. 70,
<SeeU.S. Bur. Mines Tech. Paper 88.
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and carnotite. The latter is described under nidiurn. The
former is essentially U3O8, which may be considered uranium
uranate, UO 2 • 2 UO 3 or UIV(UvrO4)2, although in its natural
form the substance contains widely varying proportions of
quadrivalent and hexavalent uranium. The ore eon fail is 75 90
per cent U3O8, the remainder being compounds of thorium, the*
rare earth metals, and lead, calcium, iron, arseni<\ and bismuth,
along with silica and water; radium is always present and gases
such as nitrogen, helium, and argon sometimes make up as much
as 2.6 per cent. The mineral is generally green or black in color
with a pitchy luster, from which fact the* name pitchblende in
derived. I t is found in Bohemia, Saxony, Hungary, Norway,
Cornwall, East Africa, India, Australia, Madagascar, Ontario,
Connecticut, the Carolina**, Texas, South Dakota, Colorado,
and Wyoming. 1
Uranium is commonly associated with thorium and (he ran*
earths, generally in the form of tantalaten, eohunbaies, (if anaics,
phosphates, arsenatcs, and vanadates. In addition to these,
uranium is found in many rare minerals, such as atif unit**, Hometimes called uranium mica, calcium unmyl phosphate; torbernite copper uranyl phosphate; the rare earth ores, fergtiKouife,
samarskite, euxenitc, and xenotiine. A new mineral, branurrite,
is reported 2 to contain more uranium than any other complex
mineral except pitchblende. It is a complex uranium fitamile,
containing thorium and the rare earth elements along with small
amounts of silicon, iron, calcium, strontium, barium, y.ireonium,
and lead. Asphaltito bearing 1.13 to 2.88 per cent uranium has
been found in Utah. 3
The oldest and most celebrated deposits of uranium ores are
the pitchblendes at Joachimathal, Austria, whom* mines have
been worked since 1517. But only since alnrtit l!>05 h»n uranium been sought, and for some time these dejwmits furnished the
world's most important supply of uranium and radium. Hinrrt
the development of the carnotite industry of Colorado, however,
the United States has beam the* leading producer of both.
The production of uranium ores tut* varied wttMy, nml the
price has shown similar fluctuations. The price is
1

"New Deposit," Sefarux, 49 441 (HMD).
Jour. Frank. Irmt. 189 225.
» F. L. Hess, Enq. Min, Jour, Prms> tU tit (1932).
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determined by the radium content alone, though usually the
amount of U3Os is the determining factor and occasionally
allowance is also made for the vanadium content of the ore.
During 1919 carnotite containing a minimum of 2 per cent U3Og
sold for $2.75-$3.00 per pound of contained U3O8. In 1920 the
price of similar ore was $2.25 per pound U 3 Os; in January, 1922,
carnotite is quoted at $1.25-$1.75 per pound of U3Os.
Extraction. — The extraction of uranium from its ores is
accomplished by a great variety of methods, the process selected
depending on the nature of the ore, and the desirability of
recovering other substances along with the uranium. I t is
important to notice that radium is the most valuable constituent
of all uranium ores, consequently, the treatment will be such
as to extract the largest possible proportion of radium. From
this point of view uranium is always a by-product whose extraction is of secondary interest.
For the extraction of uranium from carnotite see the discussion of the extraction of radium (p. 60) and especially of vanadium (pp. 207-208, including Figure 13).
The extraction of uranium from pitchblende * presents some
complications because the mineral fuses with difficulty, and
extraction with acid is tedious, expensive, and incomplete. At
Joachimsthal no less than seven methods have been tried out,
the last one being roasting with lime in an oxidizing atmosphere.
The desired reaction is: 2 U3O8 + 6 CaO + O2 - 6 CaU0 4 .
At the same time vanadium, tungsten, and molybdenum are
transformed into calcium salts, which are extracted with the
uranium when the melt is ground and lixiviated with dilute sulfuric acid. These soluble salts are filtered out, ferric chloride
is added, and the solution neutralized with Na 2 CO 3 , when ferric
vanadate is precipitated. The solution containing the uranium
is evaporated to dryness and the uranium dissolved in dilute
alcohol, and from the alcoholic solution it is precipitated as
ammonium uranate by the addition of ammonia. After filtering
and washing with water containing NH 4 C1, the ammonium
uranate is dried and sold as " lemon-yellow uranium." Its uses
are similar to those of sodium uranate.
Uranium usually comes onto the market as sodium diuranate,
Na2U2O7 • 6 H 2 O, which is known in the trade as the " yellow
1
See G. Gin, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 35 191 (1919).
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oxide of uranium." If may be prepared by roasting pitrhblende with Nao(K).i and extraetinp: Iht* mrlt with dilute -ulfurie
acid when the soluble uranyl sulf:it«» is formed. Sodium diuranate in precipitated by adding XaOll, or by neutmh/intf the >olution and boiling vigorously. After the preeipitate i* preyed
and dried it is ready for the market. The .subMarin* M»ld an
uranium oxide is usually lT.-i()«, whieh is prepared by prrripiinling ammonium uranate from the sulfurie aeid solution. If thin
nubstanoe is digested with ammonium rarhotiah* and ainntouium
hydroxide and then allowed to cool,crystals of ammonium uranyl
carbonate are formed, and these on ignition yield V >i)4. Then?
in, also, sold some of the black oxide of uranium, whieh N H >2
and Home uranium salts like the nitrate, neetate, or .^ilfafi*.1
Quite recently ferrouranium has \H*vimn* an iinportnut itrticl*?
of cominonjfj.
Separation. 2 — Uranium may be separated from ropper,
bismuth, arsenic, etc., by the fuet that if is no? prrripit;t!t'tl front
acid solution !>y Hat»S. Thr* s^parafinn from leail i- l»e^f a«fcomplished by adding sulfuric arid to the nitrate mtlni'um and
evaporating to fumes.
The rare earths are removed by adding o\a!ir it<i«l in u liot
Bolution and filtering off the ran 1 earth oxalaM*.*, *Xu t\**v**\n\wm\
the (»xc(tHH oxalic acid in the filtrate, evaporate to dryfi«'H«, i«niff,
and take* up the residue with 11(1. If iii*r«*^;iry any imtihilih*
r(^idu(4 may be brought into solution l»y fitMoii with f\JLSC>},
Uranium in separated from oth«*r metals t»f fti«* thin! group
by the fact of itn solubility in wtlutioti* af alkali v.nr\nmnU\
Heparation is ac(^omplished by adding to a solution nm\nmn\%
uranium an (»xeenH of ammonia, sumnortiutn nirl*oii?ifi% nml
ammonium sulfide. Thr* uranium remain^ m ttolut tost whih* mvh
metaln an iron, eobalt, m?mg?itti*Hi% yJnr, iirid titanium an* precipitated. From the filtrate the umniiiiti f|lrty lw pn*npilniml
by removing the US eompletHy urid mUUnn nmnumin.
Thw
treatment do(»H not give eoniplefi* Hr*p;ir»tiim fmm rut?k<*l, itkiminium or beryllium. Nickel tuny he riiiioved by htm I
of a dilute solution euriUtinttiK Niial'!O|, Alutninitim in
1
Fortti^thm!of im*immtkm mm Vnrmm*. Jtmr. tnd, ami Mutf. Chrm t 4f$#$
(KH7);
a.\mtt H. J. Autlvtmm, Tmtm, Am. Kitrlr**htm, Mr. $t 3-HI HWSH:
i
Htm Ktmi, Jtmr, Am, Chrm. Hue. 2$ m& i 1WH); llr«»«rl«v, AmlvUmi Ch»-m*
wiry of Uranium, London, I'Mi; mn4 VmrUt, Jaw\ Ittd, mmi Htm, VHem* H $0
(1920).
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rated x by precipitating the phosphates, boiling first with nitric
acid, then with sodium carbonate. Zirconium is precipitated as
a phosphate in the presence of H 2 O 2 + H 2 SO 4 . Vanadium is
precipitated as lead vanadate by adding lead acetate and ammonium acetate to a solution containing a slight excess of nitric
acid.2
Metallurgy. — Uranium may be prepared by several methods :
(a) reduction of UCU with sodium 3 or potassium; (b) reduction of U;<08 with charcoal in an electric furnace; 4 to free the
product from carbon it is heated with U3Os in the presence of
titanium, which is used to prevent nitrogen from combining with
uranium; (c) reduction of UO2 or UO3 has been accomplished
by means of aluminium; 5 UO 3 has also been reduced by calcium ; 6 (d) reduction by means of calcium carbide either with
or without a mixture of ferrosilicon has been effected,7 although
the Bureau of Mines finds that coke at the temperature of the
electric arc is more effective than either; (e) electrolysis of
fused sodium-uranium chloride in an atmosphere of hydrogen.8
Use of a current of 50 amperes at 8-10 volts keeps the bath fluid,
and the metal contains about 0.5 per cent impurities.
Properties. — Pure uranium is white, but the metal frequently
has a yellow color due to the presence of some nitride. The
metal prepared by electrolysis is deposited as small shining
crystals; other methods of preparation give either a black
powder or a white compact mass. The metal takes a polish
well, is somewhat malleable, is softer than steel, and when heated
with carbon and chilled it becomes very hard and brittle.
Probably the most accurate melting point determination 9 gives
a value of 1850°; the specific gravity is 18.685 at 13°; the
specific heat at 0° is 0.0276; it is slightly paramagnetic, the
magnetic susceptibility being + 0.21 X 10~6.
The powdered metal burns in oxygen at 170°, in fluorine at
room temperature, in chlorine at 150°, in bromine at 210°, in
1 Brearley, p. 185.
2
U. S. Bur. of Mines, Bull. 70.'
8
R. W. Moore, New York meeting Am. Electrochem. Soc. May, 1923.
4
Moissan, Compt. rend. 116 347 (1893).
*6 Aloy, Ann. chim. phya. (7) 24 412 (1901); Stavenhagen, Ber. 32 3065 (1899).
Burger, Diaa. Basel, 1907, p. 19; Kuzel and Wedekind, French Pat. Oct.
17,71910.
German Pat. June 11, 1912.
« Moissan, Compt. rend. 122 1088 (1896).
» Guertler and Pirani, Zeit. fUr Metallkunde, 11 1 (191).
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iodine at 260°, in sulfur vapor at 500°, and in nitrogen at 1000°.
I t decomposes water slowly at ordinary temperatures and more
rapidly at the boiling temperature. Dry hydrogen chloride gas
attacks the metal at a dull red temperature, and at a slightly
higher temperature it reacts with ammonia liberating hydrogen
and forming a dark crystalline powder. It dissolves in dilute
HCl and H2SO4, liberating hydrogen and forming quadrivalent
salts, while with concentrated sulfuric acid SO2 is evolved. The
powdered metal dissolves readily in nitric acid, liberating the
oxides of nitrogen, but the fused metal reacts only slowly with
nitric acid even when warm. The caustic alkalies apparently
have no action upon it. Uranium will displace mercury, silver,
copper, and tin from the solutions of their salts. The exact
position of uranium in the electromotive series has not been
determined because of lack of pure uranium, but an alloy
containing 8.34 per cent of iron gave —0.093 volt. 1
In addition to the property of radioactivity, the salts of
uranium possess peculiar properties with respect to light. When
a solution of a uranium salt is exposed to light it seems to absorb
energy which is later given off in the form of fluorescence.2 The
presence of such substances as chlorine or iodine ions, ferric or
vanadyl salts, vanadic acid or quadrivalent uranium compounds,
inhibits the fluorescence. In accordance with the theory that
the photosensitizing effects of such fluorescent compounds as
eosin are due to simultaneous oxidation and reduction, fluorescence in uranium salts is explained by the fact that in the light
the uranyl ions are partly reduced to the trivalent condition and
partly oxidized to the octavalent condition. When these two
forms react with each other in a reverse manner to produce the
hexavalent form, fluorescence results. The effect of inhibiting
substances is explained by the supposition that iodine, for
example, unites directly with the trivalent uranium, giving at
once the hexavalent form.
Uses. — Uranium finds few commercial applications, although
several possible uses have been suggested. For a time an impure form of the metal containing some carbide was used as a
sparking medium for automatic cigar lighters. These have now
been superseded by cerium alloys, which are more highly pyro1 Jour. Phya. Chem. 23 517 (1919).
E. Bauer, "The Photolysis of Uranium Salts," Chem. Ztg. 2 40 (1918).
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phoric. Many attempts have been made to utilize uranium as
an electrode in arc lamps, probably the most successful device
being covered by a French patent which uses a mercury cathode
and gives a powerful ultraviolet light, useful for sterilizing
liquids. A plan for depositing uranium on a tungsten filament
in an incandescent bulb has been patented. 1 The bulb is filled
with nitrogen or argon and a little uranium chloride put in,
then the bulb is exhausted, sealed, and heated to decompose the
chloride.
In ceramics uranium compounds are used to give colored
glazes, especially yellow and orange. The compounds employed
are either sodium or ammonium uranate, which are commonly
sold under the name " uranium yellow " ; or, the yellow or green
oxide. As little as 0.006 per cent gives a good yellow color, but
on increasing the amount the color may be varied 2 to orange,
brown, dark olive green, or black. A deeper shade of green is said
to be given by U3O8 than can be produced by chromium compounds. 3 The amount of lead in the glaze also influences the
color obtained. A bright vermilion glaze is made by mixing 57
parts of red lead, 20 parts feldspar, 2 parts zinc oxide, 12 parts
of flint, and 9 parts of U3Os. As coloring materials in the manufacture of glass, they produce an opalescent yellow, which is
green by reflected light. This type of glass is expensive since
the amount of U3O8 used is sometimes as high as 20 per cent.
Uranium salts have been used as mordants for both silk and
wool,4 as well as in calico printing. Uranium salts also produce
a pleasing brown dye on textiles when the fabric is first heated
with solutions of uranium salts, and then the color is fixed by
reduction with potassium ferrocyanide, gallic acid, or pyrogallol.
Metallic uranium and uranium carbide were found by Haber's
investigation 6 to be among the best catalysts for the manufacture of ammonia by the direct union of the elements. The disadvantages in the use of these materials come from the cost and
the ease with which the substances lose the ability to serve as a
catalyst unless very pure hydrogen is used.
1 U. S. Pat. May 7, 1918; C. A. 12 1617 (1918).
2 Trans. Am. Cer. Soc. 8 210 (1906); 9 771 (1907).
* Jour. Am. Cer. Soc. 1 238 (1918).
4
Farbm Zeit. 5 17 (1894=).
« Haber and Greenwood, Zeil. Elektrochem. 19 53 (1913).
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by mistake the uranium content has been given as 35-50 per cent.
The manufacture of this material in this country is carried on at
a single plant, which is located at Canonsburg, Pennsylvania.
The addition of ferrouranium to steel is accompanied by
heavy loss due to the oxidation of the uranium. This loss may
be as high as | to \ the uranium added. To reduce the loss as
far as possible the ferrouranium is added just before or during
pouring, and the temperature of the steel is kept low. If the
ferrouranium contains more than 65 per cent uranium, oxidation is rapid, and if the amount is less than 40 per cent the
uranium is not taken up well by the steel. Consequently, the
favorite ferrouranium contains 40-65 per cent uranium. The
best uranium steels are made in the electric furnace.
There are two rather striking effects produced by the addition
of uranium to steel: (1) its beneficial results do not require
intensification by the use of other alloys; (2) uranium increases
the hardness of steel, so that such steels lend themselves readily
to water quenching. The increased hardness is, however, not
accompanied by an increase of brittleness to as great a degree as
is induced by many other alloying substances. As a result
carbon-uranium steels are especially serviceable for uses which
require a low drawing temperature, since under these conditions
they possess to a remarkable degree the combination of hardness, strength, and ductility. 1 Uranium is, however, frequently
added to steel along with such other alloying elements as tungsten, molybdenum, vanadium, and chromium. Usually the
amount of uranium is less than 1 per cent; high uranium steels
have been studied very little. Over 3 per cent uranium is said to
produce a product which cracks badly on forging. The general
effect of uranium upon the properties of steel is similar to the influence of tungsten; consequently, the usual view is that the
introduction of a small amount of uranium permits the saving
of a considerable amount of tungsten. For example, the introduction of 3 per cent uranium, 8 per cent tungsten, and small
amounts of chromium and vanadium produces a steel whose
performance compares favorably with that of a steel which
contains 18 per cent tungsten.
The properties claimed for uranium steels are as follows: 2
1
Hugh S. Foote, " Uranium Steels," Chem. and Met. 25 789 (1921).
* See also ibid. « 160 and 448 (1916); 22 829 (1920); 25 789 (1921).
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increased hardness without decrease in ductility; increased
elastic limit; greater tensile strength; and improved dynamic
properties. Tools made of uranium steel are said to possess
longer life because of the greater toughness and heat-resisting
qualities. Shop tests made with uranium steel tools show that
they possess cutting power, durability, arid general efficiency on
an average 20-50 per cent higher than that shown by tools made
from the best grades of other high speed steels. 1 Enthusiastic
claims are made that " the benefits obtained from the use of
uranium certainly constitute the highest attainment of the steelmaker's art." However desirable the properties of uranium
steel may prove to be ; it seems likely that the future of this
product will be determined largely by the relative cost of uranium and other alloying substances which produce similar effects
upon steel. The question of a suitable ore supply is also a
matter of great importance, especially with respect to uranium.
But so long as uranium remains a by-product of the radium
industry with sale for only a small part of the uranium produced, 2
the question of cost of raw materials should not be a serious one
in the manufacture of uranium steel.
Compounds.3 — Uranium forms several series of compounds
which in general resemble the corresponding series of tungsten
and molybdenum compounds. Uranium is, however, distinctly
more basic in its tendency than any other member of this group.
It appears frequently in the acid radical, forming both simple
and polyuranates. Its greater basicity is shown by the fact
that its trioxide forms a much smaller number of poly-derivatives
than do molybdenum or tungsten. In most of its important
compounds uranium acts as a metallic element. Uranium has
valences of 2, 3,4, 5, 6, and possibly 8, the compounds of valence
2 and 3 being relatively unimportant and formed by reduction
of the higher compounds. In its valence of 4, uranium forms
the important class of uranous compounds, which are usually
prepared by reduction of the higher compounds. They resemble
the ferrous compounds in the ease with which they are oxidized.
In its hexavalent state uranium shows little tendency to form
simple metallic salts, since TJF6 is the only compound of this
1
See "Comparative Test of High Speed Steels," Chem. and Met. 22 829 (1920).
3
S. C. Lind, U. S. Bur. of Mines, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc. 35 197 (1919).
3
E. Wilke-D6rfurt, "Preparation of Uranium Compounds in Pure State,"
Wias.'V&roffent. Siemena-Konzem Soc. 1 143 (1920); C. A. 15 2595 (1921).
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sort known; but it readily forms uranates, both simple and
complex. It also gives rise to the uranyl series of compounds,
which are doubtless the most important of all the uranium salts.
They may be regarded as derivatives of UO 3 which have been
formed by replacing one oxygen with the equivalent amount of
a negative element or radical. Thus, they always contain the
bivalent radical UO2, which is more markedly basic than the
corresponding radicals of the other members of this group.
Accordingly the uranyl compounds resemble more closely the
salts of a basic oxide, while the corresponding derivatives of the
other metals are like the acid chlorides, such as POCI3 and
SO2CI2. This conception is strengthened by the fact that in
water solution the uranyl salts of strong acids are slightly
hydrolyzed, and under the influence of the electric current the
uranyl ion concentrates around the cathode. The uranyl solutions have a yellow color with a strong greenish fluorescence,
which is noticeable in uranium glass. These salts are particularly sensitive to light. Table X X X V I I shows the relationship
between the various classes of uranium compounds.
Oxygen forms the two definite oxides, UO2 and UO3, each of which is
represented by one or more well defined series of compounds.
Uranium dioxide, UO2, was for a long time considered as metallic uranium, because of its appearance and the fact that it is obtained by heating
UsOg in a stream of hydrogen. It is now prepared1 on the large scale by
reduction with carbonaceous material on fusion with sodium chloride, and
used for the production of ferrouranium. When so prepared it is black in
color from the excess carbon which it contains and is commonly called the
black oxide of uranium. When obtained by reduction with hydrogen it
is a brown or copper-colored powder, which is pyrophoric; it burns in air,
oxidizing completely to U3O8. The uncalcined UO2 dissolves in strong
acids, forming the uranous series of salts; after ignition it is only slightly
soluble in acids.
Uranous hydroxide is obtained as a bulky reddish-brown precipitate
when alkalies are added to uranous solutions. The precipitate darkens on
boiling and is easily oxidized by air in the presence of excess alkali, forming
uranyl compounds. The formula for the compound is written either
UO2 • 2 H2O or U(0H)«.
Uranium trioxide or uranic oxide, UO8, may be prepared in pure form
by long continued heating of uranyl-ammonium carbonate at 300° or of
ammonium uranate at 250°; uranyl nitrate also yields UO3 on ignition, but
the product contains basic nitrates unless the heating is done thoroughly.
The color of the oxide varies from orange to red, depending on the method
1
Robert J. Anderson, Trans. Am. Electrochem. JSoc. 37 281 (1920).
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Uranium pentachloride, UCI5, is formed by adding chlorine to UCI4.
If the addition is made slowly, the pentachloride forms long needle-like
crystals which have a dark green metallic luster by reflected light but a ruby
red color by transmitted light. If the chlorine is added rapidly a brown
crystalline powder is formed. Both forms are extremely hygroscopic and
react vigorously with water, liberating HC1 and U(OH)4; it is soluble in
many organic solvents.
Uranyl chloride, UO2C12, is formed by heating UO2 to red heat in a
stream of dry chlorine. It forms a yellow crystalline mass, which is
hygroscopic and soluble in water. The water solution on slow evaporation
forms a monohydrate. The anhydrous uranyl chloride is stable if it is
kept away from moisture. The water solution has an acid reaction and
upon heating liberates HCL It forms double salts with the alkali chlorides,
such as 2 KC1 • UO2C12 • 2 H2O.
Sulfur forms a number of sulfides of uranium, of which the most important is the uranyl sulfide, UO2S. This compound is thrown down as a dark
brown precipitate when ammonium sulfide is added to a uranyl nitrate
solution. It is soluble in ammonium carbonate and in acids and upon
exposure to air it oxidizes quickly.
Uranous sulfate is not known in the anhydrous condition, but hydrates
containing 2, 4, 8, and 9 molecules of water are easily prepared. Of these
hydrates all except the dihydrate are isomorphous with corresponding
hydrates of thorium sulfate. The octohydrate of uranous sulfate is the
most common, it being formed by adding alcohol to a solution of UsOs in
dilute sulfuric acid.
Uranyl sulfate, UO2SO4 • 3 H2O, is prepared by the crystallization of
a solution of uranyl hydroxide in dilute sulfuric acid or by heating uranyl
nitrate with sulfuric acid. It forms yellow-green crystals, which under the
microscope show a beautiful fluorescence. On exposure to air they loose
water slowly, and at 115° a monohydrate is formed while at 175° the anhydrous salt is produced. Both acid salts and double alkali sulfates are
formed.
Nitrogen combines directly with uranium at a temperature of 1000° l;
nitrogen or ammonia reacts with the carbide, yielding a nitride; dry ammonia also produces a nitride when it reacts with uranium tetrachloride.
The formula of the nitride is usually U3N4. The catalytic influence of
uranium carbide in the manufacture of ammonia by the Haber process is
attributed2 to the formation of the nitride.
Uranyl nitrate, UO2(N"O3)2 • 6 H2O3 is commonly called uranium nitrate
and is the best known and most widely used uranyl salt. It may be prepared by dissolving any oxide of uranium in nitric acid. It forms lemonyellow prisms which have a green fluorescence. They are readily soluble
in water and are deliquescent. When shaken, rubbed, or crushed, the
crystals show remarkable triboluminescence, with occasionally somewhat
violent detonations. Numerous theories have been advanced to account
1
Moissan, Compt rend. 122 274 (1896).
2
Haber and Greenwood, Z&it. Elektrochem. 21 241 (1915); 19 68 (1913).
» See also F. E. E. Germann, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 44 1466 (1922).
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for this peculiar behavior. It has been suggested that triboluminescence
may be due to some peculiar property such as radioactivity of the uranium
atom itself; or, that in crystallizing differences of electrical potential may
be developed between crystals; or, that disturbances release some internal
strain which has developed within the crystals. But the best explanation1
of these phenomena seems to be based upon the partial replacement of
water of crystallization by ether and an unstable lower oxide of nitrogen.
This idea is strengthened by the observations that samples of uranyl
nitrate which are strongly triboluminescent contain both ether and an
oxide of nitrogen; that crystals of this salt do not display this property
unless they have been prepared from an ether solution containing free
nitric acid; and that such crystals loose their triboluminescence when
recrystallized from water.
Carbon combines so readily with uranium that the reduction of the
oxides with carbon always produces some carbide. Moissan prepared2 the
carbide by mixing 50 parts UsO8 with 8 parts charcoal and heating in the
electric furnace. He assigned the formula U2C3 to the compound, but later
work3 makes the unusual formula UC2 seem more probable. The compound has a metallic appearance, a crystalline fracture, and is strongly
pyrophoric; it scratches glass and quartz but not corundum. It burns
in oxygen at 370°, forming U3O8; it combines with fluorine at slightly elevated temperatures, forming UF4 or UFe. Chlorine attacks it at 350°,
bromine at 390°, and iodine below red heat. In contact with water the
carbide is decomposed, yielding hydrogen and a very complex mixture of
gaseous, liquid, and solid hydrocarbons. Chief interest in the carbide is
connected with its use as a catalyst in the Haber process.
Simple uranyl carbonates are not known, but double carbonates are easily
formed; as, for example, a salt of the composition UO2CO3 • 2 Na2CO3 is
obtained as a yellow crust, when freshly precipitated sodium uranate is
treated with sodium bicarbonate, or when an excess of sodium carbonate
is added to a solution of uranyl acetate.
Uranyl acetate, UO2(C2H3O2)2 • 2 H2O, is next to the nitrate the most
important uranyl salt of commerce. It is prepared by the solution of
uranyl hydroxide or oxide in acetic acid. It is soluble in water, forming a
solution with a density of 2.89 from which it crystallizes in fluorescent
prisms. It displays the phenomenon of photalysis.
Uranyl formates, oxalates, and tartrates are also formed.
Detection. — Uranium is precipitated in the Third Group and in the
analysis undergoes numerous characteristic changes. (1) When present as a
uranyl salt the addition of ammonia produces a precipitate of ammonium
diuranate, (NH^UjO?, which appears as a yellow powder which is slowly
transformed by ammonium sulflde to UO2S, dark brown, soluble both in
HC1 and (NH^COs. (2) When NaOH is added to a solution of a uranyl
1
See Andrews, Chem. Ztg. 36 423 (1912), Spath, Wiener Monatsch. 33 853
(1912); Miiller, Chem. Ztg. 40 38 (1916), 41 439 (1917); and J. A. Siemssen,
Chem.
Ztg. 46 450 (1922).
2
Le Four electrique, Paris, 1897; Compt. rend. 122 274 (1896).
* Lebeau, ibid. 152 955 (1911); Bull. Soc. Chim. (4) 9 512 (1911).
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t, yellow Na2lT2O7 is precipitated; it does not dissolve in excess of alkali,
forms the deep yellow peruranate on addition of H2O2 or Na2O2.
"3) When Na2HPO4 solution is added, uranium is precipitated as a gelatxicms yellowish-white precipitate of UO2HPO4, which is soluble in mineral
icids but insoluble in acetic acid. In the presence of ammonium salts,
^"anadates do not interfere, but aluminium, beryllium, and lead must be
^"bsent. (4) The addition of K4Fe(CN) 6 produces a red-brown precipitate
=>f (UO2)2Fe(CN)6, which dissolves in NaOH, HC1, or (NH4)2CO3, forming
yellow solutions. (5) Sodium salicylate produces a red coloration in a
solution containing as little as 0.02 per cent uranium. Free acids, iron
3alts, alcohol, and acetone interfere. This reaction may be made quantitative by colorimetric methods. (6) When an excess of zinc is added to a
citric acid solution containing uranium, a yellow deposit collects on the
zinc residue.1
Determination.2 — Uranium maybe determined quantitatively as USO8,
which may be obtained by precipitating a uranyl salt with (NH4)2S and
NH4OH; or the U3O8 may be reduced to UO2 by heating in a stream of
hydrogen; or the addition of ammonium phosphate in the presence of
ammonium salts and igniting to (UO2)2P2O7. Cupferron precipitates
uranium quantitatively from aluminium, calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus ; the precipitate is converted to UaOg by ignition.3
Volumetrically uranium may be determined by reducing an acid solution
w i t h zinc or titanous sulfate and oxidizing to the uranyl state by permanganate according to such a reaction as: 2 KMnCU + 5 U (SO 4)2 + 2 H2O
= 2 KHSO4 + 2 MnS04 + H2SO4 -f 5 UO2SO4. A solution of uranyl
acetate may be titrated with sodium phosphate. Titration with
N" K Cr 0 in the presence of an excess of sulfuric acid is recom^77
2
2 7
mended,4 and electrometric titration is successful.5
1
2

Baur and Rebmann, Helvetica Chim. Ada, 5 221 (1922).
For determination of uranium in high speed steels, see Jour. Ind. and Eng.
C7hem. 11 316 (1919); also Chem. and Met. 20 523, 588 (1919) ; in carnotite,
s e e C. E. Scholl, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 11 842 (1919). In the presence of
3EC3PO4, see Schoep and Steinkuhler, Bull. Soc. Belg. 31 156 (1922). For general
survey
of uranium methods, see Kern, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 23 685 (1901).
3
Holladay and Cunningham, New York meeting Am. Electrochem. Soc.
HVTay, 1923.
< Wilhelm Elsholz, Dissertation, February 7, 1916, Friedrich Wilhelms
XJniversitat,
Berlin.
6
Ewing and Eldridge, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 44 1484 (1922); Gustavson and
JKnudson, ibid. 44 2756 (1922).
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dioxides and all b u t selenium form trioxides, while derivatives
of SeOz are well known. Metallic properties of the elements
increase with increase of atomic weight. Both selenium and
tellurium in the elementary form show a few of the characteristics of the metals. In compounds the metallic nature is less
evident, but tellurium forms two classes of derivatives from
Te(>2, the tellurites and tetravalent salts. Oxygen and selenium
are known to form only one compound each with chlorine, while
sulfur and tellurium both form two chlorides.
SELENIUM

History. — Berzelius discovered selenium in 1817 in the deposits from
the sulfuric acid chambers from Gripsholm, Sweden. For some time
previous to the discovery it had been observed that when sulfur was obtained from a certain pyrite ore, there was formed in the chambers a red
deposit which on ignition gave an odor of decayed cabbage. The red substance was supposed to be a form of sulfur containing some tellurium.
Berzelius found that it was a new element which resembled tellurium
closely and consequently he named the new element selenium, from the
Greek word meaning moon, the name being suggested by the analogy of
tellurium, the earth element. He studied the element carefully and prepared many of the more important compounds. The chemistry of this
element has developed very slowly, but within the last few years there has
been considerable interest shown in attempts to find uses for the element
and its compounds.
Occurrence. — Selenium must be considered a rare element,
although it is found widely distributed in nature. The distinctive selenium minerals are rare, and they are usually selenides,
of such metals as lead, mercury, copper, bismuth, and silver.
The element is also found in the free state associated with sulfur
and as a selenite. The most common occurrence of selenium
is in ores in which the element has partially displaced sulfur.
Generally the selenium is present in very small proportions, but
on account of the fact that enormous quantities of sulfide ores
are used, this represents a considerable amount of selenium.
I t occurs also in small amounts in meteoric iron, in volcanic
lavas, and in certain deposits of coal. Traces of selenium have
been detected in rain and snow. 1 Even though present in
mineral ores in mere traces, it is readily concentrated either in
the flue dusts or in the anode mud of the electrolytic refineries.
Considerable quantities are known to exist in Hawaii, Japan,
* Helvetica Chimica Acta 1 52 (1918).
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the Hartz Mountains, the Vesuvian region, Hungary, Mexico,
Australia, Spain, several parts of South America, California, the
Paradox Valley, Colorado, and at Thompsons, Utah.
Extraction. — The two general sources of selenium are from
the flue dusts of certain metallurgical processes using sulfide ores
and from the slimes of the electrolytic refining processes. The
rapid development of electrolytic methods has made the latter
the most important source of supply at least in the United States.
The method used in extraction x depends upon the source of
material.
To extract from flue dust, grind the material to a fine powder,
then fuse in a nickel crucible in the proportion of 300 gram dust,
200 gram Na 2 CO 3 and 775 gram Na 2 O 2 . Add the fusion mixture
to the crucible a little at a time, the heat of reaction usually
being sufficient to maintain a fusion temperature without the
application of external heat. When the crucible is full, cool
and disintegrate the melt with water and remove the insoluble
material by filtration. Nearly neutralize the filtrate with concentrated HC1 and filter off any zinc or aluminium hydroxides.
Then add three volumes of concentrated HC1 and boil 30
minutes to reduce H 2 Se0 4 to H 2 Se03. Filter off silica, heat to
80°, and add in small quantities two or three times as much
Na 2 SO 3 as is needed to precipitate the clement selenium. Digest
at 80° until the selenium has a uniform gray color, filter, and
wash thoroughly with hot water. This method removes
selenium quantitively from flue dust.
From anode slimes, selenium may be extracted by adding the
finely ground material to concentrated H N 0 3 which has been
diluted with | its volume of water. Heat until the reaction is
complete, then filter off the insoluble matter on an asbestos pad;
evaporate to dryness to expel excess acid, being careful to prevent the vaporization of SeO2. Take up the residue in 3 : 1 HC1
and precipitate the selenium by adding either Na 2 SO 3 or SO2.
The reaction i s : H 2 Se0 3 + 2 SO2 + H 2 O = Se + 2 H2SO4.
Filter off the precipitate, and wash thoroughly. 2 Anode slimes
are generally rich in both gold and silver, so the extraction of
selenium from such material is of minor interest.
1
See Dennis and Koller, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 41 949 (1919); also Eng. and
Min. Jour. 106 443 (1918).
* England Min. Jour. 106 443 (1918).
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Another method of extracting selenium is to boil the mud with
a concentrated solution of KCN until the solution turns gray,
forming KCNSe. This is filtered off, heated with HC1, when
selenium is precipitated. This reaction does not yield pure
selenium and the large quantity of HCN evolved is troublesome. Sometimes, the slimes which contain precious metals
are cupeled to remove the common metals, then the molten
metals are treated with sodium nitrate and sodium carbonate,
forming a " niter slag " which contains the selenite and tellurite.
This slag is skimmed off, cooled, broken up, and leached with
hot water.
A method of extracting both selenium and tellurium from
either dusts or slimes is described in British Patent 134,536.
It consists in fusing the material with lead and NaOH, NaNO 3 ,
or Na2CO3. The selenium and tellurium compounds are found
in the upper layer, from which they may be removed by dissolving in water, neutralizing with acid and precipitating with SO2.
The noble metals maybe removed from the lower layer by cupellation.
In nearly all American crude copper bullion there are found both
selenium and tellurium in amounts up to 0.3 per cent, or more.
This is practically all concentrated in the slimes,1 from which
they are extracted by fusion with NaN03 and Na2CO3, recovery
being either from the niter slag or the Cottrell or scrubber
sludge. The latter is filter pressed, and either the press cake or
the regular flue dust may be, roasted at low temperature, the
resulting SeO2 condensing in crystalline form called selenium
" whiskers/ 7 They are readily soluble in water when fresh,
but on standing there is some reduction to metallic selenium.
For the precipitation of selenium, SO2 is passed into the solution,
which should contain about 10 per cent of free sulfuric acid and
sometimes a little hydrochloric acid. Under these conditions
98 per cent of the selenium is precipitated as the red powder,
the reaction being Na 2 Se0 3 + 2 SO2 + H 2 O = Se + Na 2 SO 4
+ H2SO4. The sulfur dioxide is carefully purified by thorough
scrubbing. Theoretically one pound of sulfur should precipitate
nearly a pound and a quarter of selenium, but in actual use 1-2
pounds of sulfur are burned to produce a pound of selenium.
1
Merriss and Binder, Eng. and Min. Jour, 106 443 (1918). This article
contains flow sheets, showing the purification of both Se and Te.
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Selenium prepared from the niter slag may contain consider^ >' * *
tellurium, which may be removed by adding sulfuric acid * * *
the strongly alkaline solution, t h u s : Na 2 Te0 3 + H2SO4
Na 2 SO 4 + TeO2 + H 2 O. Separation by electrolysis in a s o l u tion of alkali hydroxide or salt has also been proposed.1
Selenium is usually sold as the gray powder. Sometirn* **H
selenious acid is required, and this is prepared by dissolvi**.*a;
selenium in strong nitric acid, crystals of H 2 Se0 3 being form***I
on evaporation. Some sodium selenite is also sold, being o b tained by neutralizing a solution of selenious acid and e vapor**- * —
ing. Occasionally there is a demand for red selenium. Thi>
prepared from a solution of sodium selenite by acidifying
I
adding SO2. The red precipitate is washed thoroughly, fill v
pressed, and the press cake dried in the dark by a current
f
cool, dry air. The red modification must be kept in a cool pl«'« *w*'
away from light and air.
The production of selenium in the United States has nc k v#-r
been large and has shown marked fluctuations. Table XXX I -X
shows the approximate production and value of selenium in 11 **•
United States for several years. It is stated 2 that the inch* - tries of this country could produce 300,000 pounds of s e l e n i u m
annually without making any material additions to p n w « * u
plants. Formerly selenium was imported but the rapid grow f li
TABLE XXXIX

Consumption of Selenium in United States
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Pounds
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920

29,097
22,867
No record
No record
39,630
103,694
60,025
92,141

Value
$46,900
34,277
70,000
206,540
125,966
175,508

IMPORTATION VAI

$363
43
16
302
2,236
239

1 Jap. Pat. 38,085, Feb. 24 (1921).
Victor Lenher, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 12 597 (1920).
"Selenium and Selenium Salts," Tariff Information Series, F. L. 22, f*
(1921).
2
8
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iomestic production has stopped the importation and in
1 large shipments were exported.
Cetallurgy. — Selenium is easily prepared in the elementary
1 by the action of reducing agents upon selenious acid. A
am of SO2 is most commonly used to produce the amorphous
i , but the same result is accomplished by such reagents as
, zinc, stannous chloride, potassium iodide, sodium thioite, phosphorous acid, and arsenious acid. Electrolysis of
lious acid also yields the amorphous variety. The element
" also be obtained in colloidal form by the action of a solution
0 2 on selenious acid; by reduction of a dilute solution of the
by hydrazine hydrate; or by pouring a solution of selenium
;xrbon disulfide into a large volume of ether.
roperties. — Selenium is known in several allotropic forms
sh are classified in a variety of ways by different authors,
modifications known as the amorphous, vitreous, and soluble
is may be considered as representing the same allotropic
L even though they differ widely in appearance. For these,
iders l has suggested the general name " liquid " selenium
.use of the fact that they have no definite melting point,
in these forms are heated they begin to soften perceptibly
3°-60°, they become partly fluid at 100°, and fusion becomes
plete at about 220°. After melting the material remains
bic for a long time and shows a distinct metallic luster,
se forms are somewhat soluble in CS2.
convenient classification of the various forms is as follows:—
Amorphous selenium is obtained by the reduction of a
bion of selenious acid or by almost any method in which
lium forms rapidly from its solution or vapor. When first
led it is a bright red powder, which may remain suspended
le liquor for hours. When this powder is heated to about
.t becomes darker in color and clots together, forming a soft
3 closely resembling the vitreous form in properties. When
rphous selenium is allowed to stand in contact with carbon
Lfide, alcohol, benzene, or chloroform, it is transformed into
crystals, slowly in the dark, more rapidly in the light.
en£s such as quinoline or aniline convert amorphous sele3L to the metallic form.
L. P. Saunders, Jour. Phys. Chem. 4 423 (1900); see also Physical and
iccti Properties of Selenium, by Marc, published in Hamburg, 1907.
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(2) Vitreous .selenium is prepmvd by h>-:ttiin? »h«* rimnrphnuH
form above 2l7"and c-i»r»linyj: rapidly. If r ^h--<-\, 1*M1 ?!•*. ;*MT1
black in mass form, thin layers sh'»wnw a <l»-*-p mbv r«-d «-u|»ir.
When finely pulveri/ed it fnrnr< a r«-d p»«wdrr whn-h *•!»>.«• lv
resembles the red amnjphnti
* 1« inum. A linn fbn-ad nf
vitreous .selenium behave- like uih«-r vrrmj «,Ii*i , Wln-n a
load is applied an immediate «-I^nr -»ra»n d.-v» ! .j> ;md if ih*»
Ktrain is eonfinued, periuan«'nt di«inrtii»n N uh . ! >»-b»niia!ji»n
iak(»H place more rapidly in b^h* *han m th<- «l:uL. It IH a
(iielectric, beinp; elreJrilied by fiiffioji m a maiiiK-r jv^-mblw«
glass,
(,'i) Sf»luhle nelenium is prepared by ?li»( i* dutiiMn of s*'|i-nii»u.s
acid solutions. In this fnrm ^vl'inmn i- r«»mpl»jt«Jv >-Mhjbl<* m
water, forming red (luon^een! solutiun---. Th«- •n\uu^n iuav b«»
boilcni without, chan.^', but mi -faiidiny: «»r 'h«- ;*«idjtiun nf aeidn
or salts the .selenium is preciju!n!<-d in tie- iii-«4nb|*' initn.
('olloidal selenium " may be pn-pan-d bv th- i^\h*win% *\r\m:
dissolve NaaS(>3 in wafer nwl b*al i^r :% half fum-i*' ivifh 1*1$
ecjtud qtiantily <»f Feleiiium ; fih«-r :md dduf*- \*-v. w\iU a lit**r
of water; add 'I 5 t\mp^ of «lilut** >ulf<inr arid. :u»d ?^ir, lli«*
collcjidal selenium in orunge-yrlluw f«« d.:al-i i«d. d<-}*«-ii«lini» **n
concent ration/ 1 l i t e purticlc* m*- p«»^iuv«'J.v e}-jur^njr ulnj*' n
colloidal Milutioji prepa ret I by fh<- M^# *4 h\-di-:*/.U4<' hvdr.'il«*
contains negatively charged pajiH*'**. \ «*t'H>>?»«l.») ^ilnii^n m
alno prepared by the rlft.in»l>>i.« «*f a dilute ^AHU^U of S**H?,
using platinum electrotlen 1
(4) K«*fl cry^tjilline H-U
both ntonoclinie nnd botli
Whim amorphuuH m
form, Koitii* heat i* rvulved,, l»u< f11*^ mn«iutii l*it^
(a) When erynf.(diked friifti h«*t t VH? ^iluhMUH, .^'lf?miitn ftiriu^
dark red trai^lueeiit rry«<i>lw, it^*ti*<4r|4iou« will* iu«»fit«<*tittit:
ftulfur.
(6) From mM f'Hf Mc4titi«»ruft w
crystftbi of a difleretit ty|a\
HI fifJitfr**., AW/w. / . ft
* Z, Etrktrwhm. 1ft »ai f MM?-|?
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(5) Metallic or gray selenium is obtained from any of the other
forms by heating to higher temperatures. Best results are
obtained by allowing molten selenium to cool to 210° and keeping
the material for some time at that temperature. This is the
stable form of selenium between ordinary temperatures and
the boiling point, 217°. It forms steel-gray hexagonal crystals
which are isomorphous with tellurium. When pulverized it
forms a black powder, but on fine grinding a red color appears.
The change from vitreous or amorphous selenium to the metallic
form is accompanied by the evolution of about 55 calories of
heat.
When heated in the air, selenium burns with a bright blue
flame, forming solid SeO 2 and emitting a disagreeable odor
resembling that of rotten horse-radish, the cause of which is not
known. Selenium combines directly with hydrogen, oxygen,
the halogens, and many of the metals. These compounds are
formed less readily than the corresponding sulfur compounds.
But the halogen compounds of selenium are not so readily
hydrolyzed as are those of sulfur. Selenium is soluble in sulfuric
acid, yielding a green solution which is said to contain selenosulfur trioxide of the formula SeSO3. On diluting this solution
selenium is precipitated. Nitric acid oxidizes it to H 2 Se0 3 .
Selenium boils at about 680°, forming a dark red vapor which
may be condensed either as scarlet flowers of selenium or shining
drops of molten substance. Vapor density measurements
indicate the presence of associated molecules at lower temperatures, but at 900-950° the density indicates a molecular structure Se2 which is retained up to 1800°. Its molecules become
monatomic at 2000°. Freezing point determinations indicate
a molecule which is approximately Seg.1 On the basis of a
diatomic vapor the latent heat of vaporization is 135.5 calories
per gram, the heat of sublimation is 219.4 calories, and the heat
of fusion 83.9 calories.2
The ability of selenium to conduct heat varies with the method
of preparation of the sample, its age, and the temperature at
the time of testing. 8 At 25° vitreous selenium shows a thermal
conductivity between 0.000293 and 0.000328 and crystalline
1

Zeit. anorg. Chem. 102 215 (1918).
2 jour. £m. Chem. Soc. 42 1579 (1920).
8
Jour. Proc. Roy. Soc. N. S. Wales 51 £56 (1917).
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selenium between 0.00070 and 0.00183. The conductivity
increases with the temperature at which the sample is prepared
and decreases with age.
Metallic selenium conducts electricity rather poorly at ordinary temperatures/ but at 200° it becomes a fairly good conductor ; on the other hand other forms of selenium have their
conductivity lowered by a rise of temperature. The change
in conductivity is not uniform, but depends not only upon the
allotropic form of selenium but also upon the previous treatment
of the sample. Exposure to light, even for less than Tolvu °f a
second,2 produces an increase in the conductivity of granular
crystalline selenium; an increase of 15 times or more has been
claimed. When the light is shut off, the conductivity decreases
rather slowly, reaching normal in a short time. The effect is
produced mainly by the red rays, but very feeble beams of light
make a notable change. It has been found that the Roentgen
rays and radium produce a similar effect. The presence of
turpentine, hydrogen peroxide, and various animal and vegetable
pigments produce a slight increase in the conductivity of selenium. Many theories 3 have been advanced to account for this
phenomenon. It was first suggested that the change in conductivity was due to the heating effect of a beam of light, but
later it was found that the temperature of liquid air had little
effect upon the phenomenon. Other explanations offered were:
(1) the formation of another crystalline form of the element; 4
(2) formation of metallic selenides at the electrodes, this theory
being supported by the fact that the use of brass or copper
electrodes is found to have a beneficial effect upon the efficiency
of the cells; (3) it is suggested that fluorescence may form a
connecting link between light and electricity; (4) the catalytic
effect of light in favoring certain chemical reactions; (5) polarization between the individual crystals 5 which act as simple
cells, the polarization being decreased by illumination; (6) the
ionization of the material by light. This latter theory, which
seems to be most in favor at present, is due to Fournier D'Albe.
1
Bidwell states that selenium may have a resistance as high as 25,000 megohms
per cubic centimeter.
2
Thirring, Z. techn. Physik 3 118 (1922).
3
W. Spath, Z. Physik 8 [3] 165 (1922).
*6 H. Pelabon, Compt. rend. 173 1466 (1921) ; ibid. 174 391 (1922).
Reichinstein, Zeit. vriss. Phot. 17 16 (1917).
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According to this idea light produces an ionization upon the surface of the selenium, hence instantly increasing its conductivity.
This theory explains easily why recovery is slow after the light
is shut off. It also explains why the deep penetrating Roentgen
rays produce a similar effect but with a much slower recovery.
Uses. — The most spectacular uses of selenium are dependent
on its change of conductivity when brought from dark into light,
although the amount of selenium used in devices of this sort is
very small. This property has been known for a long time,
since as early as 1873 Willoughby-Smith wrote, concerning his
experiences with selenium as an insulator in ocean cables: " By
means of a telephone I can hear a ray of light falling on a metal
plate." The first successful selenium cells appear to have been
prepared by Graham Bell and Sumner Tainter in 1878. Many
improvements have since been made by increasing the surface of
selenium exposed to the light, thereby reducing materially the
resistance to the current and increasing the effect of the light.
These cells are of various shapes and forms, but in general they
consist of a device x for exposing to the light a maximum amount
of a thin layer of selenium, giving a minimum distance for the
current to pass through the selenium. A very important part
in making a cell is to see that the selenium is carefully " annealed " by keeping it for some time at a temperature of about
200° in order to obtain the gray crystalline modification. Sometimes silver is added 2 and the heated material is allowed to cool
very slowly to room temperature.
Many suggestions have been made for the application of
selenium cells, but few actual uses are found to be practical. 3
I t has been used to measure faint sources of light, as from the
variable stars, 4 and to turn on and off the light in lighthouses
and buoys. It has been suggested also for transmitting photographs or sketches by telegraph; for the production of sounds
in moving pictures; for burglar alarms ; foi exploding torpedoes
by a beam of light; for reading by sound; for controlling the
time exposure in photography; for automatically recording the
1
See Selenium Cells and How They are Made, by Samuel Wein, Progress
Publishing Company, New York.
i3 Ger. Pat. 304,261.
See Edward Cohen, Mineral Foote-Notes, Sept.-Oct., 1919, Foote Mineral
Company,
Philadelphia.
4
See "Selenium Cell in Practical Photometry.'* Trans. III. Eng. Soc. 15
827 (1920).
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density of smoke in flues and reaction 'chambers, and for a great
variety of other more or less Utopian purposes. The principle
upon which these contrivances operate is the varying intensity
of a beam of light. For example, the photophone is arranged
to permit a person to telephone along a beam of light. The
light falls upon a metal disk like that in the transmitter of a
telephone. As the disk vibrates the beam of light is broken up
into waves of varying intensities. By directing this fluctuating
beam toward a concave mirror the light is focused upon a selenium cell, which when properly connected with a telephone
receiver reproduces the original sounds. This is probably the
earliest wireless telephone, and has been used over a distance of
230 yards. In 189&a similar receiving set was used in connection with the speaking arc as transmitter and a conversation was
heard at a distance of nearly five miles. In spite of its disadvantages the selenium cell may be found useful in telephony 1
and in controlling many manufacturing processes.2
The most practical device of this type at the present seems to
be in connection with the lighthouse service, where lights in
isolated places are actually regulated by means of the selenium
cell. The " tell-tale " which indicates when a ship is off its
course ought to be useful. Another application which may
be developed through the selenium cell or some similar mechanism is the speaking movie. In the Lauste system 3 the pictures and sounds are recorded on the same film; the sounds are
reproduced by means of a selenium cell and a telephone system.
It is claimed that the sounds are reproduced with the utmost
fidelity, but the great advantage with this system is the absolute
synchronism obtained.
Some of these devices may become useful, the chief difficulty
now seeming to be the slow recovery of the maximum resistance
in the selenium cell. Experiments have shown 4 that the selenium shows marked fatigue from which it recovers quite slowly,
especially after exposure to intense illumination. A serviceable
device to overcome this characteristic is to use a series of cells so
arranged that while one is in use the others are recovering in the
dark.
1
Thirring, Z. techn. Physik. 3 118 (1922).
2
Logan, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 15 40 (1923).
8
Sei. Am. Dec. 22 (1917).
4
Elekfrotechn. Z&tt. 40 104 (1919).
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Ceramic 1 industries are the main consumers of selenium at the
present time, the largest use being as a decolorizer in the manufacture of glass. During the war the shortage of manganese
encouraged the use of selenium to correct the green color of glass
due to the presence of ferrous iron. It was found that the
resulting glass was particularly brilliant and free from impurities.
Consequently the use has. increased steadily in spite of the prediction that the cost would be prohibitive.2 In 1921 there was
a ready sale for all the selenium produced in this country. . The
selenium was formerly added as the element, but since the loss
is heavy due to its volatility, the addition is now commonly
made as an alkaline earth compound. When selenium is added
in small amounts, it produces a faint pink color. Since this
color is not exactly complementary to the green produced by
ferrous iron, a little cobalt oxide or arsenious oxide is also commonly added. A batch of bottle glass composed of 1000 lbs. of
sand, 200 lbs. limespar, and 370 lbs. soda ash is decolorized by
| ounce of selenium 3 and •£% ounce of cobalt oxide. If soda ash
is replaced by salt cake a larger amount of selenium is required,
and in such a case is best added in the form of Na 2 Se0 3 . When
selenium is added to molten glass the doors of the furnace should
be closed securely for a time to prevent the loss of this element
by burning out. After the selenium is thoroughly incorporated
in the melt, there is little loss up to 1400°,4 probably due to the
fact that it is held in colloidal solution. If larger amounts of
selenium are* added ruby glass is produced, highly prized for
signal lamps because practically all the red rays of light are
transmitted while nearly all other wave lengths are eliminated.
Selenium is also used in the manufacture of red enamel ware and
for the production of enameled steel products.
Experiments have been made in regard to the uses of selenium
in vulcanizing rubber. One process 5 adds 28 per cent selenium
at a temperature of 160°; 4 per cent naphthylamine is added
as an accelerator together with zinc oxide. I t is claimed that
1
The word "ceramic," as here used, is intended to include glass, glazes, and
enamels as well as clay products. This broader interpretation of the word is
recommended by a Committee of the American Ceramic Society, Jour. Am.
Cer.
Soc. 3 526 (1920) and indorsed by W. A. Oldfather, ibid. 3 537 (1920).
2
See Victor Lenher, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 12 597; also Jour. Soc. Jap.
Ceram.
338 44.
3
Turner and Cousen, quoted in Mineral Industry 30, 616 (1921).
4
Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc. 2 895.
« U. 8. Pat. 1,249,272 (1918).
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rubber prepared in this way lasts longer than a similar rubber
which has been vulcanized with sulfur, but this claim does not
appear to be justified. The fact that selenium has a higher
melting point than sulfur introduces difficulties when attempts
are made to use the former for vulcanizing processes.
A trace of selenium in printers' ink has a remarkable effect in
retarding the drying process. 1
Selenium cells have been suggested as a rectifier.2 If an
alternating current is superimposed upon a direct current passing
through a selenium cell, the latter is augmented. A battery has
been made capable of furnishing a direct current at 6000 volts
when fed by an alternating current.
Selenium has been used experimentally in the palliative treatment of cancer and tumors. Prepared in the ordinary way
selenium is distinctly toxic, but electrically prepared colloidal
selenium is said to be non-toxic as long as it is not exposed to
an acid atmosphere. It is difficult to determine whether this
material is successful or not.
Compounds of selenium have been tested experimentally in
various ways. Certain selenides 3 have been used in a limited
way for treatment of cancer, tumor, syphilis, etc. Only the
simplest compounds have been tried and success is not marked.
Wasserman has attempted to substitute selenium for sulfur in
the manufacture of dyestuffs. The substitution of selenium for
sulfur in the preparation of fungicides and insecticides produces
a spray, which in some cases seems to be more efficient than its
sulfur relative. But in these uses, as in other applications of
selenium, the cost of the material makes the utility extremely
doubtful. Selenium dioxide has been suggested as a catalyst
in the manufacture of sulfuric acid,4 according to the reaction
SeO2 + 2 H 2 O + 2 SO2 = Se + 2 H2SO4.
The selenium is
recovered by filtration and used again, while the selenium in
solution in the acid is precipitated by adding SO2. The value
of this process is doubtful because of the fact that the presence
of a small trace of selenium in sulfuric acid interferes seriously
with certain uses of sulfuric acid. Certain compounds of
1
T. W. Anstead,
2
Arc. sol. phys.
3

Chem. and Met. Eng. 27 305 (1922).
nat. 44 472 (1917).
For preparation of metallic selenides in colloidal form, see Brit. Pat. 173,507,
Dec. 22, 1921.
* V. S. Pat. l,341,462r
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selenium, especially lead and barium selenite, have been used
successfully as paint bases. 1 They are fine grained, are very
white, and possess an exceptionally high index of refraction,
which gives them an intense opacity.
Compounds. — The compounds of selenium resemble those
of sulfur closely. The valence of the element is — 2 in the
hydride, + 4 in the dioxide and its derivatives, and + 6 in the
selenates. In all of its compounds selenium displays the properties of a non-metal, its acid-forming tendency being marked
especially in its higher valence.
Oxygen apparently forms only one well defined compound with selenium,
SeO2, although several others are mentioned. Berzelius states that the
characteristic odor of burning selenium is due to the formation of a suboxide SeO. It is suggested2 also that Se2O3 is formed when selenium is
dissolved in E^SeO*; if such a compound exists it should probably be considered as a selenium derivative of SeSO3, formed when selenium dissolves
in H2SO4. Selenium trioxide has not been isolated, although derivatives
of this compound are well known.
The dioxide is formed3 by burning selenium in oxygen containing nitrous
fumes or by oxidation with nitric acid. Molten sulfur displaces selenium,
SO2 being formed. SeO2 is a true anhydride, five parts dissolving in one part
of hot water; from the crystals of selenious acid SeO2 is readily obtained by
heat.
Selenious acid,4 H2Se03, resembles sulfurous acid in the method of
formation, the nature and kinds of salts formed, and its general behavior
with oxidizing and reducing agents. Reducing agents precipitate elementary selenium, rapidly in the presence of heat and sunlight, more slowly
in the cold and dark. On exposure to air a colorless solution of selenious
acid, soon develops a red tint due to tjie liberation of red selenium by the
dust of the air; this is in marked contrast with the behavior of sulfurous
acid, which oxidizes in the air. The selenites of the alkali metals are soluble
in water, but those of the other metals are insoluble; the acid selenites are
soluble compounds.
Selenic acid, H2SeO4, is formed by the oxidation of selenious acid by such
reagents as potassium permanganate, chlorine, or bromine. The best
method8 of preparing pure selenic acid is to add pure bromine to Ag2Se08,
filter off AgBr, and warm to remove bromine and water. Add H2S to
remove H2Se08 and filter off the precipitated S and Se. The water solution of selenic acid can be concentrated somewhat at ordinary pressures,
1
Henry A. Gardner. Circular, No. 62. Educational Bureau of Paint
Manufacturers' Association of U. S.f Apr., 1919.
2 Cameron and Macallan, Proc. Roy. Soc. 46 13 (1890).
' J. Meyer, Ber. 55 B 2082 (1922;.
< Rosenheim and Krause, Z. anorg. allgem. Chem. 118 177 (1921); Manchot
and Ortner, ibid. 120 300 (1922).
« Trans. Wis. Acad. Sri. Arts and Letters 19 369 (1918).
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but before all the water is driven off the acid begins to decompose, yielding
SeO2, oxygen, and water. By evaporating under diminished pressure
nearly anhydrous H2Se04 may be prepared. When the concentrated acid
is diluted, much heat is evolved; it also has the power of charring many
organic compounds; it forms hydrates corresponding in general to those
of sulfuric acid. The hot aqueous solution dissolves gold and copper, being
itself reduced to selenious acid; but with the more active metals, it yields
selenates and hydrogen. Selenic acid is reduced * by H2S, SO2, sulfur,
and selenium, somewhat slowly at room temperature, but more rapidly in
concentrated solution and at higher temperatures. Concentrated HCl
reduces it with the liberation of chlorine; consequently, a mixture of selenic
acid and concentrated hydrochloric acids will dissolve gold and platinum
readily. Nitrosyl selenic acid is formed by the action of liquid N2O8 on
pure H2Se04 • H2O. It is unstable, decomposing at 80°.2
The selenates are formed by oxidation of the selenites or by fusion of
selenium or selenium dioxide with KNO3 or Na2O2. They resemble the
sulfates remarkably, in hydration, crystalline form, and solubility. Barium
selenate, while highly insoluble in water, is reduced with boiling HCl solution, yielding the soluble H2Se03. This treatment reduces all selenates,
and consequently it is of value in the detection of selenium in the higher
state of oxidation.
Perselenates and perselenic acid are not formed under conditions which
are most favorable to the formation of persulfates and persulfuric acid.
Complex selenates are known.3
Fluorine forms a tetranuoride, SeF4, by interaction of the elements at
ordinary temperatures and a hexafluoride, SeFe, when the reaction takes
place at —-78°. The former is hydrolyzed by water.
Chlorine forms the monochloride, Se2Cl2, and the tetrachloride SeCUThe former is made by passing a current of chlorine over selenium or gaseous
HCl into a solution of selenium in fuming nitric acid, or it may be made by
passing dry HCl into a solution of selenium in oleum,4 with gentle heating.
It is a brown oily liquid which decomposes on heating, yielding selenium
and its tetrachloride; it is hydrolyzed, giving selenious acid and selenium.
Selenium tetrachloride is prepared by the action of chlorine on Se2Cl2
or by the reaction: 3 SeO2 -f 3 PC16 = 3 SeCl4 + P2Ofi +- POC13. It is
a yellow solid, which sublimes readily and is hydrolyzed by contact with
moisture.
Selenium oxy-chJoridej SeOCl2, is one of the most interesting compounds
which the element forms.6 It is most easily formed by the reaction of
SeCU and SeO2 in carbon tetrachloride or chloroform solutions; it may also
be prepared by the partial hydrolysis of SeCU; or by passing HCl gas into
1

E. B. Benger, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 39 2171 (1917).
* Meyer and Wagner, ibid. 44 1032 (1922).
* J. Meyer, Z. anorg. aUgem. Chem. 118 1 (1922).
4
Heath and Semon, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 12 1100 (1920).
* See articles by Victor Lenher and his associates, Jour. Am. Chem. 80c. 42
2498 (192Q) ; ibid. 43 29 (1921) ; ibid. 43 2378,2383 ; ibid. 44 1664 (1922) ; Jour.
Pkft* Chem, 26 156 (1922).
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SeO2 at moderately low temperatures, forming SeO2 • 2 HC1, which on
dehydration yields SeOCl2. As usually prepared the oxy-ehloride has a
yellow color, though the pure compound is nearly colorless. It is a heavy
liquid (Sp. gr. 2.44) which boils at 179.5° and decomposes in contact with
moisture in the same manner as other acid chlorides. It mixes in all proportions with CS2, CC14, CHCI3, CeHe from which it may be separated by
fractional distillation. It dissolves sulfur, selenium, and tellurium readily
and reacts with most metals to form chlorides. It dissolves also rubber,
redmanol, bakelite, gums, resins, celluloid, gelatin, glue, and asphalt.
Possibly its most important properties are from its ability to serve as a
selective solvent, in such cases as separation of unsaturated hydrocarbons,
with which it reacts vigorously from the saturated series, which react only
slowly at high temperatures; it dissolves sugar and starch when warm but
has no effect on cellulose; it dissolves the resinous portion of coal, leaving
a carbonaceous residue; it dissolves M0O3, forming a solution which
by a reversible photo-chemical action is colorless in the dark but becomes
blue in the light; it does not dissolve WO3, hence it may be used to separate
molybdenum and tungsten ; in the presence of sulfuric acid it dissolves
Cb2O6 readily, while Ta2Og is almost insoluble.
Selenium oxy-bromide, SeOBr2, is prepared by the interaction of SeO2
and SeBr4. It is a reddish-yellow solid, melting at about 41.6° and decomposing at slightly higher temperatures. The liquid is an active solvent
and a strong oxidizing and brominating agent.1
Hydrogen combines directly with selenium, forming H2Se. The union
takes place slowly below 320°, more rapidly at higher temperature, but as
the temperature rises the reverse reaction becomes more apparent. At
about 575° the maximum yield of H2Se is obtained. The best method of
preparation is by the action of dilute HC1 upon a metallic selenide, such as
Na2Se, FeSe,2 or Al2Se3.3 Hydrogen selenide is a colorless gas, combustible,
stable in sunlight, unaffected by dry oxygen, and possesses a persistent and
disagreeable odor. Berzelius records 4 that a single bubble of the gas so
paralyzed his sensory nerve that he was unable to distinguish the odor of
strong ammonia for several hours. The sense of smell returned after five or
six hours, but severe irritation of the mucous membrane lasted for a fortnight.
The gas dissolves in water at the rate of 3.31 volumes in one volume of
water at 13.2°. The solution reddens litmus, absorbs oxygen from the
air, precipitating red selenium, precipitates metallic selenides, and is decomposed by sulfur.
Sulfur forms several series of mixed crystals with selenium, but there
appears to be no simple compound of these elements.
Selenosulfur trioxide, SeSO8, is formed when selenium is dissolved in
fuming sulfuric acid or in sulfur trioxide. It forms a green solution.
Many compounds of selenium, corresponding to well known sulfur
compounds, have been prepared, such as: selenosulfuric acid,
1
Lenher, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 44, 1668 (1922).
2
Moser and Doctor, Z. anorg aUgem. Chem. 118 284 (1921),
* J. R. Pound, Trans. Chem. Soc. 121 941 (1922),
«Lehrbuch 5, Aufi. 2 213,
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selcnotrithionic acid, IIuSeS2Or,; poIyM«lrni«!*% NV>Y5, «-tr Inn .>
many organic compounds selenium may r*^»l:»«-«* .vuifur, fcivintf f-'Hi «-*«!•
pounds as ethyl seienide, ethyl *clcnic acid. H-l«-Miir«-;i. ••»•• < >* j.rati* n3.<*r
interest are trimethylarsinc selcnidc,* K 'H -.;,A*S«-f ami :» H-lrmiiw I M I ^ M
gas of the composition dichlordiethyl H'1«'M«I«'7
Detection.3-—- In the ordinary Hvhmu-td <iu;»lii;t»iv«- ;.u*:*h i'. *-1«-NJ» nu*?v
selenium is precipitated with the Hulfidi* of < Irouj* U !•>• II S i)»r* j#r*-« if»itate is dissolved in (NHOSSK and wlriiiuiu is rrpn-M|*i»:iJ»-'l *»?< :^Jiti-^
tion. The following are characteristic vnnt'muniury <»•"*'•
(a) Precipitation of red selenium from vtu*\ hrh'imm^ ;»«i*J «»l'?fi'>n^ l.y
S02, SnCl2, NHjOH, and other reducing np'Ul^ I MI;I11> «ai J»f:it,j,K Uj«*
precipitate turns black.
(b) On heating selenium or its compounds nu nfTi'iwvr i«l«.r. I»-.?*»-JI«)4JI»J«
rotten horse-radish, is emitted.
(c) Metallic selenium (IIKHOIVCH in himuii unlimiv jin«J, ^iviu^ H Kf«*«'ti
solution. On dilution the color cliHiii*pi*:ir^ l»ut r«-«l M»'li-mu»* j^r'ipi*^**
(ri) For the detection of Hclenitim und ti'lluriiiin it**ut f li* »:'*»$«' *m?ijj*l«",
saturate the solution with S()s and <\WH1 thv pn-njutat*- tvith |w*t.*wwiii
cyanide solution. Selenium dinnolvcs and umy r»c r«'p»rnjii«;»<«-«I Uv i»*-i«ltfioation of the cyanide solution ; the rr^iflui* «IJI*-}S «J«w* n*»! «JJH.«MIJV*'- HI
cyanide may be tested for tellurium.
Because of the fact that as little UH ()./» siiiHiKrufu nf H* -l» -HIUIM itt 1% Ii?* f »4
sulfuric acid spoils t\n\ acid for UKC in tin* ni;»un$;i«'f urr *4 fi.tj^r, tli«- »lri* r
tion of selenium in sulfurie arid in of HjM-cml \\n\n*r\*%%*-** V «l«-li*>:\w u-+\
for selenium is carried out as follows: diluN* n p**?fi**ii <*i tU** «<iJf»ifi* ;*<i«L
add HC1 and SO2, when red selenium pn'tipitnt****. *!"!*•" f*»H«mm^ I«*I*
are also recommended : 4 (a) a f<*w m*Kf:iJ>» *»f KI j*r<f i*«!*J«**J ?** ih«* «**iJI*tftr
acid under examination and if Hrli'uitmt *H |»r<wii} if m |*r**«-i|*if ;it*^l «»r
iodine is liberated, and may bc» dftccfrd hy nlnrrh w*l«fi*<ii t ***:} a fm
drops of the sulfuric acid urulc»r fxairiimif it*n ;ir<* mirlt'fl f*« o*i|i-it* ph*^i*hni*%
when a green or bluish green color mclicnttw f !»** ju*^1 *u<f« til M-I*"iif*iit9.fc
Determination. — The gravirnef rtv tU*U*rtniunti*tu «if -*»rl*^ntnifti i*» ^irri^l
out by weighing the element on n tnrcd liltrr |fr**n|*itiiii«*ii #« 1**^* m^tr
with sulfur dioxide or Na2HOa from a w»Iitti*tfi whnw hulk #i» «* !••»*! 3*1 $#t
cent hydrochloric acid; or \ty nit vxvvm of p»l^i*iiiiri i*wli*|r ii4*ln| hi 4
solution containing HCL In both enw^ tin* iitjifrnril »t»«ti*M U* b*»ilr«l ld»r
10-20 minutes till the black Hc»lc*niurii nmuUn, mnm* thm Um%\ i* tn**u*- *
filtered and washed.
Volumetrically selenium may IK* c!t*ti*ntiii»i*«l in m*v**rnl wnr**
(1) Selenious acid reaete with a known «•*<<
' »*« r*l nn it#li<U', m ihr f
ence of arsenic acid, which is reduced in mmmmtn uriil Afl*»r U*ftnit
1
Renshaw
a

and Holm, Jaur. Am. Chrm. .%r, 43 J|i|»# twjf.ty.
Heath and Bomon, Jtrur. Jntt. and Eny. Chrm, II turn I.IWMU,
Bogart
and Horrard, Jour. Am. Cham. .SV#r. 45 'Sin i.WMh
8
S00 Compt. rend, 163 332 (l«i«),
4
See also .inn. c/tim. anal. 2$ 25 (HHH) j { \ \. it imn tlMH);
Koller,
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 4X MM (WW).
8
E. Schmidt, Arch. Pharm. 252 161; C. A. $ Mm t Iflli)
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remove iodine, the amount of arsenious acid is determined by titration
with iodine.1
(2) Selenious acid in the presence of HC1 is ireated with a known excess
of Na2S2O3, when this reaction takes place: H^eOa -f 4 Na2S2C>3 4- 4 HC1
= Na2S4Se0c + Na2S4O6 + 4 NaCl + 3 H2O. The excess thiosulfate is
titrated with iodine.2
(3) By adding an excess of KMnO4, selenious acid is oxidized to selenic
and the excess permanganate determined with oxalic acid solution.3
(4) Selenic acid may be reduced to selenious by HC1 and the chlorine
liberated caught in iodide solution/ The electrolytic determination5 of
selenium can be carried out only in the absence of tellurium, and its success
is still somewhat doubtful.
TELLURIUM

History. — The early mineralogists were puzzled by a substance which
they found in small quantities in various ores. It had a decided metallic
luster, but its behavior was distinctly non-metallic. So they called it
" aurum paradoxum " or " metallum problematum." In 1782 Reichenstein made a preliminary study of the substance and reached the conclusion
that it was a new metal with peculiar properties. Klaproth, in 1798, took
up the study of tellurium ores, became convinced that it really was a new
element, and suggested the name tellurium, meaning the earth element.
Thus the discovery of tellurium preceded by nearly 20 years that of selenium, although the latter is probably more abundant in nature. However,
there was almost nothing done toward developing the chemistry of tellurium until Berzelius in 1832 made a much more thorough study of the
element and its compounds. He concluded that the substance was essentially a metal, but since its compounds so closely resembled those of sulfur
and selenium he placed it in the sulfur group. Because of lack of uses for
tellurium and its compounds, its later development has been almost wholly
neglected. For a long time after the announcement of Mendel6efFs table
the only interest in this element was in connection with its atomic weight.
Recently there are indications of revival of interest in connection with
tellurium.
Occurrence.—Tellurium like so many of the other rare elements occurs widely distributed in nature, but almost always in
small amounts. It is found as native or graphic, tellurium, associated with sulfur, selenium, gold, silver, bismuth, copper, and
other metals. I t also is found in combination with many metals
giving such ores as sylvanite (Au, Ag)Te2, petzite (Ag, Au) 2 Te
1
Gooch and Pierce, Am. Jour. Sci. (IV) 1 31 (1896).
2 Norris and Fay, Am. Chem. Jour. 18 703 (1896) and 23 119 (1901).
8
Gooch and demons, Am. Jour. Sci. (Ill) 151.
4
Gooch and Evans, Am. Jour. Sci. (Ill) 1 400; also Zeit. anal. Chem. 57 277
(1918).
6
E. Mtiller, Zeit. physik. Chem. 100 346 (1922).
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hessite Ag2Te, altaite PbTe, coloradoite HgTe, and tetradymite
Bi2(Te,S)3. Telluric ochre or tellurite is impure TeO 2 , and a
selenide, Te3Se2, forms dark gray hexagonal crystals. Montanite, a bismuth tellurate, is found in one locality in Montana.
Tellurium is commonly said to be less abundant than selenium,
but this may be due to the fact that no effort has ever been made
to collect tellurium from its various sources. The total amount
of tellurium in gold deposits alone is probably very large.
The chief sources of tellurium at the present time are the
slimes from the electrolytic tanks of the copper and lead refineries and the flue dusts from the smelters using certain ores,
especially telluride gold ores. It is estimated x that the United
States alone could produce annually as much as 125,000 pounds
of tellurium without making any material additions to the
present plants. The amount actually marketed has been small
and subject to material variations. No reliable data are available as to the amount sold.
The price of tellurium appears to be wholly artificial. It is
stated 2 that the price during the war was about $3.00 per pound,
although as high as $5.00 has been charged. Sales are also
recorded as low as 50 cents per pound, and an average price is
somewhere around $1.50 to $2.50 per pound.
Extraction. — Tellurium is obtained from the same sources as
selenium. The slimes from the electrolytic refining of lead
usually yield more tellurium, while the slimes from copper refining are richer in selenium. Tellurium is extracted from flue
dusts and slimes by the methods used in the reclamation of
selenium, the two elements usually coming out together. Tellurium may be precipitated as TeO 2 from the boiling solution
by adding sulfuric acid,3 according to the reaction Na2TeO,)
+ H2SO4 = Na2SO4 + TeO 2 + H 2 O. The addition of the
acid must be made slowly, for the solution froths badly and if
too much acid is added TeO 2 is redissolved. From the mother
liquor selenium is precipitated by adding sulfur dioxide.
Metallurgy. — Metallic tellurium may be prepared from the
precipitated tellurium dioxide by either the dry or the wet
process. In the former the material is carefully dried, and
1 Victor Lenher, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem. 12, 597 (1920).
23 Min. Ind., 1917, p. 619.
Merris and Binder, Eng. and Min. Jour. 106 443 (1918).
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mixed with powdered charcoal in the proportion of about 3-5
per cent by weight. The charge is placed in a suitable furnace,
carefully covered to prevent loss of tellurium and heated to a
temperature between 450° and 500° C. The yield of tellurium
may be as high as 95 per cent, but it is sometimes as low as 50
per cent, due largely to loss by volatilization.
In the wet process the TeC>2 is dissolved in strong hydrochloric acid, about 4 pounds of commercial acid being required
for each pound of the dioxide. The solution is diluted with
water to facilitate the precipitation of the tellurium, but if too
much water is added TeO 2 is thrown out of solution. Sulfur
dioxide is passed through the solution, and the tellurium is precipitated as a dark gray powder. This is filtered out, dried, and
prepared for shipment by grinding to a fine powder or remelting
and casting into cakes or sticks.
The dry method is more rapid, but the loss is great and
the fumes objectionable. There is little difference between the
methods either in cost of operation or in the purity of the
product.
Tellurium is also sometimes prepared from the alkaline residues obtained in the process of extracting bismuth from its
ores. They are acidified with HC1 and tellurium precipitated
by sulfur dioxide. From the minerals such as tetradymite,
tellurium may be extracted by heating strongly with sodium
carbonate and oil. This forms sodium telluride, Na 2 Te, which
is extracted with water, the tellurium being precipitated by
exposure to the air.
Crude tellurium prepared by any of these methods contains
many impurities. To obtain pure tellurium the crude material
is dissolved in aqua regia, and the excess nitric acid expelled by
hydrochloric acid. Dilute so as to precipitate PbCl 2 , which is
filtered out, and the tellurium is precipitated from the filtrate by
means of SO2. This is then fused with potassium cyanide and
the melt is extracted with water, and after filtering, tellurium is
precipitated from the clear solution by a stream of air. Finally
the powder is melted and distilled in an atmosphere of hydrogen.
Purification may also be brought about by boiling the crude
tellurium with sodium sulfide and powdered sulfur. On adding
sodium sulfite, pure tellurium is thrown down as a dark gray
powder.
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Properties. — Tellurium is commonly described as giving
several allotropic forms,1 but these are doubtful. A form of
tellurium sometimes described as amorphous is obtained by the
reduction of tellurous or telluric acid by sulfur dioxide, hydrazine hydrate, hydroxylamine, or other similar reagent. It is
probable that this is not a distinct allotropic form, but that it
is a finely divided condition which corresponds to the powder
formed by most of the elements. Powdered tellurium is a fine
black powder with a specific gravity of 6.015. On heating it
becomes crystalline, heat being evolved.2 Crystalline tellurium
is silvery-white in color, possesses a decided metallic appearance,
and is so brittle that it may easily be ground to a powder. It is
a poor conductor of heat and electricity, its conductivity varying
only slightly with change of illumination. It has a specific
gravity of 6.27, melts at 452°, and boils 3 at about 1400°, giving
a vapor with a golden-yellow color. The molecular weight of
tellurium corresponds to the formula Te2. Its crystals are
rhombohedric in form and are insoluble in water and carbon
disulfide,\but soluble in nitric acid, strong sulfuric acid, and aqua
regia. Hydrochloric acid does not attack it, but it dissolves
in hot alkali solutions, forming both telluridcs and tellurites.
At ordinary temperatures tellurium remains unchanged in the
air or in oxygen, but on heating it burns with a blue (or green)
flame, forming TeC>2. Colloidal tellurium may be prepared
by the reduction of telluric acid or by electrolysis of a solution
of tellurium in nitric acid.
Tellurium gives a most peculiar and characteristic effect when
introduced into the animal body through the lungs, stomach, or
skin. Even in small amounts it produces a tellurium breath
which is both offensive and persistent. The objectionable odor
is also shown in the perspiration.
The atomic weight of tellurium has furnished a problem of
interest to chemists. Its close relationship to sulfur and
—lire its location in the Periodic Table in Group VI,
I iodine. But the atomic weight determinations
i a value of 127.5 and iodine 126.92. Because
:

c allotropy of tellurium see Cohen and Kroner,
U3) and A. Damiens, Compt. rend. 174 1344 (1922).
174 1548 (1922).
ie boiling point is found to bo 478° according to
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of this apparent discrepancy many efforts have been made to
find in tellurium an unknown element of higher atomic weight.1
This possibility has seemed inviting also because of the fact
that in Group VII there is room for three elements now unknown.
Although some workers have reported results which give tellurium a lower atomic weight than iodine, other investigators 2 have
failed to confirm these conclusions. The determination of the
atomic numbers has shown that tellurium should be placed
before iodine in spite of its higher atomic weight.
Uses. 3 — Tellurium has for some time been known as the
useless element because there have been so few applications for
it in the industries. Its resistance to acid corrosion has suggested that it might be serviceable as an alloying element in the
preparation of resistant alloys, but none seem to have been
successful. It alloys with lead without difficulty,4 increasing
hardness and brittleness. It alloys also with tin, increasing
the tensile strength materially but increasing its hardness only
slightly. An alloy of zinc and aluminium with a small amount
of tellurium has been prepared. It may be rolled into sheets,
giving a firm metal for which great merit is claimed. These
alloys appear to be of little value. As far as now known the
action of tellurium forms a telluride with the metal, and these
tellurides appear to be only slightly soluble in the molten mass.
Tellurium has an electrical resistance of 200,000 microhms per
centimeter cube, the highest of any metal. Consequently,
its alloys may become useful as high resistance material. Tellurium has been used in a limited way for the coloring of glass
or porcelain, producing brown, blue, or red under various conditions. In acid solution it is used as a dip for silver ornaments,
giving a finish similar to that obtained by dipping in a platinum solution. A solution of tellurium in sodium sulfide is used
in toning photographic prints. Tellurium dioxide dissolved in
hydrochloric acid is used to number the inner stems of electric
1 Steiner, Ber. 34 570 (1901) ; Flint, Am. Jour. Sci. (iv) 28 347 (1909) and 30
2092 (1910).
Baker and Bennett, Jour. Chem., Soc. 91 1849 (1907) ; Marckwald, Ber.
40 4730 (1907) and 43 1710 (1910); Lenher, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 30 741
(1908)
and 31 20 (1909).
3
See Serial 2385, Tellurium and its Uses, by H. A. Doerner, U. S. Bureau of
Mines.
* Ransom and Thieme, Chem. and Met. 25, 102 (1921) ; Preifuss, Zeit. elektrochem. 28 100, 224 (1922).
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light bulbs, heat producing the metal, which marks the glass
permanently. The similarity of tellurium to selenium and sulfur suggests the use of the former in the dye and drug industries.
The alkali tellurides are effective remedies against excessive
perspiration, but their use has not been popular because of the
offensive odors produced especially in the breath and perspiration. These compounds also produce marked physiological
effects similar to those of arsenic.1 They have been tried as a
cure for cancer, tumor, syphilis, etc., but the results are not
convincing.2 Since tellurium dioxide is decomposed at red heat
it becomes a powerful oxidizing agent, so its use has been suggested in the manufacture of sulfuric acid,3 and in combustions.4
Recent investigations have shown that tellurium crystals are
useful in the detectors for wireless telephones. The popularity
of wireless equipment is shown by the fact that a single company
has sold 5 over a ton of tellurium for this purpose, although each
instrument requires only a few grams of the clement. The most
interesting application yet suggested is as an anti-knock agent
to be added to gasoline.6 It has been found that the addition
of a small per cent of diethyl telluride to gasoline permits the
use of high compression motors, by means of which the mileage
obtainable is increased as much as 100 per cent. A decided
disadvantage in the use of this compound comes from its persistent and unbearable odor. If some method can be found to
overcome this obstacle this device would not only serve to use
large quantities of tellurium but it would also tend to conserve
the supply of gasoline. It is estimated that t o " tellurize "all
the gasoline now used in automobiles would require 1500 tons
of tellurium per year.
Compounds. — The compounds of tellurium resemble those
of sulfur and selenium quite closely, but it is somewhat more
metallic than either of these elements. It seems logical to
expect the oxygen compounds of tellurium to be easily reduced,
but it is found that the compounds of selenium are more easily
reduced than either the sulfur or tellurium compounds.7
1
William J. Gies, Merck's Archives, Juno, 1901.
2
Lenher, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chcm. 12, 597 (1920).
*Zeit. angew. Chum. 34 154, 157, 102 (1921).
* U. S. Pat. 1,341,402.
«6 Chem. and Met. Eng. 27 040 (1922).
Midgley and Boyd, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chcm. 14 849 (1922).
'Benger, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 39 2179 (1917).
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Oxygen forms three oxides, TeO, TeO2, and TeO3. The first two are
somewhat basic in nature and are represented by numerous salts in which
tellurium is bivalent or quadrivalent, respectively. The dioxide and the
trioxide are both mainly acidic in character, although a few hexavalent
salts of tellurium are known.
Tellurium monoxide, TeO, is obtained by heating TeSO3 in a vacuum to
230°, sulfur dioxide being evolved. It is amorphous, brown to black in
color, and is easily oxidized.
Tellurium dioxide, TeO2, forms when tellurium is burned in the air.
It forms white crystals, which melt and boil without decomposition. They
are only slightly soluble in water, but react readily with the fused alkalies,
forming tellurites. Tellurous acid, H2Te03, is formed by acidifying the
solution of an alkali tellurite or by dissolving tellurium in nitric acid, when
an unstable nitrate is formed from which tellurous acid separates as a
voluminous white precipitate when the solution is poured into water.
The tellurites of the alkali metals are best prepared by fusion of TeO2 in
caustic alkali; concentrated solutions of the alkalies dissolve TeO 2 rather
slowly, while dilute solutions are almost without effect. The tellurites of
the heavy metals are insoluble in water but soluble in hydrochloric acid.
The tellurites are usually of complex character rather than of the simple
character of the analogous sulfites. Oxidizing agents transform tellurous
acid to telluric acid; tellurium is precipitated by sulfur dioxide but not by
ferrous sulfate.
Tellurium trioxide, TeO3, is made by carefully heating H2Te04 to a red
heat. It is an orange-yellow crystalline substance, sparingly soluble in
water, and easily decomposed by heat, forming the dioxide and oxygen.
Telluric acid, H2Te04 • 2 H2O or H6Te06, is made by oxidizing tellurous
acid, best by CrO3, or the chlorates;l by the action of an acid on a tellurate;
or by the oxidation of TeCU by chlorine.1 It differs markedly from sulfuric
and selenic acids by being a solid, much less soluble in water and much less
completely ionized. As an acid it is very weak, much like boric or hydrocyanic acid, the ionization2 constant of a normal solution being 1.6 X 10"4.
It forms various hydrates, it undergoes polymerization readily, forming
colloidal or semi-colloidal substances, and crystallizes with such salts as
phosphates, arsenates, iodates, and oxalates. In aqueous solution telluric
acid is reduced by such reagents as sulfur dioxide, hydrazine hydrate,
hydroxylamine, hydrogen sulfide, and hypophosphorous acid.
When the hydrated telluric acid is heated to 160° water is expelled and
a white powder known as allo-telluric acid3 is formed. It is difficultly
soluble in cold water, but it dissolves readily in hot water, and from the
solution the hydrated acid crystallizes. The allo-acid is a much stronger
acid than the hydrated acid. The formula (H2Te04)x has been suggested
for allo-telluric acid, which indicates that it bears to telluric acid the same
relationship which meta-phosphoric acid bears to its ortho-acid.
The tellurates may be prepared by fusion of tellurium or its dioxide with
1
Meyer and Moldenhauer, Zeit. anorg. allgem. Chem. 119 132 (1921).
2
Rosenheim and Gerhart, Jour. Chem. Soc. 114, II, 194 (1918).
8
Mylius, Ber. 34 2208 (1901); Gutbier, Zeit. anorg. Chem. 32, 96 (1902).
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an alkali carbonate-nitrate mixture, Te2 + K2CO3 + 2 KNO3 = 2 K2Te04
-f N2 H- CO. The same results are obtained by passing chlorine into an
alkaline tellurite, K2Te03 + 2 KOH + Cia - K2Te04 + 2 KC1 + H2O.
The alkali tellurates are in general soluble in water, while the tellurates of
the other metals are sparingly soluble in water but soluble in hydrochloric
acid. On heating, a tellurate loses oxygen and forms a tellurite.
Hydrogen forms the telluride, H2Te, by direct union of the elementsl
or by the action of acid on the tellurides of magnesium, zinc, or aluminium.
It is a gas with an offensive odor, but its physiological action is much less
marked than is that of hydrogen selenide. The hydride of tellurium is
extremely unstable, being decomposed rapidly by temperatures above 0°,
or by moist air. Unless it is thoroughly dry, H2Te is decomposed by sunlight or ultraviolet light; it is more stable in red light. It burns easily with
a blue flame, yielding TeO2 and water. It is soluble in water, and from the
solution tellurium is precipitated by the absorption of oxygen from the air.
The solution precipitates many metallic tellurides when it is added to the
soluble salts of the metals.
The tellurides may be prepared in many cases by heating tellurium with
the metal whose telluride is desired. The reaction between molten aluminium and tellurium is especially satisfactory, and aluminium telluride is
recommended as a convenient method of producing hydrogen telluride.2
Molten magnesium reacts vigorously, even explosively, with tellurium.
Potassium telluride, K2Te, is obtained in an impure form by melting together tellurium and potassium cyanide. Sodium and tellurium unite
directly to form Na2Te and complex compounds containing more tellurium.3
Fluorine forms the tetrafluoride, TeF4, by direct union of the elements or
by the action of hydrofluoric acid upon TeO2. The hexafluoridc, TeF6, is
formed by the action of fluorine upon tellurium at — 78°. It is completely
decomposed by water.
Chlorine combines directly with tellurium even in the cold, forming both
TeCl2 and TeCI4. The dichloride boils at 327° and so may bo separated
from the tetrachloridc (B. P. 380°) by careful distillation. Water decomposes TeCl2, thus, 2 TeCl2 + 3 H2O = Te + H2Te03 + 4 HC1. The
tetrachloride is probably best formed by the action of sulfur monochloride
on tellurium.4 It is extremely hygroscopic and is decomposed by cold
water. Tellurium forms no oxychloride.0
Bromine unites directly with tellurium, forming both TeBr2° and TeBr4.
Iodine and tellurium do not unite directly7 even though they are melted
together in all proportions, but Tel*H is produced by the* action of MI upon
tellurous acid, H2ToO3 + 4 HI = Tcl4 + 3 HaO. Tellurium di-iodide has
1
Moscr and Ertl, Zeit. anorg. allgam. Chem.
2
Liddell, Chcm. and Met. 25 208 (1921).
8

118 2G9 (1921).

Kraus and Chin, Jour. Am. Cficm. Soc. 44 1999 (1922).
*6 Lonhor, ibid. 24 188 (1902).
Lonher, ibid. 31 243 (1909).
« Bull Hoc. Chim. 29 1003.
7
Gutbior and Flury, Zeit. anorg. Chcm. 32 108 (1902).
•A. DamienB, Compt. rend. 172 1105 (11)21).
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been described, but it is probably a mixture of the elements or of tellurium and Tel^1
Sulfides of tellurium have been reported by various workers, several
formulae being given for the precipitates formed when hydrogen sulfide
is passed into a solution of an alkali tellurite or of telluric acid. These
precipitates give up most of their sulfur to carbon disulfide, consequently
it has been argued that the precipitates are mixtures of tellurium and sulfur.
Snelling2 claims to have isolated TeS, but Hageman3 denies the existence
of such a compound but claims that H2S precipitates TeS2 as a red-brown
powder, which is stable only at temperatures below — 20°.
Tellurium sulfoxide, TeSO3, may be made by direct union of tellurium
and sulfur trioxide or by dissolving tellurium in strong sulfuric acid with
gentle warming. It forms a red solution which on further heating yields a
colorless solution, which is the basic sulfate. The sulfoxide forms a red
amorphous solid, which on heating to 230° loses SO2 and leaves behind TeO.
Organic acids like tartaric and citric dissolve tellurium oxide, forming
acid salts, Te(HC4H4O6)4 and Te(HC6H9O7)2.4 Oxalic, lactic, malic, and
gallic acids dissolve appreciable amounts of tellurium dioxide, but the
tellurium salts of these acids have not been isolated. Succinic acid does not
dissolve TeO2, and the existence of tellurium oleate andstearate is doubtful.
Detection. — Tellurium is precipitated by hydrogen sulfide along with
selenium and the sulfides of the second group. At room temperature the
precipitate consists of a mixture of tellurium with varying proportions of
sulfur; it resembles stannous sulfide in appearance. It is readily soluble
in ammonium sulfide and from this solution it is reprecipitated by acids.
Tellurium is readily separated from all elements whose compounds are not
easily reduced by passing sulfur dioxide into a solution containing a small
amount of hydrochloric acid. Probably the best method for the separation
of selenium and tellurium comes from the fact that the former is precipitated
bySO2 and other reducing agents from strongly acid solutions, while the
latter is reduced to the elementary state from faintly acid solutions only.
The addition of KI to a tellurium solution containing a little free HC1 gives
at first a black precipitate of Tel4 which dissolves in excess of KI, forming
K2TeI6, a deep red solution, from which SO2 precipitates tellurium readily.
Under similar treatment a selenium compound is immediately reduced to
red selenium on the addition of KI.
Estimation.5 — Gravimetrically tellurium may be weighed either as the
element or as the dioxide. For the former method, nitric acid must be
removed by evaporation with hydrochloric acid; then the residue is taken
up with dilute HC1, sulfur dioxide bubbled through the solution and tellurium collected and dried on a tared filter paper. For weighing as the oxide,
the precipitated tellurium is dissolved in nitric acid containing a few drops
12 Comvt. "rend. Ill 1140 (1920).
W. 0. Snelling, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 34 802 (1912).
8
A. M. Hageman, ibid. 41, 329 (1919).
4
A. M. Hageman, ibid. 41 342 (1919).
6
See the excellent summary of methods by Victor Lenher, Trans. Am. Inst.
of Uin. and Met Eng., Feb., 1923; abstracted Min. and Met. 4 32 (1923).
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of sulfuric acid, the solution is evaporated to dryness, and the residue
ignited gently in a crucible. The basic acetate separation* precipitates TeO2
quantitatively in the presence of selenium, but it does not separate bismuth
and copper completely. If a solution containing tellurium is strongly
acidified with HC1, then heated to boiling and hydrazine hydrochloride
and sulfur dioxide added, tellurium is completely precipitated.2
Volumetrically tellurium may be determined by several methods:
(1) Tellurous acid is oxidized to telluric by permanganate either in acid
solution 3 or alkaline solution.4 (2) Tellurous acid in hydrochloric acid
solution is reduced by an excess of standard stannous chloride, according
to the reaction: TeCl4 + 2 SnCl2 = Te + 2 SnCl4. The excess stannous
chloride is determined iodometrically.5 (3) Telluric acid may be reduced
to tellurous by the use of potassium bromide in sulfuric acid solution, thus :
H2Te04 + 2 HBr = H2Te03 + H2O + Br2. The bromine is distilled into
a solution of potassium iodide, the liberated iodine being determined by
standard thiosulfate.6
The electrolytic determination of tellurium has been suggested,7 but it is
only possible in the absence of selenium, and its success is doubtful.
1
Browning and Flint, Am. Jour. Sri. 28 112 (1909).
2
Lenher and Homberger, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 30 387 (1908).
8
Brauner,
Monat jiXr Chemie 12 34 (1892).
4

Norris and Fay, Am. Chem. Jour. 20 278 (1898); Gooch and Peters, Am.
Jour.
Sci. 8 122 (1899).
5
Brauner, Zeit. anal. Chem. 30 707 (1891).
• Gooch and Howland, Am. Jour. Sci. (Ill) 48 375; Zeit. anorg. Chem. 7 132
(1894).
* E. MuUer, Zeit. physik. Chem. 100 346 (1922).

CHAPTER XVIII
GROUP VIII — T H E

PLATINUM METALS

I N Mendel^erFs table, Group VIII was distinctive from the
fact that in place of a single element in each series there were
blanks in all series except the fourth, sixth, and tenth, and these
spaces were occupied by triads, which showed some striking
analogies. Not only do the members of each triad show closely
related properties, but their atomic weights and atomic volumes
are much closer together than is usual in successive elements.
This similarity is not only true of physical properties, but it is
so strikingly true of the chemical properties that the separations
of members of each of these triads are among the more difficult
operations of analytical chemistry.
In addition to the resemblance within the triads themselves,
there is also a certain similarity between each element and the
corresponding element in the other triads. Thus iron, ruthenium, and osmium have certain peculiar properties in common;
cobalt, rhodium, and iridium are somewhat alike, and nickel,
palladium, and platinum present similar peculiarities. The
resemblances in these vertical triads are especially striking
between the last two members, but it is perhaps to be expected
that the first member of such a group would differ somewhat
from the other members.
The elements of Group VIII form a transition series between
the members of the even series and those of the following odd
series in much the same way that the members of the Zero Group
do between the odd and the following even series. They show
properties suggestive of manganese, chromium, molybdenum,
and tungsten as well as copper, silver, and gold.
The principal physical properties are shown in Table XL. I t
is to be observed that there are close resemblances within the
triads, although there is considerable departure from the order
of atomic weights. Among the notable facts are to be observed
the high melting points and boiling points and the high density
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of osmium, iridium, and platinum. Under certain conditions
osmium has the highest density of any known substance.
TABLE XL

Physical Properties of the Platinum Metals
MEAN
BOILING
ATOMIC SPECIFIC MEAN MELTING
POINT 1 POINT 2
WEIGHT HEAT ATOMIC
HEAT
C°
C°
0-100°

Iron . .
Cobalt. .
Nickel . .

55.84 0.119
58.97 0.108
58.68 0.109

I COE
DENSITY

7.84 0.0412
2450
8.8 O.O4I2O8
2415
2340 8.3-8.8 0.041248

6.64
6.37
6.40

1505
1489
1452
>1950
1940

2520 12.
2500 11-12

0.04058
O.O4I2

Ruthenium
Rhodium .

101.7
102.9

0.0611 6.21
0.058 5.97

Palladium.

106.7

0.059

1542

2540 11.4-12

Osmium .

190.9

0.0311 5.94 ca2700

21.3-24

193.1
195.2

0.0323 6.24
0.0323 6.31

Iridium .
Platinum .

CIENT OF
EXPANSION

6.30

2360
2550 22.4 0.0407
1755 ca 3900 20.9-21.7 0.04l

The metals of this group are all white a n d remain untarnished
in dry air. Iron is unique in t h a t it oxidizes readily in moist air,
while the other metals either tarnish superficially or are entirely
unchanged. These metals, especially in colloidal form or in t h e
finely divided state, are t h e best catalysts known. T h e y are such
active catalysts t h a t so small a q u a n t i t y as 0.002 m g . of platinum, 0.005 mg. of iridium, 0.0009 m g . of rhodium, or 0.0005 mg.
of palladium m a y be detected on asbestos fiber by heating t o
redness in a flame a n d holding in a mixture of coal gas a n d air.
The metallic particles become incandescent because of their
activity in promoting t h e reaction between these two gases.
Some of these metals also show t h e property of selective absorption of gases to a remarkable degree. All these metals form
organo-metallic compounds, a fact which contrasts t h e m with
the other members of t h e even series. There is also a marked
tendency to form complex radicals, both basic a n d acidic, from
which extended series of compounds are derived, t h e properties
1
2

The melting points are those given in Recueil de Constantes Physiques (1913).
The boiling points are to be considered as only approximately correct.
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of which are entirely different from the properties of the corresponding metallic salts.
A comparison of the compounds of iron, ruthenium, and
osmium shows many points of resemblance. All three metals
form dichlorides, MC12, and trichlorides, MC13. Complex chlorides are known, such as chlorruthenites, M2RUCI5; chlorosmites,
M3OSCI6, and chlorosmates; iron is commonly said to form no
such derivatives, but the double salts like FeCl 3 • 2 KC1 • H2O
may be written E^FeCls and regarded as chloroferrites.
The only oxide common to the three metals is the sesquioxide,
M2O3. The monoxide, MO, is common in iron, uncertain in
ruthenium, and probable in osmium. Both ruthenium and
osmium form dioxides, MO2, but iron dioxide is only known in
the ferrites such as BaFeO 3 . Ruthenium and osmium are the
only members of Group VIII which form oxides of the formula,
MO 4, although the Mendel£eff table would lead to the conclusion
that this should be the common oxide. Both these oxides are
volatile, and soluble in water, but neither forms hydroxides nor
are they acidic in nature, although almost invariably the higher
oxides of the metals show more or less striking acid properties.
Ruthenium and osmium form ruthenocyanides, M 4 Ru(CN) 6 ,
and osmocyanides, M 4 Os(CN) 6 , isomorphous and similar to
the ferrocyanides, but neither forms a series analogous to the
ferricyanides.
A comparative study of cobalt, rhodium, and iridium reveals
some interesting comparisons. Cobalt is almost wholly bivalent
in its simple salts, the only stable trivalent derivatives being
complex salts like the cobaltinitrites and -cyanides. On the
other hand rhodium and iridium are generally trivalent. Accordingly the stable simple chlorides are C0CI2, RhCl 3 , and
IrCl 3 . From the last two are derived the double chlorides, chlorrhodites, MaRhClc, and chloriridites, M 3 IrCl 6 ; cobalt forms
double halides such as CoNaF 3 and CoLiCl4. Iridium forms
a tetrachloride, IrCl 4 , from which are derived the chloriridates,
M2lrCl6. Cobalt alone forms a monoxide, but all three metals
form the sesquioxide, M2O3, and dioxide, MO2. The latter are
slightly acidic in character, forming cobaltites, rhodites, and
iridites respectively; these are analogous to the ferrites, ruthenites, and osmites, and suggest at least a distant relationship
to the chromites and manganites. Cobalt, rhodium, and iridium
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form nirnplc sulfatrs, M^SO,. alums, M'M'"-Su 1 ,, . pj H,O,
and double cyanides, M'^MK W i.-., but mbalt i the unly one
which gives M'.tM(<'N)r,. All three un'taK form amirMHdcrivatives similar to those of palladium and platinum. A
striking similarity is also found in the double nitrites,
M/3(..:()(N()2)fl,M/.nHh(N()8)«,nniIMMr«\n,.u1. I V j»Mtassiuiu
salts of the first two are relatively insoluble, but the ta-t i* M>UMwhat more soluble.
Nickel, palladium, and platinum resemble thr prrri'dinj;, elements, cobalt, rhodium, and iridium, rrsjwrtivi-ly. and tin re an*
also similarities to copper, silver, and gold. Xi«*k«*l and plutinum occlude* hydrogen at ordinary trm|»rra!urr, but t!u*< property is most prominent in palladium, whirh can absorb a* mui'h
as Xf>() volumes of the gas. All three metals yield a ilirhlitriilf*,
and both palladium and platinum form double rhloridrH,
M'sMC'U, while* nickel may nut. Palladium and platinum ?d*o
form trichlorides 1 and double salts M V U H - and M ' M n , , ;
nickel produces no parallel compounds, All thrrc jisHjd* hj*vr
monoxid«^H, MO, arid dioxides, M(J5, nirk«*l ami platinuni havi*
oxides, M.*»O4, and only platinum has n **4*i\Hiu\U\*\ TU**
dioxides of nickel and platinum display firblr iw'ul proju'rfiis,
All three* metalH, when in the finely divide*! ^!;i!*', a!^t>rb C^>,
but no atrbonyl rcmipounilHof {mllailiutn m platittimt Juivv U-rn
ifiolated ; they all form dt»uble cyanif Irs like KjtM (t *X) i. Xiekil
and palladium are readily pr#tipitj*li d by <lirii^f hyliily«*Nittif*;
platinum precipitates incompletely ntu\ only %m f«*ili?*u.
The rare elements of (troiip VIII are roller?iv*4y trfrrrrd to
as the " Platinum MrtalM,H For fonvrnirrirr they nn* divide*!
into thr» Light Platinum Metals or Htithcniiitn *»mup ;itnl the
Heavy Platinum Metals or thr i^iiuuiii ilrun\h Tin* light
metals arc charactrriml by thr fmi thnt th«»y vutnhinv twm*
readily with oxygrn than tlo thr heavy tw*tnhf tmnimn \n*hm
thft only one* of thr* latter whirh hnrtw in tiir. Pallftilittin m tin*
only one which dii^olvr»« in hot. UNO*. Atfim rriciti
osmium, forming (M)if iiml |iliiiinitni, giving PtC1 t ; it
ruthenium slowly, whilr iritlium anil rhodium nn* riot i$|$pr*'f*ii$bly
attacked. AH the cc>ni|KHiticli$ of thvm* twtnl* i-ir«* family rnltiuinl,
conacK}uetitIy the* elementary nUtU* in thr mrumofi Umn in
nature.
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While the members of the platinum group resemble one
another in a very intimate manner, there are many points of
dissimilarity to be observed. If the elements were to be arranged in order showing the most gradual changes in chemical
properties the order would probably be
Os —

Ru

—

Eh

—

Ir

—

Pt

—

Pd.

In this arrangement each element resembles its neighbors, but
between the extreme elements there is noticeable divergence.
This order is difficult to harmonize with the other parts of the
periodic table.
THE

PLATINUM

METALS

History. — It is impossible to tell when mankind first began to use the
platinum metals, for they attracted the attention of early races because of
their simple metallurgy, bright and permanent color, and their high melting
points. Berthelot describes* an alloy of platinum, gold, and iridium which
was used in forming hieroglyphics at Thebes in the seventh century B.C.
Pliny speaks of "aluta," which is supposed to refer to platinum, a name
which is derived from platina, a diminutive for the Spanish word plata,
silver. About the middle of the sixteenth century, the Europeans were
somewhat familiar with a metal from Mexico which they were unable to
melt. In 1750 Brownrigg for the first time described the compact metal
and termed it a " semi-metal " because of its peculiar properties. Many
investigators studied this substance, each adding a few facts concerning its
behavior. It appears to have been melted first about 1758; in 1772 it was
hammered into foil and drawn into wire. The use of the oxy-hydrogen
blowpipe in melting platinum was introduced during the first decade of the
nineteenth century by Robert Hare of Philadelphia, the inventor of the
blowpipe. In 1859 Debray and Deville first used a lime crucible and cover
in fusing platinum. The early work was done almost entirely on South
American platinum, which was difficult to obtain because the Spanish
government forbade its exportation in order to prevent its use as an adulterant for gold coins. All the early references2 to platinum refer to a mixture of the metals of this group, usually with some gold, silver, and other
metals. The first companion metal to platinum was discovered in 1803.
The discovery of platinum in the Ural Mountains was made in 1819,
but it was not until 1824 that its exportation was begun. These deposits
developed rapidly and soon became the most important source of supply.
In 1828 Russia began to use platinum coins, but the wide fluctuation in the
value of platinum caused the discontinuance of platinum coinage in 1845.
1 CompL rend. 132 729 (1901).
2
For a complete bibliography of the Platinum Metals from early time to the
end of 1917 see Bull. 694, U. S. Oeol Surv. There is, also, an excellent bibliography in Les MStaux PrScieux by Jean Voisin, Encyclopidie de Chimie Industridle (1922).
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About the year 1803, several chemists examined the residue which
remains as a black powder when platinum ore is dissolved. This had
always been considered as composed mainly of plumbago, but it was found
to contain a new metal. In 1804 Tennant1 announced the discovery of two
new metalsfrom this residue. For one he suggested the name iridium, the
rainbow element, " from the striking variety of colors which it gives while
dissolving in acid." The other he named osmium, from the Greek word
meaning odor, a name suggested by the sharp smell of the volatile oxide.
Following this announcement by only a few days, Wollaston described2 a
method of separating still another element from the mother liquor after
a solution of platinum salts had been precipitated by ammonium chloride.
This new metal formed salts whose solutions even when dilute were rosered in color, so he suggested the name rhodium, rose-colored. Wollaston
also discovered the metal palladium while he was purifying a quantity of
crude platinum. The actual discovery was made in 1803, but the announcement was first made anonymously in the form of an advertisement of a
quantity of " palladium or new silver " for sale. The " new metal " was
thought to be a fraud composed of an amalgam of platinum. Later Wollaston
declared3 that he was the discoverer, gave his method of reclaiming palladium from platinum ore, and explained that the element had been named
in honor of the planetoid Pallas, discovered in 1802.
The last member of the platinum metals to be discovered was ruthenium. This element was announced by Osann in 1828, who claimed to have
found three new metals in some crude platinum ore from the Ural Mountains. To one he gave the name ruthenium, from Ruthenia, a name for
Russia. He soon became convinced that one of the metals did not exist
and for some time the others were considered to be mixtures of the oxides
of titanium, iron, zirconium, and silicon. In 1845 Claus examined similar
ores and found4 that they contained a new metal for which he retained the
name of ruthenium.
Occurrence. — The platinum metals are found native, almost
always associated with each other, and generally with small
amounts of gold, copper, silver, nickel, iron, and other metals.
The grains are small, rarely in nuggets, and are found in alluvial
deposits which result from the disintegration of basic igneous
rocks. Only a very small part of the world's supply is derived
from any other source than alluvial deposits. Iridosmine is a
natural alloy of iridium and osmium containing small amounts
of the other metals. Alloys of gold with both palladium and
rhodium are found occasionally. The platinum metals are
found in small amounts in copper ores such as tetrahedrite and
1 Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. 94 411 (1804).
2 Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. 94 419 (1804).
»Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. 94 428 (1804) and ibid. 95 316 (1805).
* Annalen 56 257 (1845) and ibid. 59 234 (1846).
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are reclaimed from this source from the electrolytic sludge.
Platinum is also found in certain deposits of coal and its presence
has been detected in a certain meteorite.
A few compounds of the platinum metals are met, but always
in rare minerals. Sperrylite is platinum arsenide, PtAs 2 , which
is found in rare samples of the nickel-copper ores of Ontario and
of copper ores at Rambler Mine, Laramie, Wyoming. Laurite
is a rare ore composed mainly of ruthenium sulfide, RuS2.
A few unusual nuggets have been discovered. The largest of
these was found in 1843 in Russia and weighed 21.25 pounds.
At war time prices this amount of pure platinum would be worth
more than $36,000. A smaller nugget weighing 18J pounds
was found in Russia in 1834. The nuggets from South America
are smaller, one of 800 grams being reported. 1
Deposits of platinum are found widely distributed over the
entire world.2 Approximately 90 per cent of the total platinum
produced has come from the alluvial deposits of Russia. Columbia ranks second, Borneo third, United States fourth, and
Canada fifth. It is difficult to obtain accurate figures regarding
the actual production in Russia because the published output
was sometimes as much as 60 per cent below the actual production. This was to avoid registration. The total world's production up to 1917 has been variously estimated from 5,000,000
Troy ounces 3 to 11,000,000 ounces.4 The price has gradually
risen as the uses of these metals have increased. Table XLI
shows the gradual rise during recent years. Owing to the scarcity of platinum during the war, and the urgent need for the
metal, especially in munition work, the United States government set an arbitrary price of $105 per ounce, May, 1918. In
June, 1923, prices in New York are quoted as follows: platinum
$114.00 per ounce ; iridium $260.00-$275.00; palladium $80.00.
Refining.5 — All platinum ores have a high density varying
from 14 to 19. Consequently the first steps in refining are
usually made by a series of washings. Usually the ores are
non-magnetic, but if the ore contains iron it may become highly
1
George F. Kunz, Pan-American Union Bulletin, Nov., 1917.
2
See Platinum Map, p. 59, Monograph The Platinum Metals, by A. D.
Lumb,
British Imperial Institute (1920).
8
J. M. Hill, Eng. and Min. Jour. 103 1145 (1917).
4
J.
L.
Howe, Chem. and Met. Eng. 19 607 (1918).
5
H. F. Keller, Jour. Franklin Inst, Nov. (1912) ; Lea M&aux PrScieux,
Jean Voisin (1922).
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TABLE XLI

Prices of Platinum Metals in New York in Dollars per Troy Ounce
PLATINUM 1
IRIDIUM 2

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922

Low

High

28.00
41.00

39.25
45.00

PALLADIUMa

45.00
46.00
43.00
40.00
60.00
90.00

48.00
50.00
110.00
105.00
108.00

100.00
85.00
70.00
85.00

150.00
155.00
80.00
87.50

65.00
83.00
94.00
150.00
175.00

44.00
56.00
67.00
110.00
135.00

165.00

55.00

magnetic. Separation by this property is somewhat uncertain,
consequently gravity separation is generally used. If gold
is present it is concentrated with the platinum and may be
separated by repeated treatment with mercury. The crude
platinum ore which remains is usually shipped without further
treatment to the refiners.
Several methods are used in the refining of crude platinum
ore, modifications being introduced to meet varying conditions,
and usually the details of any process are closely guarded
secrets. In general there are three steps used in the refining
of the crude ore : (1) the removal of osmiridium, (2) the separation of platinum, and (3) the separation of the other metals
which may be present. Two types of methods are used to
accomplish these separations, known as the wet and dry
methods. In the former the ore is digested under slightly increased pressure with aqua regia which contains an excess of
hydrochloric acid. The undissolved residue consists mainly
of osmiridium, sand, and graphite. The other metals are mainly
brought into solution by this treatment. The solution is
evaporated in the presence of excess HCl and the residue heated
1
Platinum figures are from Min. Ind. 29, p. 547-548.
a
Iridium and palladium values are from Min. Resources, 1918, p. 205.
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fo l.Mf foi'\f»»*I UNO.! :ui<I convert palladium to the palladoun
rnit<lin*ui. Hi** r**vii|iir is <*\f r:u*ti.*<I with water, and the platinum 1- pr*'t'ijMt:it»-ij :^ auimuuituu platinichlorido by adding a
H;itiir:tt*'»l ^*»luti«ih nf autitiKfiiinn ehloride. This is filtered,
w:ii!i»'«S, -iii'i u»iiii#«L vvh* II *|M»ngy platinum i.s obtained. Thin
iv ruiidr infn :i p;i>lr, «•••impressed, and hammered into bar form
n? Ju* )f*ii in s inn*' furimre by an nxy-iiydro^'n fining or in an
i-liTfnr i3jr!i:in'. tfn'pan*d in thin way the* platinum unually
r«»ii!:t!fi* ;»J>*iut h \ o |wi n»ni iiidium, most of which may b<* revt«mv»'d In- rvtlis.^nivinu in aqtia n%in ancl n^K.sHting thct aminohl^f j*!*" |*l*f*'Jpit:i!i»»n.
»irv |»iM*i «H, .M»!tii*iiint«H c*aH«*cl flu* mfthod of IVvillo and
/ i-f«n.HiHf.H in hi'iitiftn: flu* rrudc» platinum on» with galc»na
£ii' in :i r*'Vi*rl»frat^ry fiirnan*. Mctnllir l<»nd in formed,
h *iivi»lv*K )ii;iH}iiiui, fonntiiK a fusible alloy. Iridomnim*
nut foiiii an ;iH«iy %vi(h !I*:M1 fiiit Hi^ttKn to the* bottom of the*
'Mr ;iii«I JH rnuftvx'fi. Tht* alloy in nip^lcdjand tin* residual
pj.iiiiinin itiav U' jiiirififd by washing in nitri*1 a<ri<l, dissolving
m m\n:% n%m IIP! jitvrfpifjiHng by NH4CI as in thi i wt*t method.
J*liiiiiuiii pr<*piiii<l in I hi?* way roiitniriM iriditutt and rhodium
ntnl may fnnt^m i»th««r i?n*fHIH, *riif dry method giveH uuerrtuin
ri-Kuli-H siii*J it* 11*tt «*\f**iii*iwly tt^m*fl,
H|*i * ml !iit*t)iM<tH nw nmM for tit** fvclaiming of platinum from
fiih^r iiiHiitiuritif'ti jir«n*i^*i4, In ihi» «»lf#iftrolytir refining of
K«*|«l. ib<* pliMitnuti iiM4t;il^< tin* Hf»rtif*tifii«»M found in the Hlitnen and
mtiii<-!iir$i^ tti«*y remain in flit* «*t«**ftrtilyf<*, I'Vottt th<* nlimetf th(»
firiviuMt*. fitrl?*}^ mn\: b* ri'*iiiovf*fl by H«* wet \mnwm niu\ front the
rlrrlrfiivtr by jwripilntiori with NHiCi, after removal of gold
witIt Mtifttr fJii*^ii|i>. The rt'trtovnl of ptutinuiti from the niekeir«ci|i|n^r nnm nf I'hiturtfi IM lorm nml fliilirtiU. In th(* Orford
f«r«**«**»* «h«« nmffrt -i^ fttwil wiffi MiKlitim Ktilfate ami coke, than
11$•«* " ImiUttm *f rmmUnl with »*«lt untl Jenehed. Plutinurn in
rfrliiiimtl frttiii flu* Mtftwl rhloritlt-Hiilfnti* Holuttort by art uripiibtt;**h***I pnm*m* Thw ini'tlmi! f.I*H*** not recover more than a
mimil jjf*rr#*fiini5;i* of I tit* |irf»r*ioitj* irK4ulH«
A f<ifi#iilf»riib|t*ttmoiint:*>f pktinttm innnntmlly n^overed from
nrtnp ftit»tal, froiti HrriruplAtinK Holutiorw, iind from wiwte in
tin* iitiiiiiifiirtiiri* of jewelry, in ilt*ntintry, and in ffhotcigraphy*
* Ann- i'him #*%« U (l«*HWj ; tW t l
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T h e tiifthtifls e m p l o y e d in t h e r e c o v e r y of p l a f i i n n n from s u c h
Hnur«ft\s a n ' v a r i e d

J

a n d n a t u r a l l y dej»end o n I lit* sort of m a t e r i a l

a n d tlif n a t u r e nf flu* a c c o m p a n y i n g m e t a l s .
T h r p r o d u c t i o n nf e h c i m c a l l y

pure platinum

is a

difficult

fa k, w h i c h i n v o l v e s t h e e x c l u s i o n of t h e b a s e m e t a l s a n d t h e
e l i m i n a t i o n of I h«* o l h r r nii*mbers of t h e p l a t i n u m g r o u p .
liMtliud:

Tlie

c o m m o n l y e m p l o y e d for t h i s purj^ose are s i m i l a r

to

th«» *' ti i d in I hi' i n t i m a t i o n of t h e metal.''
T h e ntUn
pi'Mflui't

iiM-fal'" «*f t h e p l a t i n u m m*>up are o b t a i n e d an b y -

im f hi- rrJiuii^r o f p l a t i n u m .

H M * l i q u o r o b t a i n e d fr«in

th«- t i h r a h n n nf auiuionMim fhl«*rplatniate m a y c o n t a i n i n d i u m ,
r h o d i u m , p a l l n d m u i . afj'J ^r'»M.

Th** ^ p a r a t i o n of tliesi* m e t a l s

m u v }»*• a*-i'ttiuph'-h«*d u» "«'V«-ral w a v - , t h f

mt'thod s h o w n

in

Tal.!«- X I J I IH'JUK ivpi.-.-d. 1
*n»** ti*<'t:d;-» ruih»-nmiu. *» luinsst, a n d i r i d i u m an* eonv«*nii«nt!y
r* rr*vrjii| from 0i«- naf UJ :*l ull*»y «':dl«-d ni*hr-unut< nr o^miridiuiu.
TUtM IN u4 wiijf*« iniiM-r:d t

v«-fy

iinrtl, w t u r h e u n l u i n «

i n d i u m *-fu jH-r n - n ! ( u n d o.-jiuuiu

f

mainly

l T -IK jn-r rt*n\ $ w i t h ^mall

of fh*" |*I;itmiiui if i?- Uf*u:dlv tfiwij N'parati* tr<*:itnienf. Mj**h an
tliut. H-liMivn in 1'ubl*' X J J I I ,
Propertteft.

Ihtthrmum

Hi «*f»mpurt f n n u n ^ e m b i * ^ p l ' i h n t i i n

in cntor Hie! liir*t«-r» bu* IH HMji4*'^-|i;if h:inl<T Hiid m o r e I*ritfI«*.
N e x t t«i fiHimuuj, U \* th«* ti»M»*f iiifu^ibh* iin-tul «*f I hi.** un»up.
It fH^in«li-H ^;i,*.i'*» i <-;«<! it % ;ib(»Mi}i»i*^ h% >Ir'<y«'i* u h f H
kitfliod** in fh«* rl«Tif<4v ^ «»f wai* r

U***d a**

In fi?i«-h djvj*l« *i f o r m fh»-

tneiitl h.ri*« u d u l l $/r^\ r^J^t *M^I •* tv< •* «-Jfi**j* i#tIv :i>^ :» r:ti.ilv*t u$
Hilrll rcrt«*Unt*H u> lh*' M\I<1»1|MII *4 :il«>44ot t o .$Jd* lnd« ,u»*I :ir«-!ir
ttftr-ttt*

| ]
| ta /Hi*' Ji|t«*y III
Jl i** «^j*l«»«*iv«* i-v« i# uli«-ti pr^|*:ir*'d in th«*
iid iridiufin
r*rfiMitiMri «»f nil

TABLE XLII

The Separation of the Platinum Metals
Crude ore is digested for several hours in aqua regia.
Residue: Con- Solution : Evaporate to a syrup, add HC1, and repeat several times. Take up with the least possible amount of water and add concentrated NH4C1. After standing filter.
tains iridosmine.
Precipitate: Wash Filtrate: Add zinc, filter the precipitated metals, wash with boiling water
and add aqua regia.
with NEL,C1 solution, dry and
ignite: spongy Residue: Boil with 10% KOH solu- Solution: Evaporate, take up with
tion, wash, mix the residue with
dilute HC1 and add a solution of
platinum.
an equal weight of NaCl, and heat
mercuric cyanide.
to 440° in an atmosphere of chlorine.
Filtrate: Add a
Take up with water, crystallize Precipitate :
Wash and igconcentrated
the excess NaCl, heat the liquid
solution of fernite : pallawith HNO3 and add saturated
rous sulfate.
dium.
NH4CI solution.
Filter and
Precipitate: Wash Filtrate: Evapowash thorand ignite:
rate to crystaloughly with
iridium.
lization and ighot water:
nite the crysgold.
tals : rhodium.
CO
5
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a n d l i f j i t w i t h B J I : O : , t h r u m u l , a«M :A«|U:I r*-p;», ;*»M! «ii->iiil *»»«-f«»nrlh

tin*
I >i f i l l a f i - ;

C V»nf :tin:*»

o M i i i r a n * ! ; n*«li f i l l ,
i't»l|rrliu{{ f i H i i l u f t * .
tn iiintttftniH wati-r,

I M*Ii t i l M

Ii«ju*»r

li^S<h;
i*v;ij*»<r
'ilwn ; f i n a l l y !•»
r«-«"i;i an*I fli*ii :i '

titint wilt.

f IMII ;

11 Ml HI M
f i t *ii

yi

fitrofitr riifntlifirafioii, whirh rrvrrfi*- t*i JI «tnf4«* form with flu*
Huthiftiitttti firrhitIf*H ftxygcfi %%*n
j *n fin* ru^tiil i*« IM«*IMI in fbr
»ir iiiitl nf flit* Httiw* firti** it, i,« rtivrT«*i| wit It ;t ihtti film *4' Ui«*
muU\ VVIn*i$ hr*;if<*ii in rmy«f*ri it furiiw rlu* lirown i>^i«!i* ltuM 3
and lit t<*m{'K*ftiftim«< ulMivc* iHur* wmii* l'Ui*U i* f*irm^l. I t
mnUm with nxyup.n tnmi r«*ndily uf tin* tiluttiium tti«*t?*l#« t*^t***|*i
iiittn. Muoriftf* nwl cMunnv v.tnnhuu* *I*f«*rtly with rutln*wnnvwhnl vh*vnU*4 trmin*tnum*#. TUv mHn\ in imt
by »«y Miriftl*11 tuizl und n«|int rrgin iji.f»#iih*r*# i l ^luwty*
mthi m\f&U* luivi* no fflfi^rl tifmn rutlti'tiitint. I hi* !.#••*!•
nfilvi*nt bintiK n mixtur»! of |n>UMHiiutii bydruxitle mid {K»tit**itiiu
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nifraff, lU** ruthrnute K-JtuOj being formed. The metal may
alhii }»*' hniti^ht intn .volution by fusion with sodiuut peroxide.
The finely divided metal is quilt* readily soluble in alkali hypol{ht**intm n i m b l e * aluminium in appearance; it inductile and
malleable at n«d |ji*:tt ; is less fusible than platinum, but the
innih-n itji'tal xpits or» ia*»r»liii|jr. When alloy(»d with platinum
it tvdurrs t h»- v<»ljitiliiy i»f thf l;itti»r. MolU»n rhcxlium CIIHHOIVOH
rnUMi|*-ral»lr cm*IMJII, but mi dialing, t-l«k (»arbon app(*ars a^ain an
Utrupliiit'. IMIU'IV iiivii|<*d rhcidiuru is formed by reduction of itn
Kili^ in hydrogen ; it abnorbn hydrogen only nlightly but cataly/,rs $Ut* iiiiiou «»f liydro^rn and oxyg(»n. Khodium may ho
pivpuri'fi in b«»th mlloidal and explosive forms like* ruthonium,
4*xi*jjf thnf i'X|ilii*<ivi* rhodtuiH inMnt l«4 prepared in the presence*
of air. The spongy lui'tal <!<H\S not absorb %HH. Hhodium black
i^ prepare I l>y rrdurtion of rhodium Halts in alkaline? nolution
with ;il«*#)jfi! ttr ;ifitiiif»iitiiffi foritiati^ The* preHemu* of nulfur
ap|H*arH to !H» tuft>Htfiiry. It in a powerful ca(,alynt,
forinir arid »t ordinary ti»r«fK*rnturcH. It fontw a
funiltlf nm\ rxtri'MM'ty malleable alloy with nilver; it alloys
readily uifh ropjn*r, luHttiuth, tin, leacl, yM\t% and platinum.
Whrn lirati-ij in flit* jiir rhodium tarnishes vc^ry nightly, but
it in f Is** itirtst r«*:i«Iily nttiteked of all the platinum metaln by
rhlorirm ntnl liniiiiirif1, t-lit* net ion on finely divided mc»ta! b(»ginmutt lit 2rif,f, The pure ifn»tnl in insoluble* in a d d s and aqua
n%mt \mt when }ill«»yi*fl with mnnll amourttH of other metals,
t***|Mi/fiitI1y fopjifr, Jf*nd or «im% it is much mom easily
In tin* prrf«riic«« of oxynen, hydrochloric ucul under
litf uck** tht* rnetiil at n ti*mjH*nitum of 15(f. FUHCKI potasHiurn
ii*id Miilfiiff* tlimtth'm rhmJiuiii, forming a double Hulfuto, and
fijMi»«l nit mil* yields ihn ,w*m|tiiojciftc,
m a whiti* rnctul, «oi!ic»what harder than platinum,
HDtrtcwIuii ! e ^ ductility an<l inalleubility* When
it miUnm at t«*iniit»mtiiri»H Imlow its melting point, conHf»c|tirntly it- may b» weldifd reitdily. Ita melting point, aliout
IJ>12*, in f hi* lowi*it of thr* platinum mctialw, but it vnporhm
below ihi* rrit'Itirjg fK*int, producing gram vaporn. It« Iwiiling
poiut in ap|>roxitnaU*iy 2S4O**
(Mtmilid palladium i* pn*par«*<l by rc»duction of th« chloride*
with tterdbin or hydraginc hydrate in tho proMenou of a p r o t c o
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ainountof hyiiro^m I%\VUI\H d i MJ/ < .»• A> %4 \> J' ««•, M** -I** i^«- *
UHiffnl in ft'itinviriK f!i«j li t ti *< < • <*j)», df<»f/* * f/ ~i t « '*,. m ^ - >
Pallmlhtm Mark i** JU^JMT* d H -• * I *« > i •# 0,< *<J^j'#i, ^f
pulliiditini mUn Uy , nrU ?**f«i»ffif* \±» !*?-> .«- •* di«» *< I nn»««
I t i« not fhi? ptin* iiiH.d l«i|t t • 44 *?.?* .. n* ^1 *!< :*> u^i. Ii ,1%
12|K»r cr*nt IMO ln^iiK loiiiid tth« t^ |M)].»«{^S J M , u r 1*4 11,4
in hyiirogwi, f hr g/t^ 1** f -JMIIIV «*••«* I* *J *%**)* n4 •'* rj J * ^*j^i|.«i|
of hi*at, At high*? !**IHJ*-I *t<«i« -• IIJ* ii^ir^^* » i, ^ t fi««-, -^
much n« (171 volniw** #4 «*#** ^ #1^ «^*h<-J *•<« -J.« ^ o i t n r *f
tnd.al* Wht*n pfi.ihi«iitiin M:M k i<t ' u * | « n ^ - h j * i »** r i!> j«('«i«f
of libflorhing hydm«*'ri i*» imr* IM^J n.iil it 1 «.» «•• • L»*onnf
to ahworh If201 vrilitm *H irf IIM- $;%* I? . j t < « . j ^ r^t ,w rtU^nr,
who^ ehfiiiiVid nrfivify 1* iin u •*** 4 IA (hi4 |,r<- *--» ^iIL^Iintii
black ulmwlm mrlmn in*i?if#%i 1*% ;iii %^Isifn 1 I ing i.tirii iifi
ilmvly at onJinary f Arff|n*r;»f(ir^. tl»iK & *
whaa heated to 52KT (.;.
* f'lWftl Hl«<| C|r.f 1|fi#_, (^w# f |
t

M»^ •' | * * l * :
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PulhiflitiTii is not tarnished in dry or moist air or in ozone at
ordinary ti«mjH»nitun*s. At dull redness it unites with oxygen,
^fiviiiK IMo. Wiirii the molten metal solidifies, it " s p i t s "
liki* silver. All nf the halogens attack palladium at elevated
temperature, though iodine vapor reacts only incompletely
with the finely divided metal. Sulfur arid arsenic unite directly
wifh lit*' mHul at elevated temperatures. Hydrochloric acid
dt^olvr** rhf* compart metal slowly, but aqua regia is a good
Mfhvni. C'uiici-ritrated nitric acid attacks the metal, while*
dilute nitric acid will di*solvi» certain alloys but not the pure
metal. Sulfur**: arid, hot and concentrated, forms IMHO4,
which is *il*o formed by fusion with KHSO4.
Palladium is
j^nliieirnlly active to displace mercury from the cyanide.
(hmmm in crystalline form, obtained by treating its mm alloy
with IfCL ha* a bluish tint, ix brittle, hard enough to scratch
^!»i><% and ha,* I!i«* hisuhest dennity of any known substance. Its
point j * thi* hi^iu^t f»f the membr^rs of this group, and it
«^ >4«»ulv, Colloidal osmium is prepared by reducing
potji^iuiii oHin;ii#% K ^ M ) | , and is effective in catalyzing the
liydrotf«'U;*tioH of fUiMatitruteft comp<nmdH and in the oxidation
of rnrlwjfi itiofjoiudc. It in the nutst effective of all the colloidal
ii'iffa!* t»f this KTUII|I in vntnly/AU^ the (k^oiupoHition of hydrourn jMioni*!**. Tin* IHUKI marked catalytic effect of the metal
in in the finely divided form, in which condition it causes the,
of hytimKrfi niid oxygen to become explosive a t tern- IIK low it* Wn or *rifl" ('. It in one of the; mont effective
rntnlyntd in thi* Ilaln*
i)*tninm in the only metal of thin group which unites readily
with o*y&er§, The finely divided metal reacts with oxygen
of air ui tmlinnry tenifwrature.H, thin reaction probably Iwung
catalyzed by tin* presence of alwc^rbed hydrogen. It is also
oxi(ii/.r»i) by Mf#»fiiti. Th<» product r*f oxidation, (M)if htm a
tlitt!ier**rttl*lt* otlfir, from which Hue element re«!eived itn name.
Them* vitjmrff nn* \Hnmm*M* find produce temporary blindneHs.2
Koiir* of tin* liiilc»geri« at tuck the metal at ordinary temperatures,
hut t«itli fluorine* and rlttorine uniti* with it when heated. The.
iimor|»tioM# nwlnl tlimtlvvH readily in fuming nitric acid and less
midily in n<|ii?i n*gia; iwnclrtilo not attack the crystalline form,
» Zrti. EltMtw-h-m, U fcl (WVAh
* Ifevilfo ftiifl IMany. Ann, (him. Phyn. U 3Hf# (IHf*U).
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but the metal is easily brought into solution by fusion with a
mixture of sodium peroxide and nitrate or of the corresponding
barium salts. Finely divided osmium is soluble in alkali
hypochlorite solutions, thus illustrating its acidic tendency.
Iridium.
The fused metal is white, with a bluish luster,
resembling polished steel in appearance. As usually obtained
it is hard, brittle, and almost entirely lacking in ductility. It is
now believed that its hardness and brittleness are due to impurities and that the pure metal is quite malleable. It has been
both melted and vaporized x in the electric furnace. The molten
metal absorbs carbon, which reappears as graphite when the
metal solidifies. Iridium foil may be made to absorb considerable hydrogen, when it actively catalyzes the union of hydrogen
and oxygen. Explosive iridium is made by preparing a zinc
alloy of the metal and then removing the zinc with hydrochloric
acid. The finely divided metal which remains is explosive, if
the process has been carried out in the air. Colloidal iridium
is made by reducing a solution of the chloride with various
reducing agents in the presence of a protective colloid. The
color varies from red to black, depending on the method of
preparation. As a catalyst it is less active than platinum, but
it aids in the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, best in the
presence of dilute acids ; it also causes the union of carbon monoxide and oxygen at ordinary temperatures. Iridium black is
conveniently prepared by dissolving the sesquioxide in an alkaline solution and then adding alcohol and boiling. The fine
black precipitate obtained in this way is a mixture of the metal
and its oxides. I t is an active catalyst.
In the finely divided state, iridium shows some chemical
activity. At a red heat it begins to unite slowly with the oxygen
of the air, with sulfur vapor, or phosphorus. The phosphide,2
Ir 2 P, is decomposed at higher temperatures and the sulfide,
Ir 2 S, may likewise be prepared by passing hydrogen sulfide over
ammonium chloriridate. If hydrogen selenide is used, Ir 2 Se is
formed. The compact metal is much less active, but at 1100°
a superficial oxidation begins, forming a purple layer. Fluorine
in the nascent state and at dull red temperatures forms a fluoride, and chlorine attacks the hot metal, especially in the presence
1
2

Moissan, Compt. rend. 142 189 (1906).
Clark and Joslin, Am. Chem. Jour. 0 231 (1883).
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of ymlium rhl*»rid»\ forming a soluble double salt. All simple,
iintU and *v« n ;M|U;t r»-uia an j without action on t he* metal except
in v» i v fuM-ly dividtd Man* or in alloys, in which condition a
,*lu\v partial *<'hi\\**n may take place. Fused alkalies in tho
pi* i in*' ••{ ;tlK;tJih<* nitrates fi»nu snlut >lc« and insoluble iridates,
and p*'?;^'i?iiii bhulfati* fun in th<* insoluble oxide.
phit^fiurn \.< n whit** nt^fal, intermediate in color between silver
and tin. If i- ynfu*v f h;ni IIII^I *?f the other tnctals of this grotip
and in I'Mth iMall*-ahilitv and ductility it approaches silver and
g*4d. li *d*"*'*rifa! cMUiductivity is low, arid its coefiicient of
i \p:nr IMII i- tin* JMUI-! nf all metals. The hardness is increased
|iy th*' addition >«} iudiuiu, fttit flu* ductility in at the name time
fiaii«;i id. T'h*' h.'M'dn*'^ ui the metal is increased also by
HI* * !iiiiir J WMikiii^ and dpcreawcl by ke<*ping for a time at a
bu^lit r«-*l }i*:it, l i i r Vf*la)iltty <»f platinum at ti*mp<»rnturoH
h.-loiv if :•* liiiinn^ point hrt^ IHH'H carefully studied. It has been
jt-hoivn l ffitf if in iinifh iiitire volatile in the presence of oxygon
tbaii if i* in hydrogen, tuf r<^«*n, or n vacuum. In oxygeni tho
" vapMu/'-iti*)!} '* iwidii.^ at a !i*m|M*ruturc a.H low an 5CK)*1 (l. r when
it i' ttij|*ji<f * d lliat an i'fiiitithenuic oxi«lt», I*tOSf in formed which
r|iv.*or$:*t«^ *if |ow**r l#*iii|H*ru.ture,H. The* IOSH of platinum by
volatilization nt f«-iii|«Taf"nr**H nbovi* IHMr is increased by tho
j*r<'.***nr*< «>f ii'Mlimtt l**it «K*creiw#*iI by rhiMliuin.3 Ileuted platiiimtn fml |wriiisl« hydroitrtt Ut rfifltwi* but not methane, nitrogen,
myurth h«-liw*i, fir argoiK Tin* eomjiact ttwlitl absorbs some
hy*lr**M*"^f t^1^ it i** «II KIV«*« HJI on cooling.
f\mhi <tivi't*'*i phiinuM h »n arlivr catalyst, arid may be conVriiifiitly pri'|-»;ir*'«l on ?wlw*?4fo*§ filmr by dipping the* fiber in a
p«*l*i!i<ifi r*f rts!**r|>bliitie iiciil rind igriitinic. Flatini^'d nickel
h iiiad** by ¥$uMn% the powdered inetnl with a solution of ehlorplaf itiir itrifl Hit* riitiilylic nrtivtt-y «f platinum in not affected
by uirk<*lf but it in tlwrvumil m fiitirifly dent roycul by certain
r
Cottnidttt platinum in prepiired by reduction of the chloride in
tht» firrtwtsrr of a prttUH&ivfi colloitl or by piuminp; a npark tMttwcsnn
filrtfifititii rlrrfrmlw in iw water* It witulyaww thn clr*corn[>OHilion of Uythim**** frroxitlf? in IKIUI acid ami alkaline soiution;
at cixygffi with fwth carton monoxide and with
t*k& Mm- n 3P7O (1»1»).
fad ifi ?*aimr Nri, 2/
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also a mixture of hydrochloric and chloric acids. Dilute
1c acid does not attack platinum, but the hot concenL acid attacks it slowly, forming such compounds as
3 ) • (HSO4)2. Fused alkali carbonates have little effect
platinum, fused nitrates and acid sulfates are more
5, while the fused hydroxides and peroxides attack it
Sulfur does not attack platinum, but some of the
l i e sulfides do. Phosphorus reacts easily with platinum,
n g a series of fusible compounds such as PtP 2 , P t P , Pt 2 P,
H3P5.1 Hence phosphates or phosphides should never be
ci in platinum under reducing conditions. Arsenic and
n also combine readily with platinum.
3S. — Ruthenium has no commercial uses at present. Its
eness and ease of oxidation are decided disadvantages in
.e as a metal.
odium is used to a moderate degree as an alloy of platinum,
m o s t important effect of a small per cent of rhodium is
crease the volatility of the platinum. Consequently, an
containing 10 per cent rhodium is sometimes used for
a g laboratory dishes, and it is the most successful material
s e as the positive element of the precious metal thermoe . Rhodium is also used in alloys with platinum for
ry.
Zladium is used widely as a catalyst and in gas analysis ; its
3 with gold are used as platinum substitutes, not only in
nanufacture of various types of scientific equipment but
I n dentistry, jewelry, and for plated ware.
mium was the first metal which was found to be commerr
successful in an incandescent electric bulb. Such filas were expensive not only because of the scarcity of the
1, but also because of the difficulty of extraction and danger
i t s poisonous fumes. Such filaments were quickly replaced
sliers which were more efficient and less expensive. In the
r divided forms it is active as a catalyst, and would be used
isively in such reactions as the Haber process if it could be
tned in sufficient quantities at a reasonable price. Its use
e form of " osmic acid " as a stain for fatty tissues is well
m.
Osmium finds some use as an alloy in platinum jewelry,
-ts presence is generally considered to be undesirable.
1 Clark and Joslin, Am. Chem. Jour. 5 231 (1883).
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{{Uenflv. the platinum compound* are discussed somewhat fully
and the more important compounds of the other metals are
l<;roujM<d in tabular form.
Platinum fnrms two .HTie* of salts, the platinous, in which the
metal is bivalent, and the platinic, which are quadrivalent.
P*Mth eli- «•- «»f eMiupotuids an* deeomposcd by lieat,, and the
ineJal i- ea.sjly displaced from platinic* solutions by most, other
ineinKand uiany or^nnie >ub.sfnnces. There is a marked tendrhey fo form c««Uipl*S cofupottnd.S.
ttjr-ftfru rirtit\nu*>t ilii»»fh wiih |»l:»hjjiint H|HHIK'* **r thin foil, a part of
\ihi< J» f* M ^ * ?** J'«irm I'tu lh$ > rti!it|»iiiMf*l H Miiluh|<* in arifln, giving phtt.iijTiij--* ^«Rs ui«l r- *l*TMji)jH»-i*-»J by h*'id, vt<*l*lirtK I'H)a ;uid the iiicf.nl.
Ii\ «lr..^»-'i j*I;^iiisiii* iu>»iiM\i*i«', Pf(l • "J Ii5< I, in obtniuril !»y a<i(litig n
li\«-ij ,ilK;'i|j t<» ,1 «;jrm •:'»!?jfiM!j *»| pisfiiutu rhioriili* c»r potaNHiUftt chlorj*]-;-i!iMi*«- If r* «':.i.v»l>- tiMttt/vil, ;mifi whi'fi frrxtily prtM'ipilnfcd it in quitu
r*',*'Ii!v iojiil»l»' Hi r#»jir*"!i»i-:»!i-t! ;in«h. AftiT it him IMTII dri«*ci ia an altno.sji|,»-r«* «if *-?ifl«*ii 4i«»%i«Ir jt INTOJIH'.H ;>lm«»Ht itiwohiblc in uciiln cxrrpf, hydro«•}*!« »fjr
1*1 utiijiiiii ^«H|SIKO\3*1Ptat**n«»t Id^'u pr**i»nri'r) tu th<* jmhydroun ntatc, but.
:i Mmvn j»r* *i|»)! ii» l*»>f>> ^il>()i" nblaitii'ti when hot
}
}
Vlxiiwiui *JIM\I*I«- I.H «»1«f Hifi*-"*!!».«.ri ioon«ihyflrati»of th«* fonnulu J*t-O3 • II?()
in fli* f t$lhrA -I«#K iiittj$i*r i» *fjlti!mii of f»! ihnurn ti*frar'hlc>ri<l«' in hoilcil
\v»Oi -:»i* »-v»*ft.**il \;i*'*ll HIHI fbi'ii fit-iilriilt^fl with acetic lU'id ; t.li<» prwipif;if-*' MI *«Mit}ii*'f) t* i|ri***| f))«tr«ifiKh)%M»l HK)M; thin MttbMtauw 1CIM<'H water
tt'Mh «lifFi«*»ii!y uj»*| «iti .ntrnfiK ii(tiif ion yi«*I».|M m«*ti-illir' ptnUrtttrtt, btit it in <ltt!»riili f*i r^i^I isil tJi^ *i\V9C*'fi * Hi^lifr lm!r«l«#* <»f PtO3 are ohtuirmbli*T a
wliite t«-*r^J»vitir*>»*«<! U'«i« f*1i»iMt«nl ttln*h the plnlinic rhloridf* is quite dilute
:,tnJ i h«- ;nr#'i.|*- >«-f*I IA »-«>M *I"h»H 1'iitMjHiUhtl hun twuiu* propertie.H and is
<*«»HIHI*II«-* *-iill«-*J h^\ah%'4mphiUmr iwhl, to whi«fh the forttiulu H^Pt-COfOi
,winffr*I It ^Ii^filv*^ Hi tlilMte r.ttf.Hlit? nlkiili miitifioitH, forming mt*;h
i l d b f i f
KI'KfHIh, which Iwlmviw like
|»J.;iIltiHfii !fi!r<f*ir» IHIIi, i.« rihffiinmi 3 lit flu* iUiOfle wlii-n H Hoilltioti of
imiuMmnin hr%*Uy\rtiphiUnntp in rletirolyznl, HHIIIR pliitiiaun etcHttrodeM,
!!.«• l*snfm!i«n* ni/iy }i«i«»if*ly n*t-***wift for the nitotlir pnwiviry of platinum,
ft t« fffMiflv x*»Jni»U* in byilrwhiorir »ri«lf but «iifftr«iltly HO!UI>I(* t»i nitric anil
^illmrir iiri^Jj*. Wohfcr nwwi«ler*i if an tht* unhydridt* of ptatiuic ae.id and
fi**f m it firftmiili*.
fJW*«r wwtibtii*^ fliw^ily with plfttintim at 500* f« <KKI**# fomiing fioth
t*tFi «wl 1*1 Fi l*if«»rtii l« jtrepfifi* l!u«>rtit» roinp*iur$ff« of iilnttntirti by
f
* Hull OJ*4 Mlii»tf»». /A
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Chlorine forms PtCl2, PtCl3, and PtCl4, and a large number of complex
salts.
Platinum dichloride or platinous chloride is obtained by heating platinum
black in chlorine at 360° or by heating chlorplatinous acid, H2PtCl4, at
100°. It is insoluble in water, but soluble in HC1, forming tetrachlorplatinous acid, H2PtCl4. Salts of this acid are important and are quite stable.
They are prepared by reduction of the corresponding chlorplatinates, best
by potassium oxalate: M2PtCl6 + K2C2O4 = M2PtCl4 + 2 KC1 + 2 CO2.
The chlorplatinites are generally soluble in water, yielding red solutions,
but the silver, lead, mercury, and thallium salts are difficultly soluble.
Platinum trichloride is prepared by heating PtCl4 in dry chlorine at
390°. It is readily soluble in boiling water, but may be hydrolyzed by
continued boiling. The trichloride does not dissolve in concentrated HC1,
but when the mixture is warmed a reaction takes place, producing both
PtCl2 and PtCl4.
Platinum tetrachloride or platinic chloride, PtCl4, may be prepared by
heating chlorplatinic acid in a stream of HC1 or chlorine. It has a reddish
brown color, and on exposure to air it absorbs moisture, becoming bright
yellow in color. It dissolves fairly well in warm water, the solution being
strongly acidic, as is shown by the fact that it liberates carbon dioxide from
the carbonates. The solution is reduced by iodine, thus: PtCl4 -f-12
= PtCl2 -f- 2IC1, a reaction used for the volumetric estimation of platinum.
Hexachlorplatinic acid, H2PtCle, is prepared by dissolving platinum in
aqua regia or a mixture of chloric and concentrated hydrochloric acids;
or by dissolving platinum sponge in hydrochloric acid in the presence of
chlorine; or by dissolving platinum black in a mixture of concentrated
HC1 and H2O2; or by the anodic oxidation of platinum aponge or black. If
the solution is evaporated crystals of H2PtCl6 • 0 H2O are obtained. The
solution is a fairly strong acid, decomposing carbonates and neutralizing
bases, forming chlorplatinatos of the general formula MaPtCle. Of these
the most important are (NH^aPtCle and KJPtCle. They resemble each
other in appearance, both are difficultly soluble in water, and they are
isomorphous. The former is important in the purification of platinum
and in the preparation of platinum sponge; the latter is used in the quantitative determination of both platinum and potassium.
Bromine and iodine form compounds PtX2, PtX4, and H2PtXe, analogous
to the corresponding chlorine compounds.
Sulfur combines with platinum sponge or the finely divided metal on
ignition and forms PtS. The same product is also produced when hydrogen
sulfide is passed into a solution of an alkali chlorplatinite.
'Platinum disulfide, PtS2, is precipitated when hydrogen sulfide is passed
into a hot solution of PtCl4. It is a black powder which on exposure to the
air forms an oxysulfide, PtOS • zII2O, but on heating strongly in the air
the sulfur burns, leaving the metal. The disulfide dissolves only slightly
in both acids and alkali sulfides.
Platinic sulfate, Pt(SO4)2, is formed by the slow solution of platinum
sponge in concentrated sulfuric acid. Basic suifates are also prepared by
dissolving hydrated platinum, dioxide, in sulfuric acid.
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Selenium combines directly with platinum, forming PtSe, a very brittle
substance. By reduction of an alkali chlorplatinate in the presence of a
selenite a compound of the formula PtSea is obtained.
Tellurium combines with finely divided platinum, yielding PtTe2, which
on heating yields both PtTe and Pt2Te.
Phosphorus reacts readily with platinum, forming a fusible mass which
probably contains a mixture of compounds such as PtP2, PtP, Pt2P, and
Pt3P6.
Arsenic combines with platinum sponge at elevated temperatures, forming PtAs2, which is found in nature as the mineral sperrylite.
Antimony powder when mixed with platinum sponge and heated gives
PtSb2, PtSb, and Pt6Sb2.
Silicon unites with platinum when the two elements are heated together,
PtSi being formed at moderate temperatures and Pt2Si in the electric
furnace.
Carbonyl compounds are formed with platinous derivatives, as, for example, by passing carbon monoxide over platinous chloride at 250°. Under
these conditions there is obtained a mixture of PtCl • 2 CO, and 2 PtCl2 • 3 CO,
which on further heating gives PtCl2 • CO. Other platinous compounds
yield similar derivatives. Carbonyl compounds may also be prepared by
passing an equimolecular mixture of carbon monoxide and chlorine over
platinum sponge or foil at 240°-250°. This reaction is sometimes used to
detect the presence of small amounts of rhodium or certain base metals in
platinum.1
Cyanogen derivatives are numerous and capable of great complexity.
Platinous cyanide Pt(CN)2, is obtained as a yellow precipitate when mercuric cyanide is added to a solution of alkali chlorplatinite. Double
cyanides of the general formula M'2Pt(CN)4 are formed by such reactions as 6 KCN + PtCl, = K2Pt(CN)4 + 4 KCl-f (CN)2. These platinocyanides do not respond to the ordinary tests for platinum. These compounds yield beautifully colored hydrates, and the barium and calcium
hydrates have optical isomeric modifications.2 Certain of these hydrates
become remarkably fluorescent under excitation from ultraviolet light or
radium.
Ammonia added to solutions of platinum salts produces a large series of
complex derivatives, which are analogous to the compounds of chromium
and cobalt, obtained in a similar manner. These salts do not give the
ordinary reactions for platinum, but are capable of undergoing various decompositions, thus furnishing a large number of derivatives. Many cases
of isomerism occur among these compounds, which have been extensively
studied by Werner.3 According to his system, the compounds are classified
on the theory of principal and supplementary valence. The principal
valence is that shown by an atom or radical which can exist as an ion, while
1 Mylius and Foerster, Ber. 25 665 (1892).
23 Levy, Trans. Chem. Soc. 89 125 (1906) ; 93 1446 (1908) ; 101 1081 (1912).
A. Werner, Neuere Amchauungen auf dem Gebiete der Anorganischen Chemie,
or the translation m English by Edgar P. Hadley, New Ideas on Inorganic
Chemistry.
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the supplementary valence is that displayed by radicals which cannot exist
as ions. Thus an atom of platinum can hold four chlorine atoms by means
of the principal valences, giving the molecule PtCl4. But this molecule
can combine with two molecules of hydrochloric acid by means of the
secondary valences of platinum and chlorine, giving H2PtClc.
Platinum forms two distinct series of these complex salts, in one of which
platinum is bivalent and in the other quadrivalent. In the platinous series
the metal holds four molecules or radicals coordinated with it to form the
complex radical, which in turn may hold two external radicals. Thus when
ammonia is added to platinous chloride and the precipitate so formed is
boiled with ammonia, a compound is formed having the composition
[(NH3)4Pt] Cl2. The ammonia groups may be partially or entirely
replaced by acid groups such as Cl, NO2, SCN, etc. Thus we have four
classes of derivatives which correspond to the following general formulae,
X being used to represent any univalent acid radical and 11 any uriivalent basic radical.
1. [(NH3)4Pt]X2, Tetrammine platinous compounds.
2. [X(NH3)3Pt]X, Triammine platinous compounds.
3. [X2(NH3)2Pt], Diammine platinous compounds.
4. [X3(NH3)Pt]R, Monammine platinous compounds.
Platinic derivatives of a similar nature are formed by oxidizing the
platinum in any of the platinous derivatives. With the metal in the quadrivalent state, the complex is capable of holding six molecules or radicaln,
while a maximum of four external acid radicals may attach to the complex
as a whole. Thus we have the following series of platinic complexes: —
1. [(NH3)6Pt]X4, Hexammine platinic compounds.
2. [X2(NH3)4Pt]X2, Tetrammine platinic compounds.
3. [X3(NH3)3Pt]X, Triammine platinic compounds.
4. [X4(NH3)2Pt], Diammine platinic compounds.
5. [X6(NH3)Pt]R, Monammine platinic compounds.
To make the group complete there should be a pentammine series, but
derivatives of this type are not known.
In addition to these series of derivatives others are known in which the
ammonia radical is replaced by substituted ammonias. A few derivatives
which contain more than one atom of platinum have also been prepared.
These suggest enormous possibilities in the study of the complex compounds
of platinum.
The other platinum metals form compounds which are in general similar to those formed by platinum. Table XLIV gives
in tabular form the principal compounds formed by the associated metals. In general their formation, characteristics,
and properties will be suggested by comparison with the corresponding platinum derivatives. The following characteristics
are worthy of note.
Ruthenium is basic in the lower states of oxidation, while its higher oxides
are acidic. A trioxide, RuO8, and heptoxide are known only in combination.
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TABLE XLIV

Typical Compoundsl of the Platinum Group Metals.
Ru
Oxides

. . .

Salts -ite
-ate
Per -ate
Chlorides .

.
.
.
.

RuaOa
RuOa
R11O4

. M^RuOa
. M'aRuCU
. M'aRuCU
.
R11CI2
RuCle
RuCU
Chloro-salts -ite M'*RuCl8
-ate
Sulfidas . . .
RuaSa
RuS2
RuSi
Sulfites . . .
Rm(S0t)j
Sulfates . . .
Ru(SO4)a
Nitrates . . .
Cyanides . . .
K4Ru(CN)«

Rh

Pd

Os

Ir

M'2Rh04

PdO
OsO
Pd2Oa • xBiO O82O3
Ir2Oa
PdO2 • a;H2O OsO2
IrO2
IrOa
Os04
/ Oamyl
I M2OBO2X4
M2OSO4

RhCh
RhCU

PdCh
PdCla

M'sRhCU
M'aRhCls

M'2PdCl4
M'2PdCl«
Pd2S
PdS
PdS*

RhaOa
RhO2
RhOs

RhS
RhsSa

Rh2(8O3)3
Rhi(8O4)s

PdSO4

Rh(NOa)a Pd(NOs)«
Pd(CN)2
Rh(CN)a
K»Rh(CN)8 KaPd(CN)4

OsCh
OsCla
OsCU
M'aOsCU
M'aOsCU

OsSs
OsS4
OsSOa

IrCl
IrCla
IrCla
IrCU
M'sIrCla
M'2IrCla
IrS(T)
Ir2Sa
IrS2
Ir2(SO8)3
IraCSO4)8

Os(CN)2
Ir(CN)a
K40s(CN)a KJr(CN)a

The tetroxide, RuOi, is volatile with an odor resembling ozone, but it is
not poisonous. It is soluble in alkalies, and the perruthenate so formed is
useful in histology as a stain because of the ease with which it is reduced
by organic substances, giving the finely divided metal.
Rhodium is almost wholly basic in character, its salts being generally
trivalent. The trichloride forms double salts with alkali chlorides which
are called hexachlorrhodites, M'sRhCla, and pentachlorrhodites, M2RHC1B,
respectively. These may be considered as double chlorides rather than as
salts of the respective chloro-acids, since the existence of the latter is doubtful. The trichloride is insoluble in water and acids, but its hydrate is
soluble.
1
Compounds of doubtful existence and those known only in complexes are no€
included in this table.
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except in dilute water solution. Its potassium salt is obtained as unstable
orange-yellow crystals when ammonia is added to a cold solution of
OsO4 in KOH, thus: OsO4 -f KOH + NH3 - OsNO3K + 2 H2O. The
barium and silver salts are prepared in a similar manner.
Iridium forms three series of simple salts in which the metal has valence
of two, three, and four. The lower oxide, IrO, has been reported, but is
doubtless unknown in the pure state.1 Salts of this state of valence are not
numerous or well known. On ignition of iridious chloride, IrCl2, in chlorine
a monochloride is formed,2 but it is only stable between 773° and 798° C.
In most of its compounds iridium is either trivalent or quadrivalent, the
latter being called iridic. In both states of valence, the halogen compounds
form double salts with the corresponding alkali halides, giving chloriridites
and chloriridates respectively. These are to be considered as alkali salts
of complex acids.
In its trivalent form, iridium forms the sesquisulfate, Ir2(SO4)3, which
like the corresponding salts of cobalt and rhodium forms a series of alums.
Double cyanides are formed such as potassium iridiocyanide, K^r'^CNJe,
similar to ferrocyanide; and potassium iridicyanide, K8lr'"(CN'")6 to ferricyanide. The latter is more stable.
Ammonia forms complex derivatives with all three classes of iridium
compounds. When added to iridious chloride, IrCl2, or to iridic chloride,
IrCU, the complex salts formed are analogous to the series of platinous
and platinic ammine derivatives. When ammonia is added to the trichloride, many complex derivatives are formed which are similar to rhodic,
cobaltic, and chromic compounds. For example, when ammonia acts upon
ammonium iridiochloride a compound is produced having the formula
[Cl(NH3)fiIr]Cl2, and called chloro-pentammine-iridium dichloride.
Detection. — The qualitative separation of the metals of the platinum
group is a difficult task, for which many methods have been proposed.
The method outlined in Table XLV is comparatively simple and gives good
results. Confirmatory tests are suggested by Tables XLIII and XLIV.
A few additional characteristic tests are suggested below.
Ruthenium is best recognized by the delicate blue color produced when
the solution of the trichloride is treated with H2S. This color is possibly
caused by the formation of the dichloride.
Alkali chlorides precipitate E^RuCle, violet, from concentrated solutions.
This double chloride is difficultly soluble in water, but is hydrolyzed in
boiling water, giving black insoluble oxychloride.
Ruthenium trichloride reduced with a small amount of zinc gives an
azure blue color probably due to RuCU; an excess of zinc produces metallic
ruthenium as a fine black powder.
If a ruthenium solution is made alkaline with ammonia, a little sodium
thiosulfate added and the mixture boiled for two or three minutes, a color
develops varying from rose to red-purple. This test may be applied in the
presence of iridium.
* WShler and Witzmann, Zeit. anorg. Chem. 57 323 (1908).
* W5hler and Streicher, Ber. 46 1577 (1913).
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TABLE XLVI — Reactions of Platinum Group Metals in Compact
RHODIUM

RUTHENIUM

PAIIIJADIUM

OSMIUM

IRIDIUM

PLATINUM

Boiling with
aqua regia

Dissolves
slowly

Insoluble
except in
some alloys

Soluble

Soluble
yielding
OsO4

Insoluble

Soluble

Boiling with
nitric acid

Insoluble

Insoluble

Slowly
* soluble

Insoluble

Insoluble

Insoluble

Boiling with
sulfuric acid

Insoluble

Insoluble

Slowly soluble, forms
PdSO4

Insoluble

Insoluble

Attacked
slightly

Fusion with
KHSO4

No action *

Forms soluble
KJBhi(8Qfo

Dissolved

Partly
oxidized
toOsO4

Oxidized but
not dissolved

Slightly
attacked

Dissolved
forming
K 2 0s0 4

Oxidized to
soluble and
insoluble
iridates

Attacked

Forms K2Ru04, Oxidized
Fusion with
KOH+KNO 3 green, soluble
in water
giving orange
solution
Treatment
with iodine
solution
1
2

Oxidized

m

Black stain

J. N. Friend, Textbook of Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. IV, p. 331.
There is some indication that ruthenium is oxidized to RuO2,

g

No action

CO

o
Or
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Palladium is the only one of the rare platinum metals which reacts with
Hg(CN)2. The precipitate, Pd(CN)2, is white with a yellowish tint,
gelatinous and readily soluble in both KCN and NH4OH.
The solution of an iodide added to a palladous solution precipitates
black Pdl2, rather slowly soluble in an excesa of alkali iodide. Jthodium
may also precipitate if present in fairly large quantities.
Dimethylglyoxime gives a pale yellow flocculent precipitate, with palladium salts. None of the other platinum metals will precipitate in the
cold; copper does not interfere but gold and nickel must be absent.
Osmium in the metallic state sublimes at white heat without melting,
and on heating in air or in oxygen it produces OsO4, volatile, and extremely
poisonous. This oxide is soluble in water and from this solution, FeSO4
precipitates Os(OH)4, black; sulfurous acid produces colors ranging from
yellow to green to blue, the latter being the color of OsSO3; metallic zinc
precipitates osmium as a black powder, which is the only one of the platinum metals that dissolves in hydrogen peroxide.
Any osmium compound heated with concentrated nitric acid yieldn
vapors of OsO4. If OsO4 is distilled into water, the solution slightly acidified,
and ether or amyl alcohol added, a blue color results. This test is said to
detect one part OsO« in a million parts of water.
A solution of a chlorosmate or of the tetroxidc acidified with HC1 and
warmed with an excess of thiocarbamide, yields a deep rose color. Thin
test is said to detect 1 part osmium to 100,000.l
Iridium tetrachloride, treated with exceHR of alkali hydroxides, gives a,
green solution with a small black precipitate of the double chloride. On
heating the solution first becomes red, then deep azure blue, due to thp
precipitation of Ir(OH)4. This test distinguishes indium from platinum.
Alkali chloriridates are reduced by FeS()4, or SnOl2, the* solutions-*
being decolorized and chloriridites formed. Those salts crystallize out on
cooling.
Platinum salts are reduced by FeSO4, or SiiOlj, the metal finally resulting.
Platinic solutions yield with SnOI2 a blood-red color if the solution in
concentrated, or a golden brown in a dilute solution. The color in extracted
with ether. This test distinguishes platinum from palladium, iridium, gold,
or iron, but it must be carried out in the absence of filter paper or other
organic matter.
Platinic chloride is not reduced by oxalic acid, another method of distinguishing platinum from gold.
Potassium iodide gives a test for platinum which is very delicate. When
added to a solution of platinum chloride a color appears which varies from
rose red to brown; or black Ptl4 may bo precipitated. An excess of K!
produces K2PtI«, brown, sparingly soluble. Iron, copper, and oxidizing
agents interfere with this test.
Estimation. — The quantitative determination of the metals of the
platinum group is a task which requires long and skillful effort on the part
of the analyst. Many schemes of separation have been proposed and used,
* Tschugaev, Compt. rend. 167 235 (1918).

TABLE XLVII

Reactions of Chlorides of the Platinum Group Metals1
RUCLJ

Color *
H2S1 at80°C

Dark brown
Azure blue color,
slow forming
Ammonium sulfide Ru, dark brown,
difficultly sol. in
excess
Caustic alkalies
Black ppt. insol.
in excess
NH4OH*on
warming
Saturated %
NH4CI
Saturated
KC1
KI solution*
1:1000
Hg(CN)j sol.
KCNS, 1 per cent
Hydrazine2 in
HC1
Dimethyl- 2
glyoxime
Metallic zinc

RHCLS

PDCL2

OsCu
Yellow
OsS, brownishblack
Dark ppt. insol.
in excess
OsOt • 2 H2O,
brownish-red

IRCL4
Dark brown
IrsSs, brownishblack
IraS3, brown, sol.
in excess
Double chloride,
brownish-black
ppt. sol. green
Bright color

PTCI*

Yellow
PtS2, brownishblack
PtS2, brown, sol. in
excess giving
(NHOaPtSs
Dark ppt. of
PtO2 • (H2O)

Green color

Red
RhsSs, brownishblack
RhsSa, dark brown,
insol. in excess
Rh(OH)s, 3'eilowbrown, sol. in
excess
Slowly decolorized

Brownish-yellow
PdS, brownishblack
PdS, black, insol.
in excess
Basic salts, jrellowbrown, sol. in
excess
Decolorized

Brown ppt.

No ppt.

No ppt.

Violet ppt. cryst.
KjRuCU
No change

Red ppt. cryst.
KsRhCU
No change

Brown ppt.
cryst. K2OsCl6
No change

Brownish-red
ppt. K2IrCl6
Yellow color

No change
Dark violet color
Yellow color

No change
Yellow color
Yellow color

Red ppt.
KaPdCh
Dark ppt. Pdls,
sol. in excess
White ppt.
Pd(CN)a
Unchanged
Pd. Black ppt.

No change
Unchanged
No change

No change
Decolorized
Yellow color

Red-brown color;
slow forming
No change
Increased yellow
Pt. Black ppt.

Yellow ppt.
Ru ppt.

No change
Rhppt.

No change
Pd ppt.

No change
Os ppt.

No change
Ir ppt.

No change
Pt ppt.

1
2

Yellowish-brown
ppt.
Red ppt.

Black ppt.

Slowly decolorized
Yellow ppt.
(NH*)2PtCl6

J . N. Friend, Textbook of Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. IX, p. 332.
Metallic chlorides in dilute solution. See Mylius and Mazzucchelli, Zeit. anorg. Chem. 89 (1914).
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the alloy is heated with ten times its weight of lead and the button digested
with hot nitric acid until the lead is removed; the residue is digested with
aqua regia which has been diluted with five parts of water, then the iridium
metal is washed, ignited, and weighed.
Platinum may be determined as the metal by igniting the sulfide,
obtained by the action of H2S on an acidified solution of the chloride.
Ammonium chlorplatinate may be precipitated by evaporating a
neutral solution of PtCU just to the point of crystallization, then adding
an excess of a saturated solution of NH4CL Add alcohol, let stand twentyfour hours; filter, wash with 80 per cent alcohol, dry, and weigh. The
precipitation of platinum by this method is not quite complete. The precipitate may finally be ignited in a stream of hydrogen, but the ignition
should never be made in air because of loss of platinum, probably through
the volatility of PtCl2.
Volumetrically, platinum may be determined by adding KI to a solution
of platinic chloride or alkali chlorplatinate. The iodine liberated is
titrated with thiosulfate, one molecule of platinic chloride liberating a
molecule of iodine. This method is not extensively used.
The plan for the quantitative separation of the metals of the platinum
group,1 given in Table XLVIII, must be considered as an approximation.
It may be necessary to repeat the fusion with Na2O2 in dissolving the melt
in HC1. Heating the solution must be avoided to prevent loss of OsO*
It is probable that the chlorine distillation will have to be repeated several
times in order to remove all of the ruthenium. Precipitation of platinum
and iridium by means of ammonium chloride is never complete and the
precipitate is always contaminated with rhodium and palladium.
1
For a scheme which is better suited to the analysis of alloys see the method
of Deville and Stas as modified by Mylius and Foerster, Bar. 25, 665 (1892).
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Rhodium — Continued
Finely divided, 349
History, 342
Occurrence, 342
Properties, 338, 349
Refining, 343
Sponge, 349
Uses, 355
Roscoelite, 205
Rubidium, 50
Compounds, 54
Detection, 52
Extraction, 51
History, 50
Metallurgy, 51
Occurrence, 51
Properties, 51
Separation, 52
Rust proofing, 255
Ruthenium, 342
Colloidal, 346
Compounds, 300, 361
Detection, 303
Estimation, 369
Explosive, 346
Finely divided, .346
History, 342
Occurrence, 342
Properties, 338, 346
Refining, 343
Sponge, 346
Uses, 355
Rutilo, 98, 131
Samarium, 93, 106
Samarskite, 97, 178, 224, 294
Scandium, 94, 109
Scheelite, 264
Selenium, 310
Cell, 318, 319
Compounds, 323
Consumption, 314
Detection, 326
Estimation, 326
Extraction, 312
Glass, 321
History, 311
Metallurgy, 315
Occurrence, 311
Oxychloride, 324
Properties, 310, 315
Uses, 319
ftderaphite, 279
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